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Problems with Entry of
Airlines to Airport Kosice
and Their Possible Solutions
Michal Maďoran1, Stanislav Szabo2, Lucia Melníková1
1

Department of Air Traffic Management, Faculty of Aeronautics,
Technical University of Kosice, Rampova 7, 041 21 Kosice,
Slovakia

Email: michalmadoran0@gmail.com, lucia.melnikova@tuke.sk
2

Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Transportation
Sciences, Department of Air Transport
Email: szabosta@fd.cvut.cz

The thesis assesses Kosice airport´s tributary area and its potential
within the arrival of new airlines. It offers an image of the situation
in eastern Slovakia, which provides information about people from
a perspective that is interesting for airlines investing in the area.
Attention is paid to the national and international transport routes
while keeping in mind airport´s availability. In the section dedicated
to tourism, the thesis displays current information about visitors
from abroad, as well as the amount of people travelling abroad,
which has special importance in the development of new air
connections. In the analytical part, thesis describes problems in
comparison with competing airport, which include promotion of the
airport, airfares and offered incentive programs. Finally it assumes
conclusions, based on the analyzed data.

Keywords: Airport Kosice, Tributary area, Demography, Airport
charges, Flight tickets of price, Incentive program

Introduction

it is important for airlines to keep your
clientele and widen their reach to those

Air transport is the safest mode of transport in

airports that offer them favorable conditions

the world but nevertheless it has as each

for carrying out their business activities.

transport its proponents and critics. Although

Kosice Airport (airport codes IATA: KSC,

the amount of air disasters that accompany it

ICAO: LZKZ) is international airport in Kosice.

to its origin holds a firm place in the global

It is the second largest airport in Slovakia with

transport market which cannot be said of

scheduled air services. It is also the largest

airlines and airports. As airlines and airports

airport in eastern Slovakia. The foundation of

are formed as well cease to exist and therefore

the
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construction began in part of the city Barca. It

from the airport Kosice beeline less than

is now run by a company Airport Kosice -

200km. The distance was a major decision

Airport Kosice, as. Founded in 2004 with the

comparing these airports from various aspects

Slovak Republic was 100 - percent owned by

and angles.

the

Ministry

of

Transport,

Telecommunications
Transport,

(now

Construction

Posts

the

and

Ministry

and

In

conclusion,

of

proposals

Regional

problems.

of

I

will

possible

summarize

solutions

to

the
these

Development). Based on the privatization of the
company in 2006, he became its 66% owner

1. Analysis of problem areas of
arrival airlines at Airport Kosice

KSC HOLDING - A consortium of foreign
shareholders - Flughafen Wien with a share of

In this section, we approach problems likely

80.95 % and Raiffeisen Zentralbank AG with a

arrival of new airlines. We discuss what the

share of 19.05%. Slovak Republic remained a
minority

share

of

the

remaining

airport is doing therefore to attract new clients

34%.

and didn’t lose current.

Nowadays, Kosice airport focuses on civil

We'll look at fares from Kosice to the

international passenger and freight services,

same destinations from Budapest airport. We

domestic services and getting experience for

will assess advantage when choosing the

full-time students, Technical University of

airport from different points of view of the

Kosice. In addition to regular and charter

passenger catchment area of Eastern Slovakia.

flights it is also a participant in commercial

Compare the cost of airport landing

flights in general aviation, thanks to major

charges of Kosice and Budapest. By way of

foreign companies and their branches in the

example, with specific aircraft types we will

catchment area of the airport (Kršák, B.).

point the price for a better understanding of

The airport is located in the Kosice

the practice.

Basin in the city of Kosice - Barca, which is

We

part of the district Kosice IV. The district has

close

what

programs

they

offer

remuneration compared airports in different

an area of 59 square kilometers and according

years of use.

to the census in 2001 there lived 57 236

1.1. Compare prices one-way tickets
from Kosice airport and Budapest
airport

inhabitants. The highest point is the hill
Heringeš (331m.nm) and the lowest point in
this area is the point where the Hornád River
leaves the district (190m.nm). It is accessible

Airlines logically offer the lowest fares to

by car, but also a public transport bus number

attract as many customers. To survive in a

23 (Tolmáči l., et. al, 2008).

competitive environment, often they offer rates

The basis is by analyzing the individual

below the corresponding average costs and,

characteristics of the airport, its fees and

unfortunately, thereby causing their collapse.

services of the state which result in problems

With growing demands and expectations of

of entry of new airlines to the airport Kosice,

customers haven’t selected only the lowest

which is of a monopolistic position in the

price but also other services offered by the

region of Eastern Slovakia. This monopoly

airline.

interferes

mainly

Hungarian

Ferenc

Liszt

We reviewed fares from the airport and

Airport in Budapest, which is the distance

airport Budapest. We compared the amount of

~7~
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€

the price to the same destination from which
they operate flights from Kosice to compare
and

we

seek

the

same

connection

from

19 –

05.06

27,99€*

.

Wizz Air

Milan

31 –

Bergamo

46,01€

Without

*

Budapest. Based on the specific price we are to
analyze whether the right price is crucial for

24 –

07.06

Wizz

Doncaste

the arrival of potential customers and airlines

32,99€*

.

Air/Ryanai

r

direct

r

Sheffield

connectio

*

to Kosice airport.

n

When comparing the price offer we
focused on flights to the same destination in

*found 13.03.2015, ** introductory prices

order, if the customer catchment area of

In some cases, the flight time varies, but

Eastern Slovakia worth traveling to Hungary to

this is only a few min prolongation of duration.

fly the same company at a lower cost for a

The price is in most cases about same. In

ticket. We also take into account the length of

communications from Kosice to Vienna and

the flight and we have included a comparison

Budapest, the price compared to routes to

to the destinations that are yet to become

London is high, which may be caused by the

operational. All prices include airport charges,

airline Austrian Airlines, which is not low-cost

focusing on economy class passengers, and

carrier. In this case, the ticket prices at a

who have reached 18 years of age. When

crossing stood at € 180. Also price from

choosing, we focused only on direct air links

Budapest to Prague is about 80.33 % more

without changing, although in some cases was

expensive than from Kosice to Prague flights

lower airfare with one or two passes into the

are operated by the same company Czech

site. When drawing up the tables, we took the

Airlines.

information from globally recognized, but also
Slovak

websites

dealing

with

We

searching,

could

not

compare

prices

in

Bratislava to Doncaster Sheffield and due to

comparing and assistance in selecting the most

the

appropriate flight for the customer. Therefore,

Budapest. When comparing, we came across a

the prices quoted from - to, since each of the

remarkable

pages offering a different price.

company WizzAir, which in the near future will
operate

Table 1 List of prices one-way direct tickets 2015*
Košice

Date/Airlines/Destination

110 –

16.03

117,99

.

Wizz Air

Budapest

London

104 –

(Luton)

113,57€

lack

of

the

direct

air

competition
route

from

connections
between
Kosice

from

low-cost
to

Milan

Bergamo as well as low-cost company Ryanair,
which therefore also will operate the line from
Budapest to Milan Bergamo. Ticket prices are
not yet available.

€
Wien

493 –

16.03

Austrian

528€

.

Airlines

117 –

16.03

Czech

Bratislav

Without

128,37

.

Airlines

a

direct

16.03

Czech

187,27

.

Airlines

cause of the problem Check the airlines to

473,70€

€

176 –

We investigated fares as a possible

442 –

Prague

Kosice airport. Taking into account the GDP
per capita, which in 2011 was in the region of

connectio

Prešov at € 7469.92 and Kosice at € 9,898.32

n

and an average wage that the top-earning
sector reaches € 1,121 in the worst € 491 a

310 –

minimum wage, which is € 380 in Slovakia.

337,70€

Based on these arguments and the analysis

~8~
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fares suppose percentage shifting to a market

kg. If maximum take-off weight exceeds 10 000

in the catchment area of the airport Kosice

kg, airports user pay landing fees according to

only low-cost airline.

the category to which the aircraft belongs.
At the airport in Budapest, make no

1.2. Comparison of airport landing fees
to airport Kosice and Budapest

distinction between domestic transport and
international transport. Anyone who wants to

The Slovak Republic is calculated fee for

land at the airport pays well. At first glance it

landing

may seem to us that the airport Kosice favors

aircraft

under

maximum

take-off

weight (MTOM) of the aircraft, which is shown

domestic services since landing fee for aircraft

by the manufacturer of the aircraft or the

to 10 000 kg € 109.53 which is opposite the

average value of all modifications or versions

airport in Budapest € 10 more expensive. But

used by individual operators. Rates are per ton

we must not forget added tax, which is 20 % in

and unfinished aircraft MTOM (AIP Letecká

Slovakia. Then we find that the price of the

informačná príručka).

Kosice airport is around € 13.143 per ton.
One of the differences at the airport in

Table 2 Landing fees at the international airport in Kosice
2015
Transport within Slovak
Republic

10,953€*

International shipping

14,107€*

Budapest is the amount of the landing fee
under the category to which the aircraft
belongs. The heavier the plane the more weight
price per ton lower. We have compiled a table
under which it a better idea on the example of

* Prices do not include VAT

two Airbus A320 and ATR 72-600.

In Hungary, the Republic fee for the use
Table 4 Compare prices landing fee for specific types of
aircraft

of airfields and / or taxiways must be paid
together with the fees for the lighting of each

Airbus A320

aircraft. When the charge is account into takeoff mass. The landing fee is paid upon landing

ATR 72-600

Airport
Kosice

Airport
Budapest

Airport
Kosice

Airport
Budapest

1 269,6€

723€

389,344€

261,28€

aircraft, including taxiing on a parking place.
Each started 1000 kg is considered as a whole
(Tariff Manual, 2014).
MTOM Airbus A320 ranges from 73.5 to

Table 3 Landing fees at the airport Budapest Liszt Ferenc
2015

77 tons and ATR 72-600 is 22,800 kg. The

Aircraft weight (kg)

EUR

calculations we determined the average weight

to 10 000

119,54

10 0001 – 45 000

-

11,36

the VAT. Total price including VAT is € 16.928

45 001 – 150 000

-

9,64

per ton.

150 001 -

-

7,73

EUR/1000 kg

of 75 tons at Airbus and at the Kosice airport
we have to price international transport added

With this example we can say with
certainty that the landing at the airport in
Budapest is more favorable compared to the
Kosice airport. For aircraft Airbus A320 is the

Airport user pays a standard fee for

43,05% of what constitutes a saving in the

each aircraft takeoff weight exceeding 10,000

~9~
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amount of € 546.6 and ATR 72-600 aircraft in

remuneration schemes the Kosice airport, we

respect of 32.89 %, and those are € 128.064.

counted the price of € 3,808.8 in landing fees
per

1.3. Comparison incentive program for
the introduction of new airlines

week

and

€

19.518

per

passenger.

Regarding the Budapest airport landing fee is
according to our calculations € 2,169 per week

At the airport Budapest program is set to pay

and airport fee € 23.48 per passenger for the

for 5 years. The fee is zero in the first year and

default gateway.

over the years has increased. Kosice airport

Both airports offer incentive programs,

offers discounts on fees only three years. The

but they have different kinds of incentives to

first year offers a discount of 90% and well

the

over the years, this discount decreases. From

established in those airports. Based on these

this perspective, it is more advantageous to

incentive

program

for

new

airlines

determination similar types of discounts we

introduce new lines at the airport of Budapest.

can compare them and draw conclusions.

But if we take into account the statement that

From the table it clearly based on profitability

the airport Kosice offers a reduction in airport

of the airport Kosice. We must not forget that

tax and excluding airport charges, it changes

we can only compare the rebate program in

our view of the profitability of Budapest

operation of a new airline. Each airline has a

airport, which offers no discount for an airport

different policy enlargement of connections to

tax.

new destinations where often decided by the
When calculating the price we again

market and not the price.

used a model of the Airbus A320 on occupancy
of 150 seats on each flight, and the frequency

2. Proposing solutions for the entry
of new airlines in the Airport
Kosice

of flights 3 times a week. The prices listed in
the table represent airport charges plus an
airport tax rebate incentive program minus a

Ticket prices - Kosice airport offers flights to

week operation.

destinations

London,

Vienna,

Bratislava,

Prague and in June opened a new airline to

Table 5 Calculation of the price incentive program
compared airports in the introduction of new airlines

Milan and Doncaster. Airfares to Prague,

Airport
Košice

Airport
Budapest

Bratislava and Vienna cannot compete with

1st year of
operation

6529,05€

10 566€

routes don’t operate low-cost carriers. The only

2nd year of
operation

7978,68€

11 108,25€

3rd year of
operation

9428,31€

11 108,25€

road and rail transport in any direction. These
solution is arousing interest only to those lines
to attract low-cost carriers, which in our
opinion also did not compete with road and rail
transport

but

took

the

more

wealthy

inhabitants of the region who do not want to

4th

year of
operation

12 192,75€

travel long said service. As for the new air
routes , these will have an unbeatable fares ,

5th

year of
operation

12 518,1€

but these prices are introductory and in the
future could be several times more so the
airport will lose customers.

For

conversion

and

Focus on new markets charter traffic -

pricing

~ 10 ~
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for the period 2009-2012 us every year, on

shown in this work on scheduled services with

average, visited by 140,000 tourists from

the signing of the incentive programs, the new

abroad. The greatest interests of our country

airline at the best prices charges. Airports

were residents of Austria, Germany and in

should this fact more present, and thereby

recent years have increased almost 100 %

raise awareness of the benefits.

interest in Switzerland. As for scheduled air
services as well as in charter by the airport

Conclusion

should begin to focus on these Germanspeaking countries and for them to operate

Kosice airport has the means, conditions and

charter air transport. The Slovaks the most

potential for the emergence of new airlines,

relaxing trip to Croatia, Bulgaria, Greece and

which

Turkey.

and

problem is lack of promotion and lack of

Bulgaria using road transport, air cannot

interest by the city and airport of cooperation.

compete. We do not mean only the price of

This contributes not very pink Economics and

tickets, but especially the maximum permitted

economic situation in Eastern Slovakia. What

weight of the baggage that they can take on the

is needed is cooperation of the city to the

plane. For coverage of the market with Slovak

airport in the area of tourism, joint promotion,

tourists we would prefer Airlines to Greece and

focus on the right audience and be open to

Turkey.

investors.

When

traveling

to

Croatia

cannot

conveniently

be

used.

The

should

The most important step to attract new

establish cooperation with the city of Kosice

airlines considers improving communication

through

newsletter

and openness to the public, which we expect to

published and in this way to inform tourists

improve the image and increase interest in the

but also residents by direct, charter flights and

offered services to residents with low incomes.

interchanges.

To achieve this objective, the Kosice airport

Promotion

-

Kosice

advertising

This

in

would

airport
city

familiarize

the

general public with interconnection city of

should

Kosice to various destinations in the world for

orientation of the air transport market by

example.

which

aiming precisely targeted advertising campaign

reported on reasonably priced tickets. Leaflet

target groups. The same rate of interest should

could also serve as a voucher for specific less

be addressed at the opening of air routes to

congested

be

new destinations. On the one hand, new lines

involved in various activities organized in the

closer to tourists and Kosice region with direct

city, and thus brought closer to domestic

air link. On the other hand, would provide for

consumers, for example, sponsor events in

the airport Kosice increase profitability, the

K13.

potential

Distribution

routes.

The

of

leaflets,

airport

should

establish

for

a

clear

further

position

development

and

of

infrastructure and higher turnover.

Landing fees - the Kosice airport highest
of all airports in Slovakia. What can be the
reason of the ownership structure in which, as
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Draft Marketing Plan
Proposal for a Chosen
Airport (Airline)
Lucia Hreňová, Iveta Vajdová, Tomáš Puškáš
Department of Air Traffic Management, Faculty of Aeronautics,
Technical University of Kosice, Rampova 7, 041 21 Kosice,
Slovakia
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When creating a marketing plan it is necessary to thoroughly
familiarise with the company, its surroundings, existing
competitors, opportunities and threats affecting the market.
Customer’s priority is price, and therefore budget or so called lowcost airline is of interest to them. The most important airlines
include Ryanair and Wizz Air. Wizz Air is a young company based in
Hungary. Strong competition within low cost airlines jeopardizes
the position of WizzAir in the aviation market. Draft marketing plan
of Wizz Air contains summary of the plan, timing, a brief
description of the current marketing situation and SWOT analysis.
The objective of the marketing plan is to expand the existing market
as well as enter new markets, maintain and improve market
position, expansion of products, ensuring good relations with
suppliers and, of course, profitability (Jančuš, T., Trebuňa, P., 2011)

Keywords: Marketing, Marketing plan, Airline competition

Introduction
During

its

in direct and constantly growing competition

existence

air

transport

over other types of traffic. Air transport

has

companies

undergone a revolutionary development. It is
considered

a

symbol

of

excellence

air

the

traffic

increases

the

demand

on

the

capacity of the traffic management services,
resulting in the occurrence of local capacity

needs as well as analysis of the various
evaluating

in

on international routes. A growing amount of

with

offers, analysis of customer segments and their
After

organized

states. The largest amount of air transport is

regard to the results of analysis of competitive

markets.

generally

accordance within the political boundaries of

in

portability, particularly in good organization.
Each airline establishes its strategy

are

problems

economic

environment and competitive offers it arrives to
its own definition of strategy. The air carrier is
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1.2. Marketing situation

standardized process. The aim of airlines
marketing is to create, manage, offer and

Low cost airline Wizz Air is focused on the

distribute air transport product corresponding

market of Central and Eastern Europe. For

to the expected target customers. It includes a

this reason, the air carrier does not take into

range of issues and problems that need to be

account

addressed and which have a significant impact

the

vast

differences

between

customers, in particular, in terms of cultural

on the financial success of individual airline

requirements.

company.

However,

there

are

some

differences in marketing because customers
are affordability and target orientated. The

1. Airline marketing plan

main objective of the company is making
profits. Customers are the most important

Based on the analysis carried out by Irish
airline

Ryanair

and

a

comparison

of

component of any company and constitute the

its

target group. An important aspect of the

marketing plans with a competitor, Hungarian

success of Wizz Air is to identify customer

air carrier Wizz Air, we have designed a

needs and meet those needs. In the case of an

marketing plan for the airline Wizz Air. The

air carrier Wizz Air customer need is the lowest

marketing plan is one of the most important

possible price of transport. The company is

outcomes of the marketing process (Pruša, J.

willing to give up above-average service for low

2008). It is therefore necessary to devote

fares. The basis of the marketing plan and

sufficient attention to it. Draft marketing plan

definition the objectives of the whole enterprise

includes:


is the definition of the product. Wizz Air offers

Overview summary of the plan and

cheap flights, the use of cost and time-efficient

timing


Marketing situation



SWOT analysis



The objectives of the marketing plan



Marketing Strategy



The plan gains and losses



Control Plan

secondary

airports.

Regarding

the

plane

seating arrangement, it is using a single
aircraft

travel

class,

catering

and

complementary services. The main competitors
in the field of aviation carriers are EasyJet and
Ryanair and other national airlines in Poland,
Romania, and Czech Republic. Competition

1.1. Overview summary of the plan and
timing

operates

mainly

on

the

basis

of

price

competition. In terms of distribution, it is

The marketing plan of the company Wizz Air is

necessary to understand what suppliers the

focused on continued growth and expansion of

airline actually needs to carry out its activities.

its base. Its aim is to strengthen its position in

In the case of air carriers they are mainly the

existing markets and simultaneously expand

aircraft

into new markets. The core activities of the

producers

company Wizz Air is the operation of air

Concerning trade, the airline needs airports,

transport over short and medium-long flights.

buildings, aircraft flight paths, ground services

In recent years Wizz Air has been focusing on

for passengers, check-in, aircraft cleaning

expanding its activities in Western Europe.

service and so on. Indigo Partners, Lufthansa

manufacturers,
and

aircraft

aircraft

engines

maintenance

staff.

Technik, GECAS are all among the main
strategic partners of Wizz Air.

~ 14 ~
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1.3. SWOT Analysis

market such as WizzAir is not only less
experienced, but also has lower savings. The

An important part of the marketing plan of the

long-term competition to provide lowest prices

company is the SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis

could lead the company to bankruptcy. Wizz

highlights the strengths and weaknesses, the

Air opportunities in the aviation market are

opportunities and threats. The strength of the

based in the growth of demand for this type of

company, among others is low operating costs.

transport. The growing purchasing power of

They are one of the lowest in the market. The

population is causing that customer prefer a

importance of low tariff is based on fact that it

faster transport even at the higher costs. This

is a decision maker for a customer. Wizz Air is

means that people are increasingly using air

a new company in the aviation market. Its

transport to ground transport. WizzAir has

success is owned to experienced people (3.

many strategic partners. This helps them to

The Wall Street Journal: Wizz Air

strengthen

Holdings PLC). CEO József Váradi, with past
experience

of

airline

management,

air links to Russian and Chinese markets.
Bankruptcy

correct decisions. Via organizational structure,

Hungarian

national

carrier

free flight links in Hungary. In every market,

other structures. This unification of decision-

also in the aviation market there are factors

making enables that key decisions are made

that adversely affect operators in the market.

quickly and the company is able to respond

WizzAir is no exception. The increase in fuel

immediately to market changes. Knowledge of

prices, increasing taxes on air transport and

the domestic market is a necessity for success.

the threat of air accidents and terrorist attacks

Due to the fact that the company only operates

are causing uncertainty in the preferences of

in the market of Central and Eastern Europe

mode of transport among the passengers.

and most of the people from the management

WizzAir's

originate from this area, they are familiar with

long-term

and

aggressive

price

competition with Ryanair negatively affects the

the market and know how to assess customer.

business activity. In recent years, we can track

They can respond to the demands of the
another

of

Malev opened another opportunities using now

the responsibility is not divided into many

as

Another

bases, not only in Hungary but also expanding

structure, which allows taking quick and

given

market position.

opportunity for the company is operating new

airline

Malev. Wizz Air has a good organizational

market

their

the negative effects of the economic and

international

financial crisis on air transport. SWOT analysis

company. WizzAir uses only one type of

was based on a study of given company; the

aircraft. This makes maintenance easier, and

market that the airline is operating and trends

allows a reservation system, which is applied

in aviation.

in all markets. The weakness is orientation on

1.4. The marketing plan and marketing
strategy

one type of product only. Air carrier Wizz Air
offers only low-cost air transport. It does not
provide any additional products such as air

The marketing plan defines long-term as well

cargo and so on. This may result in being

as short term goals. It contains operational,

vulnerable to changes in this market segment.

marketing and financial goals. These objectives

The arrangement of passenger seats, allows

are based on defining the overall goals of the

lowering the costs for the carrier, but reduces

company

passenger comfort. A young company in the

and

the

drawing

up

of

SWOT

analysis. The basic objective of the proposed

~ 15 ~
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marketing plan is to improve the market

flights of travel agencies.


position and reduce operating costs.[4] The

Maintaining good business relationships

fundamental objective of Wizz Air can be

with suppliers - for each subject existing

achieved via intermediate goals, which are

in the market is one of the fundamental

defined as follows:

prerequisite for good mutual relationships



Market expansion and entry into new

with suppliers. Indeed they can have a

markets - Wizz Air is planning to expand

major impact on input costs of airline.

its air links to regions of Russia and

This is a win-win situation for both sides.

China.

However,

negotiations



with

this



presupposes

airports

in

those

the

profitability

enterprise,

of

improving

financial

performance

new markets. It is important to negotiate

reduction in the share of foreign capital

the terms of cooperation with a particular

and

airport, where in the future company

resources.

wants to implement its business. This

achieved in two ways: by increasing its

objective is long-term. In the short term

sales in new markets or extending the

the company may consider new air lines

supply of its services without increasing

in its markets in Central and Eastern

fares. On the other hand, Wizz Air can

Europe, where the penetration would be

focus on the costs where it can increase

easier.

its profit by reducing operating costs.

Maintaining

respectively

improving

brand

additional

This

financial

sub-objective

can

be

2. Plan of income
Air transport is a sector where profitability is

products. To improve its market position

low in the long term and strongly cyclical. All

Wizz Air must focus its attention on the

changes that the sector in recent years has

struggle with its main competitors in low-

been experiencing have one task. To ensure

cost air transport, Ryanair. Wizz Air has

greater

the advantage of the domestic market. The

creation as a defence against external factors,

prices of additional services are favourable

such as fuel costs. At the same time, ensure

to those of Ryanair. Wizz Air must also

resistance phenomenon within the sector and

raise its profile of complementary services

increased competition. Only difference between

and point out to the low prices of the

conventional and low-cost airlines is the fact

services in order to gain competitive

that traditional carriers offer the possibility of

advantage.

using the entire network and its contractual

Extending the products; services offered-

partners. The proposed rates are not simply

Wizz Air carrier is focused on low prices of

the sum of tariffs on individual sections. The

transport services. However, it should

so-called interim tariffs are calculated from the

widen

less

point of the start of route to the final

sophisticated activities. These additional

destination. The actual amount of the interim

services can help businesses at the time

tariffs depends primarily on

the level of

of attenuation. One option is charter

cooperation

that

products

and

consequent

competitive

its'

its

gaining

the

its

market position by expanding air lines,
promoting

and

the

countries and drawing up plans to enter

market position – Wizz Air to improve its



Ensuring

to

other
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3. Control plan

transportation and also the current tariff
condition.

Monitoring,

evaluation

and

comparison of the economic performance of
individual carriers is important not only for
assessing the success of the air carrier, but
also in terms of creating credibility, which
gives the opportunity for further development,
such as obtaining credit. The survey of gains
and losses is based on data obtained from
previous periods. Data extracted from page

Figure 1 Index of operating costs and revenues of WizzAir
Source: The Wall Street Journal: Wizz Air Holdings PLC

CAPA - Centre for Aviation and Airline's
website- Data and information about the

The control plan forms the final part of the

operating costs and revenues of the air carrier.

marketing plan. Checks serve as support tools

From the pages of The Wall Street

for achieving the basic objective of the airline.

Journal, we received basic financial indicators

The basic objective or target of the airline Wizz

of the company. It is highly likely that the

Air is to improve its market position and

purchase of new aircraft and expanding fleet

reduce

will increase the costs. Starting up new air
routes

will

increase

the

operating

includes

costs.

profits

and

strengthens

for

the

for

control

plan

achievement

of

the

achievement

of

these

terms

www.wizzair.com Control over implementation

financial literacy of the company. It will

of the marketing plan could be implemented

strengthen its market position and will attract
more customers.

timetable

The

of partial targets as well as persons responsible

bring a revenue growth. This causes an
in

a

costs.

individual goals. It includes terms of controls

However, the effective use of new lines can
increase

operating

through

Development trend of the

a

marketing

audit.

The

main

prerequisite for a good control of the marketing

company for the next five years is shown in the

plan is to exercise the control continuously

table below.

and

not

sporadically.

Marketing

plan

controlled continuously is flexible, can quickly
react to any changes in market conditions.

Conclusion
Each airline should determine the general level
of quality of their products. First, with respect

Figure 2 Financial data of Wizz Air for year 2014 and next 5
years forecast.
Source: The Wall Street Journal: Wizz Air Holdings PLC

to the target segments of the market and to its
intended

position

in

the

overall

market

distribution channels strategy should address
the question to what extent there will be
development of own sales network and how
much it will be supported through distribution
partners. What will be the role of the sales
offices
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development of own internet distribution and

adapt to market changes, changes in the

its

distribution

requirements of current and future customers

channels. A search for ways to optimize

and constantly seek competitive advantage

distribution costs, commission system and fee

over other operators in the market.

connection

with

other

policy is needed. It is necessary to decide on a

Ryanair has been active in the aviation

fundamental pricing model using a classic

market for long time and is one of the leading

reservation system; or a dynamic model with

air carriers in Europe. On the other hand, Wizz

one-way price responsive only to the rate of

Air is a relatively new company, also a very

sale and the time left from the date of

successful one. Based on the analysis it is

departure. Correct identification of pricing

clear that despite strong competition in the

model/ philosophy relative to competition is a

European market Ryanair is still able to

prerequisite

market

maintain its position and remains profitable ,

position or any increased share within the

while Wizz Air is growing and advancing.

aviation market. In recent years, low cost

Ryanair marketing plan was compared with

airlines in aviation market began to develop

the marketing plan of the Hungarian air carrier

intensively. It is these companies that make up

Wizz Air. We have designed a marketing plan,

the bulk of competitors for Ryanair and Wizz

where we have included all the necessary steps

Air, which we chose as the subject of our

to achieve the desired objectives of the air

thesis. The analysis we have done, discloses

carrier. Continuous monitoring of competitive

the existence conditions for low-cost carriers in

offers not only from regular national air

the aviation market. Due to the desire to retain

carriers, but above all low-cost airlines is an

the low fares, these carriers are forced to save

essential part of the management of the airline.

on operating costs. This is reflected in the

As well as the efficiency of investment in

quality

Customers

marketing campaigns, employee training to

experience a larger number of restrictions

achieve a high level of professionalism in the

compare

provision

of
to

for

maintaining

services
a

provided.

conventional

the

air

carrier.

of

services

to

customers,

thus

Everything starts with the actual ordering,

contributing to mutual corporate stability in

payment and ticket reservations. Restrictions

order to increase quality provided. Proposal of

in the form of weaker service provided are

‘interconnected

already in decline, but still service cannot be

requirement for the success of any airline. The

compared with more expensive airlines. It is

strategy must respect both the company's own

important to note that new low cost airlines

capacities and also marketing environment in

enter the market. These airlines not only

which the company operates. Like the process

become new competitors to standard (more

of optimizing the costs, creating and updating

conventional) carriers, they seek and are

the strategy of air carriers should be a

capable to compete with low cost airlines, too.

continuous activity. Only this way it is possible

In such a competitive environment an airline

to ensure full respect of changes in customer

can survive for only a short time and therefore

expectations, increase the productivity and

experts in the field of air transport predict low-

respond

cost airlines bankruptcies. Airlines need to

environment. The formulation of the strategy

fight for its position in the market with a high-

needs to assume that the strategy is based on

quality marketing plan, the company is able to

a number of assumptions that are not always
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realized. It is therefore appropriate to include
and define risks that may jeopardize its

8.

realization. This will increase promptness of
9.

the company to any necessary changes and
deviations.

10.
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The article deals with the evaluation of stress in pilot training on
flight simulators. The pilot´s load is measuring by performance,
through evaluation of physiological parameters and recording
errors in piloting at the prescribed exercises. Measurement of
physiological parameters is carried out through a system
FlexiGuard, measurement error in piloting is recorded directly by
flight instructor at conducting exercises.

Keywords: Stress, Load Ratings, Accuracy of Piloting, Measuring
Physiological Parameters

Introduction

1. Training of Aviation Personnel

Currently, there is a constant increase in

During the training of aviation personnel or

requirements for aviation professions where

even the occurrence of unforeseen events,

the emphasis is mainly on the mental and the

pilots are constantly faced with psychological

physical activity of aviation personnel. This

and physical load and stress. Stress is defined

constant pressure on staff working in this area

as a state of psychological or physical stress

is due to constant technical progress. This

due to severe initiative or unfair terms. Stress-

calls for the identification of factors affecting

related

the

fatigue,

unforeseen

conditions.

discomfort, maneuver to a certain load or in

techniques

can

adverse weather conditions which cause stress

categories:

aviation

personnel

such

as

loads

applied
be

to

flight

Load
divided

crews

measurement
into

psychophysiological



Performance

parameters of personnel, and thus the quality



Subjective evaluation

of the flight itself.



Physiological measurements.

and

thus

affect

the

The

most

objective

in

three

measurement

technique of load can be considered rating

~ 20 ~
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based on physiological measurements. Under
load

leads

to

attenuation

of

of the flight.

the

2.1 Research Subjects

parasympathetic and sympathetic activity in
increased. This is reflected on the heart rate,

Research was attended by 30 subjects from the

respiration and blood pressure.

Aeronautical
University

Owing to the difficulty and complexity
of piloting

of

pilot

training

are

in

Košice.

of
The

the

Technical

subjects

were

selected based on stress test consisting of four

aircraft must each pilot undergo

parts. Each student received two papers,

special training. To increase the safety and
efficiency

Faculty

which have been described combination of

measure

numbers and letters - see Figure 1. All four

psychophysiological parameters that make it

parties

possible to monitor the physical and mental

which

students

received

were

consistent. Gradually, the instructor dictated

stress. The measurement takes place in most

to students twenty combinations of letters and

cases to flight simulators, which is to ensure

numbers that they had identified in their

the safety and equal laboratory conditions for

worksheets (e.g. In the first test instructor

all pilots.

dictated pair of numbers, and then pair / triple
of letters that had subjects to find and identify,

2. Assessing the Pilot´s Load

in the second test were dictated first two pairs
As already stated, assessing the pilot´s load is

of numbers and then two pairs / triple of

very popular nowadays, so in recent years have

letters where subjects had to merge the first

made a number of measurements to determine

pair of numbers with the first pair / triple of

the pilot's load. These measurements differ not

letters and second pair of numbers with a

only

second pair/ triple of letters, find them and

the

number

of

measured

psychophysiological parameters but also kind
labeled

of measurement methods and evaluation of
measurement data.

).
The time limit for finding the right

This particular research concerns the

combination was set for three seconds. The

monitoring of changes in the performance of

difficulty of each task has increased, measured

pilots in flight on flight simulators. In the

was concentration of subjects and ability to

present study we observed in subjects both

quick orientation and working under pressure.

physiological changes and also changes in
piloting error with regard to the increasing
number of flight hours.
Assessing

the

pilot´s

load

was

conducted at the Faculty of Aeronautics,
Technical University in Košice. The measured
were several physiological parameters such as
heart rate, respiratory rate, myopotencial physical

activity

of

the

upper

limb

and

temperature. Piloting accuracy was evaluated
Figure 1 Preview of subjects’ selection test

by the instructor who recorded the maximum
error in a magnetic heading, altitude, pitch
and vertical speed of the aircraft in the course
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Following an evaluation of the test it

mean age 21 ± 2 years. On the following

was selected 30 subjects that participated in

picture we can see the process of training and

the research.

measurement for all three groups.

2.2 Pilot Training on Flight Simulators
Training of selected subjects was conducted on
flight simulators TRD40 type, which is shown
at Figure 2. All subjects completed the initial
training needed to become familiar with the
environment

of

simulator.

The

Subsequently,

role

of

the

subjects

was

to

showcase the start, landing four maneuvers,

subjects completed the exercises according to a

which were carried out in three series. One

prepared schedule.

series of maneuvers consisted of:


horizontal rectilinear flight



horizontal 360º turn with 30 ° bank



rising 180° turn with 15° bank and
vertical speed 500ft/min.



downward 180° turn with 15° bank
and vertical speed 500ft/min.
Measurement

of

physiological

parameters takes place through FlexiGuard
biotelemetry system, which was developed by
students

of

the

Faculty

of

Biomedical

Engineering CTU.
2.3 Flexi Guard System
Figure 2 Flight simulator DA40, Aeronatical Faculty
Košice

FlexiGuard

system

is

based

on

sensors

systems mounted on the body of subjects that
form

30 participating subjects were divided

a

wireless

network

based

on

the

into three groups. Group A was composed of

technology ANT. Modular scanning unit these

eight men and two women, mean age 22 ± 5

records processed and stored in its memory.

years, group B consisted of nine men and one

The system consists of sensors for

woman with a mean age of 23 ± 3 years and

detecting the required parameters, specified

group C consisted of five men and five women,

data are wirelessly transmitted to the central
unit and stored on the storage medium.
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Body

temperature is measured

by

thermistor with an accuracy of 0.1 °C located
on the lower right side of the rib cage.

3. Data Analysis
3.1 Analysis of Error on Piloting
For all measurements, variations of given tasks
from optional settings are recorded (see FIG.
5) and then transferred to the output for each
separate subject. Example of error of subjects’
s01 - s04 as measured T2M we can see in
Figure 6.

After transferring are data shown at
computer display in a text file. In Figure 4, you
can see the measured data for subject s21 and
measurement T2M.

FlexiGuard

heart

rate

sensing

is

measured by a commercial strip from Garmin.
Its work is based on the detection of said
physiological parameter by means of ECG. The
strip is placed in the bottom of the rib cage.
Recording

the

hand

activity

is

measured by triaxial MMA8452. The sensor is
Results

located at the center back of the wrist by the

of

analysis

of

absolute

error

measured at the individual measurements are

wrist strap.
To measure the electrical activity of the

depicted by boxplots. And if you look at the

trapeze is used three electrode when two of

operation of a horizontal rectilinear flight it

them are measuring and one is reference.

was demonstrated a significant decrease in the
absolute error in piloting accuracy in terms of
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keeping the course and also keeping the flight
level. FIG.7

Conclusion
In the past was amount of research addressed
3.2 Data Analysis of Heart Rate

by measuring the stress in pilots training. This
research

Best demonstrable stress load we can track at

is

not

measurement

the measured values of heart rate where the

evaluation

highest levels of stress were measured at the

of

restricted
stress

physiologically

to

but

only

the

based

on

parameters

and

measurement errors in piloting will determine

first measurement. In Figure 8, we can see

changes in performance during training. Based

data of heart rate measurement for subject s01

on the results it will be possible to determine

for measuring T2M for the first series of

the appropriate number of flight hours on

manoeuvres, as well as graphical display of

flight simulators needed for optimum setting of

measurement (Fig. 9).

training of aviation personnel in small aviation.

After evaluation of error in piloting

Estimated performance should be increasing

and evaluation of physiological parameters of

with the increasing number of flight hours to a

all subjects, we can determine the optimal

certain point. In this point should begin

number of flight hours required for flight

performance to decline due to the lack of

simulator training in small aviation. Based on

subject

the data we will continue to evaluate the

concentration

caused

sufficient

certainty in conducting exercises. The aim of

effectiveness of the use of flight simulators for

the research is to find and identify this

pilots training.

specified point.
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Performance of Local
Government
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Kielce
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The self-government is the employer, the ordering party, the client
and the investor. Its activities have direct or indirect influence on
the development of the local economy. The activity of local
government affect the development of local economy. The finance
are the basis of public tasks realization and decide on the conditions
of unit’s economic development. Statistical research confirm the
existence of disproportion in the area of financial condition of the
voivodeships in Poland. The infrastructure as the basis of
organization functioning affects the range, structure and spatial
diversity of activities taken. The order of the voivodeships in the
ranking did not fundamentally change in the following years; the
leading positions were held by śląskie 0.52-0.76, małopolskie 0.550.65, in the middle there were świętokryskie 0.38-0.51,
podkarpackie 0.40-0.50, lubelskie 0.27-0.38, podlaskie 0.23-0.32,
warmińsko-mazurskie 0.25-0.41; at the end of the ranking were
opolskie 0.21-0.40, lubuskie 0.27-0.38. The level of the synthetic
index of infrastructure fluctuated between 0.24-0.76 in 2003, 0.260.67 in 2005, 0.27-0.60 in 2010 and 0.15-0.59 in 2013.

Keywords: finance, synthetic index, infrastructure, region

Introduction

economy development. A lot of determinants
decide of the directions and the pace of local

Self-government is the employer and investor,

development. Political, social, economic and

ordering party and client on the local market.
Its tasks are usually

unprofitable, which

results

them

in

financing

from

financial can be counted as the most important
[Łukomska-Szarek 2011].

public

Region is a separate area which differs

resources [Gorynia, E. Łaźniewska 2009]. One

from other area in natural or acquired over the

of the main aims of local authorities’ activities

centuries features. The degree of development

should be the creation and stimulation of local

of individual regions affect the level of their
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competitiveness. Currently basic factors which

essential

affect this process include: modernity, diversity

development of the region. It is worth noting

and

that

innovation

of

the economy,

level

of

to

there

a
is

a

healthy

socio-economic

feedback

loop

between

development of infrastructure and human

equipment in infrastructure in the region and

capital [Sokołowicz, 2008, page 10 and next],

the level of economic and social activity. The

natural environment, structure of settlement

right amount and quality of equipment and

network,

infrastructure, and tends to attract active

state

of

infrastructure,

financial

situation, structure of economy.

traders and communities.

The aim of the study is to determine
the possibilities of using the synthetic index
method

to

distinguish

the

1. Local finances as a basis for
action

spatial

differentiation of the units. The carried out
analysis has a static character – concerning

Well-written papers are read, remembered,

the differentiation of the index value, and

cited. Poorly written papers are not.

dynamic – including the comparison of the

well, you need a design. Like any design

situation of voivodeships in the studied years:

activity, there are a number of steps (Figure

2003 (the year before the accession to the

Financial resources are the basis for the action

European Union), 2005 (a year after the

of

accession to the EU), 2010 (a period of entering

implementation tasks imposed on them. The

into force of the new act on public finance from

financial management of municipalities is of

2009) and 2014 (a period of improvement of

great importance for two reasons. First, it

the social-economic situation after the crisis in

determines

the years 2007-2010). In order to compare the

municipality (town), on the other hand, the

transformations happening during the studied

financial situation is a synthetic expression of

years, the procedure of creating synthetic

the economic development potential of each

index was used.

entity gospodarującego.

local

government

the

units

and

development

To write

provided

of

the

Adaptation of infrastructure to the

The finance is the basis of public tasks

needs reported by all the users is a condition

realization and decide of the conditions of

of proper performing of its social, economic

economic conditions and investment activity of

and

the unit. In addition, the costs of current tasks

technical

functions.

Territorial

self-

government remain the basic infrastructure

realization, as well as the availability

ownership entities and they try to create

external sources of funding, also decide of the

favourable conditions in this area, as far as

scale of investment activity. The limitation of

possible in terms of finance [Kołodziejczyk

financial resources becomes a problem in

214]. Infrastructure as a factor which activates

comparison with the range of realized tasks

the social-economic progress is at the same

[Gonet 2013].
The

time one of the important determinants of the

assessment

of

territorial

of

self-

living conditions of population. It decides of the

government unit’s attractiveness is connected

attractiveness and modernity of a region, and

with its possibilities and abilities to develop. It

therefore of the chances and barriers of the

is affected by, inter alia, financial condition

further

and

development

[Jeznach

and

others,

owned

resources.

The

increase

of

attractiveness requires the bearing of financial

2001, page 451-458]. The infrastructure is
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2. Index of financial and
infrastructure

input [Dylewski M., 2006]. The process of
economic development of a region depends
from, inter alia, sources and scale of income

The statistical research done confirm the

generated by the unit. In the financial economy

existence of disproportions in the area of

of

are

financial condition of the voivodeships in

of

Poland. The order of the voivodeships in the

development: own revenues, which indicate the

ranking has not basically changed in the

economic activity, and investments, which

following years. During the studied period of

indicate

one’s

time the leading positions were held by śląskie

ownership conditions. They contribute to the

(2003 – 0.66, 2005 – 0.61, 2010 – 0.48, 2014 –

improvement of living conditions and the

0.56)

general development. Own revenues of self-

0.74, 0.57, 0.57). At the end of the ranking

government depend from economic situation in

were świętokrzyskie (0.38, 0.26, 0.31, 0.38),

the local scale, they are the evidence of

lubuskie (2003 - 0,33; 2014 - 0,17), podlaskie

territorial self-government unit’s affluence, as

(2005 - 0,23), warmińsko-mazurskie (2010 -

well as of high financial independence in the

0,24).

the

region,

distinguished,

the

two

which

major
create

tendency

to

factors
the

basis

increase

and

mazowieckievoivodeships

(0.65,

area of funds spending [Famulska 2009, s. 7].
Table 2. Infrastructure synthetic index of the
voivodeships in Poland

As a result, first the region has to
predict the funds for compulsory tasks, and
secondly,

for

considered

other

as

purposes,

more

even

important

2003

those

A
B

[Bury,

C

Dziekański 2012, 2013]. The structure of
budgetary expenses informs of the directions
and intensity of development policy realized by
territorial self-government units. The share of
current and capital expenditure in the total
amount of expenses indicates consumptive or
pro-development directions of self-government

D

proceedings; therefore, the increase of the
share

of

investments

is

a

positive

2010

śląskie 0,66
mazowiecki 0,65
małopolskie 0,57
pomorski 0,57
wielkopolskie 0,52
podlaskie 0,50
podkarpackie 0,49
dolnośląskie 0,46
kujawskopomorskie 0,46
łódzkie 0,44
zachodniopomorski
e 0,43
lubelskie 0,41
warmińskomazurskie 0,40
opolskie 0,39
świętokrzyskie 0,38
lubuskie 0,33

phenomenon. The investments connected with
infrastructure influence the improvement of
competitiveness of local economy and the
increase

of

attractiveness

for

potential

investors. They are connected with widely

E

-

2013
-

-

dolnośląskie 0,58
mazowieckie 0,57
pomorskie 0,51
śląskie 0,48
łódzkie 0,46
wielkopolskie 0,43

mazowieckie 0,57
śląskie 0,56
dolnośląskie 0,51
pomorskie 0,50
małopolskie 0,48
podlaskie 0,44
wielkopolskie 0,42

małopolskie 0,39
zachodniopomorski
e 0,38
opolskie 0,36
kujawskopomorskie 0,34
świętokrzyskie 0,31
podkarpackie 0,29
podlaskie 0,29
lubuskie 0,26
lubelskie 0,24
warmińskomazurskie 0,24
-

łódzkie 0,39
lubelskie 0,39
podkarpackie 0,39
zachodniopomorski
e 0,39
świętokrzyskie 0,38
kujawskopomorskie 0,34
warmińskomazurskie 0,25
opolskie 0,20

lubuskie 0,17

understood investing activity in various areas,
such

as

urban

economy,

education

or

transport, and they affect the improvement of
0,80 ≤ S < 1,00 very good (A); 0,60 ≤ S < 0,80 good (B); 0,40
≤ S < 0,60average (C); 0,20 ≤ S < 0,40 poor (D); 0,00 < S <
0,20 very poor (E); Source: own authoring

development potential [Sobczyk 2010, s. 125–
136].

The high index of financial condition of
a
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-

E

dolnośląskie) is, inter alia, appropriate level of

-

Lubuskie 0,15

own revenues or expenditure potential of local
budgets as well as the ability to realize prodevelopment investment projects. With a worse

0,80 ≤ S < 1,00 very good (A); 0,60 ≤ S < 0,80 good (B); 0,40
≤ S < 0,60average (C); 0,20 ≤ S < 0,40 poor (D); 0,00 < S <
0,20 very poor (E); Source: own authoring

situation in the area of financial condition the
units

have

revenues.

difficulties

These

are

with

creating

usually

own
High index of infrastructure in śląskie

voivodeships

located in the poorly developed Eastern part of

and

the

podkarpackie,

with, inter alia, high level of own income or

warminsko-mazurskie),

expenses which affects the financial condition

country

lubelskie,

(świętokrzyskie,

podlaskie,

małopolskievoivodeships

is

connected

(for

(śląskie 2003 – 0.66, 2013 – 0.62; małopolskie

instance because of infrastructural gap or

2003 – 0.57, 2013 – 0.50). Worse financial

significant decapitalisation of a part of owned

condition

property).

infrastructure operations. Voivodeships of the

with

significant

development

needs

causes

problems

in

creating

alia, to

Eastern Wall in Poland present themselves not

sewage

as good: this is an area with significant

systems,telephones and other public utilities

investment needs (for example, because of the

(pharmacies,

infrastructural

Infrastructure refers, inter
roads,

airports,

water

libraries,

and
cinemas,

health

gap)

and

with

strong

decapitalisation of assets.

centres) which by fulfilling the function of

Positive

region’s administration provide the inhabitants

the

one

variable

increase of standard of living of the population

accompanied by the increase of results on the

[Brdulak 2005].

other. As shown on illustration 2 in 2003 and

A
B
C

D

2003

2010

Śląskie 0,76
Małopolskie 0,65
Mazowieckie 0,57
Pomorskie 0,5
Podkarpackie 0,47
Świętokrzyskie 0,44
Dolnośląskie 0,44
Wielkopolskie 0,43

Śląskie 0,6

Lubelskie 0,37
Łódzkie0,35
KujawskoPomorskie 0,35
WarmińskoMazurskie 0,29
Podlaskie 0,28
Zachodniopomorski
e 0,26
Opolskie 0,25
Lubuskie 0,24

Małopolskie 0,58
Podkarpackie 0,47
Zachodniopomorski
e 0,47
Pomorskie 0,47
Wielkopolskie 0,46
Dolnośląskie 0,45
Łódzkie0,42
Mazowieckie 0,42

Świętokrzyskie 0,38
Lubuski0,36
Opolskie 0,35
KujawskoPomorskie 0,31
Lubelskie 0,3
WarmińskoMazurskie 0,28
Podlaskie 0,27

śląskie

and

on

that

increase

2013

results

means

with proper living conditions and enable the

Table 3. Infrastructure synthetic index of the
voivodeships in Poland

of

relation

is

mazowieckievoivodeships

were in the best situation in the context of
relations between financial condition synthetic

2013
-

index and infrastructure synthetic index. In
case of voivodeships of the Eastern Wall

Śląskie 0,59
Małopolskie 0,55
Dolnośląskie 0,5
Podkarpackie 0,48
Mazowieckie 0,47
Wielkopolskie 0,47
Świętokrzyskie
0,46
Łódzkie0,41
Pomorskie 0,41
WarmińskoMazurskie 0,41
Lubelskie 0,38
Zachodniopomorki
e 0,38
Podlaski 0,29
KujawskoPomorskie 0,27
Opolskie 0,21

podkarpackie and świętokrzyskievoivodeships
were in the best situation in 2013 (Illustration
1).
Świętokrzyskievoivodeship

is

characterized by the division into industrial
North and agricultural South and by high
degree of accumulation of traditional industry
branches connected with metal production and
working, extraction and processing of minerals
and consumables production. The voivodeship
is

situated

between

two

transport

infrastructure corridors: East-West (highways
A2 and A4) and North-South (highway A1)
relations.

Insufficient

state

of

road

infrastructure hinders the competition with
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adjacent voivodeships for the location of new

condition of realizing tasks entrusted to them,

investments and is threatened by further

they determine the development and express

peripheral

economic development potential. The level of

building,

position
expansion

of

świętokrzyskie.

and

modernization

The
of

income

(including

own),

subventions,

sewage treatment plant and sanitary sewerage

subsidies, current and investment expenses

in the cities and municipalities strengthens the

have influence on the level of synthetic index of

competitiveness of a region.

financial condition. Higher income potential of

Świętokrzyskievoivodeship is powered

the units, the potential of expense concerns

by gas by high-pressure gas pipelines situated

the voivodeships of western wall of Poland. In a

in the northern and eastern part of the

poorer position are the voivodeships of the

voivodeship [Development strategy…].

Eastern Wall.
Infrastructure

as

the

basis

of

organization functioning affects the range,
structure and spatial diversity of the activities
taken. It may be treated as an instrument of
realization of territorial unit’s purposes. It
contributes to the economic activation of a
region

and

the

attracting

investments

or

reallocation of economic activity. The situation
in the aspect of voivodeships infrastructure in
Poland is differential. The differentiation of the
synthetic index is surprisingly big which may
indicate

2003

considerable

possibilities

of

improvement of this sphere.
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Safety Performance as the Means of
Establishing Predictive
Safety Management
Andrej Lališ
Department of Air Transport, Czech Technical University in
Prague, Horská 3, 128 03 Prague 2, Czech Republic
Email: lalisand@fd.cvut.cz

Safety performance is recognized as quantified level of safety,
assessing given system. It is expected to solve many issues but also
to ensure further development of safety in context of today’s strong
market competition. The key is to recognize and monitor every
process having potential to contribute to complex chains of events
which lead to accidents today, using holistic approach. According to
global strategy for further aviation safety research and
development, proper safety performance measurement is part of the
safety oversight and has significant potential for improving safety.
Complete understanding how the system works and how its
elements interact together during operations is the very first step
towards making predictions to support on-time safety precautions.
This paper is focused on safety performance measurement and
possible ways to establish predictive part in the future.

Keywords: safety performance, performance indicators, predictive
safety management

Introduction
Safety in modern aviation has always been the

so is the safety still to be improved. As a result

first. Owing to the great commitment and

of

efforts spent to retain the standards in the ever

legislation (SKYbrary, 2015), there is a safety

changing

is

management system in aviation aimed to risk

considered as one of the safest means of

identification and management (Stolzer, A. J.

transport today. During the history, approach

et al, 2011) which was established as the very

to aviation safety has changed many times,

first tool dedicated to control complex issues

notably

raising

that occur at present. To date, there is no

complexity that was stemming from rapid

incident or accident having single cause; there

development and new technologies brought to

is always some chain of events that must take

the industry. That process never stopped and

place in order to allow for accident or incident

environment

due

to

its

in

aviation,

progressively

it
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to

happen.

To

on-time

and it is subjected to continuous updates. The

precautions, the safety management system

ECCAIRS then works with the taxonomy,

must consist of features that would indicate

linking the elements together and comprising

any

the

the whole chain. However, this feature is still

aviation early enough so that proper actions

not being widely utilized because of robustness

could be taken. According to ICAO global

and

strategy for development in domain of aviation

taxonomy, though it is still pointing out some

safety, predictive management is the ultimate

ways of understanding events, contributing

stage of safety management one can think of

factors and assigning attributes.

abnormalities

enable

posing

taking

danger

to

today, expected to be achieved in year 2027

many

ambiguities

present

to

the

Essentially, there are two types of

(ICAO, 2013). Thus any research on this issue

contributing

factors:

descriptive

is highly up to date and in line with both global

explanatory.

Descriptive

and European activities.

describing what was the scene at time of an

factors

and

aim

at

occurrence, explanatory factors then extend
the knowledge in terms of what was the

1. Chain of events

human factor and error in that particular

Observation of modern issues is revealing that

occurrence. Many attributes can be added to

these occur under certain conditions and if

the descriptive factors to sharpen the scene,

only one of them is not present or would be

such as what was the velocity, height or

just

no

condition of an aircraft etc. This shows in what

accident. All of the latest accidents in aviation,

way is ICAO and EU willing to improve safety

such as the recent crash of Germanwings A320

data quality in order to allow better safety

aircraft in French Alps, are complex and

management. The aviation industry needs

difficult to handle. The root causes are long

complete breakdown in tight cooperation of all

chains of different events braking various

organizations and its suppliers to find out

barriers

where the weak parts are and then to find a

slightly

as

altered,

there

described

by

would

Reason’s

be

Swiss

way how to control them.

Cheese model (Reason, J. 1997), overlapping to
different organizations and sometimes even out

One of the expected ways of how to control

of the industry. According to stats, accidents

such complex issues is to establish dynamic

themselves proved to be rare today what only

set of performance indicators. These should be

underlines the importance not to wait for them

established upon all events and factors with

and act more proactively.

regard to safety data gathered. As new data

The very basic understanding of chain

will flow into the system, the set of active

of events in aviation is provided by ECCAIRS

indicators may change. To date, there are no

safety reporting system in Europe, based on

dynamic

ICAO ADREP taxonomy. The taxonomy is

Instead, there is still only static set established

distinguishing types of elements one chain can

by legislation upon the data gathered from the

consist of (ICAO, 2012) and they are linked

industry,

within the ECCAIRS system. ADREP taxonomy

(EUROCONTROL, 2015).

was developed to assign term to any entity,
factor, event etc. so that safety data could be
classified in the same way all over the world,
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2. Safety performance

more features to the safety

In aviation, safety performance may be
interpreted as any other performance
index.

consequently named as Aerospace Performance

performance,

Factor (APF) (EURCONTROL, 2009). The APF is
introducing weighting of events, patterned on

Figure 1: EUROCONTROL Aerospace Performance Factor based on ESARR2 (EUROCONTROL, 2009)

more

Over the last decades when it became

the fact that not all of the incidents and

and

accidents

more

clear,

that

a

lot

of

are

of

the

same

severity.

responsibility for incidents and accidents lay

Additionally, it is introducing trending and it

with

works with so called baseline (process mean),

the

organization

and

company

management (ICAO, 2013), need to investigate

lower

how well some company or organization is

understanding of the APF dynamics. All of

performing overall on safety came out. Having

these removed some of the bias present to the

the overall safety assessed, safety management

previous indices.

is provided with brand new look on safety data

and

upper

boundaries

to

facilitate

On figure 1 there is the APF as utilized

which may considerably ease decision process.

by

EUROCONTROL,

depicted

for

safety

In the early stage, safety performance

regulatory requirements (ESARR2) safety key

index was represented simply by total number

performance indicators (KPIs) during 2 years

of accidents and incidents within the company

period.

against time, typically compared to the values

performance, grey lines then its components

year or two before. Safety manager would then

(subcategories)

subject the differences to analysis on what the

Collisions, Airborne Events, Ground Incidents

reason for the index to change was. Later on,

and ATM Specific Occurrences. At any given

this value was normalized against volume of

time, the APF is a simple sum of current values

traffic as this was clearly influencing the

of all subcategories, so one can see what the

performance, getting that rid of some of the

contribution of each of them was. Likewise,

dependencies safety management could not

each grey line can be decomposed to its

control (Lintner, T. M. et al, 2009).

constituents

Nowadays,

EUROCONTROL

in

The

subcategory.

cooperation with FAA and easyJet suggested

black
such

which

line

represents

as

Potential

comprise

Subcategories

safety
Near

respective
and

their

constituents are all weighed and normalized
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[8]:

comprehensive and supports further decision
making process much more effectively than
any other performance index used before.
Where

effective

safety

performance

,where ‘k’ is number of safety KPIs, ‘W’ is

measurement is established, safety oversight is

assigned weight for respective KPI and ‘N’ is

complete and valuable predictions are possible.
Safety

number of occurrences for respective KPI
against

given

timescale.

management

needs

such

an

effective measurement so that it can anticipate

Appropriate

denominator depends on the organization

at

that is measuring the APF, in this case hours

appropriate precautions early enough. There

flown against given timescale and within

are two main approaches how to enable the

monitored airspaces. Red line then adds

predictions today:
1.

linear regression portraying trend over the

least

The

near

future

simplest

in

order

approach

to

utilizes

take

linear

regression as done for APF. The depicted

timescale sample.
Safety KPIs are here selected events set

trend is clearly pointing out tendencies

from chains of events which have great

the system is susceptible to and because

potential

the

to

evolve

into

an

incident

or

APF

allows

breakdown

of

safety

accident. EUROCONTROL used data gathered

performance, it is clear what is mainly

based on ESARR2 requirements and selected

causing

from all the reports key events that were

mean sets average value around which

transformed into safety KPIs.

the performance oscillates.
2.

the

trend.

Similarly,

process

More advanced way of predicting utilizes
Bayesian approach. That works mainly

3. Predictive management

with conditional probabilities and the way

ICAO’s strategy for further aviation safety

of their deployment was described in

development and research sets global roadway

various studies. Yet, this was applied to

to

some

progressively

achieve

predictive

parts

of

the

system

only,

for

management where effective safety oversight is

instance Runway Incursion phenomenon

a must, based upon which any predictions are

(Goodheart,

possible (ICAO, 2013). That safety oversight

mathematically what parts of the system

requires first of all high-quality safety data

are more repeatable than others and when

collection to be done via ADREP taxonomy and

it is known what the severity of each of

its

them is, it makes decisions for corrective

subsets.

available,

Where

high-quality

safety

performance

data

are

can

be

B.J.

2013).

It

express

actions much easier.
Each of the approaches is still expected to

reasonably measured.
APF is currently the most powerful tool

be enhanced as the predictive management is

for safety performance measurement. However,

not of the utmost concern today yet anyway,

at present within European ATM there is still

according to ICAO’s strategy. There are also

not the desired data quality achieved, even

other tools recognized as having great potential

though the situations is improving year by year

to be deployed such as advanced statistical

(EUROCONTROL, 2015). Though the very new

methodologies analysing time series. The point

look

is to approach the safety performance as some

on

safety

data

it

provides

is
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sort of signal or wave that we want to

and based on analysis it outlines what will

decompose and to read all the information it is

most likely happen in the system if there are

capable to bear. However, the main pitfall still

no actions taken. However, safety performance

lies with the bias that may be present to any

requires high quality of safety data. These are

advanced model or statistical approach owing

available

to the robustness and data-hungry feature of

Consequently all the efforts on predictive part

these kinds of methodologies, because today

of safety management are limited and require a

the data available are very limited.

priori expert knowledge to make them function

Because of that, today’s main concern

typically

to

some

extent

only.

properly. That is the reason why most of efforts

is the very safety oversight system and its

today

are

quality of data. Current databases do not allow

improvements

for advanced methodologies to be effectively

management and why the process is still

deployed. Even the Bayesian approach is based

expected to last presumably another 12 years

on several assumptions and subject matter

until

experts’ assessments to fill the gap of non-

applications

existing data and its output must always be

aviation world-wide.

there

spent

on

rather

will
of

be

safety
than

practical

predictive

oversight
predictive

results

management

and
in

taken with awareness of the limitations.
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1.

Safety performance as one of the performance
indices has great potential to facilitate safety
management within any aviation organization.
It belongs to the state-of-the-art tools to assess
system’s

overall

performance

on

safety,

enabling safety management to have brand
new look on their safety data. It is that very
look that allows to reveal complex links and
relations that contribute to accidents and
incidents today and which alone would be of
no great concern. All of the incidents and
accidents today happen in that manner what
makes them difficult to handle and almost
impossible to predict. Because of that, new
look on safety data which would consider
organization as a whole may substantially
facilitate

revealing

safety

issues

and

still

provide safety management with sufficient time
to take appropriate precautions.
Safety performance appears to be that
kind of tool that allows the desired early
warnings. It quantifies the actual level of safety
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This contribution is dealing with the issue of transporting
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established form designating dangerous goods, its accompanying
documents, documentation and their handling. The final part of the
contribution analyses the process of transportation and managing
crisis situation.
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Introduction
Already

the

witnessed

50s

rising

the International Civil Aviation Organization,
of

the

demand

previous
on

century

transporting

dangerous materials by air. Experiences from
other branches of transportation have shown
that it can be managed without risks if handled
properly, packed suitably and kept within
reasonable limits on amounts. Combining the
experiences and know-how of the aviation
communities regarding the characteristics of air
transportation have resulted in drawing up the
very first industrial regulations on transporting
dangerous goods by air is strictly monitored by
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also

termed

as

the

ICAO

and

by

the

International Air Transport Association, the
IATA. The basic manual of the ICAO is titled as
the

Technical

Instructions

for

the

Safe

Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air, the
manual of the IATA is known as the IATA
Dangerous Goods Regulations – the IATA DGR.
As for the regulations presented by both
manuals

do

not

differ.

They

have

been

developed on the basis of the requirements
established

in

Annex

18

of

the

Chicago

Agreement and further publications termed as
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ICAO Technical Instructions, the ICAO TI,

only if specific measures have been taken,

which represent legal document relevant to the

3.

goods, which are completely excluded from

transportation of dangerous goods by air.

air transportation.

The core of all these regulations consists in a

The classification of dangerous goods by

list of dangerous materials and substances

their grade of danger is reflected in the quality

based on the recommendations of the Expert

of their package:

meeting of the United Nations Organization and

1)

substances of high danger level,

the International Agency for Nuclear Energy.

2)

substances of medium danger level,

Contained in the list are more than 3000 items

3)

substances of low danger level.

with description of the nature of danger and

By the sort and characteristics, dangerous

ways of proper handling.

goods in air transportation are classified into 9
classes of danger:
Class 1 Explosives

1. Characteristics of dangerous
goods

Class 2 Gasses
Class 3 Flammable Liquids

Dangerous goods in air transportation are

Class 4 Flammable Solids

understood as objects or substances, with

Class 5 Oxidants

potential threats to health, safety, property or

Class

the living environment.

substances

Every object or substance of dangerous

6

Toxic

and

contagious

Class 7 Radioactive Materials

characteristics has its own proper shipping

Class 8 Corrosives

name, assigned by a code with four number (UN

Class 9 Miscellaneous dangerous goods

1234 = the UNO plus the four-digit number).

At the same time, there is a whole range

After the name a statement is given as the

of strict measures the so-called Variations

goods are suitable for air transportation and the

adopted by some countries or airliners for

conditions to be observed.

transporting

If a new substance is to be transported,

differences

dangerous goods.
with

reference

to

Despite
the

the
valid

such as a sample, which has not been given an

regulations, the can introduce more strictness

official name, the basic name of the appropriate

and by no means can the regulations easier or

sort is stated followed by an abbreviation

more simple.

reading n.o.s. (not otherwise specified), and if it
is

a

chemical

substance

with

no

closer

2. Packing and marking dangerous
goods

specification, however with its potential danger
assorting it to the category of dangerous goods,
e.g. „Flammable Liquid, n.o.s.“

In view of air transportation safety, packing and

In air transportation, dangerous goods are

marking of goods is of high importance. Almost

divided into categories:
1.

goods, which are generally permitted for air
transportation

as

they

meet

all

the

requirements set out in the regulations, in
terms of packing and transportation,
2.

Figure 1 Examples of marking dangerous goods by the classes
referred to

goods, which can be transported by air

~ 38 ~
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all sorts of packs used for dangerous goods

process of transporting goods by air. However,

belong to the so-called UN-specified ones, which

there are three of them, which must be

are to be verified or tested. Testing of packs in

presented in air transportation of all sort of

terms of the changing pressure, temperatures,

dangerous goods:

humidity, internal overpressure, vibrations etc.
performed

by

up-to-date

devices



are

„Air Waybill“- is the basic document of
transportation referring to the acceptation

substantially minimizing the potential risks of

of

leaks and damages of packs incurred in the

accompanying them till the delivery to the

process of air transportation. Should such

addressee. It must be filled in at all

damages occur, all the necessary measures are

loadings into the airplane, mandatorily

to be taken to prevent contamination of the

providing all the information on potential

container

risks involved.

cover.

At

the

same

time,

each

package of dangerous goods must be marked



the

goods

„Shipper´s

for

declaration

transportation,

for

dangerous

with the appropriate warning label informing on

goods“ – the document must be signed by

the level of danger (1.1) and a Proper shipping

the consignor thus confirming that the

name referring to its contents, and the UN code

contents of the consignment has been

if

as

declared, packed and marked properly and

appropriate. Further, the packages can be

the weight limits have also been observed,

labeled for the ground servicing staff (Figure 2)

thereby, the consignment is worthy of

which include:

transportation by air in compliance with

required,

and

further

markings

the applicable regulations. At the same

o

Magnetized material,

o

This Side Up

important information on the dangerous

o

Liquid – for goods containing liquid form of
undercooled Nitrogen,

goods being transported. Every data in this

Danger or Cargo Aircraft Only – for goods
that can be loaded on cargo aircraft only,

consignor

o

o

time, this form is the source of the most

form must be filled in properly. The
is

thereby

taking

over

the

responsibility for all the discrepancies,
which might arise from providing false

Keep away from heat – for consignments to
be protected from direct sunrays and
stored at a safe distance from other
sources of heat in properly ventilated
areas.

information.


„Notification

to

Captain“(NOTOC).

This

form ensured that the pilot in command
and the aircrew are informed on special

Apart from the languages required by the

sorts of goods prior to the flight. The

country of origin, labeling of dangerous goods

format of the NOTOC may vary from airline

must also be in English. Warning labels are to

to airline, but essentially it provides the

be attached on the external cover of the

same information. It serves two purposes:

consignment.

3. Documents used when
transporting dangerous goods

Figure 2 Examples of marking goods to be handled by the
ground staff

There are lots of documents required in the

~ 39 ~
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as a legal document, through which the

occupied by the dangerous goods in the aircraft

person loading the aircraft is confirming

has not been damaged or contaminated and the

that the requirement have been met and

remaining part of the consignments meet the

also to inform the pilot what has been

requirements of air transportation, and no

loaded an where it has been stored aboard

other package got contaminated. Any form of

the aircraft.

dangerous contamination identified aboard the
aircraft resulting from leakages or damages of
dangerous

4. Transportation of dangerous
goods

goods

must

be

resolved

and

eliminated without delay.

It is prohibited to transport dangerous goods in

5. Managing crisis situations

the areas occupied by passengers or in the pilot
cockpit, should some exception have been

Most frequently, dangerous situations of great

made. In the aircraft, such goods must be

variability arise as a result of non-adherence to

stored separately in accordance with safety

the stated regulations, which may result in

regulation

serious

as

stipulated

in

the

technical

threats

to

air

transportation

with

instructions of the ICAO and in the IATA

potential fatalities involved. Even when keeping

manual for dangerous goods. The operator

to all the provisions there still exist a possibility

must not accept dangerous goods for air

of technical failures, human errors and crashes,

transportation if it is not accompanied by all

which may result in damaging or braking the

the

of

insulating properties of the packing covering

dangerous goods. When handling dangerous

the dangerous goods. The procedures applicable

goods,

that

for managing crisis events or situations are

consignments with damaged cover must not be

prescribed by the manual known as the ICAO

loaded into the aircraft. The loaded goods

Emergency Response Guidance. The manual

containing

be

provides a basis for rapid reaction for the

referred to in the cargo manifest, and they must

process of eliminating or minimizing both

be handled in accordance with the labels,

material

secured against movements. Lighter pieces of

resulting from incidents occurred to dangerous

goods have to be protected against the heavier

goods

ones. Packages and combined consignments

information on the factors to be taken into

containing

as

consideration when managing any kind of

container carrying radioactive materials must

incidents related to dangerous goods, also

be checked for leaks or damages even before

defining the special or emergency drill codes for

loading them into the aircraft and also prior to

each of the items listed in the ICAO Technical

their unloading from the aircraft as well. One

Instructions

the package with dangerous goods has already

Dangerous Goods by Air.

documents
it

is

required

for

generally

dangerous

dangerous

transfer

accepted

substances

goods

as

must

well

been loaded into the aircraft, or symptoms of

and

financial

aboard

In

for

an

damages

aircraft.

The

accordance

Safe
with

potentially

It

provides

Transport
the

of

IATA

damages have already been identified before the

regulations, in case of any kind of in-flight

unloading, the operator must ensure removal of

emergency, the pilot of the aircraft is liable to

such

and

inform the air traffic control services and

subsequently make sure that the place formerly

request them to relay the message to competent

package

from

the

aircraft
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authorities of residing at the destination airport

In the process of accepting the consignment, it

considered for landing. The information should

is necessary

provide data on the dangerous goods in the

Identifying it for compliance with the so-called

form of a NOTOC report.

UN-specified package, which has been validated

to check the package used.

Messages sent about accidents and

and tested. Further it is necessary to check for

incidents are developed in accordance with the

the marking of the package by warning labels

form of Report on the event or accident with

and those for the ground staff. Just before

dangerous goods. The report must be written

loading the consignment, the packages must be

within 72 hours.

checked for leaks or damages. It is prohibited to
load packages showing signs of damages on the
board of the aircraft.

6. The process of transporting
dangerous goods

Loading on the board of the aircraft
Consignment with dangerous goods cannot be

With due regard to a number of regulations and
recommendations

applicable

to

placed arbitrarily in the aircraft cargo area. It is

the

necessary

transportation of dangerous goods, such as the
IATA

Dangerous

Goods

Regulations,

segregated

ICAO

for

Aircraft

separated

Incidents

declared

in

the

with

their

operational

from

people

by

their

individual

motions, while light pieces should be protected

into account their level of equipment and a wide

against heavier pieces of goods. By filling in the

range of the aircraft types used for carrying

NOTOC from on which the person responsible

such goods, the following generalization of the

for loading the aircraft is confirming adherence

procedures applicable to the transportation of

to all legislative requirements.

dangerous goods can be offered.
for

accordance

and

Up! and it or they must be secured against

by the airliners, various airports while taking

goods

separated

with due regard to their labels e.g. This Side

as a great number of internal regulations issued

dangerous

in

m

transport indexes. The goods must be loaded

Involving Dangerous Goods, Annex 18 as well

Accepting the
transportation.

from

the

instructions. Radioactive substances must be

Dangerous Goods by Air, ICAO Emergency
Guidance

load

characteristics

Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of
Response

to

Pre-flight preparation

air

The pilot in command and the aircrew are to be

Transportation by air can be enabled only for

informed about the dangerous goods by way of

goods,

air

the NOTOC (Notification to Captain) form,

be

informing on the kind of the load and its

accompanied by a documentation, i.e. Air

placement aboard the aircraft. On detecting

Waybill (AWB) and the Shipper´s Declaration for

leakage or damage on the package of the

Dangerous Goods. At the same time, the

dangerous

consignment is to meet the requirements listed

consignment must be removed from the aircraft

in

and another check is to be performed whether

which

transportation.

the

are

not

The

checklist

for

prohibited
goods

for

must

acceptance

of

air

rest

goods

of

the

before

transportation, to be developed and compiled by

the

every operator.

contaminated or not.

Checking the package

During flight

takeoff,

consignments

have

the

been

In case when an accident have occurred to the
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o Diagnostic samples – can be potentially
contagious,

dangerous goods aboard the aircraft, the pilot
must adhere to the appropriate procedures in
accordance with the ICAO Emergency Response

o Frozen products – usually carried on dry ice,

Guidance. Reading the NOTOC form, he is

o Medicaments
–
potentially
dangerous chemicals,

capable of determining the drill code and
making use of the table for managing the

o Various instruments – containing mercury,

situation. Accordingly, the pilot has to take into

o House utensils – containing paints, aerosols,
whitening powders,

consideration landing, informing the air traffic
control and the components responsible for

o Electrical appliances – containing magnetic
materials, mercury, batteries with acids,

ground servicing and safety. Having managed
the situation, he is liable to write a report into
the logbook of maintenance.

o Repair kits – containing glues, organic
peroxides, diluting agents.

Unloading dangerous consignments
After landing, just prior to unloading, it is
important

to

check

the

dangerous

containing

Products and substances not falling

goods

under any of the definitions on dangerous

consignment for symptoms of damages or

goods,

leakages, and for damages or contamination

contamination, or corrosion to aluminum even

inflicted in the area of storage. Any level of

long-term corrosion, must be checked properly

contamination must be eliminated immediately.

by the consignor, so as to ensure that its

In

by

package meets the prescribed requirements on

radioactive substances, the aircraft must be

its quality preventing any leakage during flight.

withdrawn from operation until the level of

Such a danger can be caused by salt water,

radioactivity drops below the levels stated in the

some of the liquid paints, vegetable in bitter

technical instructions.

liquids etc. Such products and substances are

case

of

identifying

contamination

capable

of

causing

strong

to be handled similarly to those understood as
dangerous goods.

7. Luggage of the travelers
At passenger transport, even travelers’ luggage

Conclusion

and goods registered for transportation by air
may show presence of products or substances,

To ensure high level of safety when transporting

which are restricted from air transportation due

dangerous goods, it is important to adhere to all

to their characteristics posing threats to the

the regulations and directives. The purpose of

safety

safety

preventive actions taken against air incidents

measures have been adopted to counter such

and accidents incurred due to dangerous goods,

hidden sources of danger.

every member–state has to adopt measures to

of

air

operation.

Therefore,

Examples of such hidden
potentially found in travelers’ luggage:
o Respiratory device – containers
compressed air or oxygen,
o Camping
utilities
–
also
flammable gases of liquids,

ensure gathering information on accidents and

threats

incidents that happened over their territory and
bear some relevance in terms of transferring

with

dangerous goods. Reports on accidents are
made in compliance with the detailed provisions

containing

laid down in the technical instructions.
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Tracking Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
CTU FTS –
Selection of equipment
David Hůlek, Jakub Kraus
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Transportation
Sciences, Department of Air Transport, Czech Republic
Email: hulekdav@fd.cvut.cz,kraus@fd.cvut.cz

Tracking Unmanned Aerial Vehicle CTU FTS is a project which
result is to build, to test and to use a UAV (unmanned aerial
vehicle). The project can be divided into several parts. The task of
the first part of the project, about which the article is, was to choose
observation and transmission equipment such as cameras, thermal
imaging camera, devices for wireless transmission of video signal
and others. Choosing of equipment was carried out by multi-criteria
decision with using decision tables. Design of attachment deal only
with the attachment of a video camera on a rotatable holder so that
the Head Tracking can be used. The goals of the academic works that
dealt with observation and transmission equipment are selection
and purchase of suitable equipment and design of rotatable holder
for the main camera. There are several possible ways of the UAV
usage mentioned at the end of the article.

Keywords: Tracking Unmanned Aerial Vehicle CTU FTS, UAV CTU
FTS, observation and transmission equipment, usage of UAV

Introduction

It is not difficult to build up an
unmanned vehicle. Nowadays it is easy to buy

There is a project at the Department of Air
Transport,

Czech

Technical

University

a RC model that can be considered as the

in

unmanned aircraft/vehicle. Systems that can

Prague, Faculty of Transportation Sciences

make RC model to be able to do the automatic

which goal is to build and to operate a tracking

flight are also available on the market. We

unmanned aerial vehicle capable of manual

chose this path and our unmanned vehicle is a

flight and also flight using the autopilot. Other

RC model of a helicopter (T-Rex 500). There is

goals are to use the vehicle for the needs of the

information that UAVs are already used for

faculty and to lead research whether it is

packet transport in media. World courier

suitable to use the unmanned vehicle for more

companies came with this idea (DHL předběhlo

demanding missions such as the returning

Amazon, 2014). As you can see the potential of

vehicle for meteorological probes and so on.
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UAVs begins to utilize. The research in the

equipment for the unmanned vehicle. The

area of demanding usage of UAVs can show

cameras (main and mini camera), FPV goggles

whether such vehicles can be used safely and

and thermal imaging camera were selected as a

effectively for this usage. The example, which

part of D. Hůlek’s bachelor thesis, 2013. The

was already mentioned, can be usage as the

transmission equipment was selected by K.

returning vehicle for meteorological probes.

Hercik in his bachelor thesis. His goal was to

Today’s probes, which are emitted about three

select a transmission system for transmitting

times per day, are one-off only. If it is possible

video from the UAV to the ground station and

to deliver the UAV with an intact probe to the

to select the autopilot (Hercik, 2013). The work

final destination, the probe could be used

on the project associated with the autopilot is

repeatedly. This would result into material and

not the subject of this article.

financial saving.

The main camera should be used to

However, before you can start research

capture

high-quality

images.

Mini

camera

or start to use the UAV, you must build and

should be used for test flights and for flights

equip it by necessary equipment. The first

where you need to save weight. FPV goggles

article inform about one part of the project

allow viewing of video images from the UAV

which is focused on selection and purchase of

and the pilot see the images right before his

observation and transmission equipment such

eyes. The camera mounted on the UAV should

as video cameras, FPV (first person view)

turn in the same direction as the pilot’s head

goggles,

thanks to the Head Tracking. The usage of

thermal

imaging

camera,

video

transmitter and receiver, OSD (on screen

thermal

display) and others. The second article informs

temperature measurement and in general for

readers about next work on the project. When

thermal

imaging

suitable equipment were choosing, the multi-

objects.

The

criteria decision with using of decision tables

provide wireless connection between the UAV

was used. The chosen method found the best

and the ground station.

equipment for the project.

imaging

camera

could

inspection

transmission

of

system

be

for

observed
should

As already mentioned, the selection of

The goal of this article is to inform

equipment was done by a method using

readers about mostly theoretical part of the

decision tables. The procedure how the tables

project,

were

where

different

equipment

was

processed

is

as

follows.

Specific

analysed and selected. The readers also learn

parameters, which are important for proper

which equipment was purchased eventually.

function, were selected for each device. The

The readers learn about the practical part

scales were added to the parameters and

which inform about commissioning and testing

values arising from multiplication of the scale

of the selected equipment in the second article,

and the evaluation of the parameters according

which is being prepared by the author now.

to their quality were written down to the table.
These values were numbered and the device
with the biggest sum indicates that seems to

1. Selection of equipment

be the best of all. The parameters for the main

Well the first project step that had to be done

camera were dimensions, weight, resolution +

at the Department of Air Transport was the

fps, price, memory, possibility to use it as a

selection

photo camera and its resolution and its own

of

observation

and

transmission
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battery.

The

parameters

are

sorted

in

descending order by the scale. The evaluation
of the parameters was: suitable, partially
suitable and unsuitable. The parameters of
mini

camera

resolution,

were

viewing

weight,
angle

dimensions,

and

price.

The
Figure 1 Purchased cameras MagiCam SD21 (left) and FPV
Camera DroneVision FPV-CM1 520 TVL 0.008Lux (right) [2].

parameters of FPV goggles were Head Tracking
capability,

type

of

video

input,

price,
Following equipment were chosen for

resolution, viewing angle and power type. The

the transmission system (decision tables were

parameters for thermal imaging camera were
dimensions,
sensitivity

weight,
and

price

range

not used). The transmitter of video signal

resolution,

of

BosCam TX51W, receiver D58-2 DUO5800,

measured

highly directional receiving antenna

temperatures (Hulek, 2013).
The

tables

showed

that

the

23dBi

best

communication

and

unavailability

Panel

Antenna

and

MyFlyDream AAT system (Figure 2) which

camera for the project is GoPro HERO2. Due to
bad

Broadband

5GHz

allows user to track the direction of UAV flight,

of

to process GPS data and to turn the directional

GoPro HERO2 camera the MagiCam SD21

antenna towards unmanned vehicle (Hercik,

camera was eventually purchased (Figure 1).

2013).

But this is no problem because both cameras
are very similar. As a second camera, which is
for test flights, the two gram FPV Camera
DroneVision FPV-CM1 520TVL 0.008Lux was
selected (Figure 1). The best FPV goggles are
FatShark Attitude SD according to the table.
Because of the circumstances and financial
advantages

iWear

VR920

goggles

were

eventually chosen. These goggles were already
owned by College and they had no utilization.
The disadvantage of the goggles is that they are

Figure 2 Parts of the MyFlyDream AAT system [4].

designed for computer so their Head Tracking
does not communicate with a RC radio and

2. Design of the holder

with the rotatable holder too. The camera can
be used statically, without rotating of the

It is necessary to attach the camera to the

holder. The thermal imaging camera has not

helicopter airframe by a special holder that

been purchased because of financial reasons.

allows rotation in horizontal and vertical axes

The cost of suitable thermal imaging cameras

to enable the camera to rotate on command

Optris is about one hundred thousand crowns

which is received through the RC transmitter

and more (Hulek, 2013)

from FPV goggles. Electric servomotors were
selected as power units. There is the design of
the rotatable holder in the figure 3. The camera
is attached to the holder by a tripod bolt (W
1/4). Servomotors are attached to the holder,
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to board no. 3 and 6, by bolts. Material from

D

2

2

2

2

2

0

26

which the holder is made is duralumin.

E

1

2

2

0

1

2

21

F

2

2

2

2

2

0

26

As it is evident from Table 1, True
640x480 8ch HeadTrack Video Goggles and
FatShark Attitude SD look like the most
suitable goggles. The Goggles from FatShark
Company are designed specifically for use with
the RC model so they are more suitable than
the second one (Hulek, 2013).
The goals of previous work on the

Figure 3 Diagram of the rotatable holder with dimensions,
dimensions are in millimetres; 1 – bottom board, 2 –
rotatable sidewall, 2_1 – auxiliary bar, 3 – sidewall servo,
3_1 – sidewall, 4 – top board, 5 – supporting shaft, 5_1 –
auxiliary board, 6 – bearing plate, 7 – small handle, 8 –
large handle, 9 – 2x PIN 5 x 14 x 1,2 B ISO 2341 – St, 10 –
BOLT M2 x 5 ISO 4762 – 12.9, 11 – PAD 2,2 ČSN 02
1703.11, 12 – 4x BOLT M3 x 8 ISO 4762 – 12.9, 13 – 4x PAD
3,2 ČSN 02 1703.11, 14 – 2x NUT M6 ISO 4032 [2].

project are the selection of suitable equipment
for observation and transmission systems and
their purchasing. Not all selected equipment
was eventually purchased because of various
reasons

mentioned

above.

The

other

equipment purchased instead of them fulfils all
or almost all requirements. All the reasons
were carefully considered.

3. Results
4. Possible usage

Table 1 shows an example of the decision table
for the FPV goggles selection. The scales of

Nowadays, the usage of UAVs grows. Let us

parameters are Head Tracking and video input

mention some of them. The first and one could

– 4, price – 3, resolution and viewing angle – 2,

even say the most common usage is for

power – 1. Evaluation of the parameters and of

monitoring

the table was explained in chapter Selection of

everything can be watched. As an example we

equipment (Hulek, 2013).

can mention traffic monitoring, controlling the

via

video

cameras.

Almost

perimeter, checking buildings and so on.

Table 1 – Decision table for the FPV goggles selection
(Hulek, 2013). A = FatShark Dominator, B = FatShark
Predator V2, Predator, C = FatShark Base SD, D =
FatShark Attitude SD, E = Hubsan FPV virtual video
goggles, F = True 640x480 8ch HeadTrack Video G.

Monitoring objects and surroundings
can also be done by infrared thermography

name

resolution

viewing
angle

video
input

Head
Tracking

power

price

sum after
multiplic.

cameras. The connection between UAV and

A

2*2

2*2

2*4

1*4

2*1

1*3

25

B

2

1

2

1

2

1

23

As it has been already mentioned in

C

2

2

2

0

2

1

21

the introduction, unmanned vehicle can be

thermal imaging camera allows, for example,
measurement

of

the

surface

temperature

which is at poorly accessible place (roofs),
a quick check of pipelines or search for any
heat sources such as missing persons.

used for transporting cargo. It can be done
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within a single company or as a courier

fully functional yet. There is a place for further

company. Thanks to UAV the transport of

work on the project in this area. Possible

goods over short distances can be quicker and

solutions are purchasing new goggles adapted

more flexible.

to communication with RC radio or using

The UAV can also be used at places

current goggles with an external Head Tracking

which are dangerous for life. An example might
be

measurement

of

radiation

in

module.

a

contaminated area. It is not necessary to send
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Planetary Conditions of Mars and
Their Influence on Orbital
Technologies
Jozef Kozár, Stanislav Ďurčo
Faculty of Aeronautics of Technical University of Kosice
Email: kozar@lab.sciencemars.com, stanislav.durco@tuke.sk

Many aspects that have not yet been fully researched may influence
the use of navigation technologies and orbital systems in the
environment of other bodies of the Solar System. One of these
aspects is the local natural condition of the respective planet or the
planetary body in the Solar System. The most important element
affecting the function of the global navigation satellite systems is the
ionosphere and the secondary influences resulting from the
existence and distribution of the planet's magnetosphere. Mars is a
terrestrial planet, which natural conditions are very similar to those
on Earth, but some of them are fundamentally different. In this
paper we will focus on main planetary conditions, which may have
any influence on possible orbital exploration systems used on Mars
or on any future global navigation satellite system used on Red
Planet. This research is not strictly focused on GNSS, but may be
applied on any orbital systems used on Mars.

Keywords: Mars, GNSS, orbital systems, planetary conditions of
Mars, navigation systems

1.

Ionosphere of Mars

measurements and research data by ESA's
Mars Express is the Mars dayside ionosphere

The ionosphere of Mars is the most important

different than the night side of the planet. This

factor,

phenomenon

which

is

affecting

the

proper

is

caused

by

the

extreme

functioning of the potential global navigation

ultraviolet radiation from the Sun, which

satellite system at this planet. This is because

ionizes the neutral gases in the upper levels of

of the interaction of ions of the ionized gas with

the atmosphere. This results in a drastic

the transmitted signal at respective heights.

increase of the electron density values of these

This interaction may result in a significant

layers. ESA’s Mars Express "Radio Science

deterioration

exact

experiment" has provided us 500 vertical

the

profiles of the ionosphere (Withers et al, 2012).

ionosphere of Mars itself is on different sides of

The planet's ionosphere always causes a delay

the planet different. According to the existing

of the radio transmission from the satellite in

position

on

in

determining

the

surface.

of

the

However
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orbit towards the receiving station on the

major impact on the efficiency of the use of the

surface. The result of this delay is a range

global navigation satellite system. However the

error (UERE) in the calculation of the exact

errors can be corrected using a local station

location (Mendillo et al, 2004).

broadcasting the corrections based for example
on a differential positioning system. There are
also some proven solutions such as the use of
the

most

appropriate

frequencies

for

the

system, or also the determination of the most
appropriate heights of the satellites forming
the space component of the whole system.
When designing the global navigation satellite
system

it

is

therefore

necessary

to

first

calculate with the use of the most appropriate
frequency for transmission and the most
suitable height of the orbits. This way it is
necessary to minimize the effects of the
ionosphere.
reference

Subsequent
station

use

transmitting

of

a

local

corrections

within a specified area would be the secondary
solution that would be suitable only for very
accurate

measurement

(geodetic

measurements on the surface of Mars) or in
the flight phase of the flying Martian probes.
Flying Mars exploration devices are currently
in the phase of initial studies. It is therefore
appropriate to primarily
utilization

on

surface

focus mainly

probes,

on

rovers and

orbiters at low altitudes and also on future
planned manned missions in the first half of
the 21st century. The total value of the
contents of electrons in individual altitudes
also varies depending on the position of the
planet. The total electron content (TEC) on

Figure 1 Electron density profiles in the ionosphere of Mars.
The first two graphs represent the daily ionosphere. The last
graph shows the contrast between the day and night
ionosphere.

Mars is primarily a function of the solar zenith
angle (SZA) with the highest value of about 1
TECU (1016 electrons/m2) in point of the solar

Source: ESA / Medialab AOES (Withers et al, 2012).

zenith (O'Keefe et al., 2005). The global average
of the TEC is by MARSIS experiment (ESA’s
Mars Express) as follows:

Of course, the errors caused by the ionosphere

Daily conditions (SZA <75°): Electron

can vary. These can be in tens of centimeters

content is ~ 6 TECU (1016 el./m2)

but also in meters. These errors can have a
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Night conditions (SZA> 105°): Electron content
is ~ 0.3 TECU (1016 el./m2)
Daily TEC values are increased in the
regions with latitudes 0-30°. Night values are
increased in the regions with the appearance of
stronger magnetism. The total variability of the
TEC values in the ionosphere of Mars during
the day and night can reach the range of ~ ±
5% during the day and ± 20% during the night
(Mendillo et al, 2004).

already in the design of individual satellites
(redundancy in on-board systems, satellite
protection and radiation shields).
There are also other magnetic fields,
which have effect on Mars - interplanetary
magnetic fields in the solar system, Jupiter's
magnetic field and other fields, of occasionally
approaching small bodies of the solar system
(asteroids). These magnetic fields are not

2.

negligible in the case of the operation of GNSS

Magnetic fields of Mars and

and orbital systems, because these fields are

their influence on GNSS

on Mars and its environment very weak.
One of the natural elements that affect the
operation of the systems for navigation and
positioning on Mars is a unique magnetism of
this planet. The magnetic field of this planet is
not bipolar like it is in case of the planet Earth.
In research of the magnetism were used the
measurements obtained by the experiment
called

MAG/ER

Reflectometer)
Surveyor

(Magnetometer/Electron

performed

probe

(Kozar,

by

Mars

2014).

Global
Figure 3 Martian magnetism detected in the southern
hemisphere of the planet Mars.

Increased

magnetism of the planet's cortex in one of the

Source: Connerney et al, 2005

regions in the southern hemisphere of Mars is
shown in Figure 2. Impact of the lack of a
planetary

magnetic

field

with

a

bipolar

structure is not very large. In case of the

3.

Tropospheric

effects

orbital resources we will need to focus on the

orbital systems on Mars

on

secondary effect - lack of the protection against
the increased radiation in Solar System and

O’Keefe et al, 2005, described influence of

against the influence of the solar wind. Bipolar

Martian troposphere on propagation of the

magnetic field atcs in fact as a natural

electromagnetic signals from orbit towards the

protection against the solar wind particles that

surface. Tropospheric delay of propagation was

can interact with both the signal delivered by

described by the use of a model of the Martian

individual satellites and the electronics of

atmosphere

these orbital systems. Although there are

mineral

effective forms of protection from the solar

Refractive

wind,

continuous

described by means of the temperature and

operation of the satellite navigation system can

pressure profiles of the standard Martian

be for whole operation of such system very

atmosphere (Lodders, 1998) by Essen-Frome

critical.

formulas (Essen & Froome, 1951), so that it

any

To

disruption

minimize

of

such

the

impacts

it

is

containing

particles
properties

corresponds

therefore very important to count with this
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Martian

atmosphere.

The

temperature,

pressure and the refractivity profile are shown
in Figure 4 (O’Keefe et al, 2005).

This equation may be also expressed as:

Where n is the refractive index of air, and
N = 10-6 (N – 1) is refractivity. Refractivity can
be divided into two components. Hydrostatic
refractivity (Nhydr) due to dry gases (mainly
nitrogen N2 and oxygen O2) and the refractivity
caused by humidity (Nwet) – this causes the
evaporation of water. These components are
reflected as an overall total Refractivity (N):
Figure 3 The dependence of temperature, pressure and the
refractivity on the altitude of the model atmosphere of
Mars.

Each of these components has different effect
Source: O'Keefe and others, 2004.

on signal transmission. The main feature of the
troposphere is that this is not a dispersion
medium. Thus the tropospheric effects do not

In the mentioned experiment were not included

depend on the frequency used for example by

sporadic changes caused by changes of the

GNSS systems on Mars. This is the reason why

seasons on Mars and even differences in the

the resulting frequencies are always affected by

behavior of the atmosphere in different regions.

the same delay due to the troposphere of the

These would very unlikely have no major

planet. From this analysis we can see that the

impact

on

the

the

calculated

changing of the carrier frequency as we can do

of

positioning

it in case of the ionosphere cannot influence

technologies may be also very easily affected by

the tropospheric delays. The only possible way

weather changes in the target territory where

to avoid errors caused by the troposphere is a

this system will be used at given time. These

constant observation of the site, particularly by

have a major impact on autonomous systems

prediction

used today as well. The influence will not be

causing the delay Nhydr (Subirana et al, 2015).

very

The

refractivity.

The

heavy,

results

of

operation

because

clouds

in

Martian

of

the

prediction

hydrostatic

can

be

component

calculated

from

atmosphere are very thin. These clouds are

measurements of intelligent weather stations

mostly cirrus class clouds made of frozed

operating on basis of neural networks. It is

carbon dioxide.

also

When

describing

the

GNSS

useful

to

mention

the

very

low

signal

atmospheric pressure on Mars when copared

transmission through the troposphere of Mars,

to that on Earth. This pressure may not have

we can express the delay, which depends on

any major influence on distribution of GNSS

temperature, pressure, and humidity and on

signal, data signal or telecommunication signal

position of antennas of both source and

on Mars.

receiver:
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Conclusion

3.

All the planetary conditions of Mars are
4.

important factors when considering any orbital
system, which will operate in exploration and
science

on

this

planet.

Especially

5.

global

navigation satellite systems may be sensitive in
their

operation,

because

of

the

Martian

6.

ionosphere. Other natural conditions of Mars
7.

may have also influence on these systems, but
this influence will not be such strong. We
recommend

using

statistical

error

in

8.

calculations and simulations of operation of
any orbital systems on Mars.

9.
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The Development of
Meteorological Services in
Civil Aviation
Iveta Kameníková
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Czech Technical University in Prague, Horská 3, 128 03 Prague 3,
Czech Republic
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Meteorological services in aviation are governed by Annex 3 ICAO
"Meteorological Services for Air Navigation". It contains the defined
security requirements, which allow pilots to the realization of flight.
More fundamental changes have occurred in the meteorological
reporting. Greater emphasis is placed on warning weather service.
Gradually, it is being updated radar technology to detect
meteorological targets. From space weather monitoring is provided
by geostationary satellite MSG2 (second generation) and advanced
NOAA with a polar flight path. Aerological measurements were
significantly modernized. Processing of meteorological information
using mathematical models is also available to the public on a
website.

Keywords: Meteorological services, reporting, weather monitoring,
radar, satellite, meteorological information.

Introduction

more

any

aviation

activity.

From

the

general

aviation

of

short – it was the creation of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and one of

date, not only the so-called big transport, but
entire

measurement

The result of this development - in

Aviators were dependent on the weather. To
the

the

atmosphere and their processing.

very

beginning of human effort to get into the air

completely

on

physical elements and phenomena in the

Aviation Meteorology is closely related
to

dependent

its sector - aviation meteorology. Aviation

is

meteorology adopted three main tasks: 1.

engaged in weather as one of the limiting

Weather observations, 2. Forecast for take-offs

factors for aircraft operations. Meteorology has

and landings, for airports and the routes of

gradually developed as a science of physical

flight (flight forecasts), 3.Warning

processes in the atmosphere together with the

service.

development of aviation. While aviation has
developed incredibly quickly, meteorology was
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Meteorological Services

ICAO and its Annexes. It took place in the 80s
of the last century.

1.

Processing

of

meteorological

2.

Distance Methods of Observation.

information.

Basis work of aviation meteorology

40 years ago, the basic needs of

nevertheless remains the same, as well as the

meteorologist were pencil, eraser and paper,
thus

weather

map.

Today

hand

physics of the atmosphere, which is governed

drawing

by

weather maps and their analysis is rather the
by

printing

using

and research processes in the atmosphere, as
well as developed the methodology weather

the analysis of ground and height maps over
meteorological

predictions

elements

and

of

phenomena

some

specialized

and

atmospheric

processes.

systems

operated and expanded not only by national
and

observations

where

are

governed

ICAO.

It

by

issues

"Meteorological
Air

in

Services

Navigation

",

a

major

"Meteorology".

aviation
Annex

3

L-3

updated

and

is

attacked

the

methods of processing materials and

the

rocketed

results of

their analysis in

the form

forecasts,

alerts,

or

warnings

meteorologists

work

5-7

kg

weighing

decagrams.

It

was

improved

the

height of about 30 km measure also altitude
profile of radioactivity and concentration of
ozone.
Satellite meteorology has undergone
another tremendous development, the original
imaging of earth's surface by optical cameras
was replaced by scanning the electromagnetic

of

radiation of meteorological and ground targets,

warning

follows

originally

speed and direction from the ground up to a

which allows probing of the atmosphere from

information. The alone weather observations
and

distance

besides temperature, pressure, humidity, wind

which

took place with the development of computer
which

by

human

timekeeping systems. Special probes allow

specified every two years. His biggest changes
technology,

supplemented

for

accuracy of their monitoring by navigation and

for

regulation

the

several

its

recommendations are with us already known
as

only

radiosonde replace current device weighing

rules

authority in addition to other documents
International

is

time

measurement elements in the free atmosphere,

that a particularly large transport, as well as

3

basic

development process, other words aero logical

At this moment, it should be recalled

ANNEX

the

Example aerology passed very radical

recreational purposes.

by

Today,

on

very rapidly developed.

wide range of offers for various professional or

recommended

research

methods of observation, which is technically

presented on regional and global levels with a

aviation

running

supervision

private

institutions, but the results of the models are

general

especially

weather observations largely use automated

currently even with a 3x3 km grid! They are
services

Their

But just as they developed learning

information using mathematical models from
and

physics.

particularly in meteorological reporting.

range of offers processing of meteorological

forecasts

of

manifested to the requirements of air carriers,

computer

technology. On the website we can find a whole

their

laws

interpretation changed somewhat, which was

exception. Especially drawing maps is now
replaced

immutable

the

the

position

of

geostationary

satellites

METEOSAT (MSG2) as well as satellites orbit

methodology and procedures of WMO, which

flight NOAA with high resolution and the huge

are in conformity with the requirements of
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amount of data transmitted for processing into

accidents to its adverse and unexpectedly

ground receiving stations. These data allow

process or that a man is underestimated.

monitoring the evolution of cloud above, the

3. Website Meteorological Information

microphysical structure, to distinguish series
of

meteorological

events.

are

base the pilots could responsibly decide

essential in helping to refine the predictions of

whether the planned operation realize or not

meteorologists.

are available plentiful. It is further stated

Satellite

Satellites

In doing so, the information on which to

measurements

are

also used as input to numerical weather

several

prediction models (model of the European

information on their content:

Centre for Medium-Range Weather - ECMWF,

1.

ALADIN model, etc.).
We

website

addresses

with

Aviation

short

Weather:

http://euro.wx.propilots.net/

cannot

huge

website offers a wide range of information

whose

that can be used both professional and

results are also available on the website in the

private or sports pilots. On the front side

15-minute and in services for air traffic control

they may obtain information directly from

at

METAR and TAF by simply insert the call

development

of

5-minute

method

of

forget

radar

intervals.

the

meteorology,

Like

the

measuring

previous
radar

sign airport (e.g. LKTB) anywhere in

accurate

Europe or in the world. If the user does

predictions of the movement and intensity of

not know the call sign airport, he finds it

particularly dangerous meteorological targets,

in the list after unpacking the menu. At

including

phenomena.

that among other things he will also find

Weather radars are used for detection of

history METAR reports, SIGMET divided

precipitation clouds within a radius of 260 km

into areas, NOTAM, information from the

and can be used to estimate instantaneous

volcanic

precipitation intensity within about 150 km

prediction maps SWL and SWH, radar and

from the radar.

satellite

probing

distance

also

.This

contributes

their

to

the

more

accompanying

Meteorological information will come

centres,

synoptic

information,

temperatures,

the

maps,

information

on

development

of

not only to the general public, but to all

convection, occurrence of Jet Stream -

organizations that work with them. Thus, not

processed in several centres. At least we

only to private, sports or professional pilots,

name Bracknell, the German

but also to air navigation services, airport

JEPPESEN.

services and basically the entire transport

according to a recent decision of both

network often linked to aviation.

ICAO and WMO the forecast TAF process

Nevertheless we have seen that a
considerable

part

of

aviation

It

is

worth

service,

noting

that

only for a period of 24 or 30 hours

personnel

depending

on

the

decision

of

which

underestimates weather. Proof of this is a lot of

service. Our services received duration of

accidents that year after year become subject

30 hours. The so-called shortie 9-hour

to final reports and analyses of air accidents

and 18-hour TAF were abolished.

and their causes. In this case, it is always

2.

ČHMÚ:

for

"home"

users

human error, but fortunately still at large

http://portal.chmi.cz/portal/dt. The wide

traffic to a much lesser extent than in general

range is showed below the initial map,

aviation.

from which I recommend to unpack card

Weather

contributes

to

aviation
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Aviation forecasts, find the weather for

the weather elements and phenomena

sport

for

anywhere in Europe, but also in the world

Meteorological

. The base is to fixed wind speed and

Information), SWL and SW maps (forecast

direction. On the timeline, you can choose

maps for flights in space AGL-FL 100 and

how the selected time up to 14 days, so

maps for flights from FL 100 to FL 450),

the entire line animation development

forecast of altitude winds and more.

elements in the ground and in the higher

Wetterzentrale:

levels

http://www.wetterzentrale.de/topkarten/

temperature, pressure field, cloudiness

- German website from the University of

and precipitation. At the selected point on

Karlsruhe, which was established under

the map we get the forecast for a given

the

point in meteograms for 5 days or more

flying,

General

3.

GAMET
Aviation

leadership

around

(information

George

gusts,

aerogramme. Many expert forecasts to the

area forecasts of a large scale over Central

7-14 days for more demanding users are

Europe - here recently with a 3x3 km grid.

at

We find by the GFS model forecasts in

//www.meteoblue.com/en/weather/

increments of three hours for a period of

forecast.

hours,

which

in

his

information portal with a wide range of

240

worked

Müller

through

and vertical section into the tropopause in

to

and

dr.

wind

the

up

1980

of

of

allows

the

same

institution

https:

the

Besides these few offers there are a lot

planning of operations in accordance with

more information on the internet, but from

the expected development of the weather

aviation viewpoint a few of these have been at

with warning that a high probability of

least mentioned. It depends on each user what

good outcome predictions is valid for a

he chooses and what interpretation will best

period of 30 hours. Again, it is to select a

suit him. In each case the purpose and

range of information: pressure field in the

required professional level will be considered

ground and the level of 500 hPa to

depending on the level of qualifications of the

compare the development of the field,

pilot.

forecast precipitation, temperature (T and
TD) winds near the ground and in the

Conclusion

levels of 925 and 850 hPa, CAPE + Lift
index, etc.) .
4.

5.

NOAA:

Revolution in worldwide media and
US

Agency

at

communication technologies allow the public

http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYcmet.ph

to be better informed about the current and

p that calculates this time for the selected

future state of the weather. Advances in

item in step after 3 hours as the weather

science and computer technology gradually

for 240 hours or more, so vertical section

improve the accuracy and reliability of weather

of wind, and layering of the atmosphere

forecasts. It should also be a strong emphasis

and more and more information.

on meteorological training flight personnel,

Meteo Blue https://www.windyty.com -

their training in the practical application of

Swiss service from the perspective of "old

meteorological knowledge acquired. Airlines

age" is a new web service where you can

use weather forecasts in flight planning system

find from large scale to a detailed map of

to optimize flight routes, reducing flight time
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and the associated costs, increase safety and

advanced weather services.

efficiency of flight.

References

Weather and related phenomena in

1.

environment can have a major impact on the
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aviation
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meteorological

services provided within the standards and

5.
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Organization

(ICAO). It is important to support safe and
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operations
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The paper focuses on the possibilities for ADREP taxonomy
utilization in the process of safety indicators evaluation, particularly
those indicators related to the large international airport’s
operations. ADREP taxonomy categorises the safety related events
and factors directly involved in the certain event realization. Events
or factors categorisation is recognised as a powerful and helpful tool
in a process of determining a comprehensive set of safety indicators,
in our study case primarily focused on the airport’s needs. The
paper brings a description of ADREP taxonomy and the way on how
the individual events and factors are divided into defined categories.
A possible application of the taxonomy in unwanted occurrences
monitoring is illustrated as well.

Keywords: airport safety, safety performance indicators, ADREP
taxonomy, contributing factors

Introduction

views are clearly visible in today’s world
approaches to safety.

Modern world carries modern view on many

Thanks to its dynamic character and

aspects of life. From the very beginning, finding

behaviour, aviation with all its aspects creates

a convenient environment and acting in a way
ensuring

a

safe

existence

in

the

a zone, convenient for different safety related

given

events to be realised, leading to the unwanted,

circumstances were the primer human’s goal.

fatal or costly accidents. To solve existing

Safety in that matter is considered one of the
fundamental

elements

functioning.

Previously

needed

for

mentioned

problems or at least mitigate current risks (Ale

proper

et al., 2009) a system is required, the firm one,

modern

capable of negative factors elimination, still
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flexible enough to remain adaptive in the

other industries could be the pathfinders

context of constant changes within industry.

considering their current application (Ghandi

During the time different concept were

and Masehian, 2015; Kilic et al., 2015).

applied. Good examples are current safety

A

assessment methods applied in the aviation

taxonomy

ADREP

industry

Reporting

Program)

(Kraus

and

Ondrášková,

2014).

good

example

from

(Accident
(ICAO

practice

Incident
ADREP,

is

Data
2000).

Current Safety Management System (SMS)

ADREP taxonomy was developed by ICAO

approach reflects a systematic view on the

(International Civil Aviation Organisation) and

issue, bringing effective tools for the companies

it is a subject of the constant changes and

using it (Stolzer et al., 2011). Indicators, widely

improvements. ADREP serves as a foundation

used in the different sectors as a classic tool

for

for

the

(European Coordination Centre for Accident

development base for the new monitoring

and Incident Reporting System) created as a

methods designed for the various needs (Szabo

system ensuring standardised reporting and

and

unified language in use.

performance

Sidor,

monitoring

2014).

represent

Current

international

European

legislation and approaches to safety involve

reporting

system

ECCAIRS

Taxonomy ADREP consists of several

application of the safety indicators as a tool

elements

assessing a state of safety in defined time

information

frame.

are

coded. Due to complexity of the issue that

considered as very important from both safety

taxonomy is dealing with, categorisation could

and financial standpoint (Hajda, O. - Kraus, J.,

sometimes

2014). Ongoing research in this field showed a

straightforward. In this stage focusing on

potential of safety indicators as a highly

ADREP

important data collectors, potentially leading to

Explanatory factors, Entities and Attributes

the

of

satisfy the research’s needs. Taxonomy ADREP

including

Events concerns several aviation domains,

assessment of the applied corrective activities.

according to which individual categories are

The most advanced feature is for sure a

named and organised: Aerodrome and ground

possibility for safety performance prediction.

aids related events, Air Navigation Services

The impacts

new

way

company’s

of

safety

of safety

accurate

events

evaluation

performance,

related

representing

different

systematically

be

events,

categorised

interpreted

taxonomy

as

Events,

Operations

sets

of

not

of
and

very

Descriptive,

the aircraft

related event, Aircraft / system / component
related

1. Applied taxonomy - ADREP

events,

Civil

Aviation

Authority

/

administration related event, Consequential
One

of

the

first

things

needed

for

events, Events related to the non-compliance

determination of the appropriate and relevant

with regulations.

safety performance indicator is a set of well
categorised,

organised

interconnected

were defined in order to support better and

terms representing the possible safety related

more concise description of the event by

events, contributory factors, attributes and

attributing the relevant factors involved, with

other

explanatory

elements

description.

and

Descriptive and Explanatory Factors

used

Following

the

for

occurrence

needs

factors

targeting

primarily

on

different

human factor and explanatory one’s focused

taxonomies were developed. Examples from the

on the involved systems, their functioning,
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procedures, etc. Entities and Attributes define

development. Their quality is essential and it

relevant

information

could be influenced by various types of factors

subject,

used

regarding

during

reported

reporting

(Wilke et al., 2014).

and

By analysing available

investigation processes. Their goal is to provide

date it is possible to define the critical points

information describing given circumstances,

or most probable factors that could in specific

subjects

systems

chain of events result in safety related event

descriptions and other relevant facts needed

(Rushby, 1994). Airport safety similar to the

for better comprehension of the reported or

other industry entities (Hall and Silva, 2008;

investigated event.

Hsiao et al., 2013) is for sure a complex issue,

or

objects

involved,

taking into account all subjects, objects and

Practically speaking, strict following of
not

processes involved, especially in cases where

necessarily conducive for the practical use.

these are followed by the high traffic volume

Evaluating the airport needs, responsibilities

and adverse weather condition. The minor

and possible safety event occurrences some

incidents

conclusions were made, for instance that not

international airports, not even at smaller

all events categories are included or that some

commuter airports.

the

ADREP

event

categorisation

is

are

not

uncommon

at

large

categories are common for several entities or at

From the safety point of view, airports

least are not defined enough to make clear

are interesting case involving a large number of

choice during assigning process.

possible event occurrences and contributing
factors not always manageable by the airport’s
authorities. Focusing not only on the category “

2. Designing safety indicators for
airport needs

Aerodrome and ground aids related events ” of
ADREP Events but on the other as well it could

Two

approaches

indicators

to

comprehension

the

safety

be said that almost all possible and significant

be

scenarios related to the airport operations (and

could

distinguished; first, the top down approach

all

where the starting point is set on the safety

covered. A good approach to the specific issue

iceberg’s

are represented in the several studies (Wilke et

top,

indicator(s)

representing

targeting

the

final

event

particular

or

event

considered

subjects

and

objects)

are

al., 2015).

occurrence. Following levels enable a closer

Operations performed within handling

look on the issue thanks to the more detailed

process are good example of possibly critical or

or factor-oriented indicators applied. This is

weak points.

basically an end user view on the issue.

High level of human error realisation

Second, a bottom up approach could

(English and Branaghan, 2012; Hsiao et al.,

ensure proactive behaviour of the defined

2013; Roelen et al., 2011), dynamic work

indicators. Focus is placed on the lower level

environment,

data, in our case factors potentially leading to

meteorological condition are just some of the

the unwanted event occurrence. Data collected

potentially problematic aspects. ADREP in this

from safety reports (both mandatory and

matter provides an adequate or satisfactory

voluntary reporting), safety audits and the

amount of terms and enables relatively high

other relevant databases (Roelen et al., 2011)

correctness of the term assignment during

serve as a basis or main resource for indicator

events analysis. The same could be said for the
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categories specified in ADREP Explanatory and

human

Descriptive factors.

represents a possible series of the different

errors.

contributing

2.1. Contributing factors – a lead to
expected results

The

factors

following
whose

Figure

existence

1
and

impact lead or could lead to some event
occurrence.

Such

series

of

factors

and

Generally speaking, the main idea is to find

following events raise a risk level of the

critical elements, correctly recognise them and

incident

apply proper action. By the word critical

determines character of the accidents and its

elements, different terms can be covered;

scale.

/accident

realisation

and

largely

events, various contributing factors including

Figure 1. – Contributing factors, Events (chain), Incidents / Accidents
Source: Authors

Now, where is the ADREP taxonomy in

constantly

improved

system

developed

to

this diagram? Answer is everywhere. It is used

recognise weak spots and offer the most

as a language on which the whole system is

suitable solutions.

based.

The

top

level

represents

Incident

Finding

the

proper

contributory

/Accident or any final safety related event

factors, those having an impact on the various

which is during the reporting or analysis

airport operations is a combination of the fault

assigned ADREP term and following code. The

tree designing, constructed on the basis of

same principle is applied on the lower levels.

accident reports (Ale et al., 2009) (and in line

From
assignment

the
of

theoretical

standpoint,

with used taxonomy) and process evaluating

individual

contributing

its practical correctness and possibilities for

the

factors to the appropriate (but still theoretically

the further application.

defined) airport safety related event is an issue

This is a practical way on how to

of the engineering expertise. However, a reality

assess

(thanks to all the randomness and dynamic

together with adequacy of the term used.

environment

typical

Feedbacks from

operations)

requires

for
a

the

daily

non-static

airport
and

and

check

assumed

the industry

standpoints,
experts are

probably the most valuable data giving a clear
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sign whether used terminology or applied

purposely-structured

taxonomy

principles are convenient and suitable for

combined to gather targeted data.

elements,

anyone, including personnel willingness to use
it actively (English and Branaghan, 2012).
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CBP and IFR Approach What is the Best for Small
Aerodrome
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The article focuses on possibilities of introducing IFR traffic to
uncontrolled aerodromes. The problematic of uncontrolled
aerodromes in Czech Republic is mentioned together with pilot
project of LNAV at Hradec Kralove aerodrome. Three solutions of
introducing the IFR traffic to small aerodromes are compared in
terms of necessary infrastructure and potential benefits.

Keywords: Cloud break procedure, IFR approach, small aerodrome

Introduction

using instrument data.
The aim of this paper is to compare

There are basically two types of air traffic: air

several

traffic under VFR (Visual Flight Rules) and

meteorological

airports always follow one of these rules. VFR

in

VMC

Meteorological

in

with

Worse

reliable instrumentation.
If we are talking about non-precision

IMC (Instrument

Conditions)

minimums.

approach, which requires more accurate and

(Visual

Meteorological Conditions). Unlike the IFR
flights are operated

approaches.

base) mean the need to use more precise

a visual reference to the ground and the flight
operated

instrument

meteorological conditions (visibility and cloud

basically means that pilot always has to have
be

of

These approaches are classified according to

IFR (Instrument Flight Rules). Approaches to

must

types

lower

minimums and pilot controls the aircraft

approach,

pilot

horizontal

plane.

receives
In

case

guidance
of

in

precision

approach pilot receives guidance in both
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horizontal and vertical plane. However, in this

completing the flight standardly visually. The

work is comparison of approaches for VFR

problem arises if the weather conditions are

aerodrome: one standard visual approach

not VMC in the transition time from IFR to

(transition from IFR to VFR above MRVA),

VFR.

cloud break procedure (instrument approach

Advantages:


to “non-instrument” aerodrome) and classic
instrument approach.

This kind of approach is a great
option for pilots who do not own an
IFR approach license, but do hold
Enroute Instrument Rating, to fly to

1. Combined IFR-VFR approaches

any VFR airport with increased safety
enroute.

Combined IFR-VFR and VFR-IFR flights are


the basics that have every airport in the

Does

not

require

published

procedures for approach.

world. The simplest method is available to


anyone; above the height MRVA is airplane

No

need

for

special

(ground or airborne).

forced to go to VFR (unless the weather
conditions don’t correspond to VMC) and

Figure 1 Entry points for combined VFR-IFR flights at LKHK.
Source: AIP CR (updated by authors)
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is formed. Aircraft flying VFR ceases to have a
visual reference of the ground and has no way
to navigate. For such cases should be created
a cloud break procedures, which allow safe
descent through clouds to regain visual
reference information.

Figure 2 Combined VFR-IFR flights at LKHK.
Source: AIP CR

Disadvantages:


The visibility and cloud base minima
are restricted by the Visual Flight
Rules (VMC)



There

is

a

chance

of

weather

deterioration at the arrival airport
that would cause a need to divert to a
different airport.

2. Cloud Break Procedure
Procedures called Cloud Break Procedures
(CBP)

are

used

throughout

the

world.

Unfortunately, this name always stands for
something else. In this article, however, this
phrase

is

used

according

to

its

exact

meaning. Thus, the procedure for certain
descends

through

cloud

layers,

Figure 3 Cloud Break Procedure

which

prevents the visibility of the ground. These

Source: EAD Basic

procedures are most often used in countries
with mountainous terrain where when flying

Advantages:

VFR could be found clouds shrouding the



destination aerodrome, for example, in the

No need for special equipment (except
GNSS receiver onboard)

valley.


From the perspective of the Czech

Allows

developing

partial

IFR

approach to VFR airports without any

Republic, it would seem that such procedures

extra costs

are not necessary, but the opposite is true.



When flying VFR the weather can suddenly

No need of instrument runway

Disadvantages

deteriorate and clouds begin to form below



The visibility and cloud base minima

the airplane. In this case, the pilot should

are restricted by the Visual Flight

land immediately. However, if the clouds grow

Rules after the point of changing from

faster

IFR to VFR

than

the

aircraft

comes

to

the

aerodrome and land safely, critical situation
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3. Full IFR Approach



High

cost

of

transforming

non-

instrument RWY to instrument RWY


The need of ATS

Conclusion
This article describes a basic comparison of
options of IFR traffic at airports. This is a
fundamental question from the perspective of
small airports, because they always compare
the costs and revenues with much higher
emphasis

on

low

volume

of

necessary

investments. Therefore, it seems like the best
to use the Cloud Break Procedures, thanks to
the best price-performance ratio. An obstacle
in this case is the position of supervising
authorities,

i.e.

not

willingness

to allow

publishing CBP.

References

Figure 4 GNSS approach at LKTB.
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implementation
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operations

at

2.
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airport, but the demands specified for IFR
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Safety Risks in Gliding
Competitions
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The subject of this paper is the description of the diploma thesis
Safety Risks in Gliding Competitions, which focuses on the hazards
and risks that have the potential to endanger the safety of gliding
competitions, and which are the cause of serious accidents and
incidents during these competitions. The thesis focuses on
improving the safety culture of gliding competitions, increasing the
safety approach of the organizers and competitors and promoting
the positive development of the gliding sport. The outcome of the
thesis is a universal risk catalogue, which is designed for the
officials and competitors, in order to provide the guidance for the
formation of the safe procedures and to achieve a high level of
safety.

Keywords: gliding, safety risks, hazards, gliding competitions, safety
culture, stall, spin, CFIT, mid-air collision, outlanding

Introduction

among such scientific works.

Gliding is usually not considered a dangerous
sport, but there is still a number of serious
accidents. International Gliding Commission
IGC and International Air Sports Federation
FAI oversee the activities of this sport and
create competition rules to increase the safety
of gliding.
IGC is currently focusing mainly on
the reduction of number and severity of
accidents and improved survival chance in

There is a lot of safety information in

case of accidents during gliding competitions.

scientific papers, in competition procedures

IGC also supports scientific researches

etc., but that information are not always easily

and university students to write papers to be

accessible for the ordinary pilot or event

published addressing the major risks of the
competitions.

My

diploma

thesis

organizers. So far no-one has created a

belongs
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comprehensive tutorial, educational tool or a

of

a

contest

day,

summary of existing knowledge for the pilots

maintenance

and the organizers of gliding events. Such

hazards, group behavior and chronic risk-

handbook may contribute to improve the safety

taking,

culture of gliding competitions.

psychophysiology.

and

weather
aviation

airspace

hazards,
technology

and

aviation

My thesis is unique in its focus on the

The information in these categories is

risks of gliding competitions and the content of

fortified with practical knowledge, experience,

my thesis is discussed in the following article.

results

Terms, rules and requirements for
gliding

competitions are described in

of

the

investigations

of

aviation

accidents, etc.

the

Sporting Code Section 3: Gliding, which is

2. Main Risks

published by FAI. Every competition publishes
Local Procedures, another document that sets

According to my research and also to the IGC,

the rules of a particular competition. My thesis

the main risks in gliding competitions are

is based on these documents, similar FAI’s and

stalls, spins, controlled flights into terrain,

IGC’s documents and scientific researches, on

mid-air collisions and outlandings. These

investigations of accidents,

risks are emerging most frequently as the

training materials

and also on experiences of glider pilots.

consequences of various unsafe events.
2.1. Stalls and spins

1. Hazards

Stalls and spins are specific flight modes, in

A gliding competition consists of numerous

which

there

activities which can lead to an accident.

buoyancy.

is

Stalls

a

considerable

and

spins

loss

are

of

always

effective

connected with a significant loss of height;

training and advanced aviation technology

therefore they are most dangerous in low

does not ensure complete safety. It is also

altitudes. Pilots are trained to recognize and

important that the participants of gliding

avoid stalls and spins, but the lack of

competition behave responsibly, respect the

experience, unfamiliar type of the glider or

rules

unusual weather conditions can cause a

Sophisticated

and

use

regulations,

common

sense

while

crash.

competing.

To

avoid

stalls

and

spins,

only

experienced pilots with sufficient training can
participate in gliding competitions.
The risk can also be reduced by safety
equipment as stall warning systems.
2.2 Controlled flight into terrain
CFIT is an accident in which a fully airworthy
aircraft under the complete control of the
pilot is unintentionally flown into terrain,
water, or an obstacle.

In my thesis I divided hazards into six

CFIT is connected with the loss of

categories: the hazards of the different phases
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situational awareness, for example due to

experienced pilots with sufficient training can

reduced visibility (e.g. within the cloud),

participate in gliding competitions.

during a flight in a rugged terrain, due to

To reduce the risk the competition

inattentiveness of a pilot etc.

organizers should familiarize the pilots with

Pilots must behave safely during the

the terrain in the competition area, it is

competition and all unsafe behavior has to be

strongly recommended to publish outlanding

penalized.

maps if the terrain is complicated and to
organize special outlanding briefings.

2.3 Mid-air collision
Due to the researches mid-air collisions have

3. Actions to mitigate the risks

tragic consequences for every second pilot
involved.

Among the means to control the threats in

Mid-air

collisions

most

the gliding competition belong regulations,

frequently during mass circling in a thermal

safe procedures, good training (safety drills),

and in the areas of increased occurrence of

briefings, tutorials, information campaigns,

gliders

educational tools (flyers, videos), practice of

(which

is

occur

typical

for

gliding

competitions).

emergency procedures (cockpit evacuation),

To avoid mid-air collisions the most

supervision and examination, sophisticated

important thing is the pilot’s attention to their

aviation

surroundings

design, anti-collision and flight into terrain

and

safe

and

respectful

behavior.

technology,

improving

of

glider

equipment (stall warning systems) and other

This risk can also be reduced by anti-

safety equipment.

collision equipment (electronic warning and

In my thesis I proposed appropriate

situational awareness systems, e.g. Flarm)

actions

and anti-collision lights and markings.

penalties

to

mitigate
in

case

each
of

risk,

including

intentional

unsafe

In case of a mid-air collision the glider
design must be resilient, pilots must be
prepared for emergency bailout, emergency
parachutes must be safe etc. It is strongly
recommended

to

practice

the

emergency

bailout procedures during the competition.
2.4 Outlanding
The outlandings are an integral part of the
gliding sport. Pilot is forced to land out in
case of weather deterioration or due to other
reasons that do not allow him to continue

behavior of pilots.

flying safely.

Conclusion

While landing in unknown terrain,
there is always an increased risk of an

In my thesis I deal with the complete

accident. Pilots have to be trained for landing

description, structuring and systematization

out, which is another reason why only

of the safety risks in gliding competitions.
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Part of my thesis is an extensive risk register,

hazards. It may also contain some additional

which is a table that includes a systematic

advices, notes and experiences.

summary of the hazards, the consequences of

This catalogue must be user-friendly,

these hazards, safety risks and actions to

understandable and usable in competitions of

mitigate these risks.

all levels (from regional competitions to world

Another annex of my thesis is a risk
catalogue

that

includes

the

gliding events).

knowledge

The catalogue should be used by event

stemming from my thesis. The catalogue is a

organizers, competition officials (stewards, jury

handbook, which can be used as a guide for

members etc.) and the competitors. This risk

organizers of the events and also as a guide

catalogue could be a valuable tool during the

for the competitors. This catalogue can allow

preparations of daily or safety briefings, or

the competition organizers to organize a safe

during the training of the pilots.

event and the pilots can learn from my thesis
and participate in a competition in a safe

I believe that the realization of this catalogue

manner.

will find the support from the organizers of the
competitions and also the aviation authorities.
I hope that my work will help to reduce

Future possibilities

the number and severity of accidents during
My future intention is to publish the risk

gliding competitions and to increase the safety

catalogue and to implement this catalogue in

culture of gliding competitions.

the gliding competitions in the Czech Republic.
The catalogue should consist of the
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External Sources of
Innovation in Enterprises
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The article presents basic external sources of innovation in an
enterprise. Research and development activities are discussed in
detail, including basic and applied research and development work.
Research and development activities apply to institutions and
individuals engaged in creative work to increase knowledge
resources and find new applications for that knowledge. In addition,
technology transfer is considered which consists in using research
and development work in enterprise operations. Transfers may take
place between two enterprises, a research institution and an
enterprise, and among scientific research institutions.

Keywords:innovation, enterprises, R&D,inventions, patents

Introduction

even unpredictable market. It is understood as
introduction

Growth of enterprise innovation has become a

of

new

products

to

the

manufacturing process or improvement of

key challenge to the Polish economy in recent

existing products (Janasz, W. 2003, p. 49).

years. Contemporary enterprises, operating as
they are in a competitive environment, should

1. The concept and nature of
innovation

continue creating and accepting from their
environment a variety of innovations in order
to secure effective operations and development.

The concept of innovation is broad in scope

Introducing innovations is also a strategic

and

objective of an enterprise. In consequence, an

innovation

is liable to ageing and can ultimately face

external sources of innovation in an enterprise.
Innovation is a fundamental way of
standing

specialist

relies

on

use

of

production

while freeing them from current applications.

The article aims to present basic

developing

by

resources in new, previously unknown ways

disappearance from the market.

and

addressed

literature. According to J. Schumpeter [1939],

enterprise failing to introduce any innovations

maintaining

variously

Madhavan,

on

the

other

innovation

is

indissolubly

hand,
linked

claims
with

identification and use of opportunities for

of

creation of new products, services or processes

enterprises in a highly dynamic, occasionally
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(Volberd, H.V.1999).

specialists in the so-called Oslo Manual is

Innovation denotes starting of new
business

operations

or

provision

of

new

recommended.

It

defines

implementation

of

a

new

innovation
or

as

significantly

services by means of new combinations of

improved product (or service) or process, a new

production factors, new products, methods of

method

distributing goods and services (Sundbo, J.

business practice, workplace organisation or

1998).

relations with the environment.

of

marketing

or

organisation

in

The classic, Schumpeterean approach
to innovation constitutes a starting point for
further

discussion

of

the

importance

2. Sources of innovation in
enterprises

of

innovation to economies. As the structure and
of

Each innovation has its source, a place where

innovation evolved. Ph. Kotler (1994) addressed

it has been initiated. An impulse/ stimulus

innovation from the perspective of marketing

that inspired an innovation is identified with

and defined it as a commodity, service or idea

the source of innovation in specialist literature,

perceived as new. An idea itself could have

which

been around for a long time, yet it constituted

according to a range of criteria (Sowa B. 2009,

an innovation for those perceiving it as new. A

s.333-348).

role

of

industry

changed,

the

theory

cites

diverse

sources,

classified

The basic criterion of division adopts

similarly broad notion was represented by P.
Drucker, who accepted any novelty could be

the

regarded

distinguishes (Huczek, M. 2002, pp. 33-34):

as

innovation.

In

his

opinion,

viewpoint

of

an

enterprise

and

a) External sources of innovation:

'innovation is not necessarily novel, it even

•

doesn't have to be something material'. In this

Scientific research, mainly basic research,

light, innovation is more of an economic or

by the Polish Academy of Sciences PAN

social than purely technical term (Drucker,

and universities.
•

P.F. 1992, p. 28; Giergiel, W. 2010, pp. 166-

Scientific

and

engineering

research,

167). R.W. Griffin (1996) defined innovation as

mainly applied research, by ministerial

a guided effort of an organisation towards

institutes

mastering of new products and services or new

universities.
•

applications for products and services already

in

collaboration

New product designs, production methods

existing in the market. M.E. Porter (1990)

(technologies

extended the concept of innovation to include

research

technological improvements, better methods

experimental centres.
•

and ways of doing something. These could also

with

and

institutes,

organisation)
design

by

offices,

Foreign new product designs, supplied to

comprise changes to products or processes,

enterprises as part of licenses (commonly

new approaches to marketing, new forms of

including technology and organisation,

distribution. D. Smith, in turn, cites a range of

occasionally means of production).
•

definitions to emphasise innovation is a new

Scientific and technical, economic and
organisational information by specialised

idea, practice or object.

centres

For the purposes of research and

(congresses,

literature, journals).

comparative analysis, the definition (and also a
classification) of innovation proposed by OECD
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Internal sources of innovation:
•

New product designs, technologies and

•

Demographics (population changes).

•

Changes

organisation by site technical functions
(company

development

laboratories,

of

moods

and

values.

offices,
design

perceptions,

•

New, both scientific and other, knowledge.

and

A great variety of sources of innovation

technology, production organisation, etc.),

are available to an entrepreneur. Their choice

•

units

of

Inventions, utility models, improvements
to design

and

is largely dependent on financial capacities.

technology, production

organisation and work methods submitted

3. Research and development
activities (R&D)

by enterprise personnel.
Innovation reviews, which determine
current stage of innovativeness and diagnose

Research and development activities (R&D)

areas of deficits, are a major source of

mean

innovation in an enterprise (Sieradzka, K.

expand

2013, p. 2730). In parallel to environment

knowledge of man, culture and society, and to

analysis, an innovation review is oriented

find

towards

(Ślusarczyk, B. 2014, p. 182).

current

intensity

of

innovation

systematic

creative

knowledge

endeavours

resources,

to

including

new applications for that knowledge

and

To create innovation, an enterprise

weaknesses of an enterprise in the field of

must have access to necessary knowledge. This

innovation (Pukała R, Sowa B., 2015, pp.147-

applies in particular to technical knowledge in

153).

a given field of engineering (Ślusarczyk, B.

processes

and

determining

Innovation

is

a

strengths

palpable

tool

2009,

of

p.

126).

R&D

development)

opportunity for implementing another product

investment cycle. In industry, they are two

or service. It can be presented as a discipline,

mutually related processes where application

can be learnt and applied. Entrepreneurs

of technical innovations gives rise to new

should seek sources of innovation, look for

products or new presentations of existing

changes and symptoms indicating chances for

products.

successful innovations in a systemic manner

incorporated and designs are transformed into

(Drucker,

Systematic

products or market services. The area of

innovation means constant monitoring of the

research and development encompasses three

seven

fields of activities:

P.F.

2004,

sources

according

to

of

p.

21).

innovation

P.F. Drucker

potential,

a)

(1992, p. 44)

•

innovative

in

ideas

the

are

Basic research – pursued in theory and
expand knowledge resources on causes of

unexpected external event.

phenomena

Divergence

between

the

actual

Innovation

arising

and

developments,

with

results that may or may not be put into

and

practice as the economic utility is not a
from

priority.

process
b)

requirements.
•

role

Unexpected success, unexpected failure,

imagined reality.
•

effect,

major

by means of experiments, intended to

including:
•

a

and

entrepreneurs, a means to using change as an

In

play

(research

Applied research – to provide knowledge

Structural changes of an industry or

needed to reach certain practical goals or

market.

to seek solutions for results of basic
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research.
c)

drawback of the Polish innovation sphere.

Development

work

–

uses

existing

What is more, the entire innovation cycle, a

knowledge resources to develop new or

sequence

significantly improve existing products,

realisation of a given engineering innovation,

processes or services.

does not always take place in the enterprise

Research

and

development

market.

undertaken

by

They

should

be

seen

between

scientific
patents,

support

and

Industrial Communications Institute,

•

Institute of Non Ferrous Metals,

•

Centre for Maritime Technology,

•

Road and Bridge Research Institute.

organisation

and

a

significant

proportion

of

scientific staff are major sources of knowledge
and inventions and suppliers of innovative
designs. An enterprise must have a strategy of
development and programmes of management
improvements

industrial

enterprise

for

and

the

cooperation

research

and

of

the

development

facilities. It is important for an entrepreneur to

facilities of their own (laboratories, design
development

proper

development centres employing many qualified

enterprises, with research and development
engineering

or

the state-financed R&D sector. Research and

Development centres, on the other

offices,

product

entrepreneurs search for external designs in

•

chiefly

A

as

advantage of results of their own research,
whereas

Pharmaceutical Institute,

businesses,

manufacturers.

recorded

transfer. Large corporations normally take

development

•

are

to

frequently

considerable effect on selecting a method of

sectors.

centres include (PARP, 2005, p. 65):

hand,

businesses

paramount importance. Size of a business has

reseach and development work to be applied
research

and

management of the technology transfer is of

financial dimensions, established to conduct

of

centres

results,

Therefore,

are state organisations, separate in legal and

Instances

R&D

transfer is efficient and as fast as practicable.

research and development centres. The latter

diverse

are

technology will only be competitive if the

organisations (libraries, archives), as well as

of

innovation

supported by efficient transfer of designs, i.e.

private universities that engage in research

practice

of

implementing innovations is required. This is

the Polish Academy of Sciences, public and

economic

stages

transfer from R&D to enterprises, cooperation

Poland are highly varied and include units of

in

Initial

of a technical design. For innovative designs to

a product's life cycle. R&D centres active in

science

to

only on completion of research and production

as

Research and development is the first stage of

development,

concept

and delivers a finished product to the market

innovation activities in a broader sense.

and

a

supplied to a firm which implements a design

onsite

development functions or acquired from other
organisations.

from

commonly piloted by the R&D sector, to be

(product innovations) and processes (process
are

actions

about to launch a technology or product in the

efforts

associated with development of new products
innovations)

of

be aware of any research and development

functions,

centres that conduct research in their area of

etc.) which carry out R&D activities side by

interest.

side with their core operations. Few enterprises

development

in Poland run development functions of their

A

well-managed
centre

should

research
offer

and

specific

products and services to the private sector that

own, however, which certainly is a substantial
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would specify rules of collaboration, e.g. terms

internationally (Dworczyk, M., Szlasa, R. 2001,

and

p. 163).

conditions

on

which

a

particular

engineering problem can be solved. For more

K. Matusiak (2008, K. p. 355) states

efficient cooperation, a third party, a kind of

this is provision of specific technical and

intermediary and advisor, often comes in

organisational knowledge and the associated

between two partners. The so-called bridge

know-howfor economic purposes. Transfer of

organisations have been established at the

technology

central (engineering

of the Polish

technologies to the market, a unique case of

Agency for Enterprise Development) or regional

the communication process. Its interactive

levels (technology parks, business incubators,

nature should be highlighted, involving as it

agencies

Since

does a variety of links between knowledge

implementation of new scientific and technical

senders and recipients of newtechnological and

solutions requires, often costly, investments, a

organisational solutions.

fourth

for

section

regional

partner

is

development).

commonly

needed,

is

the

process

of

feeding

a

A. Jasiński (1997, p. 1) understands

financing institution like venture capital or a

the transfer of technology as flows of technical

commercial bank. Research and development

knowledge:

centres developing complicated equipment or

a) From research centres to enterprises.

technologies

b) Among enterprises.

must

have

specialised

and

perfectly equipped experimental centers of
their

own,

capable

models,

the sectors of scientific research and business,

prototypes or pilot installations. Testing of

becoming a link between these two worlds. The

proposed solutions is an integral part of the

process takes place within economic areas as

research

well, between enterprises, and on the interface

process.

of

producing

The transfer commonly occurs between

Customers

occasionally

require manufacturing of several first units to

between

verify repeatability. The phase of product

entrepreneurs.

implementation

requires

scientific research institutions, enterprises,

plant.

public institutions and private individuals may

involvement

of

frequently
an

experimental

Cooperation between an entrepreneur and a

individual

inventors

Diverse

arrangements

and
of

be its partners.

research and development centre is supported

Traditionally,

the

transfer

of

with: information in published sources and

technology occurs as follows [Matusiak, 2008,

computer databases, training for technical

p. 356]:

personnel of a business or participation of a

•

R&D orders are placed, chiefly by large

research and development centre's staff in

enterprises,

introduction of an innovative process (PARP,

programmes.

2003, p. 48).

•

Direct

government

investments,

agencies

and

collaboration

and

mergers of businesses.
•

4. Transfer of technology

Technology market including turnover of
patents, licenses, know-how.

•

Transfer of technology is the fundamental

Purchasing of machinery and equipment

characteristic of propagating innovation. It

(modernisation), a kind of movement of a

means provision of technology or technique

new

between environments, both nationally and

elements whose design and operation may
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•
•
•
•
•
•

inspire imitation or improvements.

models, Internet information, that is, any

Process of instruction (students take their

places

knowledge to their professional lives).

modernisation of technology in a business.

Scientific

scientific

Sources of new technology can be divided into

publications, conferences, seminars, fairs;

paid sources, where a business acquires rights

Informal

to (licenses for) commercial use of a technical

and

popular

contacts

of

scientists

and

that

can

Exchange/ movements of staff – a kind of

constitute global knowledge resources available

information diffusion.

as publications, etc.

individual

inventors,

free

sources

for

design

of

and

impulses

practitioners (sharing of experience);

Contacts

(patent),

provide

which

Enterprises in Poland enjoy a wide

practitioners and scientists.

range of possible sources of new technologies.

Imitation (copying) of solutions.

New

products

and

technologies

of

these

The transfer of technology is generally

enterprises are mainly based on their own

assumed to be the process of design (invention)

ideas, frequently of standards different from

flows from their sources to production and on

acceptable

to users. In the circumstances, sources and

uncompetitive even in local markets. At a time

realisers of new techniques and technologies

when improving competitiveness of products

are distinguished. The following may become

and services is the priority for the national

sources of new techniques for a business

economy, provision of other than internal

(Janasz, W. 2003, pp. 219-220):

sources of new technologies to enterprises is a

•

Own research and development (internal

standards

and

thus

necessity.

sources).
•

world

In the context of Polish economy,

Ideas and designs acquired from external

external sources of new technology transfers to

sources.

enterprises may include [PARP, 2003, p. 43]:

These sources may also comprise:

•

Patented inventions, made available by

•

Research institutes.

inventors

•

Universities.

international) licenses,

•

Innovative

businesses

which

prepare

•

designs and new technical solutions for

by

way

of

(national

and

Research projects pursued by research
and development centres or universities,

commercial reasons.

•

Realiser of a new technique is a

Foreign

licenses

made

available

by

production companies for reuse,

production (service) company that executes

•

innovative projects to sell them in the market.

Designs

made

available

as

part

of

cooperation with large enterprises,

This can therefore be a case of technology

•

Solutions

copied

from

others

and

transfer inside a business, between its R&D

assimilated by a business (not always

function and production or of using sources of

legally),

external transfer.

•

Both domestic research centres and
foreign

businesses

may

(e.g. trade enterprises).

external

Technology is normally transferred in a

sources of technology transfer. More broadly

variety of forms: formal, informal and mixed.

speaking, sources of new technology also

Formal

encompass

licensing,

scientific

become

Designs presented by external partners

publications,

utility
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services (consulting, educational, scientific)

process since only continuing modernisation of

and sharing of R&D results, turnkey designs,

products and technologies offers opportunities

foreign direct investments. They are executed

for maintaining competitive edge in the market.

as contracts and agreements between partners

There come strategic moments, though, where

to a transfer. Informal methods of transfer, on

decisions are made to introduce innovations

the

that change existing technological standards of

other

scientific

hand,
and

meetings

comprise

technical

at

participation

exchanges

personnel,

scientific

in

fairs

of

direct

a business, create new products or services.

conferences,

and

workshops,

Conclusion

education and training, trade missions, and
industrial espionage (Janasz, W. 2003, p. 221).

Innovation is the key driving force of an

Transfer of technology may be passive

economy as a unique tool of entrepreneurship,

or active. The latter is equivalent to the narrow

that

notion of technology commercialisation, while

combinations

the

passive

variety

information,

includes:

acquisition

and

is,

of

search

production

for

new

factors.

An

transfer

of

enterprise must be open to change to be

protection

of

capable of introducing innovation and better

knowledge, development of applications.

adjust to requirements of the market and the

The market of technology transfers is

shifting environment.

largely characterised by [Matusiak, 2008, p.

By selecting sources of innovation,

357]:
•

continuing

enterprises affect development of specific areas

Elements of monopoly in a number of

of their businesses.

market segments.

Innovation can improve and modernise

•

Weak negotiating position of buyers,

manufacturing

•

Easy market segmentation.

productivity and quality of labour. This also

•

High geographical concentration of supply

involves improved adaptation of enterprises to

and demand.

their environment, improvements of product

•

Strong

correlation

technology
•

•

and

between

trade,

research

and

quality

processes

and

and

competitiveness

of

boost

sales,

liquidation of barriers and mobilisation of

development.

resources by increasing overall efficiency and

Correlation between patent protection and

effectiveness

licensing, between exports of technology-

enterprises may be defined as the ability and

saturated

motivation of a business to continue seeking

products

and

provision

of

of

operations.

Innovation

of

licenses.

for and to apply in practice results of research,

Close connection between technology and

new concepts, ideas and inventions.

foreign direct investments.
•

Stimulated markets of investment goods
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The diploma thesis is focused on a study and design of an unmanned
aerial vehicle – Quadcopter. It deals with its possible employment in
aviation, particularly in a biological protection of an airport and
security of an airport perimeter, and in agriculture. The prototype
of the Quadcopter is primarily based on monitoring. The
introductory part of the thesis covers terminology and definitions,
classification into unmanned vehicles and description of
components used for a flight control. The next section involves the
actual process of designing and construction of the Quadcopter,
followed by a description of systems used for the flight control and
recording. Examples of potential use in aviation and agriculture are
stated here as well. This study suggests a procedure essential for
awarding an appropriate certificate to enable a flight operation in
the Czech Republic. Certification process, permissions and
regulations in the Czech Republic are compared with those in
European and non-European countries.

Keywords: UAV, Unmanned aircraft, Unmanned vehicle, Model aircraft, Multicopter, Quadcopter

Introduction

the general public.
Use of UAV is also allowed to persons

The UAV (Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle) creates a

without

specific type of aviation. Their use is greatly
wide. Their movement is implemented

proper

knowledge

of

aviation

regulations.

in

The

airspace which is shared with other air traffic.

diploma

thesis

describes

the

inherent design of UAV. The purpose of UAV is

There have to be rules of air operations for

for shooting video material. Further use is for

UAVs to maintain safety level in aviation. Also

civil aviation and agriculture. In this article we

important is the cooperation of civilian and

have make the requirements for certification in

military component. The UAVs sales are not

various European and non-European countries

regulated. The possibility of buying is open to

and the economic evaluation draft.
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1. Terminology

of

(photography, pilot training in flight schools

unmanned

etc.). The maximum take-off weight cannot

aircraft vehicles

exceed 20 kg.

The unmanned systems are on advanced
technical

level.

Evolution

of

the

The multicopter movement is realized

aviation

in space by drive unit. The drive unit is

regulations created by aeronautical authorities

composed of an electric motor, propeller and

for the safe use does not proceed such a rapid

electronic speed controller (from this reason it

progress as a technical does. The diploma

cannot be regarded as a helicopter). The drive

thesis offers solutions to increase active and

unit is composed of a rotor with variable pitch

passive safety features. There are described
model

examples

of

UAV

accidents

the currying surfaces.

which

The movement is identical with the

happened in the Czech Republic.

movements

The diploma thesis is focused on

main axes X, Y and Z. Indicated axes direction

for this type of the aircraft. A lot of different

is

forms and control methods entail difficulties in
multicopters.

individual

parts

of

helicopter.

system for orientation according to the three

group. The terminology has not been approved

the

the

Figure 1 presents the proposed coordinate

multicopters. It belongs to unmanned aircraft

naming

of

affirmative.

The

coordinate

system

is

described on example of quadcopter. Forward

the

movement is the X axis (red). Rotation around

The suggested solution is the

X axis is roll. The Y axis (green) is pitch and

definition of the multicopters:

the Z axis is yaw.

Powered engine, propeller plane with
approximately vertical axis of rotation of the
carrying engines. The aerodynamic force is
generated on carrying propellers. The aircraft
movement is created by changing the speed
of the carrying engines.
The terminology is very important to
create legislation for unmanned aircraft and
controlling air traffic. The model aircraft have
to have maximum take-off weight up to 20 kg
(aircrafts over 20 kg need permission from the

Figure 1: Coordinate system on the example of
quadcopter

aeronautical authorities).It can only be used
for sports and recreational purposes.

The multicopter movements in the air

2. Coordinate system

are controlled by changing the speed of motors

and the movement in space

only.

guidance

to

a

figure

2

describes

the

engine

orientation DURING rotation. The direction of

The system management shall not enable the
automatic

The

rotation is determined from the viewpoint

predefined

contrary

destination. The unmanned aircraft is limited

to

thrust

of

the

engines.

Engines 1 and 3 have the usual direction of

with the same requirements as the model

rotation counter clockwise direction. Engines 2

aircraft but it can be used also for aerial work

and 4 have the opposite rotation (clockwise
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rotation).

off position is measured by barometer. The
recording

device

is

located

under

the

quadcopter. To achieve sufficiently stabilized
image

was

used

biaxial

gimbal

assembly

(gimbal). Gimbal is controlled by a control unit
with

two

corrections

electro

motors.

Quadcopter uses GoPro camera because of the
small size, low weight and high definition
recording. The quadcopter frame was designed
from composite materials and milled from
carbon slab. Basic frame dimensions are
displayed on Figure 3.
Figure 2: The direction of rotation of motors on
the example of quadcopter

3. Structural

design

of

own

construction
The quadcopter control is done by fly-by-wire.
The instructions from the pilot control levers
are transmitted

as electric signal to the

executive control elements (no mechanical
connection).
The quadcopter is powered by electric
motor BLDC (Brush Less Direct Current) with
920 kv. The ESC (Electronic Speed Controller)
was designed according to measured values
of electric current. The continuous value
of current is 20 A, the maximum current is
30 A for short time (less than 10 s). Voltage
BEC (Better Eliminator Circuit) isn’t used. The
main board power source consisting of lithium-

Figure 3: Main dimension of quadcopter

polymer battery with a capacity of 5000 mAh,
consisting of 3 cells and output voltage 11,1 V.
The control unit (autopilot) was choosen with

After first flight tests was found that it

requirement of automatic flight (flight on

is greatly difficult to distinguish the position

planned route). The position in space is

of the quadcopter. It is very difficult for

determining

sensors

piloting. From this reason the quadcopter is

measuring angular and linear acceleration. The

featured by LED (Light Emitting Diode) lighting

geographical location is calculated by GPS

for easier detection of the outline shape for the

(Global

pilot.

by

Positioning

very

sensitive

System)

receiver

and

magnetic compass. The height above the take-
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and the receiver are arranged on four sides

4. Applications for research projects

of multicopter (Figure 4).
The primary use of unmanned systems has
been for military purposes. The unmanned
aircraft is able to move into inaccessible or
dangerous places. After release technology to
the public use were UAV extended to many
industries.

The

first

proposed

use

of unmanned aircraft is in diploma thesis to
monitoring

the

perimeter

and

biological

protecting of the airport. Restriction on the
movement of birds in the vicinity of the airport
is a large contributor to the increase in flight
safety. The airplane collision with bird is

Figure 4: The Measuring sensor on the
quadcopter

accompanied by a high risk of damage or loss
of control of the aircraft. Protecting airport
unmanned

aircraft

is

designed

as

an economical option compared with current

Protecting the perimeter of the airport

safety equipment such as alarms patrons or

uses the same equipment. There is additional

bird predators patrolling near the runways.

equipment for visual contact with the operator

This is not a full replacement of the current

– FPV (First Person View). The quadcopter flies

security but complement and enhance its

above

effectiveness only. The principle is based on

of interests. The operator scans fences via FPV

scaring repel birds or flocks of birds. It

or thermos camera. The quadcopter will fly in

prevents

predefined intervals or in unplanned flights.

nesting

near

the

airport.

The

perimeter

fences

or

above

points

technical solution is based on ultrasonic waves

System scares birds from the vicinity of

audible to birds. This signal is transmitted to

the airport. It can be applied to scaring pests

birds as the sound of birds in distress and

of vineyards. The starlings air raid flies in

repulsive

vineyards.

sounds.

The

scaring

sound

is

operated with stroboscopic lights.

Ultrasonic

The ultrasonic wave has a range a few

It

can

scaring

destroy
is

more

whole

field.

efficient

than

currently used methods.

tens of meters only. The transmitter placed on
board multicopter is able to change position

5. Terms certification for unmanned

and increase the efficiency of scarring process.
Scarring

procedure

is

controlled

by

aircraft

the

operator, who decides on the information

The Legislation required for the use of UAVs is

obtained from bird radar. The airport spaces
have

to

be

divided

into

zones

a European EASA (European Aviation Safety

where

Agency) left to the national level. Each member

multicopters will move, and zones where the

state creates its own current legislation. The

movement will be prohibited to not to interfere
air

traffic.

Measuring

the

distance

legislation intended to operate UAV in the

from

Czech Republic is administered by the aviation

obstacles is via radio waves. The transmitter

authority CAA (Civil Aviation Authority). They
are:
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regulations issued by the ministry of the

The legislative requirements do not include the

interior: L2 – aviation rules, appendix 4

mandatory

–

aircrafts,

elements. Among the most effective passive

appendix R - conditions for the operation of the

protection elements are emergency parachute

balloon without a pilot on board, appendix X

systems. These systems are used in ultralight

systems

of

remote-controlled

– unmanned systems, L7 – Sign of aircraft,
prescription

for

operators

and

pilots:

directive:

aerial

aircraft.

with

of

electrical

diagram

components,

safety

thesis was to create an overview of the
requirements which have to be followed for
approval. Usability of unmanned systems is
still growing. The UAV should be implemented

documentation, operation manual, insurance

into the existing air traffic so that maintains

against causing damage to property, protection

safety of it. Regulation has to be ensured to

against unlawful acts and purchase agreement

avoid

(if necessary). To obtain a pilot's certificate is
in

demonstrate

the

unmanned

aviation
ability

aircraft

in

to
front

subjects
safely
of

control

the

CAA

1.

airspace in which the aircraft is moving during

2.

operation. The requirements for individual
3.

airspaces are shown in the regulations above
in text. Investigation of accidents and incidents

4.

is ensured by the appropriate authorities. In
the thesis there are some examples of air
accidents investigated in the Czech Republic.

5.

Conclusion
6.

thesis

includes

even

decline

of

References

Pilot is required to follow the rules of

diploma

or

and

commissioners.

The

stagnation

development of UAVs.

necessary to pass a theoretical knowledge
examination

design

and increase flight safety. Another point of the

CAA is given as a form with the following
block

multicopters,

able to improve biological protection of airports

The application for certification by the
a

on

design an unmanned device which would be

aircraft without a pilot.

photo,

focus

in practice. A further requirement was to

-

Procedures for issuing permits to fly the

requirements:

a

quadcopter's frame and verify the quadcopter

CAA

CAA/S-SLS-010-n/2012

rescue

describe the principles of operation of UAVs

shall arrange for aviation authority permit to
unmanned

active

The intention of this thesis is to

unmanned aircraft for commercial purposes,
for

of

aircraft and general aviation aircraft.

CAA/F-SLS-048-0/2014, If the operator uses

work

introduction

legislative

7.

differences in the operation of UAVs between
European and non-European countries, such
as: Germany, England, Australia and the USA.
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The objective of this article is to analyze training system of Air
Traffic Controllers at APP Praha and TWR Ruzyně. First part of this
article briefly describes this system from initial search for suitable
candidates to final exam for gaining ATCO licence. Second part
identifies weaknesses of this system and proposes solution in order
to improve whole system.

Keywords: Air Traffic Control, Training, APP Praha, TWR Ruzyně

Introduction

parts

–

initial

and

unit

training

(01/10/DPER/018, 2010).

Training new Air Traffic Controllers is a very

SELECTIVE PROCEDURE

long process that starts with initial search for
suitable candidates for training and ends with

It is usually done once a year and the whole

final exam for gaining ATCO (Air Traffic Control

process takes 4 – 9 months. It consists of 6

Officer) license.

different rounds (Řízení letového provozu, 2015):

This is a very difficult process for students
as well as for Air Navigation Services of Czech



preselection

Republic (ANS CR). Training is very expensive



English test

and there is no guarantee that all students will



FEAST test

gain the license.



medical examination



visit of IATCC Jeneč



interview.

1. Description of Training System

These rounds are selective. If a candidate
At the beginning there is a selective

does not pass a specific part, he/she is not

procedure in order to find suitable candidates

allowed to continue in the process. Usually half

for training itself.

of the candidates pass through each round.

Training system is divided into two main

There are hundreds of applicants and
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primary goal to find a suitable group of

interview done by selective committee. The

candidates (usually around 20) who will start

committee is composed of people who managed

the training.

previous rounds of this process and also

Preselection is there to ensure that all
possible

candidates

meet

given

representatives of ATC units for which the

minimal

future candidate will be trained. The committee

criteria for training, which are Řízení letového

will choose candidates for training based on

provozu, 2015):

the

results

from

previous

rounds



minimum age of 19 years old

impressions



finished high school education with A

decides who will be trained for each unit.

level


of

The

no criminal record.

the

candidate.

overall

number

and

Committee
of

selected

candidates for training is based on actual

English test is there to ensure that all

needs of every unit at ANS CR.

candidates meet the B2 level of English
according to CEFR criteria (Common European

INITIAL TRAINING

Framework of Reference for Languages).
First European Air Traffic Controller

Training is free of charge for all

Selection Test (FEAST) is a test provided by

students. During the training students are full

Eurocontrol

test

load employees of ANS CR. They prepare

applicant’s reaction time, ability to work under

themselves for their future profession and even

pressure, concentration, spatial imagination

receive a small salary.

and

its

purpose

is

to

Whole initial training is provided by

and so on. The test shall be done only one in a
strong

Czech Air Navigation Institute (CANI). Training

recommendation for candidates to attend this

is done in Czech as well as in English

test in a good physical and mental condition.

language.

life

time

hence

there

is

a

There is plenty of information on the internet

Initial training starts with theoretical

about this test, but Eurocontrol strongly

course which is attended by every student

recommends no preparation, hence it can lead

regardless of the unit he is trained for. After

to “false good results” which can only harm the

every part of the training there are tests that

candidate in the future.

have to be passed. Also there are partial tests

Medical examination is provided by the

which have to be passed as well. If the test is

Institute of Aviation Medicine at Prague. Initial

not passed, student is not allowed to continue

examination takes two days. First day is for

with the training and will no longer be an

psychological examination and second day is

employee of ANS CR.
Theoretical course is done at the

for physical examination. The examination is
directed by ICAO Doc 8984 – Manual of Civil

classroom

through

Aviation Medicine.

instructors.

The

understanding

Visit of IATCC Jeneč is the only non-

of

selective part (round) of this initial process. It

design,

has motivational role and the goal is to show

(SLŠ/2245/2010).

candidates

their

possible

future

goal

is

ATM

Aerodynamics,
After

working

presentations

that

starts

to

done

by

reach

basic

regulations,

ACFT

Meteorology
practical

etc.

training

which is divided into two separate groups: ACC

environment.

and APP/TWR. ACC group is from that time

Final part of selective procedure is an
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trained separately. APP/TWR group at initial

check student´s progress.

training consists of students for all APP/TWR

The usual training day starts with

units.

briefing for all students where new exercise is
Practical

training

is

done

at

introduced and new traffic situations are

simulators. For TWR training the 3D Adacel

discussed. Every exercise is individual and

simulator is used, for APP procedural and

each student has to pass every exercise. All

radar training the CANI SIM is used.

exercises are evaluated. Usually student has to
pass two exercises per day and average
exercise takes 45 minutes. Each exercise starts
with individual briefing and finishes with
individual

debriefing

where

mistakes

and

solutions chosen to solve the traffic situation
are discussed. At the end of the day there is a
group debriefing, where the most important
matters of that day are discussed and whole
day is summarized. Every exercise can be
stopped at any time (if there is such need).
Initial training usually takes 9 months
and ends with gaining Air Traffic Controller
Students License.

UNIT TRAINING
Unit training is specific for every unit.
That means students of APP Praha and TWR
Ruzyně are trained at IATCC Jeneč at E2000
simulator and at 3D Adacel at CANI. Students
The goal of initial training is to teach

for other units study at their home airfield.

students basic ATC skills at artificial simplified
environment. For APP/TWR it means simplified
TMA Praha and LKPR airfield. They are called
TMA Simcity and AD Simcity (LKSC) and they
are

used

only

for

training

purposes

(SLŠ/2245/2010).
During whole initial training students
for APP/TWR pass their exercises as they were
at

a

single-man

consists

of

TWR

operation
training

unit.
at

3D

Training
Adacel

simulator, than there is short procedural
training for APP and then radar training for

Unit training starts with theoretical

APP – both done at CANI SIM. Through the

part

training there are several practical tests to

where

real

environment

is

studied.

Students have to understand the structure of
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real airspace, coordination agreements and

be at high level. Capability to simulate real

local

traffic is sufficient and whole training creates

rules

demanded

by

AIP

CR,

LKPR

operator or ANS CR. Practical training has 3

suitable conditions for students.

major parts (SPLS Praha/258/11)

But in average only 60% of students



Transition Training

will gain the license. From year to year this



Pre - On the Job Training

number



On the Job Training.

numbers from 0% to 100%. It is probably not

varies

–

sometimes

in

extreme

Unit training for TWR Ruzyně is done

realistic to increase this average ratio to 100%,

from the beginning as a multisector training.

but reaching average number 80% could

Transition Training for APP is a single-man

reasonably lower the costs for training of one

operation training; last two parts of the

controller

training are basically multisector training.

controllers.

and

help

to

replace

retiring

The role of Transition Training is to

There are two most problematic parts

introduce students to real environment and

of training system. It is the first and the last

give them time to get used to local procedures,

part of the whole process – selective procedure

airspace structure and ATM technology used

and On the Job Training.

for providing ATS.

Selective procedure sometimes allow to

Pre - On the Job Training is there to

accept student that is so highly profiled (in the

slowly increase the number of controlled traffic

means of self-esteem), that the student is

to maximum capacity and teach students to

almost not capable to accept any critic and is

handle unusual and emergency situations.

not able to admit own mistake and learn from

On The Job Training is done in the real
environment

under

supervision.

Another interesting fact that has been

He/she helps the student to get used to the

observed is that the best applicants in FEAST

real traffic and if necessary takes over the

test have higher probability to fail in the

control in order to ensure safety.

training than students with slightly lower

Unit training

coach´s

it.

the Job

results. The highest probability to gain the

Training) takes also 9 months (same as initial

license have students with results around 90%

training).

in FEAST test.

On

the

(up

Job

to On

Training

phase

is

individual and ends when the student is

Also the chosen students have to

considered to be ready for final exam. Usually

create a good team and they have to cooperate.

it takes from 6 to 12 months. That means that

During the years with high success ratio there

whole training takes from two to two and a half

was always at least one student who was

year.

capable to push the others to better results.
At the end of On the Job Training there

It

is

interesting

that

introducing

is a final exam for gaining ATCO license. The

FEAST test did not bring improvement in the

exam itself takes 3 days. Two days are held at

process and some countries are returning to

TWR and one day is held at APP.

their

original

tests

before

FEAST

was

introduces.
ANS CR is changing the selective

2. Analysis and Recommendations

procedure basically every year in order to find
optimal group of tests. For example the model

Today the simulator training is considered to
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game concept where students have to work in

FEAST results in order to prefer candidates

the groups and solve different problems was

with lower results (in stand of maximum,

introduced last year.

candidates with approximately 90% results).

Another critical phase is On the Job

Make the training to take shorter

Training. It is probably the most difficult part

period

of

overtraining syndrome.

the

training

for

the

students.

Real

of

time

in

order

to

prevent

the

environment is very different from simulator

Put more emphasis on to psychological

one. Coaches’ role is critical in this phase. But

abilities of individual coaches, so they can

overall quality of coaches and their capability

better work with the students.

to work with students is lower than it is
necessary.

They

should

have

Authors believe that accepting these

better

changes should increase the success ratio.

psychological training.
There

is

also

the

overtraining
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The objective of this article is to compare a historical development
of Air Traffic Control at Czechoslovakia and USA between 1945 and
1989. In the first part the historical development at USA is
described. In the second part the development at Czechoslovakia is
described. Third part contains comparison of those developments
and analyze reasons for such development.

Keywords: Air Traffic Control, History, Comparison, USA,
Czechoslovakia, 1945 - 1989

Introduction

Czechoslovakia from the end of World War II to
Velvet

Air Traffic Control (ATC) has a key role in

Revolution

at

Czechoslovakia.

This

development is than analyzed and compared.

aviation. It emerged as a result of increasing
number of flights and first night and IFR

1. Historical Development at USA

flights. First attempts of establishing ATC
service happened in the late 1920s. From that
time

the

development.

service
New

gone

through

technologies

In 1930s the basic of Air Traffic Control was

huge

established – there were Controlled Towers and

were

Air Route Traffic Centers (predecessor of ACC

introduced and total number of flights was

units). First approach units were established

almost constantly growing. Also political and

at busiest airports in 1940s.

financial situation had a key role in its

This system was based on procedural

development.
The purpose of this article

separation and only small part of the airspace

is to

was controlled. At the end of 1940s it was clear

describe development of ATC in USA and
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that this system can no longer withstand the

APP units were primary radar equipped. By

increasing amount of traffic.

that time ACC units still didn´t have any radar

Separations were huge (compared to

and they used only procedural separation.

today´s standards) and it led to huge delays. It

Huge delays and Black Wednesday itself

was quite common that IMC conditions around

helped to improve the situation and at 1956

New York and Chicago paralyzed traffic above

the

whole USA. Pilots had basically two options.

introduced.

They could fly in uncontrolled airspace with

Surveillance Radar (ARSR). Controllers used

almost no delay and fly shortest possible route.

“shrimp boats” as aircraft identification labels:

It was than pilot´s responsibility to find and

first

primary

Shortly

It

radar

was

after

for

called

this

(at

ACC
Air

1957)

was
Route

was

avoid other traffic. It was a huge disadvantage

introduced first secondary radar. It was called

and it could be done only in VFR conditions.

Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System. This

Also it was quite dangerous due to velocities of

term is still used as an American analogy for

the aircraft. Second possibility was to accept

SSR.

delay and longer route (controlled airspace
didn’t offer narrow flying) but with assurance
of separation.
Typical example of such delay was
“Black Wednesday” at 19. 9. 1954. Bad
weather at east coast led to delay of hundreds
of flights for many hours at whole USA.
First

experimental

use

of

primary

radar to control civilian traffic was done at
1946. It was called Airport Surveillance Radar
(ASR-1):

Air Traffic Control in USA was hugely
influenced by fatal aircraft accidents. One of
the accidents happened over Grand Canyon at
30. 6. 1959. It was a mid-air collision of TWA
Lockheed Super constellation and United DCThis radar was used to monitor traffic

7. Both aircraft requested to enter uncontrolled

around the airfield. By the year 1952 most of

airspace in order to shorten their track and to
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show passengers Grand Canyon. It was a

and

common praxis. Although the weather was sky

Government than in 1970s invested more

clear they didn´t see each other and collided.

money into the system and the situation was

Contribution

to

this

accident

was

fulfilled

demands

of

controllers.

becoming stabilized.

insufficient capacity of controlled airspace,

Deregulation in 1978 led to sudden and

underfinancing and budget cuts from the

huge increase of traffic. It wasn´t predicted and

beginning of 1950s.

the traffic grew faster than new controllers

As a result it was decided that all

were trained and new technologies introduced.

airspace above FL180 will have radar coverage.

Controllers started to demand more benefits to

US Congress increased financing and it led to

compensate traffic growth.

building 40 new Towers, 23 new ARSR and

At 3. 8. 1981 illegal strike of Air Traffic

training 1400 new controllers. Also at the

Controllers happened. President Reagan didn´t

beginning of 1960s the research on usage of

negotiate

automatization in ATC started. It was

a

controller’s don´t return to work, they will lose

beginning of automatic processing of flight

their job. As a result more than 10 000

plan data, printed flight strips and automatic

controllers were fired.

aircraft identification on radar screens.
More

mid-air

collisions

and

gave

them

ultimatum.

If

Their role was overtaken by military

led

to

controllers and there was a huge need for

establishing controlled airspace above whole

training new controllers. But the situation

USA above FL240.

went back to normal after 10 year. New flow

Another accident happened over New

control procedures were introduced after the

York. Two civilian aircraft had a valid safe

strike (quite similar to CFMU).

procedural clearance, but despite that they
collided.

One

aircraft

had

ATC

instrument

system

was

all

the

time

underfinanced. Technology and procedures

malfunction and infringed another controlled

used for providing service were obsolete.

sector. It was discovered that if controllers had
radar, they could have prevented the accident.

2. Historical development at
Czechoslovakia

Working conditions and old equipment
led to increased fluctuation of Air Traffic
Controllers. In the year 1957 at some centers

Development of ATC was stopped by the World

almost 30% of controllers left their job. Due to

War II. The ATC by that time was done by

that rest of controllers had to work 6 days a

German military.
Shortly

the

radio

result first Union was established. It was called

goniometer service was reestablished.

This

Air Traffic Control Association (ATCA).

service allowed to detect the position of the

week, 8 hours a day without breaks. As a

The

discontent

among

Air

after

the

War

aircraft based on searching the direction of

Traffic

Controllers grew. Although the strike of federal

incoming

employees is prohibited at USA, at 25. 3. 1970

reestablished as one of the first in Europe and

more than 2000 controllers reported sick and

also was one of the best in Europe.

didn´t come to work. Government stepped back
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In 1960 the first VOR station was
installed at Praha. The army protested – they
worried that this device could be used by
enemy aircraft for air navigation.
After

the

year

1948

radar

was

considered as state secret and it almost led to
liquidation of Czechoslovak radar industry –
despite the fact, that it was capable to produce
some state of the art prototypes.

Shortly after the War Czechoslovakia

In

accepted western model of ATC with ACC, APP

1957

the

first

civilian

primary

surveillance radar (RL-1) was introduced at

and TWR units. Area control was done by

Praha for TWR unit. Next versions of such

using so called “map”. Map was a millimeter

radar were combined with precision approach

paper where on one axis was distance between

radars.

radio beacons and second axis was time. There
were lines that represented each flight and
conflicts were detected by position of those
lines in respect of each other.

In 1958 primary radar OR-1 for ACC
was introduced. AT the beginning of 1960s it
was replaced by improved version OR-2.

After communist revolution in 1948 a
lot of professionals had to leave their jobs.
They

were

replaced

by

communist

party

members with no knowledge of aviation. It led
to degradation of aviation.
After the 1948 western technologies,
procedures and regulations were replaced by
its soviet versions. Soviets didn´t respect ICAO
and they had their own procedures and
technologies. They were derived from ICAO,
but less effective. For example soviets had their

In 1960s there was a reconstruction of

own version of ILS called SP-50. It was
basically

less

precise

ILS

with

dispatchers

changed

stations

in

order

to

give

dispatchers better working environment. Also

modulation of radio signals.

there was an effort to start using ICAO

In 1952 Air Traffic Control Service was

regulations again.

renamed to Air Dispatcher Service based on

August 1968 led again to degradation

USSR legislation.

of
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professionals left their jobs because of political
reasons.

The

overall

quality

of

personnel

dropped again.
At 1972

the “Techniký blok” was

opened. It was a huge step forward for ATC.
Technological background improved a lot.

In the late 1960s the OR-2 radars were
becoming obsolete. In 1975 the political
situation allowed Czechoslovakia to install
western radar system PSR Thomson + SSR
AIL. It proved to be an excellent equipment
and worked almost without malfunction. For
example AIL radar screens served for almost
In 1978 Air Navigation Services of

20 years without malfunction. On the other

Czechoslovakia (ANS CSR) were established as

hand Tesla radar screens had a lifetime only

independent state company financed by state

for dozens of hours (by the 1970s).

budget. This led to increased financing of ATC

After decommissioning OR-2 there was

in 1980s.

a

two

year

period

before

the

AIL

was

Traffic was increasing but number of

introduced into regular service. During this

controllers not. Procedures used in 1970s were

time only procedural separation were used.

obsolete. Aircraft didn´t have to be SSR or VOR

Due to heavy traffic it was back then

equipped hence it led to bigger spacing than it

considered as “shifts of horror”.

would be necessary with better on board

In

equipment.
overtime

equipment,

starts

automatization

research. It was limited due to poor access to

Mid 1970s was characteristic for a lot
of

1960s

shifts,
and

low

obsolete

salary,

old

procedures

computers.

ATC

Those

computers

were

also

obsolete, so the research stayed only at

for

theoretical

spacing.

level

and

progress

was

very

limited.

On the other hand in the middle of

Development of radar net was very

1970s the dispatcher´s service was recognized

slow, unsystematic and chosen solutions

as very responsible and it opened possibilities

didn´t work. It was pretended that some radar

for increasing salary and other benefits.

systems are operational, but in fact it was

The only allowed Union was ROH

impossible to use them in real environment.

(Revolutionary Union) which didn´t have any

For example in 1980s there was an attempt to

interest to solve real problems of dispatchers

use combination of Avia-C and Koren radars.

and was there only to fulfil state policy.

Avia-C was polish primary radar and Koren
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first soviet secondary radar. But this radar

War. At USA civil ATC started with military

system was worse than the Thomson/AIL

radars used during the War.

system already used. The Koren radar was

Another example of technological gap

never really used before 1989, although the

between both countries was usage of VOR

official documents stated otherwise.

stations. VOR was firstly developed at USA
and first station was introduced into service
in 1944. First VOR station at Czechoslovakia

3. Comparison and Analysis

was installed in 1960.

Development of ATC at both countries

During given period of time (1945-

had been strongly influenced by political and

1989) there were two strikes of controllers at

economic environment. USA had due to

USA.

highly developed industry no problem with

considered at as a victory. Second one ended

developing new state of the art technologies.

with huge lost for controllers and from that

The biggest problem for USA was financing

time the negotiating power of controller´s

due to ever present budget cuts.

union is quite low.

Both

were

illegal.

First

one

was

different

At Czechoslovakia there was no strike,

problem. Its industry wasn´t able (due to

but it was due to impossibility of such act

political restrictions) to produce state of the

due to political environment. Controllers at

art technologies. Although at the beginning

both countries suffered with similar problems

there

– low salary, overtime shifts and obsolete

Czechoslovakia

were

some

had

a

interesting

prototypes.

equipment.

Financing wasn´t as big of a problem as in

At

USA, but was still a significant issue.

present

The following table compares years

Czechoslovakia
power

of

army.

there
Army

was

ever

had

the

when new radar systems were introduced into

absolute power above the airspace. Civil

service for the first time in both countries:

traffic was allowed to fly only in limited part
of the airspace (at designated flight paths).

Table 1 - Comparison of introducing radar systems
USA
Czechoslovakia
PSR for APP
and TWR
PSR for ACC
SSR

1946

1957

1956
1957

1958
1975

Every civilian movement had to be
approved by the army. On the other hand at
USA

civilian

and

military

ATC

coexisted

without much of a problem.
In respect of financing we can state
that ATC in both countries suffered with

The table shows gap between adapting
radar

technologies

at

USA

underfinancing. The reasons for such situation

and

were however different.

Czechoslovakia. The gap is not so huge at the

At USA the main reason was lack of

beginning, but with following years it gets

political will to invest money into ATC and

bigger. At the end of 1980s the difference

constant budget cuts. On the other hand at

between eastern and western civil radar

Czechoslovakia

technologies was approximately 15 years of

artificially created single company that covered

development.

all activities in civil aviation. Hence the specific

At

Czechoslovakia

Tesla

the

main

problem

was

started

needs of ATC could not be met. The situation

developing radar from the scratch after the

improved at the end of 1970s with establishing
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The efficiency of the cooperative surveillance systems may be
considerably limited by the excessive use of the dedicated radio
frequencies. The article describes a software approach to estimation
of the radiofrequency 1090 MHz loading and re-interrogation rate.
Based on MATLAB/Simulink, the program models the impact of the
secondary radar interrogations, ACAS, and ADS-B technologies on
the frequency loading. In the text, the general program design is
presented including the configuration settings necessary for its
application. The model outputs are then compared to the
real-measurement results.

Keywords: 1090 MHz, frequency load, model, transponder,
secondary radar, surveillance systems

Introduction

tendency

represent

a

key

technology

garbling

that

are

becoming

even

more

systems

may

be

very

likely

the frequency load has been exceeded. In

collision avoidance, but also in terms of overall

addition,

effective tactical use of the airspace. Therefore,

a

greater

deterioration

of

transmission induces a greater frequency load

various flight parameters are demanded and

reversely

shared by means of radiofrequencies 1030 and

which

may

create

an

instable

environment.

1090 MHz, respectively. However, being based

This

on an uncoordinated access to the channels,

paper presents

results

of

the

simulation program that was developed to

cooperative surveillance technology may be

estimate volume of messages transmitted on

considerably limited. With the rising number of
and

of

adversely affected thereby if a certain level of

traffic situations better not only in terms of air

hand,

effects

surveillance

by the systems allows to manage complicated

one

range

other words, the function of the cooperative

densed traffic areas, the information provided

the

wide

successful information exchange decreases. In

traffic controllers and pilots. In the high-

on

a

significant. As a result, the likelihood of the

enhances situational awareness both of the air

participants

transmit

information on the other, the interference and

In today’s aviation, the cooperative surveillance
systems

to

1090 MHz including features to cover the issue

the
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of re interrogation rate within the environment

transmission loading is then expressed in

to some extent.

terms of:


Number of messages received on a virtual
antenna per second or simulation time

1. Computer-Based Approach



Number of messages sent by a single
aircraft during a simulation time

The simulation program consists of two models
that are executed separately. The first model

The

amount

called RF Load Model (RFL Model) is developed

represented

on MATLAB platform whereas the second one

categories of format types:

with



A/C Code replies

uses

These



DF4/5/20/21

further



DF0/16

development and employment in the academic



DF11

field and research where MATLAB/Simulink



DF17

Simulink

platforms

may

environment.

eventually

support

are available to a great extent.

above

is

respect to the following

called RF Re-interrogation Model (RFR Model)
the

mentioned

1.2. RFL Model Structure

1.1. RF Load Model

In order to define the simulation environment,

RF Load Model simulates interactions of the

the RFL Model has a user interface to set

cooperative surveillance systems in the virtual

parameters related to the aircraft equipment,

environment focusing on the downlink, i.e.

horizontal and vertical settings, and aircraft

1090 MHz. The model extends a previous

motion attributes. Also the length of the

version called RFLM 2014 by implementing a

simulation is to be set there. Once defined, the

motion of the aircraft for example. However,

model executes the algorithms divided into the

some features still partially apply a statistical

following modules:

approach to several problems causing the



Input Module

model to be quasi-dynamic. This solution is



Environment Module

supported by the fact that whereas the aircraft



ACAS Module

position

the



Acquisition Module

other



ADS-B Module

effects such as radar antenna motion may be



Virtual Receiver Module

is

interactions
maintained
method.

As

a

significant

with

the

simplified
a

trigger

for

environment,
by

result,

the

it

The

statistical

represents

parameters

an

Input
defined

Module

imports

the

by

user

the

the

in

acceptable compromise between calculation

INPUT.xls file. Based on it, the Environment

accuracy and computer requirements.

module generates the simulation space in
covers

terms of aircraft position, motion and equipage

communication of aircraft transponders with

together with the secondary surveillance radar

the

In

general,

the

RFL

Model
radars

and

infrastructure.

well

the

proceeds to the simulation of the transmission.

broadcast of acquisition squitter and extended

The SSR Module allows to determine the likely

squitter. The aircraft equipment and other

loading of 1090 MHz channel that results from

conditions are taken into consideration. The

the interactions

output of the program regarding the downlink

surveillance radars and transponders. In the

secondary

surrounding

surveillance

ACAS

units

as

as
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1.4. RFR Model Structure

recent version, both Mode A/C and Mode S
transponders are considered.
horizon

is

covered,

Also the radar

however,

no

The

other

model

structure

is

divided

into

the

following sections shown in Figure 1.

deterioration of the radio wave propagation has
been implemented yet. The ACAS Module
assigns

the

interrogation-triggered

transmission, whereas the Acquisition and
ADS-B Modules add the automatic message
broadcast. The aircraft equipment is always
respected when determining the interactions.
Figure 1 RFR Model Section Description

The Virtual Receiver Module is the last
part to be executed. The loading of the
downlink 1090 MHz within the covered area is

The model studies the re-interrogation

evaluated through the virtual receivers with

of radars within a selected area with respect to

defined locations and ranges by the user.

aircraft equipment groups. There are four
options of the aircraft equipage. The Generator

1.3. RF Re-Interrogation Model

section produces a flow of interrogations with
The Simulink-based RFR Model dynamically

the rate that was determined by RFL Model

simulates a process of the radar interrogation

before.

in the virtual environment. More specifically, it

interrogations is random while respecting the

provides an estimation of how many times the

uniform probability distribution. The output

aircraft have been repeatedly interrogated until

rate is of the Poisson process and is defined by

their

a long-term average arrival value. The flow, in

replies

RFR Model

were

focuses

obtained.
on

the

Hence,

the

transponder

The

addition,

occupancy which is one of the most likely

order

includes

of

the

the

generated

requirements

for

squitter broadcasting as well.

factors causing it not to reply. When the device

The interrogations are then sent to the

is occupied by processing a task, no other

Processor section which substitutes aircraft

interrogation can be received. The solution

transponders

substitutes the transponders with servers by

group.

employing Simulink’s Sim Events Library.

either processed or ignored depending on the

RFR Model sources its input data from

of

the

particular

equipment

The incoming interrogations may be

activity

status

of

the

section.

If

an

the RFL Model which are calculated together

interrogation comes while the Processor is

with the primary computing operations. It is

occupied, the section will not accept it. In this

also important to cover the fact that the

case, the interrogation is rerouted and it

aircraft transponder spends a certain time also

bypasses the Processor section by the bottom

on processing of an interrogation that was

linkage. In the opposite case, it advances to the

intended to a different aircraft. Hence, the

Processor

RFL Model is, in addition, responsible for

processed, the interrogation terminates in the

providing

Sink section. The time needed for processing

the

amount

of

such

different

addressed interrogations.

an

section

interrogation

immediately.

is

based

on

Once

the

ICAO

document (ICAO, Annex 10).
It should be also emphasized that the
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transponder, represented by the Processor

performance.

section, may be occupied by any interrogation

transponder receives from one radar, the more

whether or not it was intended to it. Of course,

likely it loses the interrogations from another

the time spent differs in each case as the

one

different-addressed messages are recognized

interrogations are repeated subsequently, the

by the device soon after being read and no

effect can intensify.

and

The

vice

more

versa.

interrogations

Since

the

a

ignored

reply has to be generated.
With

reference

to

the

denied

2. Model Configuration Settings

interrogations that bypassed the Processor
section, their category determines the way they

In order to assess the simulation program, its

are handled in the system. The intended ones

results

continue to the Re interrogation section in

measurement of 1090 MHz loading which

order to be repeated, whereas the different-

provided the amount of messages sent on the

addressed interrogations are sent to the Sink

downlink by an aircraft during 60 seconds of

section to terminate there. The assumption

flight

here is that the radar does not expect any reply

Therefore, it was necessary to suitably define

from the aircraft to which the interrogation

the model according to characteristics of the

was not addressed and thus will not re-

studied airspace. Then, the model calculations

interrogate it.

were made and the results compared.

The

Re-interrogation

Distributor

were

in

compared

the

Czech

with

a

Republic’s

real

airspace.

2.1. Geographic Area

section is responsible for correct routing of the
interrogations that have been ignored by the

The tested area is specified by couple of

Processor section

and hence have to be

limiting latitudes and longitudes in the RFL

repeated. This is ensured by channeling the

Model. Since the chosen area does not include

flow back to the Generator sections where it

only

merges with the current output flow. However,

approximation of parameters is inevitable. This

the

should be taken into consideration when the

repeated

interrogations

are

delayed

correspondingly before doing merging. The loop

the

interrogation.
the

the

necessary

Table 1 Horizontal Area Definition

as it enables to simulate the actual regenerated,

airspace,

results are obtained.

as such is a crucial bond of the model network

Once

Czech

LAT1

LAT2

LON1

LON2

48.024°

51.650°

10.338°

19.412°

selective

interrogations remain in the system until the
Processor section receives them. It should be
pointed

out

that

the

different-addressed

interrogations engage the transponders as well
since the devices spend a certain time on
recognizing the message contents.
Figure 2 View of the Simulated Area

The evolution of the re-interrogation
may be an indicator of the radar system
stability in general. The radars that interrogate
the same aircraft are affected by each other’s
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2.2. Aircraft Equipment Settings

MIDDLE
HIGH

The RFL Model recognizes four options of
aircraft

equipment.

The

The

was examined and modelled in this text

460

70%

number

of

aircraft

in

the

virtual

environment of the RFL Model is calculated

belonged to the EQP4 category.

from the density parameter that is expressed

Table 2 Aircraft Equipment Distribution Settings [2, 4]
Equipment
Option

Description

Usage
Proportion

EQP1

Mode A/C
Transponder Only
Mode S Transponder
Only
Mode S Transponder
and ACAS
Mode S Transponder,
ACAS and ADS-B

1%

EQP4

14%

2.4. Air Traffic Density in LKAA ACC

is stated below in Table 2. The aircraft that

EQP3

448

Source: (Lipták, 2015,Network Manager Directorate,2014)

proportional

representation derived for the Czech airspace

EQP2

FL240 –
FL320
FL330 –
FL440

as a number of aircraft contained in the
5NM x 5NM x 1000ft element. Although the
exact number was not available for the Czech,

5%

it was primarily deduced from the hour

12%

capacity of the Czech Air Navigation Services

82%

Provider (ŘLP ČR, s. p.) (Network Manager
Directorate, 2014). The aircraft density value is
set as a global parameter for the whole

2.3. Vertical Space Settings

simulation environment which may cause a
In terms of setting vertical properties of the

result accuracy decrease towards the edges of

model environment, the following aspects were

the selected area.

concerned. As the program divides the space
into three vertical bands, limiting flight levels
for each band were set (Figure 3). In general,
the vertical bands may contain various number
of the adjacent flight levels. Each band is
assigned mean ground speed and proportional
usage, therefore it is generally desirable to
divide the airspace so as the parameters
variance is minimal.
Figure 4 Blue mark shows the region in which the 60-second
flight was analyzed

Table 4 Czech Republic’s Airspace Traffic data

Figure 3 Flight Level Distribution
Source: (Lipták, 2015,Network Manager Directorate,2014)

Total Area

22 993 NM2

Max Capacity of ANSP

159 Aircraft per Hour

Aicraft Density

3.47 x 10-3 Aircraft per NM2

Volume Element Density
(5 NM x 5 NM x 1000 ft)

2.71 x 10-3 Aircraft

2.5. Secondary Surveillance Radar
Infrastructure

Table 3 - Vertical Definition of the Airspace ical Band
Parameters

LOW

Secondary Surveillance Radars solely affect the

Vertical
Range

Mean
Ground
Speed [kts]

Usage
Proportion

FL100 –
FL230

426

16%

1090 MHz loading as far as the DF4/5/20/21
and DF11 message transmission is concerned.
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The

database

of

the

secondary

radars

estimated by RFL Model is summarized in

containing their properties was derived from
several

publicly

available

Table 5.

documents

Concerning

Extended

(DF17),

ICAO, 2015). The extent of the data is limited

performed

as

pseudorandom periods. Hence, the values may

are

generally

regarded

to

be

confidential.

automatic

Squitter

(Parkinson, 2015; Doc 1EUC-BT-0001. 2002,
they

the

the

regularly

transmission

within

the

is

known

differ according to it, however, an excessive

The radar parameters are, for example,

divergence may thus be a sign of an error. With

location coordinates, platform height above the

reference

to

the

presented

results,

sea level, nominal range, antenna rotations per

difference may be regarded as acceptable.

the

minute, All-Call repetition frequency, and All-

The reduced model values related to

Call and Roll-Call interrogation patterns. Since

the ACAS function may likely be influenced by

not every radar specification was known, the

an assumption that EQP4 is generally capable

mean values had to be set.

of hybrid surveillance. In the real environment,
however, this may have not been perfectly true
which could have contributed to the difference.
On the other hand, despite the discussed
drawbacks of the secondary surveillance radar
database, the amount of corresponding replies
DF4/5/20/21 determined by the RFL Model
approximated the real values to a great extent.
Table 5 Aircraft Downlink Transmission (60s)
Message
Type
DF17
DF0/16
DF4/5/20/21

Figure 5 Multiple Coverage Map of the simulation
environment based on the available radar database.

real

measurement

analysed

a

In the RFR Model, the re-interrogation rate is
expressed

single

aircraft transmission during the 60-second
period.

Real
Measurement
302,00
218,00
653,00

3.2. Re-Interrogation rate estimation

3. Simulation Program Application
The

Model
Result
327,41
171,94
680,00

as

a

coefficient

creint.

The

simulation showed that it stabilizes at the
mean value of 1.5199 in the selected region.

The objective was to compare the

modelled flight with the real one concerning

The method used recently however, covers only

the

the loss due to the transponder occupancy and

amount

of

messages

that

had

been

neglects the possible radar reception losses,

transmitted in the time period. Furthermore,
the RFR Model was used to determine the

thus posing a room for further development.

likely re-interrogation rate in the area of the

Speaking of the real environment, the reinterrogation

flight. The expected value was 1.4 that is
estimated

for

the

region

of

the

Generally,

of 1090

said

to

be

1.4

the

greater

the

value

of

the

coefficient, the greater the occupancy of the

3.1. Downlink Loading Estimation
loading

is

approximately in the Czech Republic airspace.

Czech

Republic (Neuman, 2012).

The radiofrequency

rate

transponders may be expected in the area.
This may be particularly important factor in

MHz
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terms of their performance limits.

Nonetheless, it is inevitable to sufficiently
develop not only the database but also all the

Table 6 Estimated Re-Interrogation Rate
Re-interrogation
Coefficient
CreintT

Mean Value

Variance

remaining

parameters

defining

the

1.5199

0.0039

environment as much as possible in the future.
The more accurate inputs will be, the less
distorted output can be expected.

Conclusion
An

analysis

and

understanding

of

the

References
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Optimization of EFSS at
TWR Ruzyně
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Department of Air Transport, Faculty of Transportation Sciences
Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic
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The objective of this article is to analyze the current state of EFSS
system at TWR Ruzyně and to propose optimization of this system.
At first, the Electronic Flight Strip System at TWR Ruzyně is
described. In the next part, major weaknesses and problems
connected to this system are identified based on practical
experience. The last part contains a proposal how to solve these
problems and design an optimization of EFSS system at TWR
Ruzyně.

Keywords: Electronic Flight Strip System, EFSS, Strip, Air Traffic
Control, Tower, optimization

Introduction

that were used in the past and which are still
used for example at APP Praha. The original

Electronic Flight Strip System introduced at

idea was to reduce the workload of Air Traffic

TWR Ruzyně was at the beginning very raw
and

“some

functions

were

very

user

unfriendly”. This led to several situations
where

Air

Traffic

Controller

paid

Controllers (ATCO), to improve safety and
efficiency in providing Air Navigation Services.
Another

more

goal

was

to

preserve

existing

procedures without changing role of individual

attention to EFS than he should have and lost

working positions at TWR Ruzyně.

situational awareness. This article is about

The

process of optimization of EFSS in order to

EFSS

itself

provides

plenty

of

functions. Mainly it displays information about

improve providing Air Traffic Services.

current state of the flight based on its position
at the airfield or in the air. It also presents

1. Description of EFSS

flight plan data and related information (stand
number, A-CDM data, ETA, ATA, taxiway for

At 2008, the ANS CR decided to establish a

entering and vacating RWY etc.). EFSS also

system of Electronic Flight Strips (EFSS) at

displays RWY occupancy, QNH, Transition

TWR Ruzyně. The project started at 2009 and

level, ATIS (letter), automatically switches off

implementation of the system started at 2013.

stop bars, records data for statistical purposes

This system replaced traditional paper strips

and so on.
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Following

figures

show

the

basic

data (EFSS)


difference between working positions at TWR

system

for

the

Ruzyně before and after introducing the EFSS.

meteorological

It also shows difference between Electronic

navigational systems


Flight Strip and ‘old’ paper strip:

presentation

data

and

of

airfield

voice communication system

2. Analysis and problem solving
Authors

used

several

sources

of

information for analysis of current state of
EFSS. Main source was a feedback from Air
Traffic Controllers and also author´s practical
experience with the system. Other sources
were

documents

(manufacturer’s

relating

to

the

documentation,

system

operational

documents and guidelines of ANS CR, etc.), as
well as simulations at the 3D simulator. Based
on this we have identified problems mentioned
below.
Authors divided all problems into three
categories. The main criterion was theoretical
benefit of any changes to the system in order

One of the reasons for introducing
such

system

procedures.

was
Paper

unification
strips

of

to ensure smooth and safe process of providing

working

allowed

Air Navigation Services.

partial

variability of working procedures. Every Air

First category (strong priority) contains

Traffic Controller could use slightly different

those problems, which have the biggest impact

ways of writing notes into the strip and also

on

have a different arrangement of strips at flight

workload. Second category (medium priority)

strip board. That could lead to an error and the

contains a little less serious problems, but still

role of EFSS is to preclude those errors.

serious enough to be solved. The last category

Air

includes

Another reason was to create TWR

Traffic

either

Controller’s

a

workflow

“cosmetic”

issues,

and

or

station where every position have a same

problems which bother only small amount of

equipment. Today’s hardware at TWR Ruzyně

Air Traffic Controllers and have no impact at

consists of different systems from different

safety.

manufacturers. Each position is equipped with

Table 1 – List of all problems

slightly different technology. EFSS is the first

Priority

step towards unified working positions which

Strong

should include:


surveillance screen for displaying aircraft

Strong

and vehicles on the airport and in its

Strong

vicinity


Strong
Strong

FDP system to work with the flight plan
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Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Light
Light
Light
Light
Light
Light

Manual notes in strips
Display of WTC
Side
buttons
on
the
monitor
Database
of
completed
flights
Display of CTOT
QNH change notice
Action button order (AOC –
TAXI)
SVFR flights
Automatic
helicopter
detection and indication
Flight Suspension Message
alert
Indication of stands where
Follow is needed
Mirrored strips
Empty windows borders

that

TPC

could

do

something

that

TEC

wouldn’t know and this action could reduce
safety of providing Air Navigation Services.
It is therefore clear that in the case of
delegation of competences to the TPC, it is
necessary that TEC knows and determines
what Tower Planning Controller can do. We
therefore propose to create a new button on
the upper bar in the EFSS. Pressing this
button would open a new window with a list of
items

where

TEC

would

determine

those

activities that TPC could do.
Examples of activities which TPC could
do are:

sorting arrival strips, creating new

strips, working with action buttons (HND,
AOC, CRS, etc.).

For the purposes of this paper, we

An important part of this new feature

decided to analyze and solve three selected

would be the “default” button, which would

problems - one from each category. The first is

return the settings to the original state. It

the passive role of Tower Planning Controller

would prohibit TPC from doing all activities

(TPC). The second problem deals with writing

associated with the EFSS. This button shall be

manual notes to the strip. The third problem

used when new controller is taking a shift and

shows a possible helicopter detection and

he want to ensure that TPC will not do

indication.

something that TEC wouldn’t expect.

PASSIVE ROLE OF TOWER PLANNING
CONTROLLER

MANUAL NOTES IN STRIPS
Current setting allows user to write

The problem is, that Tower Planning

manual notes only after clicking on PEN

Controller has no possibility to change the

button on the upper bar in the EFSS.

position of individual strips or control the

Controller

function keys. He can only create new strips of

notes in strips is that when one controller

limits Tower Planning Controller from helping

hand over the strip to another controller, all

Tower Executive Controller during rush hour.

manual notes disappear. Thus, if the strip

Ideally, TPC could control all the strips

contains some important information regarding

that are within the competence of TEC and

traffic, controller who hands over the strip

change data in them as needed. However, it
who

to

Another problem associated with the

pending arrivals, but not all features. This

define

notes

simplify this process.

Last competence that TPC has is editing

to

any

anywhere outside the strip. The idea is to

this strip, he can’t edit or change it anymore.

difficult

write

pressing PEN button again, or by clicking

Executive Controller (TEC). When TPC creates

be

then

electronic strips. This mode can be finished by

flights which are later controlled by Tower

would

can

must pass the message verbally. This may

bears

significantly increase the workload of Air

responsibility for the aircraft and there’s a risk
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Traffic Controllers during rush hour.

button along with a button in the upper bar

As a solution of this problem we propose

would activate the mode in which it would be

to change the activation method of PEN

possible to write to any strip. Action button in

button. We propose two different ways to

the strip would then serve for the “local” PEN

ensure such thing. First one is to use one of

function, which would allow to write only to

the buttons located on the edge of the screen

the one of the strip.

because

these

buttons

doesn’t

have

any

The last change that we recommend to

function yet. Air Traffic Controllers could then

do is to allow the transfer of all hand-written

write notes with one hand and use the second

notes at the handover of the strip to other

hand to press the button to activate or

working positions. Receiving controller of this

deactivate the PEN mode.

strip should have the option to delete these
notes in case they would be irrelevant.

AUTOMATIC HELICOPTER DETECTION
AND INDICATION
In the current state of the system,
there is no function which would automatically
detect and identify a helicopter from other
aircraft.
Because

helicopter

traffic

in

CTR

Ruzyně is quite unique and different from
other traffic, it would be good to indicate these
helicopter

strips

to

improve

Air

Traffic

Controller’s situation awareness of traffic in
CTR. At present, helicopter strips can be
distinguished by ICAO code in the strip (or
helipad
Another possibility is to modify current

writing manual notes compared to the current

the background of the code itself. The most
suitable colour should be yellow – since it is

situation. The problem with this solution is

already used for highlighting.

that current strip layout utilizes the entire

In order to make this happened it

surface of the strip. Therefore we propose to

would be necessary to create a database of all

leave out button that activates extended strip

ICAO helicopter identification codes and keep

and let the strip to be extended all the time.

this database up to date all the time.

Then we would use this button to activate and

However,

deactivate PEN function.

indication
would

be

or

to highlight helicopter ICAO code by colouring

function. That would speed up the process of

solution

case of arriving

transparent enough and therefore we propose

button that would activate and deactivate PEN

ideal

in

departing traffic). However this code is not

layout of the strip by adding a new action

The

indication

a

problem

combination of solutions mentioned above

is
is

the

question

completely
considered

is,

if

necessary.
as

“cosmetic”

this
This
for

majority of controllers. Air Traffic Controllers

together with the current situation. Hardware

should have general ICAO codes overview.
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Conclusion

these problems. Furthermore, there are seven
problems with medium priority. We believe

At 2013, the Electronic Flight Strip System

that solving those problems would bring better

(EFSS) was introduced at TWR Ruzyně. The

safety and also increase of productivity of Air

original idea of this implementation was to

Traffic Controllers. The last group of problems

maintain the existing procedures and bring

contains six problems with low priority where

new, modern elements that would simplify the

finding solution is optional.

work of Air Traffic Controllers, reduce their
overall

workload

and

improve

One of the authors is a member of a

safety.

task

Unfortunately this idea failed and in some

group

that deals with

proposals to

improve EFSS at TWR Ruzyně. Therefore

cases new system features increased workload

proposed solutions are part of materials for

of Air Traffic Controllers. Also safety features

this task group and consequently part of

planned for the system weren´t introduces due

official

to technical difficulties.

update

requests

to

the

system

manufacturer.

It was expected that the system will
have some minor problems which would be
identified corrected right after launching the
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In order to create a simulation model of passenger terminal
operation, it is important to predict the number of incoming
passengers within selected time intervals. For the purpose of
estimating the basic values of arrival of the passenger at the security
checkpoint the model was created. Output values of the model were
also compared with data measured at the airport.

Keywords: simulation model, passenger terminal operation, arrival
rates, queue theory

Introduction

necessary

A

profit

company’s

is

a

revenues

difference

and

The

amount of revenues and expenses, generated
by

the

operation

efficiency

the number of arriving passengers. The current
number of passengers is dependent on their
arrival rate (See Figure 1).

from the passenger terminal operation, is
affected

capacity

optimize a service rate which is based on

between

expenses.

checkpoints

(Voráčová, Š. 2014). The main goal is to

The main purpose of any company is pursuit of
profit.

security

and

customer satisfaction. It is therefore important
to address issues of the terminal operation
efficiency,

the

importance

satisfaction

of

passenger

(Kirschenbaum,

A. 2013) and terminals design and operation
optimization..
knowledge

of

It

is

advisable

queuing

theory

to
by

use

the

creating

simulation models.

and

paper
the

proposes

a

passenger arrival

model
rates

for
at

a security checkpoint, which are compared to

model provide an illustration of the airport
operations

This
estimating

The queuing theory and the simulation
terminal

Figure 1 Basic queuing model

real data measured at Vaclav Havel Airport

information

Prague. On this basis it would be possible to

concerning queue lengths, waiting time or
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predict the time distribution of the necessary

interval. For this particular interval, values of

terminal capacity.

incoming passengers from all flights are added
together (See Figure 3).
In the next part it is necessary to

Method
A

sufficiently

accurate

estimation

of

the

number of incoming passengers at the security
checkpoint is a very important part of the
quality of provided service. . Even though that
this model is simplified, it is necessary to know
some basic input information. The queuing
process before the security check is driven by
the arrival process of the passengers similarly
to the check-in (Stolletz, R. 2011).
The model is baed on an estimate of
the arrival of passengers from each flight.
Subsequently, these estimates are combined
with the total estimate of all passenger arrival.
In the first step it is important to
appropriately determine the passenger arrival

explore the flight schedule and create a table of

distribution. This may vary depending on

departing

many factors (Robertson et al., 2002). In order

departure. From the publicly available sources

to refine the output values a distribution curve

it is also possible to find out capacity of each

was set according to data evaluation (See

aircraft and the average load factor. The

Figure 2).

following table shows an example of expected

aircraft

departures

from

with

the

estimated

airport

at

time

the

of

time

between 6:00 to 7:00 am (See Table 1).

In the last step the individual data are
recalculated
distribution

in
of

accordance
incoming

with

passengers.

the
The

the

following table shows an example of calculation

incoming passengers and the capacity of the

results for the same time period. The principle

aircraft it is possible to estimate the number of

of counting the number of passengers in five-

incoming

minute intervals is shown in the Table 2.

Knowing

the

passengers

distribution

at

a

of

specified

time
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Discussion
By comparing estimated and measured
values the proposed model can be considered
as simple, but fairly accurate.
As it is shown on the Figure 5 there is
also an obvious difference in the values from
the first peak hour which took place during

Results

early morning. This can be explained by the

After completing all the previously mentioned

low load factor of one or some of the departing

parts of the proposed model the resulting

aircraft. During evaluation significantly lower

values can be graphically interpreted. The

load factor was found on two flights. The

figure shows an overall estimate of incoming

overall effect of the load factor from one flight

passengers for a part of the day (See Figure 4).

is shown in the following Figure 6.

In order to ascertain the results of

Based on this model it is possible to

estimation accuracy, the output values of the

plan effectively the number of security lanes

proposed model are compared with the real

and

data measured at the airport (See Figure 5).

passengers will be more satisfied without long

Passengers were counted one by one in five

waiting times. In addition, it is possible to

minute intervals.

increase

staff

on

the

shift.

Practically

efficiency

of

the

speaking,

passenger

terminal operation. All these measures may
lead to lower costs and increase profits as well
as it may increase passenger satisfaction
(Kirschenbaum, A. 2013). It is also important
to mention the positive impact on commercial
revenues and their importance to today's
airports (Graham, A. 2009). Even greater
benefits

can

be

achieved

by

creating

a comprehensive simulation model of terminal
operation. In this simulation outputs from the
proposed

model

can

be

used

as

a part of the input values.
For logistics systems the quality must
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Probability of Successful
Message Reception on “Lowcost” ADS-B Receiver
Martin Zach, Stanislav Pleninger
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Transportation
Sciences, Department of Air Transport, Horská 3, 128 03 Prague 2
Email: zachmart90@gmail.com, pleninger@fd.cvut.cz

The article is about evaluating the probability of successful
reception of a “low-cost” ADS-B receiver. A knowledge of the
probability is necessary for deciding if the receiver can be used as a
part of a multilateration system. Further, there is statistically
calculated probability of the reception on multiple receivers which
is critical for the MLAT systems.

Keywords: ADS-B, MLAT, Mode-S

Introduction

used for multilateration. This method depends
on receiving the same message on 3(2D) or 4+

The market with “low-cost” ADS-B receivers is

(3D) stations which is why we are evaluating

nowadays very fast growing. It is mostly

the probability of successful reception (PoSR).

affected by the price of these receivers which

After

are affordable for ordinary people. Thanks to

calculating

statistically

this fact these receivers can also be used for
noncritical surveillance systems in general

PoSR

calculate

we
the

are

able

to

probability

of

successful reception of MLAT systems.

aviation (GA) because there is a need for

1. Probability of reception success
on “Low-cost” ADS-B Receiver

having a position information on small airports
which doesn’t have its own precise surveillance
systems like radars or professional MLAT

For this task we used Radarcape receiver

systems because of the high purchase and
using price. One receiver can decode and show
information

transmitted

on

RF1090

MHz,

which is the top product on “low-cost” ADS-B
receivers market. This receiver has its own
GPS module for time stamping messages

however not all of the GA aircrafts does have

which makes it usable for MLAT systems.

transponder capable of ADS-B transmission.

Calculation method we used depends

More of them does have Mode A/C or Mode S

on receiving ADS-B airborne position messages

transponder and these transponders can be

from Down-link format DF17 and Type Codes
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(TC) 9-18 and 20-22. Type Code is a value
represented by 33rd – 37th bit in 112 bit long
DF17 message. These 5 bits are transferred
into a decimal value from 0 to 31 (25). Each
number represents a specific type of a message
e.g.

Airborne

position

message,

Aircraft

Identification and Category Message, etc. These
TC values also represents different type of
messages

e.g.

TC9

is

Airborne

position

message with Horizontal Containment Radius
Limit < 7.5 m, Navigation Integrity Category =

Figure 1 Graph of total received messages in 24 hours

11 and contains barometric altitude unlike

Source: Authors installation of ModeSmixer2

TC18 which has different values: Horizontal
Containment Radius Limit ≥ 20 NM (37.04 km)
or unknown, Navigation Integrity Category = 0

ATDs were divided into 3 intervals

and also contains barometric altitude. TC’s 20

according to detected aircrafts transmitting

– 22 contains GNSS altitude.

DF17 messages:

The reason of

using Airborne position messages is the fact
that they are broadcasted with specified rates.
These broadcast rates are stated in RTCA DO-





260B Table 2-79. The broadcast interval of

0 – 100 aircrafts
100 – 200
200 and more
The

airborne position is 2 messages per 1 second

calculation

is

made

from

84

archives of 20 min records. These archives are

with 0.4 – 0.6 sec between them.

from 7 days with 12 archives each.

We are also using data filtration on

For data processing and probability

aircraft which were lost for more than 5

calculation

seconds in the time they were in our reception

we

used

MATLAB

computing

environment with our own automation upgrade

range. We expect these aircraft to be lost

which allowed us process all 84 files in a row.

behind some obstacle and since we aren’t

The

evaluating reception range, these aircraft are

script

message

not relevant for our calculation.

was

checking

separately.

After

every

received

processing

the

message, checking it is DF17 and specified TC

1.1. Data processing and calculation of
reception probability

the script saves the time of arrival (TIA) of the
message from specified airplane and after it

The research is based on using multiple data

find another message from specified airplane

records and merging their results according

with the same TC it will count a time difference

to their air traffic density (ATD) for calculating

between these two messages. When it has the

the reception probability. To find specific

time between these two messages it can

densities we used the graph showing total

calculate the number of missing messages

number

because of known broadcast rates for DF17

of

received

messages

which

airborne messages. This calculation is made

corresponds to ATD:

between every same TC messages from same
aircraft. These missing messages are divided
into 5 distance intervals by the distance
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between the receiver and reported position
from processed messages. We used these
intervals:






0 – 30 km
30 – 60 km
60 – 90 km
90 – 120 km
120 – 150 km
After

ATD\Distance
interval
0 - 100
100 – 200
200 and more

<0;30>

(30;60>

(60;90>

(90;120>

(120;150>

73.56
81.65
83.91

82.20
77.89
75.41

86.73
78.29
71.44

81.86
69.59
61.87

76.56
63.16
53.85

Table 1 – Probability of successful reception (1 receiver) [%]
Source: Author

processing

all

messages and

dividing them into these 5 intervals it will
summarize the real received messages and

2.1. Explanation of results

counted lost messages. This number is the
total number of messages which should be

As can be seen from the data – the first two

transmitted by detected airplanes.

distance intervals for ATD of 0 – 100 contacts
are not following the lowering trend for raising
distances. This is caused by the reception
pattern of the receiving antenna.

1.2. Data recording
For the purposes of this article we used
receiver located on the Strahov Hill in Prague.
This location has 360° coverage and it is
distanced 14 km from Václav Havel Airport
Prague
recorded

(LKPR).
from

Data

we

22.8.2015

are
to

using

were

28.8.2015.

Antenna we used was 5 dBi omnidirectional.
Figure 3 Vertical coverage pattern of our omnidirectional
antenna

2. Results of data processing

Source: Jetvision.de

The lowest ATD interval is mostly in
the night time 00:00 – 07:59. This means there
is a very low number of arrivals/departures on
LKPR so the data is mostly from the higher
flight levels - FL300 and higher. These aircrafts
are

often

in

the

blind

spot

of

our

omnidirectional antenna. E.g.: the antenna has
the biggest blind spot in reception angle from
Figure 2 Graph of the PoSR

horizon ca. 80°-90°. 80° in FL360 is 1.9 km

Source: Author

from receiver. Second blind spot is in the angle
30° and in FL360 it means the distance of 19
km. The reception in these areas is highly
affected due to this reception pattern. Lowest
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ATD interval – high FLs are affected to the

calculate probability of reception on 4, 5 and 6

distance of 60 km.

stations for all combinations of these stations.

The interval of 100 – 200 ATD is not

MLAT system needs to receive the message on

consist 100% from high FLs but also with

at least 4 ground stations.

arrivals and departures which are in best

The

formula

for

calculation

of

reception angle and their reception probability

reception probability for N ground stations is

is much higher than higher FLs. Merge of these

shown here:

two facts – high FLs and low FLs results in
almost good lowering probability trend.
The last interval of 200 and higher
ATD is a great example of lowering PoSR with
raising distance.
When we state

If we exclude the first distance interval

= average value

of <0;30> we can state the fact of lowering

from Table 1 = 74.53%, we can complete the

PoSR with raising ATD. In the second distance

formula and calculate values of PoSR for MLAT

interval this fact is not that significant because

system with 4+ ground stations:

of the merge between high and low FLs but in
the distance interval 60 – 90 km we have a
drop with raising ATD and in farther intervals
we have even bigger drop drop.

Number of GS's

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PoSR_MLAT_sys
[%]

30.85

62.29

82.31

92.50

97.05

98.90

99.61

Table 3 – Probability of successful reception of MLAT system with
4 and more GS’s

If we want to upgrade Table 1 to PoSR
of MLAT system with 4 ground we have to
recalculate

the

values

with

this

Source: Author

statistic

This calculation gives us a theoretical

formula:

picture of MLAT system and how many ground
stations do we need to achieve wanted PoSR
value. From Tab. 3 we can state theoretical

The result of recalculating all of the

expectation: We do need 10 GS to have PoSR

values in Table 1 is in Table 2.
ATD\Distance
interval
0 - 100
100 – 200
200 and more

higher than 99%. This value means we can

<0;30>

(30;60>

(60;90>

(90;120>

(120;150>

29.28
44.45
49.57

45.65
36.81
32.34

56.58
37.57
26.05

44.90
23.45
14.65

34.36
15.91
8.41

expect the same message on at least 4 ground
stations with probability higher than 99%.

Conclusion
Table 2 – Probability of successful reception on MLAT system with
4 receivers [%]

As can be seen from results the probability of
successful

Source: Author

reception

depends

on

both

–

distance between the aircraft and the receiver
This
position

probability

refresh

rate

is
in

affecting
MLAT

the

and

systems.

the

air

considerably

traffic

lowering

density.
trend

of

There

is

successful

However the multilateration systems consists

reception. The solution for the blind areas can

of more than 4 ground stations. This statistical

be

calculation is a bit more complex. E.g. when

reception range. This value is “hardware”

we have 6 ground stations, we have to

affected so the system designer can use
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different antennas to improve these blind

in thicker air traffic density. This confirms the

spots. This also can be improved by using

maximum calculating distance of 100 km for

multiple receiving stations in range ca. 30 – 60

MLAT system. Theoretical position refresh rate

km one from another. In this distance the

with 5 ground stations is 1 per 2 seconds but

other receiver will cover the blind spots of the

MLAT is also calculated from all other DF’s

first receiver.

even from Mode A/C messages. With more

On the other hand we have an air

data comes a higher refresh rate.

traffic density which cannot be affected by a
system designer and depends only on the
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The article presents a brief characterization of the issue of surrogate
mothers. A survey was carried out as well as the analysis of the
phenomenon on the basis of the available literature, legal
documents and online materials. The article presented the trends,
opinions, as well as the social demand of the needs and the new role
of surrogate mothers used in the method of in vitro.

Keywords: surrogate mothers, children, social demand

1. Surrogate mothers - the new
labor market

sacrament of marriage. It is an example of the

In the simplest view, the case of surrogate

child, who disagree with God's will. Entrusting

mothers means that the child is treated as a

your maternity to a rented womb has nothing

commodity that can be freely ordered and

to do with true love, marriage and motherhood.

purchased. Offspring from such a production

Some ethicists call it even prostitution, giving

ceases to be a miracle, the most precious gift

part of somebody’s body for money [Brągiel,

from God. It becomes a result of a bilateral

No. 2/2010].

agreement, a financial

attitude of the spouses selfishly wanting a

The Catholic Church, morally judging

transaction between

the methods of artificial insemination, takes

the clients and the surrogate mother.
But the child should be a sign of God's

into account the circumstances and possible

blessing, and above all the fruit of the

consequences resulting from it both for the

generosity of parents who are ready to accept it

spouses and for the embryo. In this light,

and educate1. Surrogacy, as other methods of

surrogate

artificial insemination, directly violates the

acceptable. The child has irrevocable right to

motherhood

cannot

be

ethically

be conceived by their own parents, to be
1

carried at the heart of their mother, to be born

Catholic Church Catechism Nr 2373
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and grow up in a marriage [See broader issue
of

children,

Piątek,

2012:

University, the faculties of:

167-184].

A private the interest of parents who want a
child cannot be more important than the value
and dignity of another human being. Acting for
their

personal

undermine

happiness,

and

negate

spouses
the

cannot

God's

plan.

Resorting to surrogacy, they make a separation
between genetic, biological and social kinship
and family. Such a division

destructively



Labour Pedagogy, III year,



Security Engineering I, II year.
The tool,

which was used for the survey

was a questionnaire. In total, the research
involved 109 students: 81 women, ie. 74%, and
28 men, ie. 26%.

3. The threat of the dignity of a
woman – surrogate mothers in the

effects the traditional family life.

opinion of own surveys

By weakening the family, producing
custom children – we weaken the whole society

Among various problems of the modern

[See Olak, 2013]. A man should not enter and

world

demolish this what nature has created.

application and respect of principles is crucial.

that

exist

globally,

the

crisis

of

The current democracy, liberalization of life,

2. Characteristics of the study area

free

a

brief

analysis

of

the

above-

mentioned problems of surrogate mothers was

It

destroys the dignity of a woman and a child.

in

the

world

of

life,

family

respondents

submit

their

dimen-sions:


first, they express a lack of opinion on this
issue,

problems of unpredictable world, reveals new



shocking phenomena. The analysis of this

second, the acceptance of the occurring
phenomenon,

phenomenon was conducted among students



of undergraduate, graduate, stationary and
of

workforce

and TV. The respondents’ opinions fall in three

ties,

under the pressure of technology, fears and

studies

paid

people's lives, discussions, press, the Internet

tradition and culture of a modern man, living

non-stationary

request,

observations on the basis of the assessment of

mother, her role and place as a woman.
family

on

The

image of the functioning of the surrogate
of

children

employing women for 9 months.

knowledge,

information and social revolution, affects the

Liberalisation

the luxury of modernity. It is yet another link
of

human values, especially a woman as a mother
children

of replacing unemployment; on the other hand,
in the liberalization of family life – giving birth

Contemporary loss and even destruction of
of

and the loss of values, including the asses-

become on one hand, forced labor, a new form

to give birth, raises a number of questions,
doubts.

cause the economic and social transformation

study, surrogacy – a surrogate mother has

production of children, rented tummy as a tool
and

global

As proved by the results of the

woman as an incubator, machine for the

confrontation

rampant

sment of a contemporary surrogate mother.

made. The appearance of a new dimension of a

confusion,

economy,

liberalism in all areas of social and family life

As a part of the survey among the
students,

market

third, the denial and condemnation of
surro-gate mothers.

Podkarpackie

On the basis of the survey conducted

Province. The study was conducted in the

among

years 2014/2015. The study included: Rzeszów
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percentage rates can be defined:
1)

a.

Among the students surveyed a a group,

becomes a commodity for sale. From

ie.

the point of view of

8% of the population, did not express

motherhood it is

any opinion, did not address negatively

unethical,

nor positively to the issue of the surrogate

wicked, contrary to human nature;

mother. They justified their it by having

2)

a female being a surrogate mother

b.

unacceptable,

immoral,

this kind of services violates the

too little information to uniquely identify

dignity

their attitude towards this phenomenon.

mothers, who are treated as rental,

The second group, ie., 11% of respondents

disposable tools;

expressed an opinion approving this type

c.

one

of women

should

not

as individuals,

interfere

with

of phenomenon, due to some possibilities

motherhood, the biological mother

and social demand. Here are some of the

and the natural mother are one.

comments:
a.

The birth of a child by a surrogate

According to the biological nature of

mother is on the basis of a bilateral

human development there is only one

agreement between the clients and

mother, the child cannot have two mothers

the surrogate mother, ordering and

at the same time;


explaining the rules of both parties;
b.

c.

There

are

new

income-earning

becomes a link in the assembly line. As a

opportunities (business), due to the

urrogate

fact that some marriages that cannot

service, first carrier the child under her

have children seek surrogate mothers

heart and then gives birth to the child

to give birth to their child, as a part

and gives it away as a manufac-tured

of in vitro;

product, goods;


The phenomenon of having children

performs

a

custom

money earned this way will become for a
surrogate mother a nightmare which she

need (because it exists) and the

will be unable to forget. The physical and

opportunities

the

emotional ties with a child who has been

medicine,

given away will have an impact on the of

offered
of modern

and thus some people benefit from it;

the physical mother;


Interest in this subject is expanding
throug official advertisements on the
Internet.

she becomes a surrogate mother, who is
the first link of the trafficking of children,



Respondents indicate that

this

form of child bearing creates the

the references of this kind are quite

possibility of appointing and enrichment

common: I will rent my belly to a

of different pseudo associations and other

couple, I will help a couple to become

entities which use couples who cannot

parents, I will rent my belly in order

have children;


to give birth to a child, and alike.
3)

mother

on request results from the social

development
d.

this woman is treated objectively, she

the surrogate mother is, according to the

3) The third group of respondents, ie. 81%

market, a machine to produce children

negatively evaluate the occurring pheno-

who are the subject of the contract;


mena taking place in social life. The list
is quite long. These are:

the phenomenon of having children on
request by surrogate mothers becomes
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widely available. new A form of supply and

with motherhood and hu-man nature.

demand - the market bellies is created for
couples who do not have children;




this

type

of

service

performed

Ending

by

womenshould be universally banned and

In Poland there is no law concerning

punished. There are many other forms

surrogate mothers. The only documents and

and

by

regulations that govern this phenomenon are

couples who cannot have babies, eg. the

based on the Civil and Criminal Code and the

possibility of adoption;

Family and Guardianship Code. The catholic

this

methods

is

not

production

of

of

having

maternity

but

breeding,

the traditions of our country, has a very strong

currently accepted by some societies. This

influence and decisive opinion on the develop-

creates

ment

possibility

babies.
of

It

Church, which is deeply rooted in the life and

is

the

designer

children

human

of

surrogate

motherhood.

In

many

trafficking – including children export,

countries there is already a law on surrogacy,

import).

in some countries it is strictly forbidden, in
others, such as India, it is widely practised.
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Developments in global space sector are taking place in practically
same environment as world politics. Space activities do have impact
on how the countries generally behave in international arena and
vice-versa, what the countries are doing in their foreign or domestic
policies is usually reflected in their space activities. When trying to
identify current trends and developments, one must first analyze
space activities of the most powerful states in this sector. Although
the debates often use terms such as space power or global space
player, definition of such term or at least a set of criteria is not
universally accepted. Therefore, we decided in this paper to identify
the conditions, factors and requirements, which constitute the term
global space power and also outline general characteristics of space
sectors in these countries.

Keywords: space, politics, security, international relations,
astropolitics, power

Introduction

and

political

(Harding,

Connection between politics and exploration

significance

2012).

of

Tangible

outer

and

space

intangible

benefits, one may argue. In any case, it is true

and use of outer space has been there since

that space activities can help a state improve

dawn of the space age in 1957 when Sputnik

its economy, they serve as a tool to increase

1, first artificial satellite of planet Earth was

prestige and national pride, arguably have

successfully launched into outer space. But as
famous American scientist Carl Sagan once
stated, states do not invest huge amounts of

strong security dimension and reveal to us
mysteries
definitely

money to space just to explore or do science.

of
is

the
an

universe.
attractive

Outer

option

space
for

the

decision-makers where to allocate funding.

There are other reasons why states are willing

International politics relate to outer

to spend vast resources on space activities.

space, that is something, we think, one can

Harding argues in this regard about practical
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hardly disagree with. If one looks at the

definition or at least a set of requirements, we

international politics in a simple way, that

decided to come up with our own set of criteria

means to understand it as a sum of all foreign

that could be used to define global space

policies of the currently 193 states in the

player. These criteria are:

world, a connection to outer space and its

a) large space budget,

exploration or use of is becoming more and

b) membership in elite clubs,

more

c) global impact of space activities,

visible.

The

category

here

to

be

mentioned is foreign policy. A state can

d) visible security dimension of space

exercise its foreign policy also in outer space –

and

through its space activities, e.g. by developing

e) space perceived as being part of

and

national prestige.

building

satellite

navigation

systems,

which could reduce dependence on others in
this strategic capability. Although there are

To consider state as a global space

some trends pointing out to the importance of

player, meeting at least 4 out these 5 criteria

other actors conducting space activities, global

is in our view required. According to these

space sector still is, just like world politics

requirements, 5 states could be viewed today

predominantly state-based environment. Other

as global space players - the United States of

actors in the space sector are mainly private

America, Russia, China, Japan and India.

entities. International organizations or similar

Furthermore we also need to include in this list

institutions cannot compete with states or the

Europe. That does not mean neither the

private companies in terms of scale of space

European Union nor European Space Agency.

activities.

European model of conducting space activities
is quite special and it is being done on three
separate levels - national space programs,

1. Criteria for Global Space Powers

intergovernmental level (e.g. European Space

We decided to restrict the focus of this paper to

Agency) and supranational level (European

the relatively most important actors in the

Union). Since these three levels are in general

global space sector. The rationale for this is

complementary and this model is working

that global space sector is, like any other

successfully and effectively, we need to take

international environment, shaped primarily by

into account Europe as whole. Although there

actions of the most powerful players on the

are

playground. To be able to grasp the overall

positions in some of these criteria (Canada,

trend, one needs to take into account at first

Brazil, South Korea or some other countries

space activities of these most powerful actors.

are also relevant actors), but due to the fact

A question is then necessary, what allows

that their space activities are not that complex,

country to be considered as a global space

they could not be included in this list.

some

countries

that

are

at

leading

player? Since we focus in this paper on the

The first criterion refers to how much

most powerful actors on the international

are the states spending on space activities.

scene in scope and intensity of their space

According to Al-Ekabi, 5 states (not taking into

programs,

for

account individual European states, since we

answering this question. As our research has

include them in a single entity - Europe) with

not

largest space budgets (for year 2013) are the

led

one needs to
us

to

any

find

criteria

universally

accepted
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USA (41,26 bil. USD), Russia (5,48 bil. USD),

classical

sectors

of

each

country’s

space

China (3,47 bil. USD), Japan (3,25 bil. USD)

program – civil space sector, military space

and India (1,12 bil. USD) (Al-Ekabi, 2014).

sector and commercial space sector.

European space budget could be put on a 2nd
place, after the USA. Al-Ekabi shows that the

1.1. United States of America

list of countries would be similar in indicator
space budgets as a share of nominal GDP of a

When discussing possible future developments

country. However, the USA would be first only

of global space sector, the USA will always

when comparing figures of 2012. In 2013,

need to be taken into account on the first

Russian

larger

place. The dominant position is not that

portion of the country’s GDP than American

evident as it was approx. 15 years ago, but it is

space budget (Al-Ekabi, 2014).

still a reality. NASA's budget is higher than

space

budget

represented

The second criterion, membership in

budget of civilian space agencies of other 5

elite clubs, generally means the ability of a

global space players combined. Dreier states

state to achieve significant space firsts, but it

that for 2015 NASA was approved even higher

can also include simply the fact, that state is

budget (almost half a billion U.S. dollars) than

technically, financially and personally capable

it

to successfully perform space mission that has

situation is quite similar when it comes to

been completed so far only by a handful of

military space budget. Although one can only

other actors. Such capability of a space-faring

guess the exact sum of U.S. military space

nation

spending,

indicates

its

high

technological

initially

asked

available

for

(Dreier,

data

2014).

suggests

The

that

it

maturity, skilled workers in its space sector as

exceeds by far military space spending of other

well as ability to effectively allocate resources

countries. According to Al-Ekabi, U.S. military

for space activities.

space budget was almost 22 billion USD in

Global impact of space activities, the

year 2013 (Al-Ekabi, 2014). Werner argues,

third criterion, refers to the ability of a state to

however, that U.S. military space budget is

influence by its own actions policies and

lower, at approx. 8 billions USD (Werner,

activities of another state or states. If the

2013). The reason

security dimension of space activities (fourth

difference in

criterion) is visible, it usually points out to

methodology.
The

active participation on space activities by

for this relatively

figures is
USA

is

probably

also

big

different

country

most

military forces of a state or to other security-

experienced with military uses of outer space.

related space activities done by the state.

This include not just military reconnaissance,

Lastly, if state perceives outer space as being a

the USA also has experience with employing

contributor to the national prestige, it generally

space assets directly during operations in

approaches space and developments in space

armed conflicts (e.g. in Former Yugoslavia or in

sector with vigilance and may react towards

Gulf Wars). Moreover, American anti-satellite

activities of others with more sensitivity.

test from 2008 is a further evidence of
importance given to the use of outer space by

The following subheads will deal with
basic overview of space activities of 6 global

U.S.

space players. When analyzing space programs

support to space activities has enabled the

of these actors we will proceed through three

USA to gain really solid expertise and it creates
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conditions for effective and successful future

wording indicates more cooperative approach

activities. That means not just in military

in comparison to the previous national space

sector but also in civil or commercial.

policies, the USA would still act unilaterally

In general, U.S. civil space sector is

and deter or defeat others in their activities,

quite developed. NASA is using its budget for

should these threaten U.S. interests. Such

various types of activities, conducted either

development is quite similar to the overall

individually

this

trend in the U.S. foreign policy over the last

immense amount of money allocated to space,

years. According to Laciaková, there have been

the USA is taking part in virtually every

differences between foreign policies of Obama

possible

or

and George W. Bush administrations, but it is

negative

not strict discontinuity (Laciaková, 2013). This

development in civil space sector. The USA

is exactly the same case when it comes to

suffered from termination of Space Shuttle

space.

program in 2011. Since then, the USA has

surprising.

Due

been forced to find other ways to get American

dependence

on

astronauts to outer space. Since Russia is now

vulnerable. And building upon the theoretical

only available partner, the USA is currently

perspective, one of the basic functions of any

paying for seats for their astronauts on board

state, as Nečas and Ušiak state, is protective

Soyuz capsules.

function of territory and citizens from direct or

or cooperatively. Due to

subsector

research.

There

The

of

was

science

recently

a

This

U.S.

approach
to

high

space,

is

not

that

level

of

U.S.

the

country

is

to

terminate

Space

had

also,

maybe

Space security is being given attention

U.S.

also in the new National Security Strategy,

economy. NASA was forced to sign contracts

published in February 2015. The available

for cargo transport to ISS because Space

evidence seems to suggest that space assets

Shuttles

payloads

are essential part of U.S. national security2. On

besides manned crews. In 2008, within the

an international scene, the adoption of new

Commercial Orbital Transportation Services

space policy in 2010 indicated more U.S.

program (COTS), NASA signed contracts with

willingness in cooperative space endeavors to

companies

Sciences

create mechanisms and new regimes for space

Corporation. These contracts are valid even

activities. This turned out to be at least

today. Foust points out to recent developments

partially

in the COTS program – in September 2014

supporting European effort in adopting the

NASA signed contracts worth total of 6,8

International

billions USD with Boeing and SpaceX for

Activities. However, the USA is still voting

developing technologies for transportation of

against the Prevention of an arms race in outer

manned crews (Foust, 2014). These trends are

space resolution at the United Nations General

an example how U.S. commercial space sector

Assembly.

Shuttle

decision

space

program

paradoxically,

a

positive

transported

SpaceX

also

and

effect

cargo

Orbital

on

indirect threats (Nečas, Ušiak, 2010).

works. It is aimed inwards, not outwards the

true

and
Code

the
of

USA

is

Conduct

currently
for

Space

There have been more debates discussing the so-called
asymmetrical threats. And for the USA, vulnerability in
and from space is such type of threat, and it is essential
for national security. As Ivancik writes, when a state
cannot compete with its adversary in military area, it
resorts to asymmetrical operations. (Ivančík, 2013). This
may hypothetically be the scenario of future and it
forces the USA to deal with these possible „space“
threats with vigilance.
2

U.S. economy.
National Space Policy of the United
States of America from 2010 defines the official
U.S. approach to outer space. Although the
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When

space

(Dvorkin, 2010). In military space sector,

activities one needs to take into account still

Russia was not able to keep the pace after the

the most prominent position of the USA. The

collapse of the Soviet Union. One of the

military realm of space is still on global level

consequences is that some of the satellites and

mostly being done by the USA. Complexity and

satellite systems that is Russia still using, were

scope of space activities enables the USA to be

developed in the Soviet Union. Honkova states

engaged

sector.

however, that one should pay attention to the

Willingness to be responsible international

recent developments in Russian military space

partner led the USA to be more active on

sector, arguing that recent investments, efforts

international forums. Although the USA are

of

trying to be more cooperative and open to new

programs indicate that Russia is willing to, if

proposals in space security, the fact remains

not equalize, then at least reduce the gap

there is still possibility of aggressive U.S.

between U.S. and Russian military space

behavior towards other space-faring countries,

capabilities (Honkova, 2013).

in

assessing

every

area

the

of

U.S.

space

modernization,

should the USA considers space activities of

Russian

these countries as threatening.

and

civil

scope

space

of

various

sector

also

encountered problematic development, which
ultimately led to a decision in 2013 to perform

1.2. Russia

its reform. Initially, Russian space agency
Though the Soviet Union was the second global

Roscosmos was planned to not be the only

space superpower in the history next to the

agency.

USA, after its collapse Russia was not able to

created United Rocket and Space Corporation

keep the level adequate to the one of the USA.

(URSC) was thought to substitute Roscosmos

Large crisis affected the Russian space sector

in a set of activities, leaving the Roscosmos

in the 90s but Russia was able to recover from

only with few of its original competences. The

it and is today global space power. Well, it

URSC was planned

never actually lost its importance, what we

organization with authority to supervise all

mean is that Russia has found in recent

technological development and manufacturing

history a direction where to go in space and

of Russian space assets, Roscosmos was

has been quite successful in its endeavors.

thought to be transformed to be officially a

Instead

program,

political head of Russian space program and to

current Russian space activities are aimed

be a contractor in Russian commercial space

primarily towards commercial sphere. Civil

activities. However, these trends have changed

space sector has its own issues but arguably is

since then, and in 2015, new decision was

less significant than how significant was civil

approved,

space program of the Soviet Union.

Roscosmos to a single institution, with its

of

huge

When

military

initial

plans,

newly

to be industry-based

to

unify

URSC

and

original name Roscosmos. Bodner however,

American space activities, Dvorkin argues that

points out to changes in internal structure of

due

and

Russian space sector and alleged connections

problems

of new Russian space executives to oligarchs in

severe

technological

financial

and

Russian

basically

to

and

to

comparing

space

According

restrictions

organizational

facing the military-industrial complex, current
Russian

military

space

programs

Russian defense sector (Bodner, 2015).

are

The situation in commercial space

unquestionably inferior to those of the USA

sector is quite favorable for Russia. On one
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hand

due

to

exclusive

incredible speed of development of its space

capability of manned spaceflight in terms of

activities. Despite long-term existing space

transportation to ISS and on the other hand

program, its level was in the history always

also

in

inferior to space programs of USA and Soviet

to

Union. But In the last approx. 15 years China

Lafleur, in 2011, 64 out of 137 satellites

emerged as a new global space player and

launched were launched from Russia. Only 25

some experts even argue (e.g. Seedhouse,

of these satellites were financed by Russia,

2010) that the new space race will not be

other 39 flew on Russian rockets but were

renewed competition between USA and Russia

owned by different entities (Lafleur, 2012).

but rather Sino-American confrontation.

relatively

commercial

above-mentioned

large

space

market

launches.

share

According

What makes Russia number 1 choice by

Chinese space program, as Krolikowski

foreign entities to launch a satellite is high

states, did not follow objectives in socio-

reliability of Russian rockets and also relatively

economic domain as it could possibly be

cheaper price offered for launching a satellite

thought, it was rather factor of prestige that

than prices offered by other actors.

has driven the growth of Chinese space

space

To sum up, when looking at Russian

activities

activities,

psychological effect of space is still visible in

currently

the

commercial

(Krolikowski,

Chinese

However, recent developments point out to

however, is to be observed in space activities of

more active engagements in security related

other Asian space players as well. Although

space activities. Honková claims in this regard

commercial space sector is in China weakly

that although Russian and U.S. actions on

developed, civil and military space sectors are

international scene are different most of the

significant on global level. Relatively weak level

time, space activities of these two countries

of the commercial space sector does not lie so

often

Both

much with China itself but more with the US,

countries are aware of importance of space

which is practically preventing china from

assets in modern conduct of warfare, they

entering

desire to keep independent and safe access to

mechanism of International Traffic in Arms

space and also unimpeded exploitation of their

Regulations

space assets (Honkova, 2013). Questionable

however, that the effect of ITAR is becoming

remains how will ultimately end the ongoing

weaker, as evidenced by China's success

space reform. Although Russia established

despite ITAR being in force. As Hollingham

itself again as a global space player, some

argues, the ITAR could be also seen to some

challenges remains. Yuri Karash from Russian

extent

Academy of Cosmonautics even argues that

galvanized China to develop its own space

Russia currently does not have logical and

industry (Hollingham, 2013).

level

of

resemblance.

coherent space policy (Bodner, 2014). How will

the

as

program.

world
(ITAR).

contra

Such

This

space sector is having the highest significance.

show

space

2011).

market
Some

approach,

through
authors

productive

as

the

argue

it

has

Multiple recent space achievements

Russia develop in space remains to be seen.

(first Chinese taikonaut, independent satellite
navigation system, Moon landing,...) indicates

1.3. China

technological

maturity

of

China

and

First thing that usually comes to mind when

foreshadows active engagement in the future.

looking

Position of China on international scene could

at

China’s

presence

in

space

is
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get even more important in not so distant

contradict principles of space security, but

future, given ongoing development of its own

there are also some phrases pointing out to

space station. This has been in development

national security or national interests, which

due to the fact that China was not allowed to

eventually indicates linkage between these

participate with other countries on the ISS.

areas.

Should this orbital station be successfully

Comprehensive

look

at

China's

developed, it might remain the only general

presence in space has to take into account

space

long-term

station

in

Earth

orbit

after

the

governmental

support

given

to

termination of exploitation of ISS. Relevance of

exploration and use of outer space, which

China’s space activities could be underpinned

creates favorable conditions for even more

by strong security dimension. Klotz points to

noticeable

possible dual use of many of Chinese space

China’s space program lie in civil and military

assets (this is, however, phenomenon present

space sector. These two sectors, together with

in space activities of virtually every global

political

space

structure and focus given mainly to individual

player)

and

argues

that

People's

future

support,

endeavors.

opacity

internal

activities

part of Chinese space activities (Klotz, 2012).

developments in space will depend on a

Suzuki states that organizational structure

significant level of what will be China doing.

remains

observers

That does not necessarily mean China would

difficult to comprehend (Suzuki, 2013). ASAT

in future act aggressively or seek confrontation

test from 2007 (and also another tests from

in

2013 and 2014) provides clear evidence of

development could, however, not be ruled out.

Chinese ASAT capability and willingness to

Be that as it may, current trends suggest that

stay engaged in this field. Especially the

China will probably not be willing to make

controversial

from

outer space a new battlefield (despite the fact

2013 and 2014 brought the ASAT topic back

that it is still in favor of ASAT tests). Trough

on the table.

the perspective of world politics, identifying

and

ASAT

for foreign

tests-like

actions

outer

space,

indicate

the

of

Liberation Army is in control of a significant

blurry

may

in

Strengths

the

that

possibility

future

of

such

Some other recent trends in Chinese

prevailing trend may be more difficult. As

efforts, however (when it comes to exploration

Husárová and Krempaská write, one of the key

and use of outer space) suggest willingness for

principles of Chinese strategic thinking is the

more active international engagement. China is

peaceful growth theory, but on the other hand,

becoming

there is a real opponent for Chinese growth

more

open

to

international

cooperation (in scientific or even commercial

into

space activities). China even tried, together

Krempaska, 2015). Although not all the actions

with Russia, to propose new legally binding

done recently by China may be perceived as

document addressing space security issues at

peaceful,

the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva.

important to mention that behavior of China is

This

met

not any different from the behaviour of any

widespread support. Official position of China

other country that has acquired the position of

regarding the outer space could be found in

power (Husenicova, 2012). Going back to the

the white paper China's space activities in

question

2011. Wording used in this document does not

space, in this regard, may be used as a tool for

document

has,

however,

not
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both of them. What will China choose remains

of. In security-related area, Japan is aware of a

to be seen.

new regional security environment and the
role, which could play therein exploitation of

1.4. Japan

outer space (Moltz, 2011). One of the reasons
Huge space budget, long-term participation on

why Japan decided to permit the military to

successful international space projects and

take part on use of outer space was also the

recent developments in military space sector in

Chinese ASAT test from 2007, but it was not

Japan

for

the only one. Crucial is still development on

inclusion of Japan in our list of global space

Korean peninsula, young generation in Japan

players. This recent developments in military

is

space sector include predominantly new law

constitutes Japan’s security and one may also

adopted in Japan in 2008, which permits the

argue that Japan is seeking to strengthen its

Japanese military to engage in space activities.

position in world politics.

provides

confirmatory

evidence

starting

to

have

different

view,

what

Such thing was not possible in law of Japan

Although Japan has been recently able

before and Japanese space activities had to be

to secure its first commercial launch services

conducted not just for peaceful purposes but

contracts, commercial space sector in Japan

also by non-military entities.

still remain least developed. On the contrary,

When

typical

international cooperation in non-commercial

characteristics of Japan, one often mentions

space projects (mainly bilateral or multilateral

huge

and

governmental) creates a key part of successful

innovativeness. These phenomena have for

presence of Japan in outer space. To sum up

sure

this few paragraphs dedicated to Japan, civil

areas.

discussing

technological
their

capability

consequences

Japanese

space

in

space-related

science

or

space

space sector together with emphasis given to

engineering achieved considerable successes

cooperative

activities

over the years (Hayabusa probe, Kibo module

cornerstones

of

on the ISS, manned space program3,...) and on

Although there might be some doubt, given

these ground one could claim very high level of

recent security-related developments, it is not

Japanese civil space sector.. Japan achieved a

probable that Japan would engage more on

lot in space by being open to and willing to

global level in security-related space activities.

cooperate.

are

These tend now to represent turbulent period

following this pattern, e.g. the Quasi- Zenith

of time and regional developments and not

Satellite System, which is being developed to

some global trends of increased military space

enhance

expenditure. The data gathered by Al-Ekabi

Even

the

reliability

recent

and

activities

effectiveness

of

American GPS systems over Japanese territory.

seems

to

remain

Japanese

suggest

that

space

even

to

be

program.

though

the

According to Moltz, there are two main

Japanese space budget was higher than the

motivations for stronger engagement in space

Chinese in 20124, military space budget was

by Japan – one in civilian sphere and one in

higher in China (1,32 bil. USD compared to

security-related area. In civilian sphere, Japan

1,09 bil. USD in Japan) (Al-Ekabi, 2014).

is still willing to continue its historical trend of

1.5. India

high scientific level of its space missions but
also connection of outer space to industry and

There have been some similarities as well as

economy is becoming more and more thought

differences between space program of India
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and

other

countries.

relevant
Similarities

Asian

space-faring
of

turn out helpful in terrestrial security issues.

prestige and pride given to space activities and

India currently even possesses one critical

growing security dimension of outer space,

capability. Bhalla argues that India is today

major differences are mostly unique historical

able to create and develop ASAT weapon, as

developments. This is especially the case of

could be evidenced by successful AGNI-V

India.

for

ballistic missile test from 2012 (Bhalla, 2012).

development of Indian space activities was, as

International politics is to be taken into

Sheehan

account at the first place when discussing

The

main

writes,

implications

of

include

motive
especially

space

or

aspect

activities, particularly how can space assets

impetus

socio-economic

activities

(Sheehan,

Indian security-related space activities.

2007). Indian space activities focused always

Nair states that Indian space program

mainly on applications, an added value which

remains the biggest handicap of possible

could be transferred to regular citizens – space

broader security-related space activities in the

was

in

future, due to the fact it emerged as purely

enable

civilian program and today still is focused only

used

to

agriculture,

foster

forecast

education,
weather

assist
or

communication between remote areas.
In

recent

period,

India

on civil space activities (Nair, 2014). Structure
achieved

of Indian space activities is quite complicated

fantastic achievements in civil space sector,

when it comes to military taking part on them.

the most prominent was recent Mars Orbiter

Commercial space sector is developed relatively

Mission. India was able to successfully get

less in India, however, as Ramachandran

Mangalyaan probe to Mars orbit, and as

states, India has already launched 40 satellites

Nagarajan states, costs of this mission were

from 19 different countries (Ramachandran,

only at 11% to similar U.S. mission (Nagarajan,

2014). And some Indian experts (e.g. Lele,

2014). On the other hand, capabilities of this

2014) are suggesting more vigorous Indian

Indian probe are relatively weaker than those

efforts in this domain.

of NASA’s own MAVEN Mars orbiter. What is

All things considered, the Indian space

also interesting is how some of the world media

program does not exhibit extremes or clear

approached

orientations towards one of the 3 sectors and

this

success.

Some

of

the

headlines were truly interesting - Foreign

is developing

Policy - Beijing, We Have a Problem, Is India

developments in Asian region may lead to even

surpassing China in Asia's space race?, The

more dynamic set of actions by India in the

Guardian - India scents victory in Asian space

future. Nevertheless, what is more probable is

race to Mars, Space Quarterly - India Races

continuation of focus given to mainly civil

China in Space For Asian Prestige, Military

space activities. The fact remains that India

Security. In this regard, we argue that more

wants to do more in space. According to

active engagement in space by other countries

Covault, the growth of Indian space budget

is today is causing also more active Indian

between 2010 and 2011 was 38% (Covault,

presence in outer space.

2012).

What

is

equally

important

as

comprehensively. Problematic

1.6. Europe

developments in civil space sector in India are
recent trends in military space sector. India is

In civil space sector, it is Europe, not China or

already aware of security connotations of space

Russia that is on second place in the global list
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of

space

European

budgets.

According

institutional

to

Al-Ekabi,
(that

commercial space sector, its business model is

includes ESA budget together with budgets of

encouraging private companies to take part on

EU and ESA member states) is approx. 7,8 bil.

ESA projects and is therefore stimulating

EUR, of which 4,2 bil. EUR is budget of ESA

European

and the remaining 3,6 billions space budgets

position in commercial sector is also due to

of European countries for their own national

high

space

European rockets from European spaceport in

activities

space budget

less priority. ESA is also well established in

(Al-

Ekabi,

2014).

As

mentioned before, the structure of European

economy.

number

of

Globally

commercial

significant

launches

on

French Guyana.

space governance is three-dimensional and we

European Union is today also engaged

will proceed with analysis here through these

in space activities, although it is not directly

levels and not through sectors as in analysis of

realizing them. The EU began to delve into the

previous global space powers.

space sector more than a decade ago, rapid

First

is

national

growth of interest is to be found with the

programmes. Moura argues that European

Lisbon Treaty. According to Dudych, all the

security

being

changes and reforms brought up by Lisbon

states

Treaty encompassed a transformation of the

(Moura, 2011). To put it in another way,

system's structure also patterns of interactions

European military space activities are still

between actors within the structure (Dudych,

being conducted mostly by states and not on

2015). These changes led the EU to have

common European level. Most relevant are

ambition to be a global player in world politics,

activities of France, Germany, Italy and UK.

and space activities have potential to be one of

European states have been even able to find

tools how to achieve this goal. Both European

ways

flagship programs – satellite navigation system

related

developed

the
space

primarily

for

level
assets

by

cooperation

of

are

individual

in

these,

sensitive

defense-related areas and in coming years they

Galileo

will probably find military space capabilities

Copernicus are funded by the EU3. Both are of

worth to share with others in order to reduce

strategic

duplicity and increase effectiveness.

dimensions but on the other hand still not

Intergovernmental level is represented

and

earth

importance,

observation
with

clear

system
security

fully deployed and operational. Particularly

mainly by the European Space Agency. In

Galileo

ESA’s portfolio there are civil space missions of

organizational as well as technical issues. On

various types and ESA altogether complements

the

activities of national states. In its activities one
can

hardly

find

military

space

activities,

system

other

is

still

struggling

with

hand,

this

year

marked

achievement,

with

one

third

of

constellation

(10

satellites

30)

use. In space budget pie of 2014, the biggest

emergence of the EU in outer space has led to

part was taken by Earth observation (22,3%),

some discussions about the space governance

satellite

launcher

in Europe. Relations between the ESA and EU

development (15,1%) (ESA Budget 2014, 2014).

are not problem-free and despite the fact that

A closer look at the data indicates that focus is

in theory, there is a distinction what should

being

given

to

space

and

applications.

orbit.

of

successfully

(15,2%)

in

planned

although some of ESA’s programs are of dual

navigation

functioning

out

an

Recent

Space
Galileo budget for period of 2014 – 2020 is 7 billion
EUR, budget for Copernicus for the same period is lower
– 3,7 billions EUR.
3

exploration (either robotic or human) is given
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both organizations do, the reality is that these

as well as trends playing out in space sectors

discussions are still ongoing and both of these

of these countries have some similarities, but

organizations are seeking to increase their

the differences are prevailing. The global space

significance.

sector is no longer an arena of U.S. - Soviet

When summarizing European space

confrontation. Indeed, the number of global

activities, significance of commercial and civil

space players has been growing since the end

space sectors together with high level of

of Cold War and 6 may not be the final count.

international cooperation in space are to be

Nevertheless

taken into account at first place. Pasco writes

growth, the USA is today still the dominant

however, that Europe has already moved

space player in the world. Should other

"beyond the scientific experiments that paved

countries (Brazil, South Korea…) than the 6

the way for its early space programs and is

described here become global space powers,

now engaging in more strategic and security-

revision of criteria brought up in the paper

oriented space applications“ (Pasco, 2009). It

may need revision. For current situation, they

remains

are sufficient.

to

be

seen

how

the

future

and

despite

this

continuing

developments will turn out. Even the director
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This article contains a general overview of the history and creation
of the Single European Sky (the Single European Sky - SES), which
established the basic requirements via document Regulation of the
European parliament and council regulation (EC) No. 549/2004 of
10 March 2004 laying down the framework for the creation of the
Single European Sky (the framework regulation). It briefly
describes the chronology of the development of European legislation
in the field of SES, which identified uniform binding requirements
for optimum use of Europe's airspace and a consistent, high level of
safety in air travel. The paragraphs describe ways in which the
Slovak Republic demonstrating compliance with the requirements
of European regulation with regard to the requirements of flexible
use of airspace for tactical, pre-tactical and strategic level. It also
specifies the responsible authorities in the Slovak Republic which
have direct responsibility for structuring airspace coordination of
activities under its effective use by all authorized users, as well as
evaluation of airspace utilization, the flexible/efficient use of
airspace and adoption of proportionate and dissuasive corrective
action in case when infringement of European regulation (the
measures provided in this area) exist. Furthermore, the document
deals with the activities carried out by Airspace Management Cell AMC and analyses statistics of the efficiency of airspace in Slovak
Republic in 2014. At the end of the contribution the current status of
airspace use is evaluated and areas that should be considered by the
competent authorities with regards of their conservation,
restructuring or cancellation and they are compared with real
changes which AMC has done.

Keywords: ad hoc structures of airspace, flexible use of airspace,
daily use of airspace, time use of airspace, planned time of activity,
real time of activity
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Introduction

the USA´s air traffic controllers are able to
manage two times more flights; the number of

The worldwide continual growth in air traffic is

ATC centers is third while costs are similar.

recorded in the current period, whether in

That is why the initiative Single European Sky

terms of number of passengers, goods or the

was introduced: its task is to grow up the

number of flights. The volume of air traffic has

safety, to grow up the capacity of airspace, to

been growing by an average of 5 % per annum

reduce costs for air traffic management and to

in the last 30 years. Experts estimate that this
trend will not stop (up to slow down in times of
economic crisis in the areas affected by the

effectively. Project SES has eight challenges:

has already caused problems in airspace

the capacity, environmental influence, delays,

capacity in some parts of the world and

safety,

authorities have to approach to the regulation

551/2004

airports is able to grow, the airspace is the only

(EC) n° 1070/2009 aiming at increasing the

The European airspace is one of the

overall

most used in the world, but it has not been

air

traffic

The SES II Package is standing on the
five pillars: the ATM performance, airport

continuous airspace over the Europe and the

capacity,

by

technologies,

safety

and

human

factor. In the current period is SES actualized

authorized users. Thank to project SES the
regulations

the

member states.

initiative presents the idea about one and

adopted

of

Package). This legislation was adopted by all

set, the airspace was defragmented. This

states

performance

management system in Europe (the SES II

the

initiative Single European Sky (SES) was not

member

the

revised and extended in 2009 with Regulation

traffic control.

airspace

covering

adopted in 2004 (the SES I Package) have been

shorten flight tracks and to reduce costs for air

of

552/2004

Management Network. The four Regulations

solve the capacity problem, to reduce delays, to

use

and

interoperability of the European Air Traffic

for restructuration of airspace with the aim to

flexible

new

organization and use of airspace and the

it is important to establish special measures

and

efficiency,

provision of air navigation services (ANS), the

one and its capacity is almost full. That is why

effective

flight

basic regulations: N° 549/2004, 550/2004,

Indeed the number of flights and

Until

and

The SES legislative framework consists of four

areas.

yet.

cost

technologies, defragmentation and security.

of flights (restriction, delay, diversion) in those

restructured

With this initiative the track of flight should be
shorter and the airspace is used flexibly and

crisis). The unexpected increase in air traffic

fundamentally

reduce the negative environmental influence.

about

implementation of flexible use of airspace and

by new package, the SES 2+, which is focused
on the more performance oriented model of
economic regulations. This update focuses on

it is implemented into use in several phases.

seven main areas: independence and resources
of National Supervisory Authorities (NSAs),

1. Single European Sky

support services, customer focus, performance
scheme and the performance review body

The air transport is the youngest but the

(PRB),

fastest developing mean of transport in the

functional

airspace

blocks

(FABs),

network manager (NM) and EASA, Eurocontrol

whole world and the number of flights is

and the institutional landscape. (ec.europa.eu).

continually growing up. Compared to Europe,
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2. Flexible Use of Airspace

an enhanced Air Traffic Services (ATS) route
network and associated sectorization providing

Since its inception in 1996, the Flexible Use of

an

Airspace (FUA) Concept has been introduced in
airspace

should

no

longer

real-time

better

segregation
use

There

FUA

and

structures;
Pre-tactical Level 2 – day-to-day allocation
of

airspace

according

to

user

Tactical Level 3 – real-time use of airspace
allowing safe Operational Air Traffic &
General

Air

Traffic

(OAT

&

of

implementation

offered

through

a

reduction

the result of military activities (TRAs and
TSAs); and for the needs of civil users the
opening and closing of CDRs result from actual
conditions

of

air

traffic

management.

Conditional Routes are established by the Level
1,

allocated

at Level 2 by

the Airspace

by

Area

Control

Centers.

CDRs

can

be

established in one or more of the three
during the times published in AIP (CDR 1),
non-permanently plannable (CDR 2) and not

of

plannable (CDR 3) (Eurocontrol, Flexible Use

conception FUA are as follows: increased flight
economy

Prior

following categories: permanently plannable

GAT)

operations.
Benefits

and

Management Cell (AMC) and utilized at Level 3

requirements;


(RCA)

Reduced

areas where opening and closing of tracks is

establishment of pre-determined airspace


Airspace

(CBA),

established for use in two cases: in airspace

– definition of the
policy

Area

airspace structure TSA. Conditional routes are

Each

impact on the others:
airspace

Border

PCA, third is TRA and the most segregated is

Airspace Management (ASM) level has an

national

as

the most flexible structure is RCA followed by

of Airspace Management that correspond to

Strategic Level 1

structures

are graded according to flexibility of their use,

Concept has been developed at the three Levels



new

Coordination Airspace (PCA). The structures

The Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA)

tasks.

integrated

Coordination

system with the potential to increase capacity.

co-ordination

are

Cross

Concept

provides the Air Traffic Management (ATM)

Civil/Military

military

Area (TRA), Temporary Segregated Area (TSA),

down the framework for the creation of the
The

specific

Conditional Route (CDR), Temporary Reserved

and of the Council of 10 March 2004 laying
Sky.

to

established that are suited to temporary use.

(EC) No 549/2004 of the European Parliament

European

respond

Flexible airspace structures have been

of

airspace was first time defined in Regulation

Single

a

requirements.

should be avoided.
flexible

co-ordination;

military operational requirements and that

the most efficient use of the airspace. Wherever

of

civil/military

reservation that are more closely in line with

their requests should be managed to achieve

definition

(ATC)

the definition and use of temporary airspace

may have access and, based on actual needs,

The

Control

reduction in airspace segregation needs and

used flexibly on a day-to-day basis. All users

airspace

Traffic

Operational and General Air Traffic; enhanced

should be considered as one continuum and

permanent

Air

Air Traffic; more efficient ways to separate

be

designated as military or civil airspace but

possible,

in

capacity and a reduction in delays to General

most ECAC Member States. As a basic FUA
principle,

increase

Airspace). In the follow paragraph there is

in

outlined the implementation of flexible use of

distance, time and fuel; the establishment of
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airspace.

structures are allocated according to defined
priorities. The first priority is applied at

3. The Implementation of Flexible
Use of Airspace

prohibited areas, control zones (CTR) and
terminal areas (TMA) and permanent CDRs in

The implementation of flexible use of airspace

controlled airspace. The second priority is

is

allocation of airspace structures to military

organized

principles

as

of

setting

up

airspace

of

particular

management

by

operations and training of the Slovak Armed

competent authorities.
The

aim

Forces. At the third level the airspace is

for

of

allocated to other authorized users and at

airspace management up is to establish the

fourth level the CDRs are allocated. In special

correct definition of competences, principles

cases it is possible to make an exception – for

and

large

responsibilities

setting

according

principles

which

the

military

trainings,

international

or

selection of airspace is agreed. The principles

national competitions in aerobatics. AMC use

consist procedures how to plan, agree and

to solve conflicts of interests among particular

publish modification of airspace. The principles

users

of flexible use of airspace are corresponding

according to set rules.

with five basic pillars: the safety, negotiation,

by

negotiation

with

all

of

them,

3.2. Permanent Inter-departmental
Commission

cooperation, publishing and environment.
3.1. Airspace Management Cell and
priorities of allocation

Another

authority

is

Permanent

Inter-

departmental Commission which is set as
The airspace management cell (AMC) is the

common authority of Ministry of Transport and

competent authority which ensures the flexible

Ministry of Defense of Slovak republic aimed

and effective use of airspace by all authorized

on coordination of procedures and activities

users

is

forming cooperation between civil and military

composited from two parts - civil and military,

users. Responsibilities of Commission are to

which are equal and close cooperating. The

organizing and ensuring air navigation services

responsibility for military part is under Air

in accordance to international agreements and

Forces

Air

to ensuring of integrity of airspace. The main

is

task is to ensure overall application of flexible

responsible for civil part. The AMC performs

use of airspace conception at all three levels

tasks at three levels: strategic, pre-tactical and

(strategic, pre-tactical and tactical), to evaluate

tactical. AMC creates conclusions at strategic

needs of users at least two times per year,

level within coordination meetings which are

approval of requirements to segregations and

organized by AMC. The everyday activities and

reservations

temporary allocation is performed at pre-

structures and procedures and planning of

tactical and tactical level.

flexible structures of airspace.

according

to

Command

Navigation

Services

their

of

needs.

Slovak
of

Slovak

AMC

republic,
republic

Tasks of AMC are defined in the

of

airspace,

the

creation

of

3.3. Criteria for projecting airspace
structures

document Guidelines for the performance of
services by the AMC. This document focuses
mainly on tasks connected with priorities,

Objective

procedures, rules of negotiation and it uses

structures are set by annual analyses of use of

dynamic

managed airspace structures. The data are

airspace

management.

Airspace
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analysed on the basis of statistics provided by

ICAO; respect regional agreements in existence

AMC. If airspace use has a low intensity (less

on the date of entry into force of this

than 10 % out of planned time or less than 20

Regulation,

days per annum), the Commission decides

European

about its further needs.

consistency with EU-wide performance targets.

in

particular

third

those

involving

and

facilitate

countries;

The concept FAB was developed in first

3.4. Functional Airspace Blocks

legislative package SES I and enhanced in the
Functional Airspace Block (FAB) is defined in

second one (SES II). The aim is to optimize air

the Single European Sky legislative package,

traffic flow and increase efficiency of air

namely

navigation services in Europe. Currently nine

Regulation

(EC)

No.

1070/2009

amending Regulation (EC) No. 549/2004, as
an

airspace

block

based

on

FAB initiatives.

operational

requirements and established regardless of
State boundaries, where the provision of air
navigation services and related functions is
performance-driven

and

optimised

through

enhanced cooperation among air navigation
service providers or, when appropriate, an
integrated provider (Eurocontrol, Fabs).
The European airspace was divided
into more than 30 individually managed areas
– according to the borders of member states.
This fragmentation caused potential impact to
the safety, limited the capacity and grew up
costs. Thank to initiative Single European Sky
Figure 1 The Functional Airspace blocks over the Europe
Source: Eurocontrol, 2014

the upper airspace over the Europe is now
divided into nine functional airspace blocks.

4. The Airspace of Slovakia

FABs shall respect the following criteria: to be
supported by a safety case; enable optimum

In the Slovak republic there is an airspace

use of airspace, taking into account air traffic

formed

flows; ensure consistency with the European
6

of

the

Airspace

Regulation;

be

justified by their overall added value, including

with

conditions

regional

agreements

stemming

concluded

within

national

borders

with

Austria,

Czech

Republic, Poland, Ukraine and Hungary. From

established structures

the

control

configurations of upper and lower airspace;
comply

by

three classes – C, D and G. There are

air traffic control between air traffic service
between

(FIR)

and upper airspace. Airspace is classified into

fluent and flexible transfer of responsibility for
compatibility

region

FAB CE. FL 245 is the border between lower

on the basis of cost-benefit analyses; ensure a

ensure

information

flight level (FL) 195 up is airspace connected to

optimal use of technical and human resources,

units;

flight

Bratislava. Its horizontal borders are bounded

route network established in accordance with
Article

by

zone

prohibited

from

(CTR),

area

(P),

in Slovak airspace –
terminal

area

restricted

(TMA),

area

(R),

dangerous area (D), temporary segregated area

the

(TSA) and temporary restricted area (TRA).
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Details about their horizontal and vertical



Areas with low intensity of use: real time

borders are specified in Slovak AIP. The map of

use of airspace is less than 10 % out of

restricted, prohibited, dangerous, temporary

planned time, or daily use is less than 20

reserved and temporary segregated areas is

days annually.


shown in the figure 2.

Areas with medium intensity of use: real
time use of airspace is from 10 % to 30 %
out of planned time, or daily use is more
than 20 days annually.



Areas with high intensity of use: real time
use of airspace is more than 30 % out of
planned time, or daily use is more than
100 days per year.
If it is found that area has low

intensity of use, it is adjudicated about its

Figure 2 Areas R, P, D, TSA and TRA in the airspace of Slovakia
Source: AIP SR, 2014

further necessity. The planned time of activity
means all published AUP and UUP messages,

4.1. The Use of Flexible Structures of
Slovakia´s Airspace

even with the last published UUP of the
reported day. The real time of activity is daily

The flexible structures of Slovak airspace

monitored by AMC in Zvolen. The data are

include restricted area, temporary segregated

processed on the basis of reports of airspace

area and temporary restricted area. These

users

structures should be managed dynamically.

completion of activities.

According to statistic data about their planned

beginning,

interruption

and

4.2 Time use of airspace

time of activity and real time of activity the
proposal for more effective creation should be

In the 2014 there were used 16 restricted

projected with the aim to use structures

areas, 2 temporary reserved areas and 13

objectively by the both civil and military users.

temporary segregated areas in the Slovak

The use of flexible airspace structures

republic. According to time use of airspace four

are statistically monitored in two categories:


about

of them had low intensity of use (LZTRA 07,

Time use of airspace, which is monitored

LZTRA 07Y, LZTSA 09A and LZTSA 02D).

according to the number of planned hours
and the number of hours in which was
the structure really used.


According to daily use of airspace there were

Daily use of airspace, which is monitored

eight areas with low intensity of use (five

according to the number of planned days

restricted areas LZR 313A, LZR 213A, LZR

and the number of days in which was the

313B,

structure really used.

is

analysed

and

213B,

10 and LZTSA 09W).

analysed. The intensity of use of flexible
structures

LZR

LZR

113A

and

three

temporary segregated areas LZTSA 09A, LZTSA

The both of categories are annually
airspace

4.2 Daily use of airspace

the

structures are subsequently categorized:
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5. The Proposal for Modification of
Slovakia Airspace Flexible
Structures

5.2. The comparison with the
conclusions of AMC
The real changes to airspace structures are

In the follow paragraph there is a proposal for
modification
structures

of
and

Slovak
its

airspace

comparison

different as proposed ones. The changes were

flexible
with

made by AMC according to real needs of

the

airspace users.

conclusions of AMC.

In the beginning of 2014 was the

5.1. The classification of low intensity
used areas for the proposal

Slovak

airspace

changed

as

follows:

five

restricted areas and six temporary segregated

This proposal is projected entirely according to

areas

were

cancelled.

Temporary

reserved

results from statistical analysis of flexible

areas were not cancelled at all. The aim is to

structures use. Every real modification and

increase the number of temporary reserved

cancellation of structures requires individual

areas while temporary segregated areas should

negotiations with authorized users about their

be reduced as it is not possible to use these

needs.

areas in the time of activation by other traffic.
The areas are classified into three

With regard to concept FUA is structure of TSA

groups, number 1, 2 and 3. Classification into

less flexible than structure of TRA what is the

these groups is made according to their use

reason for such changes.

monitored from the point of the both of

All airspace modifications in years

categories, time use of airspace and daily use

2013/2014 are shown in the table 1. The areas

of airspace and penetration of these two

LZR 20A and LZR 20B were cancelled and

categories. Even areas with limited values to

replaced by LZR 40. The areas LZR 20C, LZR

low intensity of use are taken into account and

80C and LZR 100B were cancelled sooner in

monitored.

year 2013. The temporary segregated areas

In the group 1 there are classified

TSA 02A, TSA 02B, TSA 02C and TSA 02D

areas LZR 313A, LZTSA 09A and LZTSA 02D

were cancelled and replaced by new temporary

which are least used according to analysis.

reserved areas TRA 04A and TRA 04B which

There should be the highest probability of

are more flexible. Temporary segregated areas

cancellation from the reason of low usability.

TSA 05A and TSA 05B were cancelled and

The restricted areas LZR 213A, LZR

replaced by temporary reserved area TRA 05 as

313B, 213B, LZR 113A, temporary reserved

well. The temporary reserved area TRA 07 has

areas LZTRA 07, LZTRA 07Y and temporary

changed horizontal and vertical borders. There

segregated areas LZTSA 10 and LZTSA 09W

were set new areas LZR 315 and LZR 314

are classified into group 2. There should be

which replaced CTR Prešov and CTR Malacky.

probability of cancellation or modification of

As repletion for TMA Malacky were set new

these areas from the reason of low usability.

temporary reserved areas TRA 01, TRA 02 and

Into group 3 there were classified areas

TRA 03 which are also more flexible and

LZR 223, LZTSA 06B, LZTSA 06A and LZTSA

effective. The rest areas stay without more

06D and these areas had only values limited to

changes.

low intensity of use.
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Table 6: Real modification of airspace structures in
2013/2014
Area
The modification in 2013/2014

07 proposed for cancellation, but it was just
modified by Commission. The only one of
proposed

temporary

segregated

areas

was

LZR 100B

cancelled

really modified – TSA 02D. Commonly with the

LZR 20A

cancelled, replaced by LZR 40

neighbouring areas TSA 2A, TSA 02B and TSA

LZR 20B

cancelled, replaced by LZR 40

LZTSA 02A

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
04A, LZTRA 04B

LZTSA 02B

02C was cancelled and replaced by TRA 04A
and TRA 04B.
In general the projecting of airspace
structures is difficult process which requires a
lot of time and consensus of all authorized

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
04A, LZTRA 04B

airspace uses. The trend is creation of more
flexible structures and cancellation of less

LZTSA 02C

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
04A, LZTRA 04B

LZTSA 02D

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
04A, LZTRA 04B

LZTSA 05A

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
05

state. The low data about airspace use are as

cancelled, replaced by LZTRA
05

use by airspace users (users often take into

LZTRA 07

borders modified

others users interests). The airspace users

LZR 315

new (Prešov)

LZR 314

new (Malacky)

LZTRA 01

new (Malacky)

LZTRA 02

new (Malacky)

LZTRA 03

new (Malacky)

flexible ones. A lot of areas are according to
Principles of airspace management categorized
for cancellation but in fact their cancellation in
not applicable from the different interests of

LZTSA 05B

the result of non-effective planning of airspace
account only their own interests and ignore
should

better

plan

the

use

of

airspace

structures. The best solution for flexible use of
airspace means the airspace is accessible for
all users while abiding all established rules.
The reasons for non-effective planning
of airspace structures may be different.

1% 0%

8%
11%

The real changes in Slovak airspace

43%

structures in comparison with the proposed
modification projected according to Principles
of

airspace

management

are

considerably

different. The reason for these differences is

37%

that 10 of 16 restricted areas are shootinggallery areas and their need is important for
Other
Weather
Technical fault
Non-planned tasks

Armed Forces of Slovak republic even if five of
areas have low intensity of use and according
to Principles of airspace management were
proposed for cancellation. According to the low

Figure 4: The reasons of airspace structures unused

intensity use was temporary reserved area TRA
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The needs of user are changeable in

impossible because of their special strategic

time and that is why it is important to monitor

purpose

(training

areas

of

armed

forces,

airspace use continuously and to ensure its

shooting-gallery areas). If it was cancelled,

effective use by modification of airspace of

those operations could have an influence to the

Slovak republic.

safety of flights.
From reasons mentioned above the
individual negotiations of structure`s needs are

Conclusion

necessary while projecting flexible airspace
structures. The trend is getting the more

The flexible use of airspace in in general a
great

step

towards

modernization

flexible and effective used airspace and the

of

organization of European airspace structures.

highest possible flexibility. That is why in the

As every project, this initiative meets the

current period it is focused on the cancellation

problems which it is necessary to solve on the
daily

base.

projects

The

lasts

implementation

years

and

of

of

such

elimination

modification of structures aims reaching the

less

flexible

structures

(temporary

segregated areas) and the creation of more

of

flexible structures (temporary reserved areas).

problems lasts much more time.

The overall conclusion of flexible use of

However the implementation of FUA

airspace analysis is the fact that modifications

started ten years ago, the problematic of

are not done according to results of statistic

flexible use of airspace is still open. Competent

data but simply according to the real needs.

authorities and workplaces daily solve new

The modifications of structures are often

obstacles of implementation of effective and

projected as covering of low intensity use

flexible use of airspace. Although there are

areas; instead of four neighboring areas it is

currently created functional airspace blocks

possible to create only one area and such way

over the Europe, the way to the creation of one

to get better statistic data.

common European sky is still long.
In this contribution it was shortly
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development and application of various forms of multilateral and
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Introduction

productivity

by

reducing

costs.

Low

cost

carriers in the European Union have at last 5

In these times aviation we can characterize

years a market share of approximately 20 -

dramatic and rapid development. Aviation is

30%.

currently available almost for every level of the
population in the financial and infrastructure

1. Low cost airline cooperation

developed countries. Some authors consider
aviation as the most comprehensive area of all
retaliatory economic activities and with respect

widely interested in code-sharing marketing

to its global and high professionalism.
Nowadays

civil

aviation

is

described

Since the 1980´s the airline industry has been
arrangements in which multiple carriers share

by

airline designation codes for identifying airlines

competition of two aviation models, transport

on passenger tickets, computer reservation

by basic or low-cost carriers. Of course, in a
number of products offered by both concepts
seek to improve our services and increase
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agreements, airlines share their resources,

Later, in 2011, Virgin Blue began to cooperate

such

with Delta Airlines, which offers Australians

that

all

of

booking/ticketing,

the

and

marketing,

baggage-handling

access

to

more

than

245

destinations

procedures are run as though by one airline.

throughout North and Central America. In

These agreements provide their participants

2014,

with a marketing edge and efficiency, thanks to

announced that it will expand its partnership

a listing priority in the computer reservation

with the addition of three new destinations

systems and the rationalization of resources.

from Australia to Nashville, Kansas City and

Virgin

Blue

and

Delta

Airlines

Until 2002, code-sharing agreements

Durham. In addition, Virgin Blue announced

only concerned traditional carriers, mostly

collaboration with the African airline South

those involved in global airline alliances. In

African Airways.

fact, because of its peculiar point-to-point

Lately some other low-cost carriers,

network structure, the traditional low-cost

including

Southwest

business model does not contemplate the

example of Virgin Blue.

Airlines,

follow

the

exploitation of any kind of alliance. There also
seems to be an inherent conflict between the

2. Background code-sharing
agreements

complexity of the organization of code sharing
agreements and the orientation of low-cost
carriers towards simplification and reduced

Strategic

transaction costs. However, in 2002, Virgin

arrangements among firms involving resource

Blue (now Virgin Australia) became the first

sharing by autonomous organizations for the

low-cost

joint accomplishment of goals. Cooperation is

carrier

to

sign

a

code-sharing

are

cooperative

commonplace in the airline industry and can

agreement.
In

partnerships

2002,

Virgin

Blue

and

take different forms, ranging from simple code-

United

Airlines announce code-share agreement. From

sharing

5 June, 2002 travel between Australia and the

management agreements, and joint governance

United

the

arrangements. Partnerships are the airlines'

announcement of a code-share agreement

reply to the demand of transport globalization.

between domestic low fare airline, Virgin Blue

For a single airline, it is almost impossible to

and

States

became

easier

with

agreements

to

equity

swaps,

airline,

United

create a truly global network in the context of

United

Airlines

bilateral air-service agreements and foreign

Australia, Stephen Pears, said the agreement,

ownership restrictions. As in other industries,

which will soon come into effect, would provide

players in the airline industry have five generic

greater choice for Australians travelling to the

reasons for entering cooperative arrangements:

US. This agreement means we are now able to

to achieve economies of scale, to gain access to

offer

in

other firm's assets, to share (and, thereby,

Australia with easy domestic connections and

reduce) risk, to help shape the market, and to

smoother transfers. Passengers will benefit

reach the market faster. In the airline industry,

from United’s extensive US network and Virgin

a further reasons survival leads carriers to join

Blue’s broad Australian coverage. Initially, the

cooperative arrangements. The most diffused

Sydney-Brisbane route will be code shared, but

partnership is code sharing.

major

Airlines.

international

General

customers

Manager

access

to

all

points

Since

both airlines will look at other opportunities.
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between

Henson

Aviation

and

Allegheny

Airlines was signed, code sharing has become

3. Low-cost airline cooperation in
Europe

a common practice in the airline industry. The

The first European low-cost airline which

phenomenon has increased particularly with

started

the development of the global airline strategic

AirBerlin is the third largest low-cost airline in

alliance. Code sharing in the airline industry is

Europe.

a

multiple

collaboration with the Austrian airline, NIKI,

airlines whereby the carrier operating a given

and since 2011 is a subsidiary of AirBerlin.

flight allows other airlines to market this flight

Very few low-cost carriers offer connecting

and issue tickets for it as if they were operating

tickets with different airlines. One such low-

the flight themselves. These other carriers add

cost carrier is AirBerlin which has code-shares

their own carrier designator code and flight

and is part of the One World global airline

number onto that of the operating carrier.

alliance.

reciprocal

agreement

through

Through this arrangement, the airline that
actually operates the flight the one providing

to

use

In

code-sharing

2003,

is

AirBerlin

AirBerlin.
announced

The biggest European low-cost airlines
are:

the aircraft, crew, and ground handling is



Ryanair

-

called the operating carrier. Companies that

tickets,

and

sell tickets for that flight but do not actually

flying with them if they need to connect.

operate it are called marketing carriers.



Code sharing arrangements provide

does

connecting

people

from

EasyJet - do not offer connecting tickets,
and

advice

passengers

connect

carrier a marketing edge by allowing it to

connection time.


offer

discourages

important advantages. First, they give the
provide seamless travel through airports and

not

to

calculate

who
a

need

two

to

hour

AirBerlin - offers connecting flights on

preferred traffic lanes relative to interline

their website and code shares with some

connections. Computer reservation systems

members of the OneWorld alliance. They

generally display these flights before listing

also offer long haul flights beyond Europe

interline

to North America, Africa and Asia.

connections.

cooperative

Second,

arrangements

may

such
enhance



Norwegian - generally operate point-to-

efficiency by allowing airlines to rationalize

point

their network structure and exploit economies

recommend a connection time of 2 hours.

of scale, density, and scope. In particular, they



and

and

by facilitating the adjustment of seat supply.

connections.

of

airline



no

liability

for

missed

Germanwings - offer connecting flights.
Nowadays Germanwings cooperate with
Lufthansa in their new project called

carriers.

Eurowings. Germanwings has code-share

up

negotiation,

flight

accept

However, code sharing is not costless for
Setting

and

flights

frequency.

requires

networks

long-haul

Wizzair - do not offer connecting flights,

address the uncertainty of transport demand
Third, these arrangements allow the expansion

low-cost

these

arrangements

coordination,

and

flights with Lufthansa to 19 destinations.

integration of the airlines' operations. These



Flybe - offer connecting tickets. Since

aspects could reduce an airline's willingness to

2008 Flybe started to franchising with

sign these agreements or, at least, make the

Loganair in Scotland and Ireland. Flybe

process more difficult.

bought Finncomm Airlines with Finnair in
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July 2011 and October 30, 2011 the

AirAsia announced its Indian low-cost affiliate

company changed its name to airline

airline on 19 February 2013. The airline would

Flybe Nordic. The joint venture operates

be operated as a joint venture with AirAsia.

its own path with franchise routes under

AirAsia is the first foreign airline to set up an

the code share agreement with Finnair,

affiliate airline in India. The primary hub of the

operating under IATA codes (BE Flybe).

airlines is at Bangalore and secondary hub is

Flybe has agreed to sell its 60% stake in

at Cochin International Airport. The maiden

Flybe Nordic Finnair in November 2014.

flight of AirAsia's India venture on Bangalore-

Jet2 - do not offer connecting flights, and

Goa route took off on 12 June 2014.

accept

no

responsibility

for

missed

AirAsia Japan. AirAsia and Japanese

connections.


Monarch

Airlines

connecting






network airline All Nippon Airways announced
-

flights,

do

and

not

offer

accept

no

their Joint Venture at a press conference in
Tokyo

on

21

July

2011.

Following

its

responsibility for missed connections.

establishment in August 2011, AirAsia Japan

Smart Wings - do not offer connecting

flew its first flight in August 2012. AirAsia

flights unless expressly stated otherwise.

Japan was the first low-cost airline to be based

They recommend a two hour connecting

at Narita International Airport. AirAsia Japan

time,

terminated its operations on 27 October 2013

but

do

not

guarantee

the

connection.

after announcing the dissolution of its Joint

Transavia - do not offer connecting flights

Venture in June 2013. In a press release on 1

on their website. The company today is a

July 2014 AirAsia announced a relaunch of the

subsidiary of Air France - KLM.

AirAsia

Meridiana - do not offer connecting flights

scheduled to depart in the summer of 2015.

on the website.

Japan

brand.

The

first

flight

is

AirAsia X. AirAsia X is the long-haul
operation of AirAsia. The franchise is able to
keep costs down by using a common ticketing

4. Low-cost airline cooperation in Asia

system, aircraft livery, employee uniforms, and

The best example of low-cost cooperation in

management style. AirAsia X is also affiliated

the world is the company AirAsia. AirAsia is a

with Virgin Group and Air Canada. On 17 May

Malaysian low-cost airline headquartered near

2007, Tony Fernandes announced plans to

Kuala

group

commence flights from Malaysia to Australia.

operates scheduled domestic and international

Fernandes said he would be avoiding Sydney

flights

22

Airport due to its high fees. Instead, the airline

several

would concentrate on cheaper alternatives

Lumpur,
to

countries.
subsidiaries

100
The
that

Malaysia.
destinations
company
operated

AirAsia

spanning
has
through

such

joint

as

Melbourne's

Avalon

Airport,

venture cooperation and certain destinations

Williamtown Airport in Newcastle, and Adelaide

are provided with code-sharing.

Airport. AirAsia X received its first A330 on 31
October 2008 in Toulouse, France.

AirAsia India. In October 2012, Air

The fleet

Asia's management said that they were keen to

consists of 15 Airbus A330 and 2 Airbus A340

have more presence in India if the aviation

aircraft. The airline also has 14 A330s and 13

environment and tax structure were conducive

Airbus A350s on order.

and friendly for low-cost airline operations.
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operating as AirAsia Zest, is a Joint Venture

branded airlines in the region. AirAsia has a

between AirAsia & AMY Holdings Inc., the

49%

company who owns Zest-O Corporation in the

Nusaperkasa owning 51%. Indonesia's laws

Philippines. It operates scheduled domestic

disallow

and

mainly

domestic civil aviation operations. In December

feeder services linking Manila and Cebu with

2014, Indonesia AirAsia Flight 8501 crashed

24 domestic destinations in support of the

into the Java Sea, causing 162 fatalities.

international

tourist

services,

trunk route operations of other airlines. In

share

in

the

majority

Indonesia

airline
foreign

AirAsia

with

Fersindo

ownership

X.

on

Indonesia

2013, the airline became a sister airline of

AirAsia X is a Joint Venture of AirAsia X. It

AirAsia

serves Indonesia AirAsia's regularly scheduled

Philippines

operating

their

brand

separately. Its main base is in Ninoy Aquino

long-haul

International Airport, Manila, and with a hub

Ngurah Rai International Airport. Indonesia

at Mactan-Cebu International Airport, Cebu.

AirAsia X launched its first flight to Melbourne

The airline was founded as Asian Spirit, the

on 17 March 2015.

first airline in the Philippines to be run as a

international

Philippines

flights

from

AirAsia.

Bali's

Philippines

cooperative. It was rebranded to Zest Air on

AirAsia is a Joint Venture between Filipino

March 2008. On 16 August 2013, the Civil

investors and AirAsia. The Joint Venture was

Aviation Authority of the Philippines (CAAP),

approved on 7 December 2010 by the Board of

the regulating body of the Government of the

Investments, an agency in the Philippines in

Republic of the Philippines for civil aviation,

charge of big ticket investments. Philippines

suspended Zest Air flights until further notice

AirAsia is one of the Philippine air carriers

due to safety issues. Less than a year after

banned in the European Union. On 15 August

AirAsia and Zest Air's strategic alliance, the

2011, Philippines AirAsia took delivery of its

two companies had rebranded as AirAsia Zest

first brand-new aircraft, an Airbus A320 which

on 18 September 2013.

arrived at Clark International Airport in Clark,

Indonesia AirAsia. Indonesia AirAsia
operates

scheduled

domestic,

Angeles City, Pampanga. On 8 November 2011,

international

Philippines AirAsia took delivery of its second

services and is an Indonesian associate carrier

A320. On 7 February 2012, the airline received

of Malaysian low-fare airline AirAsia. Its main

its Air Operator Certificate from the Civil

base is Soekarno-Hatta International Airport,

Aviation Authority of the Philippines which

Jakarta. Until July 2010, Indonesia Air Asia,

gives the airline permission to fly in Philippine

along with many Indonesian airlines, was

airspace.

banned from flying to the EU due to safety

Thai AirAsia. Thai AirAsia is a Joint

concerns. However, the ban was lifted on July

Venture between AirAsia and Thailand's Asia

2010. The airline was established as Awair in

Aviation.

1999

operations

by

Abdurrahman

Wahid,

former

Thai
on

AirAsia
February

launched
2004.

domestic
It

serves

chairman of the Nahdlatul Ulama Muslim

AirAsia's regularly scheduled domestic and

organisation. He had a 40% stake in the airline

international flights from Bangkok and other

which he relinquished after being elected

cities in Thailand. Thai AirAsia was the only

president of Indonesia in October 1999. On 1

low-cost airline operating both domestic and

December 2005, Awair changed its name to

international flights from the Suvarnabhumi

Indonesia AirAsia in line with the other AirAsia

Airport. The airline shifted all operations from
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Suvarnabhumi

Airport

to

Don

Mueang

Low-cost airlines from medium sized

International Airport effective 1 October 2012.

markets that have only one main full-service

Thai AirAsia X. Thai AirAsia X is

carrier can be attractive options for alliances

Thailand’s first long-haul low-cost airline. It

that are looking to improve their coverage.

was scheduled to begin operations in June

Low-cost carriers that are not owned by the

2014. After putting off the launch that had

full-service carrier and have a model open to

been planned for the first quarter, Thai AirAsia

partnerships are particularly good candidates,

X was to launch its maiden service from

as is the case with WestJet. Besides Canada,

Bangkok to Incheon, South Korea on 17 June

other similarly sized markets served by one

and then begin regular flights to Japan’s Narita

dominant full-service carrier along with low-

Airport in Tokyo and Osaka around July.

cost carriers include Mexico and Turkey. In

Besides AirAsia in Asia is another

Mexico, Aeromexico is a SkyTeam member

major carrier who own low-cost carrier and

while

the

country’s

this company is Singapore Airlines. Tiger

carriers, Interjet and Volaris, are open to

Airways Singapore, operating as Tigerair, is a

partnerships.

low-cost airline headquartered in Singapore. It

carrier, VivaAerobus, follows a purer model. In

operates services to regional destinations in

Turkey, Turkish Airlines is in Star while

Southeast Asia, Australia, China and India

Pegasus is the main independent low-cost

from its main base at Singapore Changi

carrier and is bigger than Turkish’s low-cost

Airport. It has its head office in the Honeywell

carrier unit AnadoluJet. Turkey has several

Building in Changi, Singapore, and is a wholly

other carriers but they are all very small.

The

two

third

largest
Mexican

low-cost
low-cost

owned subsidiary of Tiger Airways Holdings.

Australia’s market is of similar size but

Tigerair won the CAPA Low Cost Airline of the

the dynamic is different in that there are two

Year Award for 2006 and 2010. Tigerair has a

large full-service players, OneWorld member

code share with Golden Myanmar Airlines.

Qantas and

independent Virgin

Australia,

which already works with several airlines
outside Oneworld. Australia’s main low-cost

5. The new generation of alliance
cooperation

carrier, Jetstar, is also owned by a full-service
carrier in Qantas. In the case of Jetstar, a low-

SkyTeam in 2012 became the first alliance to

cost carrier/hybrid platform could be used

unveil plans for a hybrid/low-cost carriers

potentially by the market’s leading alliance to

partnership platform. The SkyTeam offering

further expand coverage as Jetstar operates

does not constitute membership in the alliance

some domestic routes Qantas cannot viably

but provides an option for members to affiliate

serve.

and partner with selected low-cost carriers.

international markets, such as Vietnam and

The Star Alliance is looking at following

Singapore,

SkyTeam in offering a partnership platform for
which

would

fall

short

of

also

where

has

OneWorld

franchises
has

in

relatively

limited coverage.

low-cost and hybrid carriers. Star sees the new
platform,

Jetstar

full

With low-cost carrier subsidiaries of
full service carriers becoming

increasingly

membership but provide a model for selected

common, this could be seen as one driver

low-cost

behind the move towards alliances introducing

carriers

to

work

with

members,

improving coverage in key markets.

low-cost/hybrid platforms. There are currently
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16 alliance members with low-cost carrier

reciprocal

arrangements

for

passenger

subsidiaries or affiliates. Iberia, Japan Airlines

management (i.e. support for passenger

and Qantas in OneWorld, Air France, Alitalia,

disruptions and recovery onto the other

KLM, Korean Air and Vietnam Airlines in

airline’s service) across both the AirAsia

SkyTeam and Air Canada, All Nippon Airways,

and Jetstar flying networks.

Asiana, Lufthansa, Singapore Airlines, South
African Airways, Thai Airways and Turkish

6. Cooperation between full service and
low-cost airlines

Airlines in Star Alliance.
In 2010, low cost airlines, Jetstar and
AirAsia announced that they form a new

Germanwings is a German low-cost airline

alliance that would reduce costs and allow for

based in Cologne. In 1997, Eurowings set up

cheaper fares for both carriers. The alliance is

low-cost department, which became a separate

expected to intensify pressure on leading

company under the name Germanwings on 27

manufacturers, including Boeing and Airbus to

October 2002. On 7 December 2005 the airline

move more quickly on next-generation narrow

signed a contract for the purchase of 18 Airbus

body types, to replace their Boeing 737 and

A319. In 2008, the original plans to merge

Airbus A320 offerings. The agreement includes

Germanwings, Eurowings and AirBerlin into

the development of cooperation in areas such

one airline to compete with AirBerlin in the

as:

German market as EasyJet and Ryanair on





Future fleet specification – both carriers

international routes, but these plans were

will investigate opportunities for joint

never realized. Instead, Germanwings became

procurement of the next generation of

a

narrow body aircraft. A collective goal is to

having from 1 January 2009. On 3 December

achieve cost reductions in terms of order

2014 Lufthansa Supervisory Board approved a

volume

design

new project called "Eurowings" and approved

specification to deliver more efficient, low

the lease seven Airbus A330-200 to a new low-

cost operations.

cost international flights. The "Eurowings" is

Airport passenger and ramp handling

collaboration

services

acquire new customers by offering quality

and

–

arrangements
passenger

and

influencing

developing
for

the

ground

cooperative





wholly

Airlines

owned

by

Lufthansa

Lufthansa

Group

to

provision

of

service at an attractive price as a low-cost

handling

in

model for short and long runs.
Initially, the two existing companies

Australia and within Asia at overlapping


subsidiary

airports by leveraging scale.

Germanwings and Eurowings continue to fulfil

Shared aircraft parts and ‘pooling’ –

its flight operations with their existing network

pooling

lines and crews under the auspices of the new

inventory

arrangements

for

aircraft components and spare parts.

concept. Eurowings fleet of aircraft, consisting

Procurement – Joint procurement, with a

of 23 Bombardier CRJ900 airplanes, will be

focus

and

replaced up to 23 Airbus A320 aircraft from

maintenance supplies and services, with

February 2015 to March 2017. In addition to

Jetstar maintaining its existing use of and

its European network of "new" Eurowings will

commitment to Australian facilities.

gradually add remote services to its offer by the

Passenger

on

engineering

disruption

arrangements

–
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Turkish airline SunExpress. To ensure this
cooperation

was

signed

Joint

Venture

3.

cooperation between Lufthansa and Turkish
Airlines, whereby intercontinental services to

4.

be offered under the brand Eurowings fly
5.

under the AOC of SunExpress. Eurowings

6.

remote fleet will then be gradually extended to
seven Airbus A330-200 over the next few

7.

years.
8.

Conclusion

9.
10.

The result code-share agreement is a higher
concentration network of collaborators and
providing various services and travel classes.
These

features

increased

allow

concluded

that

the

11.
12.

involvement of low-cost carriers
13.

within code-share agreement is partly due to
hybridization business models airlines.
Existing forms of cooperation is the

14.

multilateral cooperation or alliance carriers. In
addition to creating a non-profit organization
for low-cost carriers, global alliance provide a

15.
16.

platform for hybrid and low-cost airlines is also
envisaged an alliance only for low-cost carriers.
17.

Classic carriers are willing to work
with low-cost airlines to obtain further market
expansion

by

low

tariffs.

Gentle

model

18.

confirms that the most important feature that
affects the code-sharing decisions. Lufthansa
applies a new brand Eurowings, through which

19.

it wants to attract enough passengers. Maybe
this will start the cornerstone of new and
successful low-cost and full-service business

20.

model cooperation for European carriers.
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This article focuses on low-cost airlines optimization of operating
expenses. The aim of this work is theoretical knowledge processing,
analysis of selected airlines and implementation of knowledge in the
draft optimization of operating expenses. The master thesis
evaluates the costs of low-cost airlines on the basis on financial
reports. A custom draft of optimization presents our suggestion to
improve optimization and minimize costs.
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Introduction

subsequent offer low fares.
Among the most popular low cost

In the late 90s of the 20th century there was a

airlines in Europe include Ryanair (Ireland),

sharp increase in the low-cost traffic. The

Easyjet (United Kingdom), Wizz Air (Hungary)

growth was due to the attractiveness and
preference

of

cheaper

airfares

for

and Air Berlin (Germany). Some of them are

cheap

members of the Association of European low-

companies compared to traditional airlines.
The cost of these services also caught the
attention of people who still air transport not
used at all. As the name suggests these type
airlines, terms of minimizing the costs of a
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1. Low-cost airlines operating
expenses and their optimization



Advertising costs



Organizations membership costs

1.1. Low-cost airlines

2. Operating costs of low-cost
airlines Ryanair and Wizzair and
their analyse

The primary impulse for the creation and
development of low cost airlines has been the
deregulation of the US and subsequently the
European

air

transport

market.

2.1. Ryanair

After

deregulation originated in the US was set up

Ryanair is largely dependent on increasing the

Southwest Airlines and Ryanair Europe. The
emergence

of

low

responded

other

cost

airlines

types

of

capacity in the summer and winter declining

gradually

airlines

capacity, thereby effecting the overall future

and

growth. Seasonal effects of increased variable

implementation of certain elements of the

operating costs as well as fixed costs (eg. Cost

operating model in which low-cost airlines

of ownership of aircraft), which reduces the

operate.

potential for companies to benefit from the

1.2. Operating expenses

revenue

Costs are an important part of the economy for
low cost airlines. The aim of the airlines

Operating expenses



Fixed prices for maintenance



Basis salary cost

o



aircraft



Fuel and oil



Variable prices for maintenance



Airport charges



Air traffic control fees



Variable salary cost
Reservations and ticketing



Handling



Insurance



Refreshment



Airfield costs



Administrative costs

the

four

strategy

acquisition

costs

a

single

currently

operates

for
is

aircraft
only

controlling
focused

type.

―next

on

Ryanair

generation

reduces

costs

for

training,

maintenance, purchasing and storage of spare
parts,

while

gaining

greater

flexibility

in

planning the crew and aircraft operations.


Staff costs

The company constantly improves productivity
and their already highly productive workforce.
Compensation for staff to pay incentives in the
form of bonus payments


Customer service costs

Ryanair has concluded agreements on mutual

Non-operating costs


reduce

primary

operating

strategy

Indirect expenses


to

Boeing 737-800s. The company with this

Variable



aims

Aircraft operating costs

Ryanair‘s

Fixed
Ovnership of an aircraft

and

labour relations in companies, including the



Direct operating expenses


number

primary costs, namely the following costs

set of all costs are called Total operating costs..



the

frequency of flights may also negatively affect

Ryanair

necessary to know all the sources of costs. The

o

Reducing

ability to retain employees year-round.

operators is to minimize costs. Therefore, it is



side.

competition with external suppliers at some

Foreign exchange looses
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2.2 Wizzair

airports for the following services: ticketing,
passengers and aircraft and other services

WizzAir put emphasis on low cost companies.

under management if they are provided by

The key elements of the operation of a single,

third parties to the company more efficient.

efficient and modern aircraft fleet, narrow-body

The development of own reservation system
eliminated

the

cost

of

aircraft with high density seating (180 seats).

commissions

Also, the network of routes operated from point

attributable to travel agents. Ryanair generates

to point, working mostly on less overloaded

more than 99% of the revenues gained through

secondary airports, which generally charge

direct sales through its own website.


lower fees and higher load factors. Secondary
airports

Airport access and handling costs
charges

and

service

waiting time of passengers at airports and

the company and the company is trying to use
mainly competition between airports.

WizzAir try to stimulate the demand in the

the company has decided during the winter

market in which the company operate and can

season grounded some planes, which helps

produce more regular customer who travel

reduce operating costs, but on the other hand,

frequently. The company is able to complete in

this also reduces the non-airline revenues. his
the

65%,

low ticket prices. Low ticket prices offered by

reduced the handling costs. In recent years,

because

about

Wizz use business model which offer

expedite the check process, the company has

occurred

2014

company strategy is strong focused to cost of

competition.

Introduction of online check-in to reduce the

decision

in

primarily airports accounted about 35%. The

Ryanair is trying to control the availability of
airport

accounted

the market by offering attractive proposition for

company

customers.

Ryanair assumes that profits will be achieved

Further development of WizzAir aims

operation would be lower than the operating

to

costs associated with operating these aircraft
due to the higher cost of fuel, airport charges
and taxes. Costs associated with the grounding

expand

foundations,

objectives

and

frequencies in existing markets and in new
markets. The company recently began to
increase the number of routes from Middle and

of aircraft are minimal. However, the company

Eastern Europe, east to countries outside the

continues to cost of ownership, depreciation,

European Union.

amortization, and lease financing.

Recent situation in Ukraine have had a

The following table shows operating

serious impact on the Ukrainian economy and

costs of low-cost airline Ryanair.

the

Ukrainian

significantly

Table 7 Operating costs of low-cost airline Ryanair

Hryvnia,

against

has

major

weakened
currencies,

including the Euro. Wizz Air reduced the
number of aircraft deployed in Kiev from three
to two in March 2014; suspended operations at
its Donetsk base in April 2014 and suspended
the planned opening of a new base at Lviv in
April 2014.
Any further worsening of the current
situation

within

Ukraine

or

conflict

with

Russia could result in the Group’s operations
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in Ukraine experiencing further operational

Generally,

low-cost

airlines

provide

limitations, a reduction in productivity, loss of

very limited additional services. But it is not

availability of key personnel, higher operating

correct to believe that the level of service cost

costs, a further drop in demand for air travel,

airlines is lower than the traditional airlines.

further

or

The difference is that a passenger who uses the

repatriation of funds to or from Ukraine due to

services of the low-cost airline is able to choose

changing foreign currency controls, and a

the service for a fee. Passengers who use the

further weakening of the Hryvnia, affecting the

services of the classical airline, this option

profits of both Wizz Air Ukraine and the Group.

does not have and have to pay for that service,

restrictions

on

the

remittance

The following table shows operating

even it does not need.

costs of low-cost airline Wizzair.

Each airline should have own strategy
and aim, to know who are its clients, in which

Table 8 Operating costs of low-cost airline WizzAir

the market wants to focus, what wants to
share in the market and how to reach the own
aim. On these questions must have answer
with

effective

reviewing

the

budgeting,
costs,

planning,

revenues

and

and
their

subsequent analyse.
Operating expenses are on each flight
can significantly change, its depending on the
number of passengers. Therefore, a small
change in the number of passengers, flights
pricing or traffic could have a disproportionate
impact

3. Optimize of operating costs

on

the

operational

and

financial

results.

The core activity of low-cost airlines is to create

For many of costs is limited control. As

a cheapest product in area of responsibility.

companies mature and increase capacity, some

The cost structure of each airline is different

of costs may increase. However, the company

and is contingent on a several guidelines. The

may not be able to reduce costs (including

innovation of low cost airlines is that while

labour costs and the cost of financing aircraft).

guaranteeing the safety of the emphasis on

If costs have risen, the company is not able to

cost reduction as a means of making a profit.

have a competitive advantage, which can have
a negative impact on its business.

It must be noted that the cost savings
with low-cost airlines is not achieved at the

3.1 Staff costs

expense of passenger safety. These companies
must observe with the same safety regulations

Low-cost airlines usually employ young staff,

as traditional airlines. The low- cost company

because of saving the salary costs as if its

also applies to the same approval process and

employ senior staff who have more experience.

oversight

like

The average salary of aircrew tends to be

traditional airlines. Most of passengers use air

higher than the average salary in the country.

traffic to travel quickly and with minimal cost

A known method of reducing costs is called

transport from point A to point B.

"Dislocations work". For example, in Ireland

by

the

state

authorities
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are a low-cost airlines with low salary level and

which is favourable for its.

low tax. The airlines sing the contract with

Fuel costs can be reduced by using

employees in accordance with the laws of the

modern

country which have lower salary and tax.

consumption; they are also less noisy and

For example, employees of the low-cost

aircraft

produce

less

which

emission.

have
Fuel

lower

fuel

consumption

airline Ryanair in Belgium are employed under

affects not only the type of aircraft but also his

an Irish law with salaries less than that

age. To save aviation fuel during operation has

provided by Belgian law. Reducing staff cost

the company still a option for example: to

becomes a long-term necessity.

select the appropriate ratio between speed and

The airlines will have internal stability

consumption

or

optimizing

consumption

and could concentrate on external conditions

during taxiing on the ground. Low-cost airlines

of competition only if will try to improve work

operate flights to secondary airports and on

productivity. For example, Ryanair and Easyjet

these airports is also shorter distance from the

have

parking to the runway than at major airports.

productivity

to

the

same

level

like

American Airlines.

At these airports aircraft do not have to stand
in the queue that saves fuel. These mentioned

3.2 Fuel costs

measures may help for a savings in fuel costs.
Operating costs are significantly affected by

3.3 Maintenance costs

changes in the availability and price of fuel.
Aviation fuel has been and in future will be

Aircraft maintenance depends on the aircraft

unstable and affects the fluctuations in supply

using, composition and size of aircraft fleet.

and demand. Changes in the cost of aviation

The share of costs depends on that if the

fuel prices are influenced by the markets.

airlines are maintaining its own forces and

These prices are sensitive and are different on

means, or use outsourcing services. When

the continents, but also are different in

carrying out maintenance on your own is

countries and at the airports. The differences

easier to optimize costs already during the

unfold from oil prices in the markets, places

selection aircraft fleet.

her treatment, mode of transport, purchased
by

volume,

competition

and

taxes.

Low

cost

companies

have

an

One

advantage, own the same type of aircraft,

possibility how to reduce fuel costs is hedging.

thereby can save the cost of qualified staff for

It's the way when the company ensures the

maintenance and also for spare parts. The

purchase of fuel for a future period with a

airlines also use discounts on purchases of

specified price; this price does not change

aircraft and use one type of aircraft. The use of

according to changes in the markets. On the

aircraft maintenance services of other airlines

other hand, hedging can also bring a loss if the

or

market price fell below a specified price.

maintenance can sometimes be more expensive

Another possibility of reducing fuel costs is

than if the airline operates its own. All

tanking. It’s the way when the airline at the

maintenance products must comply with the

airport with cheap fuel refuel maximum of fuel

requirements and benefits, which provides

to the aircraft (the maximum landing weight).

maintenance. Maintenance is an important

One possibility would be if the fuel bought by

factor

ELFAA and the airlines could buy the fuel

subsequent financial losses. Therefore, the
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3.5 Marketing and distributions

airline industry is necessary preventive and
regular maintenance to prevent the potential

The best solution to reduce costs in this part is

situations which could be dangerous for flight

direct sales through web sites. With the

safety.

development of modern technologies quantity

Some types of operating costs, all

airlines use this method of advertising and

which make use of the subject (for example: a

marketing, as it saves the cost of promotion to

airports, airspace and landing fees) and in

travel agents. The low-cost airlines reaches

recent years has significantly increased. The

99% of tickets sold through internet. The cost

airlines have no guaranteed if these costs

reduction

would not increase. The airlines try to reduce
these

costs

primarily

flying

to

discounts if it is possible. However, these

operators

and

other

between

the

cost

of

passenger

check-in

airlines has several additional following from
the ownership of the services provided, the size

institutes.

of the airline, the structure of the lines, traffic

3.4 Airport charges

density and other factors. An important item is
the insurance of passengers, aircraft liability of

At secondary airports are lower landing fees

operation of aircraft and the others. The

and handling costs. The airport charges have a

amount of the insurance depends on the

fixed tax of seats sales on the aircraft in a lot of

agreements

countries in which the company operates.
who

are

very

sensitive

to

For

an

subject

of

the

low

cost

would

be

airlines

Also, optimization financial flows, repayment

aviation fuel in the European Union. Although
the

between

reduce outstanding debts from third parties.

been a discussion about tax exemption for
are

negotiations

advantageous to optimize the depreciation,

increase ticket prices. In recent years there has

exceptions

and

airline and the insurer.

Increasing these taxes could lead to loss

those

the

In addition to the above costs are low-cost

are

controlled by national or European regulator

customers

Consequently,

3.6 Other costs

airport

administrative

email.

process.

truly transported to a further increase costs. In
agreement

by

passenger arrives at the airport during the day

reduces

security measures for air traffic that could only
the

passenger

and booking code. This process speeds up and

Future

developments may also lead to increased

addition,

of

of departure and show a valid travel document

principles may not always be sufficient to
costs.

introduction

multi byte code and usually is delivered to the

these costs by agreeing with long-term volume

increasing

the

flight ticket). The electronic flight ticket is as a

airport. The airlines are also trying to reduce

these

helps

modern forms of electronic ticketing (electronic

secondary

airports and have at least one alternative

protect

also

loan

an

with

unfavorable

interest

rates

or

replacing these loans with lower interest rates.

international agreement, are not under take
control of EU, and there is no guarantee that
the current exemption for aircraft fuel will still
guaranteed. Every change in these exemptions
could lead to a substantial increase of fuel

In the airline industry cost airlines also
have

an

impact
as

unfavorable

condition,

such

government

measures,

unemployment,

limiting

economic
economic
in

the

credit markets and at least regulation by the

costs.

authorities of the aviation industry.
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Conclusion

very expensive baggage fee.

Low-cost air travel has become an integral
component of air transport and the economy.

The article tries to show economy of
low-cost airlines and to optimize operating
costs. The view on economy was filling in with

The beginning of the low-cost traffic goes back

the examples of low-cost airline Ryanair and

to the end of the last century. The impulse for

airline WizzAir.

the development was the deregulation in the

Based on this was selected

some elements to create the own suggestion of

US and then in Europe. The market between

optimization. The aim was focused on some

Ireland and Britain and later was liberalized

costs and tries to suggest alternative options

and then comes to Europe. In Europe was

for minimize and optimize of operating costs.

created a several low-cost airlines, the biggest
is low-cost airline Ryanair.
The sharp rise in low-cost air transport
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The aim of this article is to present the achievements of Poles in
mountains around the world, that exerted significant influence on
the present mountaineering era and appointed new, ambitious
trends in winter climbing on the highest peaks of the world. The
description presents mountain climbing, which was considered as a
groundbreaking in the Polish and world mountaineering.
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cultivated in the high mountains of the Alpine

Introduction

sculpture, but not limiting themselves to the

Mountaineering is often referred to as

Alps. The third concept, which was established

sports, but it is a concept far more complex.
Gives human life a specific trend, which is
almost completely subordinated to climbing.
Reference

is

to

the

people

who

treat

mountaineering very seriously. Not only the
the

human

factor

and

hardware

the

many

definitions

of

which is climbing up the ranks in spite of the

climbing

practiced in the Alps. According to the second
climbing

and

related to mountains kind of sport, the aim of

three different concepts. The first one says that

mountaineering

physical

adequate

Encyclopedie": Mountaineering (...) is a specific,

Mountaineering can define two or even

definition,

requires

that they used the French publisher "Grande

physical skills.

of

both

and

mountaineering's most accurate seems to be

emotions and is a real test of mental and

kinds

climbing

preparation

Of

kind, in which human accompanied by strong

all

of

caving and hight mountain skiing.

mountaineering is a discipline unique in its

is

type

sport climbing, mountain climbing, alpine

the

surrounding nature. All these factors make the

mountaineering

broader field of sport, which includes every

(Popko, 1974, p. 7). It can be divided into:

climbing is a priority, it is also extremely
important

by the Poles defines mountaineering, as the

difficulties that gives rise terrain. Mountaineer
also works in the easily area accessible to
tourists (approach, descent) or use a ski

is
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equipment - but they are only means to attain

giving shelter armies. In 1786 was made the

spontaneous order.

first ascent of Mont Blanc (4807 m), this event

Itself

origin

of

the

word

alpinism

is commonly considered to be the end of the

naming the sport is associated with the fact

Prealpinism (Great Encyclopedia of Mountains

that the Alps abound in every kind of rock or

and Mountaineering, 2001, p.15).

ice sculptures and most of the techniques of
climbing

was

started

term

Alps there was a new era in the field of high

its

mountain climbing. Began to gain new peaks,

meaning to all types of climbing cultivated in

inventing the simplest way entrance. Appeared

the mountains, from the rock to icy, no matter

a concept of guide alpinism. Started developing

where and how it is cultivated. From the date

new climbing techniques and the improvement

of

of already existing, there were the beginnings

mountaineering

alpinism

in

in

there.

Poland

Poland

The

After gaining the highest peak in the

expanded

tatrasism.

Polish

determine tatrasism and tatrasist should be

of

treated

mountain expeditions participated primarily

as equivalent Tatra

alpinism and

alpinist (Popko, 1974, p. 4).

alpinism

scientists.

There are also many other terms of

Gabriel

ideology.

In

1786,

Balmut

The

organized

Jacques

Piccard

with

and

high

Michel

companions

high mountain climbing such as himalaism,

entered the Mont Blanc and it is this date is

andism or pyreneeism that relate to specific

considered

geographical

now

mountaineering era. In 1858 it was entered

recognized that the pioneer of mountaineering,

Eiger (3970 m, the peak in the Bernese Alps,

understood by studying and conquering means

Switzerland) (Great Encyclopedia of Mountains

climbing the Alps, was established in the

and Mountaineering, 2001, p.15).

second

mountain

half

of

the

chains.

XVIII

It

is

century

the

beginning

of

the

Swiss

The third period is classical alpinism,

naturalist Horace - Benedict de Saussure from

lasting from 1864 until the end of the XIX

Geneva (Fyffe, Peter, 2003 p. 18-20).

century. This era was marked by the rapid
development of mountaineering, especially in

1.

the Dolomites and other limestone ranges of

The origins of world
mountaineeringow

the Eastern Alps and other mountains in
Europe. The period of classical alpinism is also

History of gaining mountain chains can be

a bravely attack unconquered on flank of

divided

was

glacier Alps and the gradual development of

Prealpinism. This was the period in which

unguide alpinism. By the end of this period

made

gained the majority of peaks of the Alps. Then

into
first

five

periods.

ascents

on

The

peaks.

first
The

first

references speaks about the entrance to the

there

present Riffelhorn (2927 m) by humans of the

mountaineering exploration of the Andes, the

Bronze Age five thousand years ago. In 1358,

Caucasus, the Cordilleras and the mountains

Bonifacio Rosario d'Astin won the first Alpine

of New Zealand. Mountains of Central Asia still

peak above 3000 m, Rocella Melone (3537 m).

remain a poorly explored. In 1865. Edward

In 1761 took place the first ascent of Mount

Whymper with other climbers came the first

Krivan in the High Tatras. The question then

time the Matterhorn (4477 m peak in the

arises, who were the people winning these

Western

peaks?

men.

Switzerland and Italy). In the same year, W. H.

Mountains were natural fortresses in fact

Johnson entered to the peaks E57, E58 and

They

were

mainly

military
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E61 in the Kunlun in Asia. In 1867, Bronislaw

on the border of China and Nepal). In 1955

Gustawicz made the first ascent of Świnica

Jean Bonzy and Lionel Terray entered the

(2301 m) in the Tatra Mountains. In 1868 the

Makalu (8481 m, in High Himalayas, on the

main top of the Kazbek (5047 m) in the

border between China and Nepal) and George

Caucasus entered Douglas William Freshfield,

Band

Adolphus Warburton Moor, Comys C. Tucker.

Kangchenjunga (8586 m, on the border of

Fredereck Gardiner, F. Crawford Grove, Horace

India and Nepal). In 1964 gained the last

Walker and guides entered Elbrus in the

pristine peak Shisha Pange (8013 m, High

Caucasus (5642 m). In 1876, Mnich was

Himalayas, Tibet). Accomplished this Chinese

achieved in the Tatra Mountains by John and

people, which was the end of the next,

Gwalbert Pawlikowski (expedition with guides).

important

Year 1880 brought a enter peak in the Andes -

Encyclopedia

Cimborazo (6310 m) by Edward Whymper

Mountaineering, 2001, p.19).

and

Joe

Brown

entered

mountaineering
of

the

era

(Great

Mountains

and

(expedition with guides). In 1883, William

The last period is a modern alpinism,

Woodman's first-ever visit to the Himalayas

where the race for the crown of the Himalayas.

only for the purposes of climbing. In 1897,

Have been extremely difficult demarcate a way

Matthias Zurbriggen came on the highest peak

for the major walls of the world. During this

of the Andes, Aconcagua (6959 m) (Great

time there was a huge activity of Poles in the

Encyclopedia

highest mountains, the result of which was the

of

Mountains

and

Mountaineering, 2001, p.17).

creation of the most difficult and dangerous

The next period - modern alpinism -

climbing routes, which globally have a world

abounded in the transition difficult routes of

ranking. In 1966 it was conquered the highest

rock and ice. Organized many expeditions in

mountain in Antarctica, Mount Vinson (4892

the Andes, Polar Mountains, Cordillera and

m). In 1971 the Poles won pristine top Kunjang

Himalayas. Began conquest of the fourteen

Chhisha in Karakoram (7852 m).

peaks above 8000 m. In 1910 gained Zamarła
Turnia (2179 m), which was one of the major

2. The beggining of Polish
mountaineering

problems of climbing in Tatras in those years.
Maurice Herzog and Louis Lachenal reached
Annapurna (8091 m) in the Himalayas. It was

For the beginnings of Polish mountaineering

the first entry to the peak above 8000 m.

can regarded climbing hailed on August 1,

During the next fourteen years, human has

1818 by Antoni Malczewski, during which he

won

In 1953,

won the Aiguille du Midi (3842 m peak in the

Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay were able

Alps in the Mont Blanc massif). He was

to stand on the highest peak of the world Mont

accompanied by Jean-Michel Balmat and five

Everest (8848 m). In the same year, at Nanga

other guides. On 4 August of the same year

Parbat (8126 m, Himalaya, Pakistan) came

Malczewski in a similar company entered the

Herman

Achilles

Mont Blanc. It was the twelfth entry to the

Compagononii and Lino Lacedalli achieved for

highest peak of Europe, and Malczewski was

the first time in the history of K2 in the

on it until the eighth tourist. It can be

Karakoram (8611 m), while Sepp Jochler,

considered

Herbert Tichy, and Pasang Dawa Lama entered

mountaineering. In contrast, most of the first

the Cho Oyu (8201 m, the Himalayas, the peak

mountain climbing Poles took place not in the

all eight thousand peaks.

Buhl,

and

in

1954
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Alps, but in the Tatras. Undoubtedly of great

north-east wall Kazalnica using for the first

importance

Tatra

time on a larger scale drilling technique

tourism had Stanisław Staszic activity in the

(Chwaściński, 1978 p. 247). In October of the

years 1802-1805 (Chwaściński, 1978, p.31-

same year was captured, attacked by twenty-

35). He won Kołowy Szczyt, was also on

some years, the center of the eastern wall of

Sławkowski Szczyt and Łomnica. Another man,

the Mnich - notorious Variant R. One major

who is credited with pioneering role in tatraism

problem, though of a different kind, has been

was Jan Gwalbert Pawlikowski (Chwaściński,

solved during the summer of 1955. Composed

1978, p.31-35). In 1910 was captured south

of five: Zbigniew Hegerle, Zbigniew Krysa, Jerzy

wall of Zamarła Turnia, still considered to be a

Piotrowski, Ryszard W. Schramm and Jan

typical

degree.

Staszel made the first crossing of the Główna

tatraism

Grań of Tatras from Przełęcz Zdziarska to

for

pattern

Undoubtedly
personalities

of

the

development

of

difficulties

the

greatest

the

interwar

of

V

period

was

Huciańska (Chwaściński, 1978 p. 235).

Wiesław Stanisławski. This versatile climber,

In the 70s and 80s created a classic

during the short period of only five years of

road that barely fit into the six levels of

activity, has won such walls Tatra as: west

difficulty. One of them was climbing Wojciech

Kościelec, north Żabi Koń and Jaworowy

Kurtyka on the north-eastern wall of the Mały

Szczyt, west Łomnica and Mała Śnieżna and

Młynarz. Kurtykówka was marked by Kurtyka

the biggest one – north wall of Mały Kiezmarski

in the company of Michael Gabryela and

Szczyt (Chwaściński, 1978, p.31-35).

Janusz Kurczab in the summer of 1970 and

Years of Nazi occupation hindered

was the first route classified by the authors on

progress in tatraism moving. Few moving and

the VI+4. New roads were marked, even in

during this period has been given the beat

seemingly completely exploited wall Kazalnica.

most

and

Even the most difficult path, not waiting a long

Paszucha in 1942 defeated the north-eastern

time for the first winter transition. Began to

wall of Kazalnica Mięguszowiecka and the

improve hook roads. Also new were the classic

eastern wall of the Mnich. The biggest success

combination of several adjacent roads and

of the two, was crossing the road in the center

chains.

of the chimney bluffs of Galeria Gankowa - for

Czerwińska,

many years the most serious Tatra route

Panejko-Pankiewicz and Danuta Wach) without

(Popko, 1974, p.15-17).

any inhibitions attacked the toughest Tatra

inaccessible

In

the

walls.

first

the

best
Krystyna

mountaineers

(Anna

Palmowska,

Ewa

roads. Deserve a special mention current

mountaineering revived fairly quickly, but did

activity of Silesian: Jan Kiełkowski, Jerzy

not reach the pre-war level. At first only

Kukuczka, Janusz Skorek and Zbigniew Wach

worked pre-war generation of mountaineers,

and

firmly at the depleted. At the peak of its

Malczyk, Andrzej Marcisz and Piotr Korczak.

tatraism

and

Among the representatives of central Poland

Żuławski, leading a number of new made

had pioneered Krzysztof Pankiewicz and Jan

pathways including first-pass ridge of the High

Wolf. An important role is also played by

Tatras (1946.). In 1955 revealed the talent and

Wojciech Kurtyka, although less frequently

were

after

The

war,

development

years

Łapiński

Orłowski

some

bit

later

Cracovian:

Ryszard

pugnacity of Jan Długosz. In July of the same
4

year, after several failed attempts, Długosz and
Czesław Momatiuk defeated the left slope
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now in the Tatras, and more often on the walls

to trough this pillar. The road of the first

of the Alps, the Himalayas and Karakoram

conquerorsavoid the greatest accumulation of

(Saysse-Tobiczyk, 1985).

this pillar, which often were happend to
powerful rock falls, which could only blunt any
hopes to lead road that way . First attempts to

3. Achievements Polish people in
high mountains

lead

the

way

accumulation

through
undertook

this

most

steep

in

1968.

Poles

For the purposes of this study it has become

composed of Eugeniusz Chrobak, Wojciech

necessary

climbing

Wróż, Samuel Skierski. Unfortunately, because

achievements of Polish people by suggesting a

of the rapid collapse of weather and snowfall

groundbreaking

some

they were forced to withdraw from the wall

barriers and gave the new trends of modern

after going just 80 m. A year later, the three

climbing.

climbers approached the base of the pillar.

In

make

a

selection

events

1962

that

of

broke

rapid

Among them was a participant in last year's

development of Polish mountaineering. An

trial, Eugeniusz Chrobak and also Tadeusz

important and also the turning point of this

Łaukajtys and Andrew Mróz. Almost equally

period

Filarze

with sunset, after six days of climbing, in. July

Kazalnicy Mięguszowieckiej , one of the most

18 happy team stood on the summit of Mount

impressive walls in the entire Tatras. The

Blanc, the first Polish road to the highest peak

marking out took care Eugeniusz Chrobak,

of Europe has become a reality (Piotrowski,

Heinrich

1977, p.17-20).

was

there has been

crossing

Andrzej

the

Janusz

road

a

at

Kurczab

and

Krzysztof Zdzitowiecki. There has been another

In April 1959. Boleslaw Chwaściński

important road to delineation of between the

reported to the Main Board Alpine Club

pillar and the road Łapińskiego and Paszuchy.

expedition to Noszak project (7492 m, Afghan

Immediately after the summer achievements

Hindu Kush). The goal was very ambitious -

came time for winter. In 1962. Was led by

the first input to the second peak of of the

Ryszard Szafrański and Lucjana Saudisa was

Hindu Kush, and at the same time setting a

determinated new filar . Was also made during

new Polish record of height, persisting from

this period many fine transitions which are the

twenty-one years. From the highest mountains

result of nowadays ways respected and widely

only Hindu Kush was available for the Poles,

regarded as a remarkable test of successive

were

generations of mountaineers (Piotrowski, 1977,

preparations for the expedition Polish people

p. 385-391).

turned out that the Japanese also decided to

up

almost

unknown.

During

the

Great Pillar of Corner (Alps) is a

try to gain the summit. Foundation of Polish

powerful and three-walled pylon supporting

base at an altitude of 4100 m took place on 8

Mont Blanc in the south-east. Falls almost

August, and the next day expedition leader has

1000-meter cliff with Peuterey ridge to the

established an agreement with the manager of

glacier Brenva. Cliff Pillar was defeated for the

a Japanese expedition on teaming and joint

first time from the eastern wall until 1957 by

attack on the summit. However, three days

Walter

(Saysse-

later, the Poles received the news that three

Tobiczyk, p. 30-32). In subsequent years,

Japanese summit has already begun, and none

Bonatti

was

of the participants Polish expedition did not

determinated new filar and led two other road

exceed 5600 m. On 17 August, two Japanese

Bonatti
and

and

Tony

Cosimo

Gobbi

Zappellim
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reached the top, becoming the first explorers of

Southern which, although they are the vertices

Noszak. Polish team has decided to attack the

of the side, but at the rate of 5 and 6, the

summit

in

of

Berbeka

peaks of the world, has become one of the

Jerzy

Krajski,

greatest achievements of Polish Himalayan

Stanislaw Kuliński, Jan Mostowski, Zbigniew

mountaineering. This expedition was the only

Rubinowski

Himalayan expedition, which won at the same

Krzysztof

the

composition

Stanisław
and

Biel,

Stanislaw

Zierhoffer.

On

Noszaku Poles stood on 27 August 1960., At

time

seventeen, congratulating themselves note of

Increased the Polish record height of over 400

the new Polish record of height.

m

Noszak was also conquered by the

two

and

virgin

8400

peaks

m

eight

altitude

thousand.

reached

seven

members of the expedition (Młotecki, 1983,

Polish people in winter 1973., In a double team

p.30).

Tadeusz Piotrowski and Andrzej Zawada. They

The

expedition

aims

to

get

stood at the top of of Noszak, the first people

Kangbachena began on 16 April 1974. At the

who arrived in the winter above 7,000 m.

head of expedition stood Piotr Młotecki, and

Zawada built on top of a inscription of stones

the group entered mountaineering Wojciech

"Winter 73"(Piotrowski, 1982,p.35).

Brański, Andrew Gardas, Wieslaw Kłaput,

Plan of Polish Himalayan expedition,

Marek

Malatyński,

Kazimierz

which aims was to get pristine side the top of

Olszewski,

the

Pietraszek (doctor), Marek Rogalski, Zbigniew

eight-thousander

Kangchenjunga

(the

Maciej

OlechJózef

Piatkowski,

second highest peak in the Himalayas, the

Rubinowski

third highest peak of the Earth), was born in

(www.wspinanie.pl). On

the Polish Mountain Club immediately after a

composed

successful expedition to Kangbachen (peak in

Malatyński, Olech and Rubinowski won the

the Himalayas in massif Kanczendzongi). Of

summit

the

reported

application

of

the

peaks

-

to

the

authorities

group

improving

May at 11:20

Brański,
Polish

Kłaput,

record

of

The expedition to the highest peak of
the Earth in the winter (Mount Everest)

condition is fulfilled first and third goals. In

expedition was unprecedented. No one had

1977., After receiving permission to attack

ever tried to get Everest in winter, the Poles

Lhotse,

the

decided to be trough this pioneers. Already had

expedition. In October of the same year

considerable experience gained during the

received

winter expedition

the

second

began

Nepal,

while

the

26

Sobolewski

this

preparations

of

of

Andrew

height.

Kanczendzongi South, Mount Everest and
Lhotse

and

Andrew

for

expedition

the
permit

to

on

Noszak and

Lhotse.

organize for the first time for 22 years an

Especially this second expedition provided a lot

expedition

entire

of practical information, because is a close

expedition team consisted of 23 Polish people,

neighbor of Everest of Lhotse. This gave the

two Americans and Sherpas. They met on 15

expedition relevant data on the prevailing

March 1978. In Dharan Bazar. Planned for 10

conditions in the region, such as hurricane-

May attack did not take place. On May 15,

force

another

attack,

Without the prior expedition to Lhotse, which

ultimately peak was captured on 22 May at.

admittedly failed, success on Everest would be

14.15 by Andrzej Heinrich, Wojciech Baranski

impossible. One of the most difficult barriers to

and Kazimierz Olech. Winning by a Polish

overcome, it was not an obstacle climbing, but

expedition

a political one. It was necessary to persuade

to

Kangchenjunga.

attempt

was

made

Kanczendzongi

The

the

Central

and

~ 164 ~
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the Nepalese authorities to release the first

long and difficult. They decided to change the

ever license to get up in the winter, which was

direction of the beam. On 14 July, the normal

something completely new. Permission to trip

way to the summit of Broad Peaku at 15

occurred at the last minute, that is on 22

entered Fiut, Majer and Pawlowski. An hour

November and had valid from 1 December

after Wielicki checked in at the top of the , who

1979. Until the end of February 1980. It was

has a record rapid entry. His exit from the

not until January 4, a whole group of Polish

database was in fact at 0.20, reached the

climbers fell under the base, and the entire

summit at 16, and back to base at 22.20. A

month authorization to be used to access and

total of 22 hours of shares - the first in the

transportation equipment. Zygmunt Heinrich

history of Himalayan mountaineering entrance

knew gap design and rested on his shoulders

to the summitted and descent in one day

to lead the transition. On 17 February 1980.

(www.wspinainie.pl).

Chair. 14:25 local time on the radio came the

During

this

time

Kurtyka

and

cries of the Polish team (Krzysztof Wielicki and

Kukuczka already climbed the northern top of

Leszek Cichy), during which Leszek Cichy

the western ridge of Broad Peak 7490 m. Was a

spoke historic words: guess where we are now

difficult climb. Entrance to the tip of the

?, and then if it was not Everest would

middle, and then the main, it was easier, as a

probably never came here. On 19 February

result

they both checked in the database becoming

without major problems. The area of the camp

the first people in history who have summitted

II - 6400 m Kurtyka grabbed the old rope,

entry for this winter and yet it was the Mount

which broke and caused its collapse at ice

Everest - the roof of the earth (Cichy et al.,

slope. Fortunately, he managed to halt right in

1982, p.26).

front of the vertical gap (Kukuczka, 2008,

In

1984

mountaineering

Club

in

the

whole

plan

was

implemented

p.20-34).

Katowice organized a small expedition in

In the period from 24 June to 13 July

Karakorum, led by Janusz Majer. As an

1988. Wojciech Kurtyka and Erhard Loretan

independent team, acted Jerzy Kukuczka and

they marked out a new path for the unspoiled,

Wojciech Kurtyka. The composition of the

1,000-meter east wall of Trango Tower (6286

expedition of Majer:

Fiut Walenty, Ryszard

m, a group of peaks in the Karakoram). The

Pawlowski and Krzysztof Wielicki. The aim was

base was established on June 20 on Dunge

to Broad Peak (twelfth in terms of height

Glacier at an altitude of 4000 m. On 24 June,

mountain in the world - 8051 meters above sea

after a

level, summitted the mountain located on the

reached the foot of the crag (5200 m), the peak

border of China and Pakistan), but the plans of

was captured on 13 July at 15 was the first

individual

entry double team on one of the the most

participants

differed

in.

Fiut

Walenty, Janusz Majer and Ryszard Pawlowski

night approach, the Polish

team

beautiful rock spiers in the world.

planned to climb to the top via the normal and

The attack on the 2500 m unspoilt

traditional style, while Wielicki attempted the

west face of Gasherbrum IV5 was in the plans

world's first entry into the summitted the

of the team Kukuczka-Kurtyka already in

mountain in one day. Jerzy Kukuczka and

1984.,

And

had

to

take

place

after

Wojciech Kurtyka initially planned to traverse
trójwierzchołkowy massif from the south, but
reconnaissance showed that the road is too

~ 165 ~
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Peak above 7000 m on the border of China and
Pakistan on Gasherbrum massif in the Karakoram
mountain range, seventeenth Earth peak and the
sixth of Pakistan in terms of height, 7932 m.
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przetrawersowaniu Broad Peak, for attempt

underwent its baptism of fire in the face of

has

gain

Himalayan mountaineering. After getting the

"Luminous walls" Kurtyka returned after a

Lhotse Jerzy Kukuczka knew that he was not

year, this time in the company of a young

interested already beaten track on the highest

Austrian

Schauer.

mountain in the world, hence decided to

Previously, the wall attacked several teams of

acquire the crown of the Himalayas in style,

British,

Japanese

through establishing new and at the same time

others,

English

not

been.

For

the

mountaineer
and
Martin

project

to

Robert
American,
Boysen

among

and

Mo

challenging roads. In 1980. Together with

Antoine, who in 1978. Reached a maximum, to

Andrzej Chokyi made the ascent of Mount

a height of about 7000 m.

Everest, paving the new road at the southern

Polish-Austrian team won against the

pillar. The following year, he managed to score

wall on 13 - 20 July 1985. Transition has been

alone, a new way Makalu. In 1982. Kukuczka

made

initial

set foot on the top of Broad Peak, and in the

acclimatization on the ridge north to a height

next for the first time won two treks in one

of 7100 m. Climbing accompanied by dramatic

year (Gaszerbrum I and II). At the turn of 1984

circumstances which, unfortunately, in the

and 1985. Succeeded him within 25 days in

last phase made it impossible to reach the

winter conditions get Dhaulagiri and Cho Oyu.

entrance for the main top .

Also, in 1985. Nanga Parbat won. Year 1986

in

He

pure

wrote

alpine

style

Wojciech

after

Kurtyka:

The

passed on expeditions, during which he won

immediate cause of so annoying finale was

three

terrible and very severe weather conditions in

Kangchendzonga, K-2 and Manaslu. The latter

the wall, and as a consequence - delay of

was by his twelfth summit of the Crown, while

climbing and a dangerously long period of

Reinhold Messner6 r already had them on his

hunger, thirst and insomnia, who - trapped in

account already thirteen. Kukuczka realized

the cliff - we had to endure. On 20 July, after

that if he could go to Manaslu and Annapurna

leaving the wall on the ridge peak, exhausted,

could then surpass Messner. When waiting for

given up horizontal, with the appearance of an

the weather to improve the Manaslu, found out

easy traverse towards the top, and immediately

about the entrance Italian Makalu and Lhotse,

proceeded to

downhill.

which gave his rival the title of the first

Although we left the wall alive, climbing was

conqueror of all fourteen eight-thousanders, as

great, even a prime example of all the possible

the first man in the world. This event ended

pitfalls and dangers, appropriate alpine style in

the race for the Crown of the Himalayas and

the highest mountains (www.wspinanie.pl).

the Karakoram. In 1987. Pole won their last

the

northern

ridge

Despite the failure to achieve peak

consecutive

Kukuczka

treks:

two treks - Annapurna7 and Shisha Panga8.

transition Kurtyki and Schauera was and is
considered the ideal pattern of alpine style .
In 1979 Jerzy Kukuczka appeared in a

6

place where a man can feel its very fragility in
the face of the mountains, where he began his
struggle for the crown of the Himalayas and
the Karakoram. His first goal was to Lhotse
(8516 m, on the border between Nepal and

7

China), without the use of oxygen, where he

8
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Reinhold Messner - Italian aplinist, himalaist and
traveler, originally from the German-speaking
South Tyrol, in 1986, was the first man has won all
eight-thousanders of the world, in climbing he
preferred alpine style - the minimum amount of
equipment, limited assistance porters, the smallest
number of intermediate camps and fixed ropes.
Annapurna – the tenth highest peak on Earth
(8091 m n.p.m.), Nepal, Himalayas.
Shisha Pangma – eight-thousander in Tibet in the
High Himalayas
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Reinhold Messner earned Crown of the Earth

In 2010 from itiative of the Artur

in 15 years, with most of its inputs took place

Hajzer started on the multi-annual program of

in the summer season and normal well-

sports

trodden paths to the summit. Kukuczka this

- Polish Winter Himalayan Mountaineering

was accomplished in just eight years. In

2010-2015. The aim of the program was to get

addition, these inputs made in most cases new

in winter 5 eight-thousanders, which so far

roads

an

have not been captured by the Poles10. After a

incomparable result9. . When the crown of the

long break in acquiring eight-thousanders in

Earth has been taken, Jerzy Kukuczka decided

the winter by the Poles live to see another

to face the greatest challenge of the XXI

success, which

century mountaineering - the south wall of of

Gasherbrum I. Karakorum So far, despite

Lhotse.

many

winter

seasons,

Gaining

this

giving

wall

him

could

be

the

was the entrance to the

expeditions

from

various

countries

culmination of Reinhold Messner compete with

managed to get two peaks trough this harsh

that in the spring of 1989. Had to withdraw

mountain range. From day 8 to 9 March 2012.

from

this

Janusz Gołąb and Adam Bielecki came up with

challenge has become his last. Attacking the

a third camp situated at an altitude of 7040 m.

summit at an altitude of about 8300 m fell off

Was a very unusual move, different from the

the wall. This wall still remains a great

previous

challenge, survive until only one pass through

because attacks peak does not take place at

the

Vladimir

night, due to the much lower temperature.

Karataev) on 1 October 1990 enter winter is

With the wind chill temperature of -50 degrees

still not recorded (Malanowski, 1996, p.17).

Celsius, the rate of climb was good and was

the

of

Russians

Lhotse.

(Sergey

Unfortunately,

Bierszow,

winter

mountaineering

tactics

In mid-January 2004. Piotr Morawski

about 100 meters per hour. After about eight

first attacked Shisha Pange during winter.

hours of climbing, 9 March at 8:30 am local

Unfortunately, when only 300 m vertically

time, Adam Bielecki, and soon after Janusz

separated him from conquering the summit

Dove reached the top of Gasherbrum I. The

was forced to retreat to the base, but already

expedition was a great success and broke the

during the descent born in his mind plan to re-

long silence in winter Polish Mountaineering .

return to the top. A year later, in January,

It is worth recalling that the last such success

returned to base at Shisha Pangma together

recorded by the Polish expedition only took

with

best

place on 31 December 1988., When it earned

contemporary Italian climbers. Last entry on

Krzysztof Wielicki of Lhotse in the winter

this

(Poznański, 2012, p. 7-9).

Simone
summitted

Moro,
during

one

of

winter

the
have

been

recorded 17 years earlier and had for Krzysztof

On 5 March 2013 has reached the top

Wielicki, and the last entry on any summitted

of Broad Peak (8047 m) by Adam Bielecki,

the mountain in winter took place at Cho Oyu

Artur Malek, Maciej Berbeka and Tomasz

11 years earlier. Morawski and Moro reached a

Kowalski.

peak and became the first winter winners of

mountaineers could not be happy to return to

Shisha Panga (Morawski, 2010, p.50-60).

base.

10

9

Reinhold Messner wrote to the Pole soon after the
success of Shisha Panama telegram saying "You
are not second, you're great."
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Unfortunately,

the

last

two

Eight-thousanders not yet captures by the Poles:
K2 (8611 m), Nanga Parbat (8126 m), Gasherbrum
I (8080 m), Gasherbrum II (8034 m) and Broad
Peak (8051 m); www.polskihimalaizmzimowy.pl
from the day 15.02.2014.
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4. Effect of mountaineering
achievements of of Poles in the
world

Mount Everest, made by Krzysztof Wielicki and

Many mountaineers from around the world put

Polish teams, are often the first in history,

a huge effort and commitment in conquering

often combined with the marking out of new

the pristine peaks and walls all over the world,

road projects to this day aren't done. They

a large contribution to including the Poles. In

were

the

supplemental oxygen, in extremely dangerous

case

of

mountains

exploration

in

the

of

the

world,

Leszek Cichy. Since then, eight thousand
peaks in winter were repeatedly acquired by

highest

namely

the

overcome

in

alpine

style,

without

conditions.
The created style climbing created by

Karakoram and the Himalayas Polish teams
started quite late their activities. This was due

Polish

to the existence of the Iron Curtain, which

mountaineering.

prevented foreign tours. During this time,

Simone Moro, before the last expedition to

climbers such as Germany, Britain and France

Nanga Parbat winter 2011. Said: I'm going on

were among the first to enter the longer treks,

Nanga Parbat first day of winter, to get her in

paving the road to at trough this first input.

the beautiful Polish style, which clearly I show

When he finally came to remove political

the impact on contemporary Polish alpinists and

barriers

Himalayan mountaineering mountaineering.

in

expeditions

Poland,
the

began

remotest

organizing

corners

of

in

the

Tatra

translate

his

experiences

1.

Mountains,
on

began

to

2.

outstanding

3.
4.

achievements in high mountains. They made
the ambitious move in the Alps, for example,

5.
6.

the Great Pillar of Corner of Mont Blanc, which
constituted a problem difficult to solve for

7.

European climbers. Polish climbers showed a

8.
9.

great hunger for climbing squared political
a

great

mental

and

10.

physical

11.
12.

resistance in difficult conditions, and great
determination.
Climbing

13.

brought a new trend winter highest parts of

14.
15.

Polish

a

model

Famous

for

modern

Italian

climber
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Cyberspace domain represents a unique environment with
distinctive features that is since its beginnings more and more
interconnected to all other existing domains. Example of latest
aviation cyber incidents shows us some vulnerability that lies in the
internal cyberspace of this industry. Experiences resulting from
presented cases might serve as a background for further study and
development of cyber security systems related to the aviation
industry.
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Introduction

point of view. Cyberspace became the fifth
domain

Since the end of Cold War era the process of
globalization

and

rapid

development

enabled

the

and communication dates back to the middle
global

environment

military

sector

that

started

all preceding domains as they are dependent

systems can be in aviation industry and what
need to be done in order to prevent such a

after land, sea, air and space. Traditionally it
the

influence in either positive or negative direction

cyber-attacks showed how vulnerable these

the

cyberspace could fully became the next domain
was

distinctive

nowadays on cyber infrastructure. Recent air

of 20th century, but only after the major
the

its

feature in cyberspace is in its opportunity to

domain – cyberspace. The history of internet

in

with

more complex and interconnected. Unique

and

communication technologies to set a new

changes

humanity

character from aforementioned ones and much

technological

information

of

cases to the future.

to

contribute to the studies about usage and
control of cyberspace from the environmental
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1. Cyberspace as a new environment

and networks. In cyberspace, like air and
space, almost all activities involve the use of

For a long time the humanity used only two
domains of the environment – the land and the
sea. Only in the 20th century people were able

other environments (Singer, Friedman, 2014).

domain. In order to discover and control any of

Another distinguishing feature is number of

the domains, people needed the technology

actors. There are much more actors with

such a chariots, ships, airplanes or space

access to the global cyberspace arena while

shuttles. Similarly, in order to connect to

states can’t control it to the same degree as

cyberspace we need networks, cables, devices,
etc.

Yet

we

don’t

have

they can with land, sea and air. Furthermore

enough

Kazanský and Ivančík adds that „regarding the

historical experience to fully understand the

supranational character of cyber-attacks, the

scope of fast evolving nature of cyber conflict.

national borders disappear as well as borders

From the early beginnings the studies have
focused

to the comparison

virtual and physical parts of cyberspace can be
moved and transformed much more than any

to conquer also the air, space and lastly cyber

internet

technology, but cyberspace is unique in that

between

of cyberspace

the environment of land, sea, air and space.
There was even official recognition of the

states, that „… we have endorsed enhanced





Wales Summit, Declaration, 2014, 72.). As

Interconnectivity of mutually dependent

private sector. Hans and Nissenbaum argue

battlefields and provide supplies has been vital

that „cyber domain isn’t a privilege of liberal

point of military success. Cyberspace has been

market but implies complex inter-connection of

thus studied by analogy from those four

public-private responsibility and governmental

environmental perspectives of power. In order

authority“(Hans, Nissenbaum, 2009, s. 13).

to fully understand the aspects of cyberspace,

To understand the growing significance

features,

of

secondly compare them with other and then
study

of

which doesn’t share the same interests as

of air forces to operate over

the

gathering

cyberspace is in the hands of private sector,

power. “ (Rattray, 2009, p. 253). For example,

to

and

Moreover the significant part of the

operating environment enhances the actor’s

perspective

exchange

networks (Kuehl, 2009).

Rattray states, „control of key aspects of the

new

Specific intent – creation, modification,
information

fulfillment of the Alliance’s core tasks. “ (NATO,

bring

Need to use electronic or electromagnetic

storage,

Cyber Defense Policy, contributing to the

particular

Operability – usage of cyberspace for some

devices in order to enter

the Wales Summit 2014 declaration NATO

its

and

unique features of cyberspace are:



environment of NATO member countries. In

review

domestic

reason

has become the next part of the operational

we’ll

private,

Ivančík, 2015, s.82). According to Kuehl, the


cyberspace as the fifth domain by NATO, which

first

and

foreign and private and public.” (Kazanský,

environment with other theories of power in

the ability

state

cyberspace,

it

helps

to

examine

how

strategic theorists have addresses questions of

of

national security and power in comparison

cyberspace.
The most obvious feature of cyberspace
is that it lies in non-physical world, although it
is created by the manmade physical systems
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address.

Rattray

defines

the

four

main

focused on the development of professionals

common threads as technological advances,

dedicated to securing national interests. In the

speed and scope of operations, control of key

cyber domain, the human capital is even more

features and national mobilization (Rattray,

valuable resource as intellectual knowledge

2009).

can
For the purpose of this paper we will

increase

According

the

airpower

capabilities

within

the

cyberspace (Rattray, 2009).

examine the common threats of air and cyber
domains.

the

From

theory,

above

all

differences,

environmental theorists are focusing attention

technological advantage of strategic bombers

on

that are able to strike at enemy center of

changeability of the cyberspace environment

gravity would decide the future conflict. Now,

(Kramer,

2009).

cyberspace allows such a disruptive attacks

domains,

the

that can negate the advantages of states in key

vulnerability

operational

cost

anonymous access, rapidly leverage expertise,

(Zikmund, 2014). As Hanko states, disruptive

high number of actors, ease of access and

threats conducted through technology can

ability

shift the balance of power between actors. For

offence

instance

via

Although NATO has confirmed the article n.5

disruptive capability in the means of „stealth“

regarding to the cyber-attacks, there are many

technology materialized in air fighters F117

discrepancies in international law about what

Nighthawk or F-35 Lightning (Hanko, 2015, s.

to consider as real cyber-attack comparable to

48). From the speed and scope perspective of

conventional attack. Also deterrence has lost

air power, the air operations meant that wars

its

would be over quickly, giving dominance to the

deployment, difficulty in attribution process,

party that struck first. Similarly network

large

centric operation can be done in the real time,

impossibility to control them all. There is no

simultaneously at different places without any

state that is able to discourage hackers or

warning. From the perspective of the key

attackers from attacks on their own network

features, the supremacy of the air bomber with

(Kramer, 2009). In the discussion about the

aim to eliminate an adversary’s striking power

concept of cyberspace Rattray claims that it

was essential for control of the air. We were

requires

able to see the impact of air control over Libya

approaches due to its more mutable, human-

during the Operation Unified Protector in

drive characteristics and uses some biological

2011. Crucial point of cyberspace is the

and other adaptive systems (Rattray, 2009).

capacity to transit that includes physical

Also Schmidt argues that „agenda around

infrastructure

interconnection

cybersecurity needs to be focused more on

points for large global networks. As many of

constructive and critical analysis, rather than

these are privately owned, more actors can

following traditional military perspective. “

make choices about ownership, control and

(Schmidt, 2014, s. 37)

domains

USA

have

and

at

much

disruptive

major

lower

threat

operation of their key cyberspace features.
Lastly

from

the

perspective

of

national

mobilization, the air and space power theories
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offense

to

dominance
In

caused

easy

meaning

also

of

rapid

with

very

of easy

of

makes
difficult.

stealthy

points

substantially

its

changes,

instantly

access

other

networks,

rapid

defense

because

number

of

by

decision

and

the

contrast

openness

make

and

and

different
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2. Threats to Air Cyber Security

unauthenticated,

cyberspace to them. The main features of
cyberspace are both applicable in public or

access

can be used to hack a bank or a Ministry of

everyday

into

of

aircraft

systems."

of

thousands

of

frequent

flyer

state-owned

enterprise

that

manages New Zealand's air traffic control
systems. For around three hours around 160

attributed to the lost Malaysian Airlines flight

flights were delayed (Campbel, 2015). Even

MH370 in 2014. According to British anti-

more severe incident happened the same

terror expert Dr. Sally Leivesley, the airplane

month at the Polish Warsaw Chopin airport

could be possibly hijacked with mobile phone

National airline LOT became the target of

by overriding the aircraft’s security software.

Distributed Denial of Service attack on critical

She assumes that it might be the world’s first

computer system resulting in 1400 passengers

cyber hijack (Fielding, Winter, 2014).

being grounded for nearly five hours. The

finally

source

approved it opens a topic for increasing a

of

attack

was

unknown

and

the

technique of attack even more as the system

security measures for such a kind of malicious

operates on closed network. Such a targeted

activity that was proven to be possible later on
by Spanish security consultant Hugo Teso at
the Amsterdam Hack in the Box security

attack on airline was first to its kind and opens
a question on possibilities of cybercrimes in
aviation

conference in 2015. Teso demonstrated that he

(Campbel,

2015).

Although

the

principal aim isn’t known, possible target

is able to change the plane's course, crash the

should be the data of passengers as credit

plane, set lights flashing in the cockpit, and

cards and ID’s. It can be only a question of

activate something when the plane is in a

time when the motive of attacker will change to

certain area with the use of his SIMON code

ransom or have political background. In the

and Android App PlaneSpoilt (Demo hack...,

hands of terrorist or crime groups such a tools

2015). Teso also pointed out that air tracking
unencrypted

lock

profit-driven

One of the first cyber air attack is

today

variety

internal network failure at Airways NZ, a

that occurred in the civil aviation sector.

are

a

airline flights were grounded as a result of an

attention on recent cyber breaches and attacks

systems

to

In June 2015 around 50 commercial

For the purpose of this paper, we will focus our

wasn’t

of

accounts (Cyber air warfare, 2015).

that is responsible for lives of people it can so.

theory

series

attacked from unknown source that resulted

life. Ordinary

security of people, but by controlling a device

the

whole

British Airways became a victim of mass cyber-

the

computer incidents can’t directly harm the

Although

a

threats can become real ones. In March 2015

to the same networks as private companies,
in

are

It didn’t take a long time to prove those

the military sector, states are often connected

networks used

there

(Rosenbach, Traufetter, 2015).

Health. Apart from infrastructure dedicated to

on

System (ACARS) that is unable to verify the

backdoors, through which hackers can gain

their business or activity. The same computer

focus

Communications Addressing and Reporting

airplanes,

account the risks from cyber threats regarding

will

In

validity of messages. By his words "In modern

private sector, where companies must take into

We

security.

messaging system for airplanes the Aircraft

world creates demand for fast adaptation of

etc.

lack

addition Teso criticized communication and

Fast development in all industries around the

organizations

thus

can pose a serious danger to aviation as such.

and
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Conclusion

“This story highlights the fact that, as more
and more aspects of our lives become cyberdependent, we offer a greater attack surface to
cybercriminals

–

including

To summarize, the cyberspace is today fully
accepted as a domain and everyday part of our

critical

infrastructure systems,” he says, adding: “It
also follows on from recent concerns about

lives, that has connected the whole world into
one great network of not only virtual relations,
but also social, economic, political etc. We are

possible threats to airplane security from Wi-

now living in the digital era, thus we have to

Fi.” (Szary, Auchard, 2015).

know what rules and

law work

in

this

environment so we can protect ourselves, our

3. Adaption to the new environment

societies, companies, interests or states and
take an advantage from it. On the example of

In order to prevent a catastrophic scenarios or

incidents

future cyber air attacks, there need to be taken

in

aviation

industry

we

have

demonstrated some critical vulnerability in

security measures. First it is recommended to

communication and navigation systems that

build a cyber security threat model to aid in
specifically targeting the search for systemic
weaknesses in aviation systems. Next, airlines

can have serious impacts also on people’s lives.
Prevention,

transparency,

greater

control,

detection and risk management in airlines

should show greater transparency in how they

cyber systems should be strengthened in order

handle cyber threats not only during the flight
but also in the total process as personal

to avoid the worst case scenarios in the future.

information are highly attractive for cyber
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Air traffic control system has significantly changed over the recent
years. When comparing the differences of today’s traditional voice
reporting system to the future air navigation systems, the obvious
advantage is in its being able to place more aircraft in the same
airspace and do it safely. The uncertainties of voice reporting and
the delay associated with HF radio require the air traffic controller
to provide a tremendous amount of airspace between each airplane.
With FANS and the recent Required Navigation Performance
mandates, air traffic controllers can safely and significantly reduce
those separation distances and allow more flexibility for the FANSequipped aircraft.

Keywords: navigation system, control, communication, surveillance,
data-link

Introduction

1. Evolution of the FANS Concept

The FANS concept has been developed by the

In the beginning of 1983, the authorities began

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

to address the issue of ever increasing demand

in partnership with aerospace manufacturers.

for airspace. They were aware of the fact that

The project involves firms such as Boeing,

the aging infrastructure would not be able to

Airbus, Honeywell and others. It allows for the

effectively handle increase of air traffic and

airspace to be efficiently and safely utilized by

traffic jam.

the aircraft. FANS is used primarily in the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

oceanic regions taking advantage of both

established a Special Committee on FANS,

satellite

satellite

tasked with identifying new technologies for

navigation. It effectively creates a virtual radar

the future development of communication and

environment for safe passage of aircraft and

surveillance to aid the management of air

supports many of the evolving ATM strategies.

traffic under the FANS infrastructure. The

Evolution has been underway for more than

FANS report was first published in 1988 laying

ten years. FANS-A is in standard use on Airbus

the basis for the future strategy for the

airliners. The version used by Boeing is

CNS/ATM concept. Then the development of

known as FANS-1. The represent the first

the technical standards started out of the need

generation of FANS architecture. FANS (2014)

put into effect the FANS concept. UASC (2014)

communication

and
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In order for the aircraft to fly across

same manner as ground-based radar does

oceanic/remote areas of airspace, a method of
communication

had

to

be

established

today over land. Honeywell (2014)

to

FANS today uses automatic position

manage aircraft out of range of traditional

reporting

ground-based

For

Communications (CPDLC) directly to ATC over

decades, the only means of communication in

VHF using VDL Mode 2 or SatCom (Inmarsat

remote/oceanic airspace had been a High

or Iridium) in lieu of the ACARS, to enable

Frequency

pilots

more efficient communications between the

reported their position to a radio operator who,

aircraft and ATC. Phase 2 consists of three

in turn, relayed the aircraft position report over

steps. The first step is aimed at expanding

a telephone line to the ATC. HF Radio has been

FANS 1 / A airspace to include all organized

known

noisy

track system (OTS) FL350-FL390 inclusive. In

atmospheric

terms of time, this step is scheduled for 2015.

to

VHF

(HF)

radio

be

provided

system.

caused

and
an

systems.

problematic

transmissions
conditions,

radar

due

by

language
by

to

using

communication

to

barriers.

improvement

Communication

The

and

Controller

Pilot

Data

Link

FANS

Step two (scheduled for 2017) will require

HF

Radio

FANS

data

link

through

1/A

Performance

in

all

Minimum

Standards

Navigation

(MNPS)

airspace

satellite

FL350-FL390, inclusive. Step three of the

first

second phase (2020) is expected to involve

implementation of FANS, the existing satellite-

FANS 1 / A extension for airspace from FL 290

based Aircraft Communications Addressing

and above.

communications.

During

the

and Reporting System (ACARS) was used.
FANS technology is implemented in
oceanic

areas

and

the

national

2. FANS Components

airspace

around the world. The first FANS routes made

The term FANS encompasses a set of

their debut in the Pacific in early 1996 and

defined software features required within the

were originally flown by three airlines using the

FMS. Changes within these features have

Boeing 747- 400. Boeing (2014)

improved since 1996 based on thousands of

These B-747 FANS 1 equipped aircraft

hours of pilot and ATC usage to ensure that all

use Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites

aspects of CNS/ATM are satisfied safely and

and Inertial Reference Systems (IRS) and an

efficiently. Honeywell, Universal Avionics a

on-board

Management

Clay Lacy Aviation are the most famous

System (FMS) to find their fix. The position of

aerospace manufacturers meeting the FANS

the aircraft is then transmitted through a

requirements. The components of the concept

communications router and sent to Air Traffic

FANS belong to the following systems:

Honeywell

Flight

Control (ATC) via either VHF or SATCOM. The
FANS

standard

mandates

of

Communication: It is the data link software

INMARSAT SATCOM when out of VHF range.

algorithm within the FMS that enables two-way

This

SATCOM),

communication between the cockpit and ATC.

Navigation (GPS / FMS) and the Automatic

CPDLC has two operative forms. It contains a

Dependant Surveillance (ADS-A) concepts help

set of predefined text messages and “Free Text”

the ATC obtain a clear picture of the traffic in

messages. It provides a fixed set of responses

a given block of oceanic airspace much in the

to clearances, information, or asks for message

Communication

(VHF

the
or

use

1. CPDLC- Controller / Pilot Data Link
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elements which correspond to standard ATC

c)

Demand — ATC can request an update as

voice phraseology. The controller is provided

needed, and this does not affect an

with the ability to issue standard instructions

existing contact present rate.

or requests for information. The pilot is

There is a fourth type of contact, which

furnished with a standard set of responses to

unlike the previous three is initiated and

these instructions or requests. “Free Text”

cancelled by the pilot, not the controller. This

messages are used when information needs to

Emergency Contact is automatically triggered

be exchanged that is not conforming to these

by a MAYDAY message.

defined formats.
The

technology

is

currently

being

3.

RNP

–

Required

Navigation

deployed in European Airspace under the Link

Performance: RNP containment is now required

2000+ Program, but the defined message set is

in certain oceanic regions throughout the

the one used for FANS airspace. A future

globe. RNP has been a component of FANS

software release for the UniLink UL-800/801

since its inception. Global Position System

CMUs will include these message sets, allowing

(GPS) and Inertial Reference System (IRS)

operators to comply with Link 2000+ Program.

combined with FMS provide compliance with

Link 2000 is a data-link service that allows

RNP mandates now in effect. RNP 4 and 10 are

text-based communication between ATC and

typical in oceanic regions. Actual RNP is

the

continually monitored by the flight crew and

flight

crew,

but

doesn’t

include

a

surveillance component. UASC (2014)
2.

ADS-A

(Automatic

they are notified of any variances to the

Dependent

standard. Dzunda & Cséfalvay (2013)

Surveillance-Addressed) or ADS-C (Automatic
Dependent

Surveillance-Contract):

4. RTA – Required Time of Arrival: RTA

ADS-A/C

gives the flight crew the ability to assign a time

contains the software algorithms to transmit

constraint to a waypoint, allowing the aircraft

the position of the aircraft (either via SATCOM

to cross a latitude or longitude at a specified

or VHF) to an ATC every one to five minutes.

time.

ADS contacts are established by the ground

adjusted by the auto-throttle to achieve the

station following a logon from an aircraft.

RTA plus or minus 30 seconds. If the RTA is

Although

not possible, the flight crew is notified with a

ADS

and

CPDLC

are

separate

applications, they both use the same logon

The

cruise

speed

is

automatically

visual alert.

from the aircraft for their own purposes. ADS-

5. Flight Plan Updates – The FMS is

A will also maintain surveillance continuity

offered have the capability to update the flight

through

plan based on revised clearances received by

automatic

handover

across

FIR

boundaries. Honeywell (2014)

ATC via CPDLC. The active flight plan is after

When operating in normal mode, the

the

system generates three types of reports:
a)

crew

has

acknowledged

the

clearance. Honeywell (2014)

Periodic — ATC can set or alter the update
rate as needed (a higher update rate is

b)

flight

The basic hardware building blocks for

usually required in high traffic areas)

FANS (Figure 1) are found on many of the

Event — A change in vertical climb rate,

newer long range business jets today. In most

lateral deviation or altitude automatically

cases, the upgrade to FANS involves loading

triggers a report.

only the FANS software in the FMS.
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3.1. Reduced separation between the
airplanes
In non-FANS procedural airplane separation,
errors in navigation and potential errors in
voice communication between the flight crew
and air traffic control are considered. The
uncertainties

of

traditional

voice

position

reporting and the delays associated with highfrequency relayed voice communications (10 to

Figure 1 Typical FANS Architecture

20 minutes to make a high-frequency voice

Source: Honeywell White Paper: Future Air
Navigation System (FANS), 2014

position report) require the air traffic controller
to allow a tremendous amount of airspace
between each airplane - and it means that
airplanes often operate at less-than-optimum

3. Embodiment FANS benefits

altitudes and speeds. In contrast, via a satellite
data link, airplanes equipped with FANS can

Reasons to install systems FANS aircraft are in

transmit automatic surveillance reports with

the benefits and return on investment. One of
the

FANS

communication

benefits
with

include
using

information on actual position and intent at

improved

data

link.

least every one to five minutes. The position is

By

based

traditional voice position reporting may occur
communication

errors

between

pilot

Positioning

and

misunderstanding.

the

highly

System

accurate

(GPS).

Global

Digital

data

communication between the flight crew and

controller. They can be caused by signal noise
or

on

the air traffic controller reduces the possibility

Digital

data

of error and allows for much smaller airplane

eliminate

these

separations. The obvious improvements in the

communications errors to minimum. The next

communication, navigation and surveillance

benefits offered by FANS include reduced fuel

enables authorities to reduce the required

burn and flight time through more efficient

separation distances between airplanes, which

routing and increased payload capability for

in turn allow airplanes to fly at their optimum

take-off-weight-limited

altitude and burn less fuel. Honeywell (2014)

communication

should

flights.

By

implementing the FANS concept, the operators

3.2.

will be able to take advantage of the following
benefits and improvements:

More efficient route changes

Oceanic operations currently are based on



reduced separation between airplanes,

weather data that are up to twelve hours old.



more efficient route changes,

By using the satellite data link, the latest



satellite communication,

weather from a variety of weather services is



no altitude loss when crossing tracks,

transmitted to the airplane while en-route.



more direct routings,



reduced user charges for using the FANS

Then the flight crews use these data to develop
optimized flight plans, which can also be
generated on the ground and transmitted to

infrastructure.

the airplane. Such dynamic re-routing may
allow airlines and business jets to consider
reducing

discretionary

fuel,

which

further

reduces fuel burn or allows increased payload.
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3.3.

Satellite communication

3.6. Reduced user charges for using the
FANS infrastructure

Satellite communication provides a much more
reliable link to the ground than current high

Air

frequency (HF) radio, which is susceptible to

charging much for using HF flight-following

noise

Satellite

services are expected to offer reduced rates for

communication reduces the response time to a

FANS / CPDLC services due to improved

few minutes. The response time varies from 20

handling efficiencies on the ground. Honeywell

to 60 minutes based on the existing separation

(2014)

and

interference.

navigation

service

providers

currently

distances required. Thus, communication is
made efficient, silent and automatic.

Conclusion

3.4 No altitude loss when crossing
tracks

The benefits of the FANS are clear. Airlines
that pioneered the use of FANS have paved the

To avoid potential conflict, an airplane that is
be

way for over 35 carriers flying 1,000 FANS-

separated by altitude from any traffic on the

equipped aircraft today. Their fuel savings,

other track. As a result, one of the two

added payload, en-route time reduction and

airplanes can be forced to operate as much as

maintenance cost savings clearly justify the

4,000 feet below its optimum altitude. Altitude

implementation costs of FANS. And, what

separation becomes much less frequent if the

makes the FANS even more attractive, most of

air

timely

its the hardware (if not all) is already on board.

both

The ideal candidate long range business jets

airplanes, including projected intent. As a

are equipped with the FMS, GPS, CMU / DMU,

approaching

traffic

surveillance

crossing

controller
data

via

tracks

is

must

provided

FANS

from

result, the airplanes are able to control their

SATCOM

speeds so that they reach crossing points at a

and

feature

VHF

Data

Radio

installed. Only the FMS software will need to

given time (RTA). Džunda (2009a)

be upgraded to keep abreast with the latest
requirements.

3.5. More direct routings
Aircraft using RNAV with RNP can fly in
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Public tasks which must be done in relation to society in order to
provide safety, health service or education are connected, inter alia,
with the cost of their manufacture and delivery. Apparatus of state
power itself is unable to produce revenues for funding public
expenditure therefore the function of redistribution of financial
resources inside the state appears. In conjunction with this function
there is a need to create lucid, fair, explicit and enforced action
programme. These programmes will perform many functions
affecting each area of life. The aim of this article is the attempt to
analyse the budgetary revenues with particular emphasis on tax
revenues and paying attention to the causes of accumulation of
public funds and central budget.

Key words: Public tasks, public resources, revenues, income,
finances

Introduction

and delivery. Apparatus of state power itself is
unable to produce revenues for funding public

Constitution of the Republic of Poland as a

expenditure

parent act defines the democratic state system

therefore

the

function

of

redistribution of financial resources inside the

and is the guarantor of social justice and of

state

concern for the citizens’ rights. Nowadays the

appears.

In

conjunction

with

this

function there is a need to create lucid, fair,

people which people exercise through their

explicit and enforced action programme. This

representatives fulfils these demands in a way

programmes

strictly connected with the finance. It is an

will

perform

many

functions

affecting each area of life.

obvious fact that in a world linked together

The

economically each service and each commodity

multitude

of

functions

and

responsibilities which is carried with public

has a settled price.

resources management, is defined by budget

Public tasks which must be done in

as practically the most important national

relation to society in order to provide safety,

plans which is the starting point of realization

health service or education are connected,

of all the tasks of the State. Around the budget

inter alia, with the cost of their manufacture

there
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legislative, executive and control aim (Sowa,

collection costs are minute in comparison to

2014).

the income therefore they are omitted. These

The aim of this article is the attempt to

costs

are

include

in

public

expenditure

analyse the budgetary revenues with particular

especially on administration, which refers to

emphasis on tax revenues and paying attention

institutions collecting these resources, e.g. tax

to the causes of accumulation of public funds

offices (Wernik, 2011).

and central budget.

2. Types of the state budget
revenues

1. Causes of accumulation of state
budget revenues

Public

resources

are defined

as financial

In the government administration the output

resources (cash) which

source or so called cause of action – of course

dispose

apart from functions of the State – are the

budgetary income into refundable and non-

expenses necessary to perform these functions

refundable. For there is statutory definition of

through various processes. The proper laying

public funds, however, however, the Act does

of budget plan begins from the expenses which

not precise the definition of public resources

determine its entirety. Through the expenses

but presents their closed list (Art. 5 ust 1

the

ustawy z dnia 27 sierpnia 2009).

government

performs

the

social

and

of.

This

public institutions

enables

the

division

of

economic policy terms. The government itself

According to article 5 paragraph 1 of

does not produce any goods therefore its

Act on public finance, public resources refers

activity and upkeep is also expenditure (Sowa,

to:

2015).
In an effort to cover its expenses the

a)

public revenues,

b)

resources from European Union and help

State is forced to gather public resources

provided by EFTA,

(Olak, 2011). Such situation is the main

c)

remaining resources from foreign sources,

reason of the accumulation of the above

d)

income

from

state

budget,

self-

resources and probably the only one – apart

government budget and other units of

from certain features – which is carried by

public finance sector,

some forms of budgetary income (e.g. sanction
function in case of committing a violation or

Apart from foreign resources, which

particular actions).

means the resources indicated in art. 5 par. 2

The activity itself connected with the

and 3 of the Act on public finance, resources

upkeep and performing the government administration is an expense (Slusarczyk, 2007). In
the process connected with accumulating the

to

impose

on

other

operators

of

European

Free

Trae

The state budget revenues include all

the

cash inflows achieved by units of public

prerogatives of public government which allow
them

States

ingredients: revenues and income.

also the self-government, in the process of
use

Member

source are not repayable relying on two key

Central public authorities, and to some degree
resources

from the European Union and help from
Association and other resources from foreign

State revenues certain costs are also made.

financial

public finance sector income from its
activity and other sources.

prevention function which aims at preventing

gathering

e)

finance sector, adjusted by the repayment of

the

wrongly paid amounts. Public income itself is

obligation to pay cash benefits, in other words

mentioned in art. 5 par. 2 of Act on public

public duty. However, in this process the

finance. The Act divides them into:
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-

public tribute,

-

other

budget,

public tributes as well as the imposition of the

territorial self-government units and other

than

tax base and of subjects included in the

public

-

-

tributes

framework of conduct, defining the rates and

finance

resulting
-

determines that imposing taxes and other
state

sector

from

units

separate

income

laws

and

write-offs happens by means of an Act (Art.

agreements,

217

inflows from the sale of products and

There is, however, no formal-legal definition of

services provided by public finance sector

tax revenues. Therefore, state budget income,

units,

which the legislator – depending on the legal

all income which is derivative from assets

base constituting the responsibility to pay

owned by public finance sector i.e. due to

funds – defines as tax, is classified as tax

the lease, tenancy, loans or dividends,

income. In the direct meaning the words “tax

inheritances,

bequests,

donations

for

Rzeczypospolitej

Polskiej).

income” are thus understood as income on the

public finance sector,
-

Konstytucja

score of taxes, not as income of tax character.

compensations owed to public finance

The basis of considerations upon tax

sector units,

income is the existence of tax. Its formal

-

amounts of sureties and guarantees,

definition, which is in force in Polish law, is

-

income from the sale of assets, articles ad

included in the regulation present in the Act of

laws apart from privatisation revenues

August 27th 1997 – the Tax Ordinance Act

and due to sale of securities.

(Ustawa z dnia 29 sierpnia 1997). According to
art. 6 “tax shall be a public-law, gratuitous,

Presented issues enable the division

compulsory

and more detailed overview of public resources
which are the subject of activities concerned
with
These

their

accumulation

proceedings

(Kitowski,

refer

to

the

2001).

ways

of

voivodeship,

payer is forced to share part of own

defines the division of state budget income into

income to public authorities so they could

o

realize

finansach publicznych).

in relation to paying taxes, the tax payer

his side the instrument of government

of

budgetary

control, indirectly connected with the

income.

taxes. Passive right to vote gives to the tax

Concentration of income, as tax income, has

payer – in the democratic system – the

its constitutional basis. Article 217 of the
the

statutory

performance), while the tax payer has on

According to sources, tax revenues constitute

of

and

is not entitled to any benefits (gratuitous

3. Tax revenues

Constitution

constitutional

obligations with their help;
b)

90%

tax liability arises by operation of law

and the State. It also means that the tax

revenues, however the same Act in article 111

approximately

budget

essence of the agreement of the tax payer

groups: public tributes and remaining non-tax

ustawy

commune

(public-law performance), it is not the

a division of state budget income into two

111

or

resulting from statutory tax law”. What is

a)

make

(Art.

county

2007):

art. 5 par. 2 of Act on public finance, one can

“non-tax”

pecuniary

indicate the characteristics of tax (Malinowska,

revenues. Based on the catalogue included in

and

non-refundable

more, the expressions used in this definition

achieving public income and state budget

“tax”

and

performance in favour of the State Treasury,

Republic

of

possibility

Poland

(Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej, 1997)
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c)

d)

represent his interest, and as a result on

self-government units income, state target

the amount of taxes determined by them –

funds revenues and other units of public

especially their usage;

finance sector revenues”. This is the cause for

to

enforce

the

tax

collection

the

separate

emphasised that in case of the second group

non-refundable performance means that

the territorial self-government income refers to

the

payment

income of municipalities, as voivodeships and

becomes the property of the entity which

counties have only tax income in the form

was entitled to it.

mentioned in the third group (Dziekański,

tax

at

the

moment

of

2012).

income,

divided

into

three

groups

the existence of public finance and, as the

will be listed here:

parent act, protects public funds introducing

taxes supporting the State budget in full:
-

value added tax,

-

excise tax,

-

taxes on betting and gambling,

-

personal income tax in the form of a

imperatives, limitations and responsibilities to
the entities connected with the budget. The
references to the Act on public finance appear
alternately with the Constitution as it is the
Act that mainly determines the financial plan

lump,

which is the budgetary act.

-

sum from the revenue of the clergy,

-

personal income tax in the form of a
registered lump sum,

-

tonnage tax,

-

tax on extraction of some minerals;

-

inheritance tax

-

agricultural tax,

-

forest tax,

-

property tax,

-

vehicle tax,

-

personal income tax in the form of

The State budget takes over the funds
from various entities on the basis of coercion
and being non-refundable. Accumulation and
spending of the income by the State, especially
of the tax revenues through the budget, are
implicated by system-constitutional principles
and they have economic-social character. It is
expressed in taking over of a part of social

self-government budget:
-

corporation tax.

that determines all proceedings, and funds are
is the precursor of political activities.

taxes supporting the State budget and the
personal income tax,

policy and economy. In practice it is the budget
needed for their performance, therefore budget

tax card;

-

State budget is not only the chief financial plan
forerunner of the activity of such areas as

in full:
tax on civil law transactions,

Without a doubt one may say that the
but also the centre of attention and the

taxes supporting self-government budget
-

Conclusion
The Constitution of Republic of Poland defines

depending from the addressee (Borodo, 1999),

c)

and

coercion (compulsory performance);

property of the entity which was entitled to it,

b)

Treasury

territorial self-government income. It should be

at the moment of payment becomes the

a)

of

authorities are entitled to use means of

In regard to the statement that the tax

tax

classification

income and its disposal, which affects the
income situation of individuals and social
groups. The State budget is therefore the basic

According to art. 111 par. 1 of the Act
on public finance, tax and non-tax income
refers to: “taxes and fees in a part which

instrument of determining and implementing
social policy of the government, and the
necessity

according to separate acts does not constitute
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7.

parliament provides the parliamentary control
over the proceedings of this government.
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The first part of this work is focused on variable items which are
sold on board during flight and their present methods of sale,
regulation and history. Second part is focused on analysis
and design of new specific method of on board sale, which leads
to better payment operations and using mobile technology in this
sector, and also provide better connection between cabin crew,
airliners and suppliers of onboard sales.

Keywords: component; on board sale, NFC, mobile device, security
IFE, in-flight

Introduction

study on one airline the new payment system
for on board sale and to try to develop

Is the fact that the branch of on board sale

a solution that would help the airline to realize

and closely related topics are quite neglected

better interaction between the actors of board

topics by laical and professional public, but

sale.

this branch surely deserves the attention.
The first part of this work serves as the
integrated coherent text concerning on board
sale, because currently there is no similar text
summarizing

this

issue

known.

This

is

Items

considered as one of the partial goals. Second
air

transport

and

its

this

purpose

transmission

of

is

considered

information

over

passengers

can

purchase

into three main parts, whose brief evolution

possible

implementation into the on board sale process.
For

that

from selection of on board sale, can be divided

part of this work analysis use of mobile devices
in

1. The Evolution of on Board Sale
and Connected Services

wireless

analysis the following lines. These are mainly
flight

catering,

on

board

entertainment

systems and classic on board sales excluding

short

food.

distances using widespread NFC technology

1.

that professional public interested in aviation
forecasts significant future. Last partial goal
of this master thesis is to introduce a case
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The first airline selling food intended

for consumption during the flight on board was
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KLM. This happened less than sixteen years

hundreds of crowns for access to this medium.

after the Wright brothers´ first flight in 1903.

(Puškáš et al., 2014)

Passengers were sold pre-packaged sandwich

3.

On Board Sale

with fruit for the price of 3 shillings, therefore,

Items from on board sale, which were

when converted to today's inflation CZK 120.

not intended for consumption, get into board

On longer flights were served hot dishes that

first in 1955. It was duty-free goods (untaxed),

were imported from nearby hotels.(KLM, 2012)

which

The trend of selling food on board after several

on flights over the Atlantic Ocean, but this

years stopped and was not restored until the

method

deregulation of air transport, when low cost

increase of profits for airlines so it quickly

carriers came to market. Their policy is based

spread among the other carriers (Jones, 2004).

on offering tickets at the lowest possible price,

Today, on board sale offers to the passengers

in

not only duty-free goods, but also gifts, luxury

which

the

refreshment

is

mostly

not

included.

was
of

initially
selling

delivered
meant

a

to

aircraft

considerable

goods, tobacco products, virtual products and

At the beginning food was imported

others.

from hotels prepared to direct eating. In 1928,
Lufthansa has installed the kitchen into their

2. Regulations and Restrictions
in on Boar Sale

aircraft, where a raw food was heat treated
and prepared for consumption. This trend
prepared

Airlines sell many products on board and each

in advance was again imported. Subsequently

of them is subject to various restrictions

space for storage of food on board was

and regulations. Mostly hygiene standards are

optimized, and in 1967, the British European

applied on selling food including mainly check

Airways started to use plastic equipment

of

designed for serving refreshment.(Jones, 2004)

contamination,

This trend has continued until today.

temperature, etc. When it comes to drinks, the

lasted

until

1946,

when

food

food

safety,

i.e.,

adherence

their

possible

to the

specified

On Board Entertainment

procedure is very similar, for example alcoholic

On board entertainment systems are

beverages are considered by the state's tax

now closely related to on board sales because

on the basis of the Law on Value Added Tax,

of the possibility of charging for usage.

depending on the destination (this topic will be

2.

more discussed in the below). This also applies

Passengers paid for the offered services
from the area of on board entertainment

to other products that can

for the

on board,

first

time

in

1984

and

it

was

especially

be purchased

tobacco

products

the

(cigarettes, cigars, etc.). On board it is also sold

earth.(Shzankman, 2014) The screens in the

various electronic goods, perfume, watches

seats are installed in aircraft since 1988 and it

and others.

is

watching

on board, it mainly includes security measures

movies under the license airlines now pay up

that are much stricter after the Sept. 11, 2001.

to 90 000 USD per month.(Durston, 2014)

Such security measures include mainly airport

Some

security rules, national legislation, legislation

for a telephone

connected

airlines

connection

with possibility

enable

to

of

an insight

into

the

current menu of on board sale through these
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1.

screens and some airlines require a fee of

When

Security

Measures

Applied
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to Passengers
Many

On the flights in the EU cannot be

airlines

profit

from

the

offered cigarettes and alcohol because of the

restrictions that are applied to passengers and

tax restrictions.


offer drinks and others within the on board

Duty-free

sale. Passengers especially must not bring

on

board

sale:

flights

outside the EU:

on board any object that could threaten flight

On flights outside the EU goods are

safety. The list of these objects that are

sold at prices without tax, but only when the

specified in international conventions does not

departure is from the Czech Republic. When

relate to this topic.

returning from the destination back to the

Passengers

can

only

take

small

Czech Republic, it is prohibited to sell these

quantities of liquids on board, which must be

goods because of the duty and tax restrictions.

placed in a transparent plastic bag with a

(Travel service, 2014)

maximum capacity of 1 liter and the volume of
any of these containers may not exceed 100

3. Current on Board Sale Methods

ml. There are two exceptions. If liquids were
purchased in the space between the security
checkpoint

and

aforementioned

entering
transit

the

area),

board
it

must

1.

(the

Who Completes and Deliver Goods
on Board

be

Previously, the on board sale was

in accordance with ICAO packed and sealed

delivered

to the

into a STEB packaging. The second exception

however,

in

is

children

reconsider their attitudes towards ownership of

exceeding 100 ml while such liquids must be

these divisions, they sold them and now the on

controlled

all

board sale including catering is delivered to the

European airports since 31 January 2014. (EU

aircraft by specialized companies. If it is a low-

Commission Regulation n. 246/2013)

cost airline, on board sale and all of its items

medication

2.

by

and
a

Security

nutrition

special

for

scanner

Measures

on

Relating

by

the

airlines,

course

of

time,

airlines

can be loaded by the supplier for the whole day

to on Board Sale


the

aircraft

operated by the plane, and if it is necessary,

Delivery of goods on board

needed items can be supplied from contracted

Goods intended for sale board are

suppliers at certain airports. If it is the classic

delivered by airlines directly on board and

airline where on board sales make up only

in terms of law it must be marked by an

a fraction

approved

supplies:

into the space galley which are landed after

meaning "a supplier who uses procedures

each flight, it is almost a rule that along with

fulfilling

that it is also unloaded mentioned on board

supplier
security

of

on
rules

board

and standards

sufficient to be allowed delivery of on board
supplies directly on board".(EU Commission

sale.
2.

Regulation n. 185/2010)

of the items that were loaded

Location on Board
One of the most common way of

On board sale offers also duty-free

storing on board is considered galley area,

goods. This is the sale of goods that are

which is usually located in the front and rear

untaxed VAT and excise duty.

of the plane. If this is the larger types of



Duty-free on board sale: flights within

aircraft, which are used for example for long

the EU:

distances, the number of such galley may be
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tripled.
3.


phones and it is related to the introduction of
Promotion Methods
Via

the

Internet

EPOS
on

the

website

(Electronic-Point-Of-Sale)

devices

to

support sales.

of airlines

1.

The

Increase

of

Mobile

Devices



Onboard magazine

and Their Use in the Environment



Promotion on board by the staff

of Air Transport



Promotion

Since 2012, the year increase of the

through

the

onboard

entertainment systems (IFE)
4.


number of owners of smart phones is about

Payments methods

25% on average. It is estimated that up

Cash: Prices are mostly denominated

to 38.8% of the population will own a smart

in the currency of the state where the

mobile phone by the 2017. These devices are

airlines are registered or where they

already helping in air travel.(SITA, 2013)

are basified and also in euro zone
currency

meaning

euro

In 2013, 44% of airlines have enabled

(EUR).

the sale of tickets via mobile phone and the

Considering operations in Europe

estimation for 2015 is up 89%.



Payment by debit and credit cards



Pre-charged cards, vouchers



Payment by frequent flyer programs
(FFP)

5.

Type of Offered Items
This depends on many factors, such

as: seasonality, destination, passengers, size
of storage space and the purchasing power
of the population.
Conventional

airlines

offer

beauty

Figure 1 The Possibility to Purchase Tickets from Airlines in 2015

products, jewellery, gifts, tobacco, alcohol and

Source: SITA: Flying into the future, 2013

others. Low-cost airlines then complete this
Until recently, it was prohibited to

sale by the sale of drinks and food.

use electronic devices on board during
taxi, take-off and landing by the European

4. Analysis of Introducing a New
Board System Sale

Agency for Aviation Safety (EASA). At the
end of 2013 these rules became less strict

After evaluating the status of the on board sale

but

of it was found the possibility to influence the

support its using during the flights to pay

passengers to buy more items from on board

for on board sale. The requirement is

sale. These are various food, virtual products,

to switch devices to "Airplane/Flight Safe".

especially in the expansion of payment options

still

2.

that can sometimes pose obstacles to the
from

The best option seems to be the
of payments

using

some

restrictions.

This

NFC
The abbreviation NFC is derived

passengers in the realization of their needs.
introduction

with

the

English

Communication

NFC

technology

technology, which has the most modern mobile

name

and

standard,

it

is

which

Near
a

Field

wireless
mediates

communication between two devices over
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short distances. NFC works on HF band

The

of 13.56

implementation of new devices EPOS that

MHz.

This

method

introduction

mainly

of communication is developed and based

support

on RFID technology, which is specified

necessary for data processing.

in ISO 14443.

NFC

lies

payment

in

and

the

software

Travel Service, a.s. (TVS) is the best

Many mobile devices contain NFC

choice

for the

introduction

of

this

technology. IATA predicts that NFC will be

technology in the Czech republic. Reasons

greatly used in aviation and specifically

to introduce this technology in TVS (SW)

comes with these suggestions:

are as follows:



Check

in

–

to a "paperless

travel"

way

TVS still does not work with any
sophisticated device that would

of check in where the purpose is

enable

to

and inventory of on board sale

replace

of tickets

the

paper

form

and boarding

NFC reading
reliable





approaching

devices

than

cards.

are

optical

electronic

control

delivered on board.


more

devices

To

replace

forms,

on

the

current

which

are

paper

recorded

(98% success rate compared with

sales on board, and eliminate the

the optical 93%). Big advantage is

problems that might occur due

the speed of check in and less

to illegible

work for airport employees.

or any physical damage or even

Payments

on

the

airport

hand

form,

loss.


and on board

TVS operates its flights to many



Access to secure areas

destinations



Payments of employees

getting

used



Identification of employees

mobile

phones,



Baggage tracking

increase revenues.



More

information

written

provided

where
to

people
pay

are

through

which

could

Advantages of the introduction:


to passengers - after applying the

Improving the connection between

device to the reader, which should

the

be placed around the airport, the

and suppliers,

passengers

for example to optimize inventory

get

information

and news about their flight


Marketing and promotion



Parking at the airport etc.(Kolesár

crew,

catering,
this

airlines
can

lead

and to lower costs.
1.

et al, 2014)

Technological Design
After analysing the market of EPOS

It is also important to mention that

equipment it was chosen device Pidion

Airplane mode on mobile devices does not

BIP-1500, which is certified to operate on

block the transmission through the NFC

board, as shown below.

technology.

5. The Introduction of the New
on Board Sale System
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of the TVS's Annual Report, for past
periods. The return of purchasing the
EPOS device is calculated on the year
2021

when

the

purchase

and commissioning is in 2015.

Figure 2 Pidion BIP-1500
Source: www.mypidion.com

The device enables to realize many
payments

methods,

print

vouchers

to

virtual products VP (car rental, insurance,
etc.),

make

an

inventory

of

electronic

goods and many others.

Figure 3 Economic Evaluation

According to the evaluation of the

Source: Autors

number of aircraft of the concrete airline it
appears

appropriate

to

purchase

110

devices (here it includes a 15% reserve in

Conclusion

case of failure, it is calculated with three
devices

on

board).

loaded

according

These
to

are

NFC technology (advantages and application in

operating

the branch of aviation are discussed in the

devices

the

conditions at the beginning of the flight of

text),

seems

to

be

the

perfect

for

its

the aircraft and after the end of the day

introduction into the on board sale. It is mainly

(not each flight) will be offloaded.

the possibility to pay via mobile phones during

Economic Evaluation

flight. As it was found, nothing (technologically

The purchase price is 4.062.300

and legislatively) obstructs NFC technology to

CZK. Cost per working of one device is 2

be used during flights. IATA strongly supports

500 CZK. Service life of the device is

this technology since 2013 and, along with

estimated to be 10 years and thus costs

other organization NFC Forum tries to promote

are calculated through the depreciation

this technology as much as possible in the

for

branch

2.

10

years.

According

to

analysis

of

air

transport.

European

and

performed in the thesis of the author,

domestic banks believes in the NFC technology

which exceeded the scope of this article, it

and plan its wider implementation.

is

calculated

with

a

1%

increase

in payments thanks to NFC technology, as
well

as

one-time

to offering

of

the

5%

increase

thanks

VP

and

growth

6%

in revenue from onboard sale on the basis
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Safety of Airport Operation
Peter Koščák, Ján Kolesár
Technical University in Kosice, Faculty of Aeronautics
Email: peter.koscak@tuke,sk, jan.kolesar@tuke,sk

The safety of airport operations - that means control of movements of aeronautical and support
equipment on the airport movement areas and also on the airport in-property roads. Thesis gives
information about the movements on airport areas and the rules of these movements, about the
factors that cause unauthorized runway incursion. Thesis also gives information about the
systems that are used for the ground movement control on the airport areas. My thesis analyses
possibilities of application of the ground movement control systems and efficiency of these
systems.

Keywords: Airport areas, airport operations, safety, unauthorized
runway incursion, A-SMGCS

Introduction

Very important is the system of putting
the aircraft to the appropriate Stable. Guiding

In addition to aircraft in airport movement area

aircraft carried out by qualified personnel

is also moving a fund for ground handling of

using standard guidance characters that are in

aircraft, equipment maintenance and repair of
airfields,

vehicle

inspection,

ICAO Annex 2 and Airport Handling Manual.

maintenance,

lighting equipment and navigation aids and
emergency vehicles and firefighting services.

1. Unauthorized intrusion on the

Before receiving the inputs to the
airside it

is

runway

necessary to the successful

completion of training which is carried out

Unfavorable

situation

resulting

with an emphasis on:

unauthorized

incursion

to

the

from
runway.

Incursion is understood as an unauthorized
a) airport traffic regulations and rules

entry aircraft, vehicle or person on the runway.

applicable to vehicles

Use of runways is an integral part of the Air

b) the risks associated with the use of vehicles

Force. Any operations associated with runway

c) emergency procedures and communication

must therefore be managed and planned to

d) The practical training

prevent

Mobile means of mechanization are
allowed to go into the airside only if they have

runway

incursions

and

thereby

causing accident or injury.
ICAO

develop

later

comprehensive

a vehicle pass and the person must have

security program of the surveillance Safety

permission to enter.

Oversight Programme. This paper deals with
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preventing unauthorized entry to the runway

easily than more problems at a time. After

for the safe operation of aircraft, air traffic

determining the specific causal factors is

control,

needed

movement

of

vehicles

on

the

maneuvering area of an aerodrome and total

management are most at risk of traffic at the
airport.

As

part

of

successful

prevention on runways cooperation is needed
between the pilots, air traffic management,

this

factor,

thereby

The causes of intrusion on the runway
can be divided into the following categories:
a)

intrusion

eliminate

improving overall security

management of the airport. Surveys have
shown that pilots, airport facilities and airport

to

an aircraft or vehicle crossing over the
runway before landing aircraft

b)

an aircraft or vehicle crossing over the
runway before take-off aircraft

airport facilities and airport management. This
document is intended for controllers, airport
designers and planners, aircraft operators, air

c)

on the runway holding position
d)

navigation service providers, airport operators

an aircraft or vehicle that crosses marked
an aircraft or vehicle that inadvertently
enters the active runway

and investigative components.

e)

Procedures and instructions in this

communication error between the aircraft
or vehicle and air traffic management

document are intended to eliminate the risks

f)

and minimize the residual risk of intrusion on

aircraft crossing for aircraft / vehicle,
which had not released the track

the runway and thus reduce the active faults

Factors caused the very air transport:

and the severity of their consequences. The
principles contained herein should alleviate

a)

a forgetting of the plane itself, a closed

respectively to completely remove dangerous

track vehicle on track or newly issued

factors. This guide, which

procedure

is on a very

professional level highlights and explores the

b)

poor distribution of the required tasks

causal factors that may give rise to the issue.

c)

lack of coordination among the various

Survey

also

found

that

aircraft,

airport

operators and air navigation service providers

components
d)

are able to establish and develop effective and

the authorization to enter the RWY issued
by ground control towers instead

secure operating environment to mitigate or

e)

misidentified aircraft and its location

eliminate potential risks.

f)

failure of the controller, which provides
the correct reading on the runway

g)

communication errors

2. Factors of causing

h)

too complex airport infrastructure

As mentioned, trespass on runways can be

i)

the use of non-standard phraseology

caused by many factors. Analysis of the

j)

a major effort to achieve a response time

situation can be performed to a SHELL model

k)

distribution

(Software-Hardware-Environment

l)

excessive burde

and

Live

ware Human Factors). The great advantage is

m) lack of practice

that the model SHELL does not analyze

n)

insufficient trainin

separately the problem of the number of

o)

inadequate view of the runway from the

components, but provides the most direct one
factor or a problem which is eliminated more

~ 194 ~
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p)
q)

the use of facilities and equipment by

obsolete

itself
Other factors:
a)

the complexity of the aerodrome layout,
insufficient

distance

between

failure to enable / disable access to the
runway

b)
parallel

runway

d)

or

incorrect or insufficient transmission of

including poor roads and taxiways

c)

substandard

information on taxiways and the runway

Design factors airport:

b)

incomplete,

human factor
information between constituents

a)

g)

failure to observe the management of
airport control tower

c)

runways that intersect the other at right

inaccurate reporting on the position of the
aircraft or vehicles for traffic management

angles to the runway

d)

communication errors

any final loop at the end of stop way,

e)

inadequate driver training

which should avoid of crossing

f)

failure of the radiotelephone

g)

lack of awareness on the use of the radio

Communication errors:

telephone;

a)

the use of non-standard phraseology

h)

lack of orientation on the air side

b)

bad timing aircraft pilot or vehicle driver

i)

lack of knowledge of airport signs and

to enter the runway
c)

failure

of

the

regulator

markings
serving

the

countdown entering the runway
d)

the lack of airport maps and plans for
future drivers

a misunderstanding between the pilot /

The

driver and vehicle control
e)

j)

2001

survey,

which

was

conducted EUROCONTROL showed that nearly

pilot / driver of the vehicle will prefer

thirty percent of drivers, twenty percent of air

another pilot / vehicle

traffic

f)

blocked or partially blocked broadcasts

g)

too long and too complicated haggling
between the individual components

controllers

and

pilots

fifty

percent

reported unauthorized entrance to operational
areas. Statistics also show that most of the
illegal entrances on the runway occur in poor

Pilot factors:

visual meteorological conditions and therefore

lack of markings (especially poor visibility

most of accidents are in poor visibility, mostly

on the runway holding position)

at night. All unauthorized entry to a runway

b)

pilot workload,

shall be retained and should be analyzed in

c)

too much noise in the cockpit of the plan

order to avoid them in the future.

d)

the main pilots carry out their profession

a)

with head tilted down, which can lead to a
e)

f)

reduction in situational awareness

3. Runway safety teams

pilots must abide by a precise timetable

In order to prevent unauthorized intrusion on

and are so to speak still "under pressure",

the runway should be developed runway safety

which can lead to premature thoughtless

teams at airports. The main tasks of these

behavior

local runway safety teams include an action

non

plan to improve safety on the railways and a

orientation pilot on complex major

airports

strategy for the removal of the problem and the
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risk

of

intrusion

on

the

runway.

These

c.

ensure that individual airports adhere to

strategies may be made on the basis of local

and implement the recommended security

events or in combination with information and

procedures for runway

events, which are derived from other sources.

d.

Team members should be representatives of

identify any other problem areas and
proposed improvements

airport operation, air traffic service providers,

e.

design security awareness campaign

aircraft operators, air traffic controllers or

f.

runway regularly checked to ensure the

other

groups

of

people

who

are

directly

adequacy and consistency of the runway

involved in the operation. Teams should meet

with ICAO Standards and Recommended

at regular intervals.

Practices
3.1 Safety management system

Local Security track team and set goals
that will increase the safety of traffic on the
runway at the airport.

Safety management system is inherently linked
to

security

in

areas

of

the

airport.

Types of objectives:

The task is to identify safety management

1.

data collection, analysis and information

system based on process risks and threats to

that serve to improve runway safety

security and thus prevent property damage,

checking whether the signs and markings

death. The challenge is to minimize the

on the runways are compatible with ICAO

financial and social losses. Security at the

standards and that they are clearly visible

airport is to be seen as a whole with all its

for pilots and drivers

components.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Establish an initiative to improve the level

We all know that one hundred percent

of communication between the individual

security cannot be achieved, since the human

components

factor, which is present everywhere and play a

to deal with new technologies that can

role, but the risks can be eliminated. It can

reduce the risk of unauthorized access to

therefore be said that the security is viewed as

the runway

a condition where the risk to an acceptable

ensure that procedures are in compliance

level. Always requires a systematic approach to

with ICAO Standards and Recommended

the maintenance of security. Management

Practices

must take into account any possible adverse
the

situations that may occur to them preventable,

development and the processes in the field

respectively, to not react appropriately to avoid

of security, the training of pilots and

a breach of security. They must bear in mind

airport personnel on airport

the density of air traffic, type of traffic at the

inform

The

the

local

public

recommended

about

reference

airport,

for

b.

infrastructure,

possible

conflicts of vehicles but also the weather.

runway safety teams include:
a.

airport

You must first process the operational

determine the number, type and severity

and safety procedures for their introduction.

of the intrusion on the runway

You

constant cooperation with other groups

constantly improve and evolve. It is also

and constituents

necessary that there was a cooperation of all

must

involved.
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In addressing the security challenge’s

c)

aircraft movements

role as a safety manager who is in charge of

d)

equipment used at airfields

the safety documentation, deals with corrective

e)

impending danger to passengers

measures and cooperate with other security

f)

the situation in the ground handling of

experts and thus contributes to the safety of

aircraft

airfields and overall efficient operation of the

g)

met with birds and beasts

airport. The manager should be interested in

h)

weather

the sector, such as the control of airfields,

i)

illumination for surfaces

Airport Maintenance, controlling the operation

j)

evacuating people

of rolling stock, unauthorized intrusion on the

The system also deals with possible

path planning in an emergency, conflicts with

risk controls and procedures to deal with

wildlife and birds and of course incident and
accident

reporting

and

investigation

procedures. The need for a safety management

emergency

situations

as

well

as

the

development of strategic processes in the
future. The system thus largely contributes to

is obvious. And especially nowadays, when the

operational safety and also to its effectiveness,

number of flights and thus the motion for

resulting in the creation of profit. It is a must

airfields enormously increased. The aim is thus

for safe operation.

eliminate accidents and reducing the risk

Part of the security policy management

because he is unable to contribute to their

system are the following objectives:

complete removal. However, they do measure
how to avoid them. Safety Management System

a)

is applicable to all apparatus, equipment and

establishment of traffic at the airport,
which will be as safe as possible

facilities of airports, and mentioned things are

b)

maintain the airport operations safe

necessary for the movement of aircraft, such as

c)

using the methods and procedures to

the take-off, landing and taxiing, ie all the

avoid accidents

space where aircraft move. Safety management

d)

system applies, of course, all the services that

using

methods

and

procedures

to

minimize risk situations

are at the airport and thus its operational

e)

areas are provided. This system aims to

remove possible undesired cross events
In order to meet these objectives, it is

eliminate the risk to a minimum. It is the

necessary:

adoption of security measures components

a)

which are involved in the operation of the

establishing safety policies, procedures
and security strategy and their use

airport. Between participating may be, for
b)

example, aircraft operators, airport operator,

to familiarize all personnel involved with

air traffic controllers and airport operations,

the safety practices and policies within

pilots,

the security

aircraft

ground

handling

staff,

passengers and aviation organizations.
Safety

management

system

also

addresses:
a)

accident rate of aircraft, rolling stock and
passengers

b)

c)

Training and checking of safety

d)

communicate effectively

e)

disclosure of incidents and accidents that
have taken place

f)

innovate and work on better practices in
compliance with safety operation

injury
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4. The A-SMGCS
To

establish

safe

increasingly and aviation is paramount Safety
conditions

for

is therefore really necessary to airport put into

ground

motions of rolling and therefore the aircraft on
airfields

is

necessary

to

establish

a

management system of ground movements.
However, first necessary to design the system.
When designing it is necessary to take
into account the following factors, which are:

practice the system of A-SMGCS, which is
helpful

to

controllers

who

manage

land

movements on operating areas of the airport.
Advanced

Guidance

and

Control

System

Surface Movement A-SMGCS is designed so
that according to the current location of mobile
motorized

means

and

on

the

basis

of

a)

the density of air traffic

information on the status of the airport and its

b)

the amount of movement of vehicles

conditions

c)

airport infrastructure

implementing the most appropriate routes of

d)

the complexity of airport

vehicles for airport operational areas such as

e)

the terms of visibility on the runways

the the landing of the aircraft ramp and a

f)

the type of air traffic

parking place. This system is designed to

g)

Time of airport operation

eliminate

h)

the need for pilot orientation

situations associated with the immobilization

movements at the airport is proposed in order
to prevent, or has been restricted situations
such as inadvertent intrusion on the runway of
the aircraft and vehicles. It is not of course the
only involuntary entrance to the runway, but
also potentially dangerous confrontations with
each other aircraft, aircraft and vehicles and
vehicles

among

themselves

to

other

Guidance

and

airfields.

And

since

at

airports

provides

information

about

identification and location of all moving and
non-moving aircraft and the vehicles on the
airport surface so that this information has
been provided. The information provided must
processing,

which

is

actually

reception

quality

1

The implementation
corresponds to the
Definition shorter step in terms of
urgency, technology, and
cost.

is

information

quality of process and a quality evaluates and

for

resolves the situation.

density

movement of aircraft and vehicles is becoming
Level

the

with a small time delay. The aim of this system

routes, and also the very management control
resources

SMGCS

and information is provided in real time, or

airport. He is responsible for guidance, create
mobile

The main role is played information. A-

most accurate information and data. This data

and control of the operational areas of the

other

operation as well as its optimization.

of the one sensors being selected best and

The A-SMGCS is an advanced guidance system

and

critical

comprehensive. This is done in a way that each

Control

System (hereinafter referred to as A-SMGCS).

aircraft

unwanted

and

increase of safety, speed and efficiency of

information

The system that it serves the Advanced
Movement

remove

planning

be reliable. A-SMGCS is a leading element of

airfields.
Surface

and

operation

of the airport, and thereby produces the

The system is used to control ground

also

of

2
Level 1 existing
functions and in the
introduction of the
Control and Guidance
functions.
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Surveillance
-

Control

Route
Planning

Guidance

function.
This function requires
the implementation of
technologies such as
It is not envisaged to
ADS-B/ TIS-B to
extend the provision of
transmit the traffic
the surveillance function
information to pilots and
to pilots and drivers
drivers. All participating
because the required
mobiles will be required
technologies such as
to be co-operative in
ADSB/TIS-B will not yet
order to automatically
be thoroughly available
provide the mobile
identity on the users’
displays
The harmonization of
local working methods
Will focus on the
(multiple line-ups,
Function will be
surveillance function. No conditional clearances,
provided to controllers,
Function will be
new guidance function is etc.) in major airports,
pilots, and drivers in
able to detect any
foreseen at this level.
will be introduced
the movement area.
conflict concerning
The guidance will
The function will not
Moreover, the function
mobiles on the
continue to be performed detect all runway
will be complemented
movement area
as in the current
conflicts, but only the
by a conflict resolution
SMGCS.
more hazardous (runway
function.
incursion) and will alert
controllers in due time
Function requires first
the implementation of a
The best route
Function will be
planning function which
is calculated by
extended to equipped
is not yet operational, is
minimizing the delay
mobiles. This implies
more beneficial for
The route planning
according to planning, that the route
movement efficiency
function requires first
ground rules, and
proposed by the route
than safety, and only
the implementation of a
potential conflict with
planning function and
concerns airports with a planning function which
other mobiles. This
validated by controllers
complex layout.
will not exist at this level
function will address
will be down-linked to
Consequently, we do not
airports with a
pilots and drivers.
foresee this function to
complex layout
be implemented in levels
I and II of A-SMGCS.
Display of the airport
map showing taxiways,
runways, obstacles and
the mobile position to
A guidance service,
aircrew and drivers;
already available for
Providing dynamic
cars, may be easily
map with updates of the
implemented onboard
runway status for
the vehicles. This
instance,
technology consists in anthrough the use of
airport map showing
technology like TIS-B;
taxiways, runways,
Triggering
obstacles and the mobile automatically the
position given by GNSS dynamic ground signs
(stop bars, centerline
lights, etc.) according to
the route issued by the
controller.
Visual observation by
displaying on a screen:
The airport traffic
context (Airport layout,
etc);
Position of all vehicles in
the maneuvering area;
Position of all aircraft in
the movement Area;
Identity of all aircraft in
the movement Area;
Identity of all cooperative
vehicles

5.1

Uncooperative technology

5. Control technologies for ground
These technologies are used to identify the

movements

aircraft and other vehicles, and it is not

To identify land vehicles and aircraft that are

necessary that the aircraft or the vehicle has

in motion are used for non-cooperation and

been act, that do not have active element of the

collaborative technologies.

transponder. The system, which uses noncooperative technology, is advantageous for
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aircraft and vehicles, lacking a functional

aircraft or vehicles, which is a disadvantage.

cooperative system

It's

5.2

more

complicated

with

its

technical

realization. And since we want to get the most

Ground surveillance radar SMR

accurate data, the system uses electronic

The role of primary surveillance radar is to

circuits,

which

are

very

complex.

Other

ensure the safety and efficiency of airport

problems include remote obstacles. And due to

operations. Thus, it is imperative to provide

the fact that the radar antenna will return only

detection of aircraft and vehicles in the area of

a few of the originally transmitted energy.

radar range, said radar detection is reliable,

Hence the importance of the antenna, which

accurate and also continuous. Such radar after

focuses the radiation beam to a transmitting,

installation shall satisfy the requirements of

desired direction. To increase the precision of

the client. During installation it must be taken

focus. SMR uses rotating antenna having a

into account parameters such as the layout of

frequency of one revolution per second.
SMR is one of the most efficient

airport operating areas and buildings.

systems

SMR has a high refresh rate. Its

to

source

and

provides

location

antennas are usually placed atop the airport

information of vehicles on the maneuvering

control tower. All this in order to achieve the

area

best view of the airport operating area. SMR

distribution is directed to the surface. This

parts are difficult to maintain. Fail It is

technology has its minuses. In airports, there

necessary disassembly, which is expensive.

are the areas where there is a problematic

When removal is necessary, of course, the

transmission has so far not install these

radar shut down. It is therefore necessary to

places. Not positioned even in places covered.

maintain the radar continuous and thorough

If there is a problem with bad coverage, there

professional

is a way in which to install separate radar

and

their

movements.

His

Light

head. In this way, covered his blind places.

In terms of how the SMR, it is
relatively simple. It is the output of pulses that

During

planting

are frequency. These pulses are reflected from

possible external influence such as weather

the target, in this case an aircraft or vehicle

effects. SMR is a matter of fact very sensitive to

and return back to the receiving antenna.

rainfall. However, it is a must that SMR has

Electromagnetic pulse is therefore transmitted

worked in weather conditions. I also require

radar antenna, which is in contact with the

that SMR has worked in poor visibility when it

aircraft or vehicle and subsequently reflected

becomes

back to the antenna. Here it is treated with a

irreplaceable. When placed there should also

receiver that is very sensitive. The rate at

take into account the grassland because it is

which electromagnetic pulse propagates is

very sensitive to their large volume.

to

should

manage

be

considered

ground

a

movements

300,000 km / s. which is an obstacle to the

The imaging system of airport control

antenna more remote, the more time that

tower may also provide the following functions:

elapses between the transmitted signal and its

a)

warning of possible incidents

return is less. SMR therefore works with the

b)

monitoring the areas in areas where

reflected energy. This energy transmits itself.
SMR

provides

data

only

location

compressed air traffic

data

c)

dimensions, possibly also on the speed of the

detect

unauthorized

runway and taxiway
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5.3

standstill assigned identification. It is not

DSMR-millimeter radar 8OO

possible

The radar boasts relatively high maturity. It is
suitable

where

the

government

extreme

weather

and provides full resolution and objective
obstacles. It provides a resolution of less than
0.5 m. Acquisition radar belongs to the high
investment airport. In some small airports it is

magnetic

loop

technology.

acoustic

and

intelligence,

which

is

used

(spontaneous

asynchronous broadcast) signals are S mode
and appear to be the best opportunity for
observing

ground

movements.

Message

(squitter), the responder sends every second.
locations.

Therefore,

the

vehicle accurate and reliable.
6.1

Some of these

ADS-B (Automatic Dependent
Surveillance- Broadcast)

systems may use program with integrated
artificial

"Squitero"

identification and location of the aircraft or

tracking

technology this includes the technology of
infrared,

so-called

independent

cannot be compromised.

microwave,

The

This report is adopted in several mutually

therefore the scheme-out. However, this safety

optical,

aircraft

used to control movements of airport land.

conditions.

non-cooperative

the

work in a selective mode. As a result, they

Likelihood of destination is higher than 95%

Other

when

modem should be answered have the ability to

at a very high level and low-consumption. It is
to

determine

touched down on the runway. When the

difficult

conditions. The radar is in terms of reliability
resistant

to

The system consists of ground ADS-B receiver,

to

the GPS receiver located on a land vehicle and

recognize the type of the vehicle. Help you

aircraft from the transmitting antenna of ADS-

provide CCTV systems.

B, which is located on the vehicle or on board
an aircraft. Automatically sends the necessary

6. Cooperating technology

data without pilot, driver or an air traffic

These technologies have a high active element

controller is dependent on the GPS system,

responder and provide identifying information

which provides him with information about the

about the object and its location. Require

position,

aircraft

transmitted at regular intervals. This system

or

other

vehicles

were

equipped

required

either responds to queries secondary system or

location identification, pressure altitude, speed

sends data on their position at a certain

and other information that is not provided by

frequency.

technologies

other sensors. When land conveyances are only

have the ability to warn pilots and drivers of

broadcast information about their location and

ground unauthorized access to restricted areas

identification.

and thus on the runway.

position of the vehicle's GPS receiver. ADS-B

These technologies are used in aircraft

uses

for

of

periodically

is

has

collaborative

task

information

responder, respectively beacon. The responder

These

the

the

Sensor,

land

for

installing

transmitting

determining
a

a

non-rotating

responder secondary surveillance radar. And

antenna. It is installed at the desired location

that's all the rage in fashion A and S.

to ensure complete coverage and thus to

As for the mode A Mode A u responder enables

correct the signals are taken from the aircraft

the identification of the aircraft on the runway

and vehicles in areas. This ground station

correlation with data from the flight plan. This

ADS-B does not transmit any information.

is used when landing. The aircraft remains to a

Regarding
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consumes only 200 watts of electricity, so it is

compared to traditional secondary surveillance

quite economical. Construction ground station

radar SSR. MLAT ground system consists of at

is simple. The receiver is almost 20 cm high

least three ground stations, from responder

with a width of 80 cm. However, the ADS-B

and a central data processing station. The

has a drawback. At that, the cost of aircraft

number of ground stations depends on the

equipment and ground installations answered

particular airport, in particular the size of the

with ADS-B, which is relatively high.

airport building. It is necessary to bear in mind
the geometric arrangement of transmitters and
receivers, the system operates with accuracy.
Benefits:

Figure 1: ADS-B system

Benefits:
a)

ADS-B
resolution

c)

accuracy

d)

ease of land construction equipment

e)

low cost ground station

b)

the need GPS equipment on board and

independent of other systems

f)

imperviousness to weather conditions

g)

the near real time position data

h)

financially less costly than radar

a)

greater number of ground stations

b)

price

c)

the need for multiple communication
costs associated with maintenance

a

modern

system

which

difference of the signal (TDOA - Time Difference
of Arrival), which is posted from building the
to

multiple

receivers.

improved

view of the pilot from the cockpit of an aircraft,
vehicles and drivers do not have adequate
I DISPLAY provides information to the
driver about his current location on the airport
surface.

This

device

works

with

airport

surveillance systems. DISPLAY II device also
provides the driver with information about the

Provide greater accuracy, higher refresh rate,
and

track marking is different from the point of

orientation.

the object protected by pinpointing the time

respectively,

The DISPLAY IN DISPLAY II

because the view from ground vehicles on the

the process by which it is intended position of

coverage

e)

placed in the ground means to assure safety,

Multilateration (MLAT)

guarantees high reliability. Multilateration is

better

does not affect other devices

situation on the airfields. These devices are

Other cooperating's multilateration technology.

three,

d)

vehicles to gain an even better overview of the

costs of transport equipment

quite

high frame rate

These are schemes that serve drivers of land

dependence on them

is

c)

6.3

lower frame rate than in MLAT

This

define a target at the same location

d)

a)

6.2

b)

channels as with ADS-B

Disadvantages:

c)

Accuracy

Disadvantages:

with other devices is not in conflict with

b)

a)

current location and in addition gives him

reliability

available a suitable route to the destination.
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Also, it informs about the current situation on

never be entirely eliminated, because the

the airport surface.

human factor is omnipresent.

Conclusion
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The contemporary economy, based on knowledge and information
as it is, should continue transforming its into broadly-defined
innovations in dynamic ways. As a result, the area of research and
development (R&D) is of key significance to socio-economic
development of a country and its regions. Therefore, this paper will
present the condition and trends of the R&D sector in Poland
generally and in the Subcarpathian region in 2009 – 2013, its key
determinants and effects.

Keywords: innovation, R&D, inventions, patents

1. Scale of enterprises' spending on
R&D

Table 1 Spending of enterprises on R&D
Enterprise

Per capita

sector

(PLN)

worker

(PLN m)

Operation of innovative enterprises relies on
their tendency to take risk and to invest in

Per 1 R&D
(PLN '000s)

P

S

P

S

P

S

2011

3521.6

320.2

303.3

254.8

86.9

81.9

2012

5341.1

460.4

372.5

298

102.8

90.4

2013

6291.2

643.9

374.6

372.9

99

108.1

novel undertakings (Wolak-Tuzimek,2009,pp.
329-336). Analysing expenditure of enterprises
can produce a range of interesting facts. The
following

table

summarises

internal

R&D

spending by enterprises using all available
sources. This includes both current spending
and investment into fixed assets associated

P – Polnad, S - Subcarpathian
Source: The author's own compilation of GUS (National
Office for Statistics) figures

with R&D activities, though exclusive of fixed
assets' depreciation.

Amounts of R&D spending have been
increasing since 2011 both with regard to the
Subcarpathian region and the entire country.
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Across Poland, value of this expenditure rose

however, that the continuing rise of R&D

from more than PLN 3.5bn in 2011 to nearly

spending

PLN 6.3bn in 2013. This is tantamount to

headcount in the sector (Inglot-Brzęk, E. et al.,

almost doubling the expenses on research and

2014).

was

accompanied

by

a

similar

development objectives during merely 3 years.

Results of innovative activities may

The same is true for the Subcarpathian region,

depend on a range of variables of diverse

where

these

intensity. Value of the relevant expenditure is

purposes grew from PLN 320m to more than

one such variable influencing effectiveness of

PLN 640m. To have a clearer picture of the

innovative actions.

the

resources

assigned

to

situation, however, some more data than the
values of spending alone would be needed.
Average R&D spending by enterprises per 1
inhabitant of a given region may lead to a more
accurate perspective. As long as only the
overall

volumes

were

compared,

the

expenditure and its developments over time in
Poland and Subcarpathia were similar. This
changes, though, if populations are taken into
account

in

parallel.

R&D

spending

by

enterprises in Poland rose by an average of
PLN 70 per 1 inhabitant in Poland and by

Spending

for

the

purposes

of

nearly PLN 120 in Subcarpathia during the

innovations in relation to the GNP has ranged

three years after 2011. The Subcarpathian

from 1.5% to 3% since 2008. Growth of this

region performs far better in this light. The

expenditure in Poland is slower than that of

same period of analysis discloses considerable

the

differences

the

declined from 2.77% in 2008 to 2.27% in 2012.

Subcarpathian exhibiting nearly double the

The expenditure in the Subcarpathian region

growth than the average national value of this

diminished from 2.24% in 2008 to 1.84% in

indicator. This is an excellent result for

2010. The amounts spent on innovations

Subcarpathia,

the

continued rising afterwards to reach 2.31% of

awareness of the need to introduce innovations

the GNP in 2012 (Ślusarczyk, B. 2014,pp. 190-

in enterprises is developing rapidly in that

194).

of

R&D

expenses,

demonstrating

with

that

province. To have a more comprehensive view

GNP.

An

Innovation

spending

innovativeness

nationally

indicator

of

of R&D spending, R&D expenses can also be

businesses is based on levels of investments

recalculated for 1 worker in this sector. The

into research and development. Spending in

national Polish value of the indicator was PLN

itself does not determine innovativeness, since

99,000 in 2013, reaching somewhat above PLN

market effects must emerge. It should be noted

108,000 in respect of Subcarpathia. Values of

Poland not only spends too little on R&D but

these

the structure of R&D expenses is also reversed.

resources

recently,

whereas

nationally

have

Subcarpathia

has

varied
kept

In

highly

developed

countries

with

solid

indicating a growth. This may be determined

innovativeness indicators, R&D investments of

by a number of factors. It can be noted,

enterprises are a clear majority (approx. two
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thirds), with public investments accounting for
a minority (circa a third). The proportions are
reversed in Poland. Added to all that, there are
no fiscal incentives to persuade businesses to
increase their R&D spending (Sowa B. 2015,
pp. 628-640).
Size

of

innovative

enterprises

is

another element to be examined. Innovative
industrial

enterprises

are

industrial

firms

which introduced a minimum of one product
or process innovation (a new or substantially
improved product or process) in the period
under

analysis.

structure

of

Figures

innovative

depict

evolving

enterprises

during

several years. The graph below indicates large

Creativity of enterprises at introducing

enterprises are the major group of innovative

and supporting novel solutions is also a

businesses.

function of new ideas for products or services.

constitute

The
more

largest
than

a

organisations
half

of

firms

New ideas, novel solutions can effectively drive

introducing innovative solutions in the entire

growth of enterprises.

period analysed. This applies to Poland as a
whole and the Subcarpathian province. Fewest
innovative solutions were introduced by the
smallest entities, possibly due to their more
modest financial capabilities. Medium-sized
industrial enterprises introducing innovations
constituted about 30% of all businesses in
Poland and somewhat more, approximately
40%, businesses in Subcarpathia. The smallest
enterprises introduce the fewest innovative
solutions

and

consequently

become

less

competitive in the global market where they
operate. Support for such businesses is crucial

Creativity and entrepreneurship are

if they are to develop and launch their ideas in

closely interlinked. Numbers of successful

the market.

introducers of new ideas will have impact on
development of the R&D sector and thus
innovativeness of a country or region (Pylak, K.
et al., 2014]. Numbers of inventions submitted
to the Republic of Poland's Patent Office have
continued

to

rise.

Fewer

than

2900

applications of this kind were submitted in
2009,

including

Subcarpathian
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Table 2 Net revenues from sale of innovation products
industrial enterprises (in %)

applications kept increasing during the next
several years to exceed 4200 for Poland and

Total

110 for the Subcarpathia in 2013. This is a
welcome

development,

then,

although

the

P

sheer numbers of applications fail to offer a
comprehensive
awarded

view.

compliment

Numbers
the

of

patents

evaluation.

2009

78

patents were issued in the Subcarpathian

2010

region in 2013, compared to barely 45 in 2009.
The quantity of new patents across Poland rose

only reasons for innovative activities, intended
to

improve

(Sowa,

financial performance as

2007,pp.

59-71).

Effectiveness

10.9
6

8.54

8.
9
3

10.4
9

2012

9.
2
2

8.75

2013

8.
6
5

8.49

development and search for new, cheaper
solutions in an enterprise. These are not the

1
0.
5
6
1
1.
3
4

2011

from 1536 in 2009 to more than 2300 in 2013.
Introducing innovations is to foster

S

250 and
more

10-49

50-249

P

S

P

S

P

3.8
7

1.9
7

5.5
5

8.00

13.04

2.3

1.4

7.7

11.4

9

6

8

9

1.7

2.2

5.4

10.3

3

9

8

9

1.9

2.2

4.7

4

6

3

3.2

2.2

5.1

4

7

7

S

13.82

11.04

7.58

11.94

8.11

10.60

14.
64

8.6
6
11.
82
10.
12
9.5
9

P – Polnad, S - Subcarpathian
Source: The author's own compilation of GUS (National
Office for Statistics) figures

well
of

research conducted by businesses varies, its

Net revenue from sales of innovative

levels may be measured with net revenue from

products by small enterprises accounts for

sales of innovative products, inter alia.

approximately

2-3%

of

all

net

revenue

generated. This is very low, a symptom of rare
application of modern solutions by these

2. Results of innovative activities

businesses. The same indicator nationally was

Revenue from innovative activities and sales of

3.24% in 2013, comparable to the 2009 value,

products generated by such undertakings is a

when the share of net revenue from sales of

discernible share of all net sales revenue of

innovative products ranged around 2%. The

enterprises. Revenue from sales of innovative

Subcarpathian region has experienced a slow

products varies in time and depending on size

growth in net revenue from sales of innovative

of enterprises. Net revenue from sales of

products as far as this group of firms is

innovative products in Poland fell from nearly

concerned.

11% in 2009 to 8.65% in 2013. The trend is

enterprises, the national indicator is about 5%

nearly

the

and ranges within 8-10% in the case of

Subcarpathian region in the same period. The

Subcarpathia. Subcarpathian businesses earn

share of net revenue from sales of innovative

far better net revenue from sales of innovative

products declined steadily on the national

products than the national average. Large

scale, whereas it dropped sharply in 2010, to

entities,

return to its preceding levels the next year and

revenue from sales of innovative products.

identical

with

regard

to

reduce significantly in the following years in

In

in

respect

turn,

of

generate

medium-sized

maximum

Table 3 Employment in R & D sector

Subcarpathia. This may lead to a variety of
conclusions

and

diverse

causes

may

net

University

be

Total

Enterprise

education

sector

sector

postulated for this state of affairs.
P
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2009

73580

1604

13692

1025

41439

573

compared

with

overall

employment.

The

headcount in the sector is even below 1% of
2010

81842

4079

18424

3417

43110

655

2011

85218

2851

19529

2214

44154

0

2012

90715

3832

25750

3112

42917

630

2013

93750

4329

30249

3488

41440

756

everyone in employment although the situation
has continued improving as the awareness of
the R&D sector’s considerable importance
rises.
Aviation is among the most innovative
industries in Poland, with 10-12% of business
revenue spent on research and development

P – Polnad, S - Subcarpathian
Source: The author's own compilation of GUS (National
Office for Statistics) figures

(the average for the remaining sectors of the
economy

is

below

3%).

The

market

of

effective

specialists is strong as well – more than 11,000

introduction of novel solutions, employment in

engineers, including 650 graduates of aviation

the sector needs to be analysed as it is

subjects, leave universities every year. In

obviously determined by the extent of research

effect, the Polish aviation industry is a major

undertaken by enterprises. The figures in the

link in the global supply chain for key

table above suggest headcount in the research

corporations.

In

connection

with

sector is bound to increase. Its headcount in

Therefore, the potential of universities

Poland rose from over 73,000 in 2009 to nearly

educating engineers and carrying out aviation

94,000

research

in

2013,

including

4300

in

the

is

of

overall number ignores detailed groupings of

advancement

such

substantial spending and cooperation among a

associated

of

the

sector.

to

development

Employment

this

importance

Subcarpathian region in the latter year. This
personnel.

of

paramount

research

Progressive
requires

number of research centres.

directly with R&D is also on the increase. The
employment in the enterprise R&D sector has

The project 'State-of-the-art materials

more than trebled in the Subcarpathian region

technologies in the aviation industry' is just

since 2009, national figures also indicate a

such an example of this cooperation, of which

high,

R&D

Rzeszow

staff.

beneficiary. 11 institutions grouped into the

Headcount in this sector can also be noted to

Centre for Advanced Technologies AERONET

rise a little, both nationally and regionally.

Aviation Valley conducts research in 15 fields

though

employment

not

as

comprises

high,

growth.

university

including

University

more

of

durable

Technology

and

is

a

heat-proof

composite materials of advanced structures,
new alloys or improvements to sub-assembly
production processes at the stage of both
design and manufacture.

Conclusion
Taking intensive advantage of broadly-defined
Despite the clearly rising numbers of

innovation is a key feature of knowledge-based

staff in the R&D sector, they are still negligible

economy. Innovation enables a high standard
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of compe-titiveness, which is bound to affect
the extent and permanence of competitive
edges of regional and national economies.
Therefore,
planned

innovation
and

incorporated
innovation
European

processes

systemic
in

funds

support

national

strategies.
and

require
to

and

be

regional

Resources
programmes

from
of

the

European Territorial Cooperation have a major
role to play in supporting innovation, treated
as

effective

instruments

of

improving

competitiveness of countries and regions. As
part of transnational programmes and the
interregional

programme

Interreg

IVC,

institutions from various countries – regional
change leaders – can work together towards
this objective.
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Optimization of Ground Navigation
Aids of Regional Airports
František Leták, Jiří Frynta, Eva Endrizalová
Department of Air Transport, Faculty of Transportation Sciences,
Czech Technical University, Prague, Czech Republic
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This article describes the diploma thesis focused on the
Optimization of ground navigation aids of regional airports. Next,
the optimal position of a new regional airport is described and the
best location in Czech Republic is found. Furthermore, the author
draws his attention to navigation aids which are in use all around
the world and to new technologies which are not very well known
yet. Consequently, these are described and to conclude, their
practical use and comparison is introduced.

Keywords: Ground navigation, regional airport, optimization

Introduction

by airline carriers and are just “a back-up” for
modern systems.

Civil aviation is an important part of local and

An operator of a small regional airport

global economics and therefore its steady

cannot afford to equip its airport with all sorts

growth is important. Flying is still more and

of navigation aids and in some cases to equip

more popular way of transportation. To keep

airport even with a control tower where the

safe and to keep steady growth of civil aviation
while maintaining its safety and to offer
passengers attractive locations, we have to be

almost on a comparable level.

effective navigation aids and effectively control

It is nearly clear that the future of the

airspace.

navigation

In these days we have several ways

all

sorts

of

with

all

of

these

precision

the same level as the commercial air transport.
All big airline carriers prefer ILS approaches

Many international airports around Europe are
equipped

for

aviation and non commercial flights are not on

radio-

navigation aids such as NDB, DME, VOR.
still

used

2014). Operational requirements of general

departure airflow to big airports. International
usually

systems

approaches is based on GNSS/EGNOS (Egnos,

how to secure safe and steady arrival and
have

Safety is still in the first place. Cost
effective solutions and operational costs are

able to equipped regional airports with cost

airports

ATC is available 24/7.

only.

obsolete

In some cases they fly other types of

approaches such as VOR/DME, NDB/DME or

navigation aids, which are not anymore used
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GNSS (GPS) but only when they have to and

Boeing 737 or Airbus 320.

there is no other possibility.

Focus is on Czech airports without

The future of the GNSS approaches in

published

instrumental

and

transport.

More

Europe is based on EGNOS. This system

without

together with global navigation system can

infromation about alternative airport for Václav

offer accuracy for ILS CAT I approaches.

Havel airport may be found in (Hospodka,

Global

navigation

system

(GPS)

is

and

its

operability

depends

air

Holeček, 2014)

controlled by US Air force. Existence of EGNOS
system

scheduled

approaches

A. List of available airports

on

Mnichovo Hradiště airport

functionality and integrity of GPS. This is the

Location: 3 km NE from Mnichovo Hradiště

biggest disadvantage of approaches based on

Operation: VFR day only

GPS and EGNOS.

RWY: 1550 x 30 m

The European union has its own
navigation

satellite

based

system

RWY Strength: 25 t (AIP, 2014)

called-

Located next to the main highway to

GALILEO which is currently being built by the

Germany. 45 minutes from Prague. Private

European Union and European Space Agency

owner.

(ESA), intended for civilian use only. In 2014,
two more satellites were launched from French

Bechyně airport

Guiana but were injected into an incorrect

Location: 2 km SE from Bechyně

orbit. Analysis indicated that the third stage of

Operation: ULL only

the Soyuz launch vehicle failed to correctly

Actual used RWY: 600 x 35 m

circularize

RWY: 2400 x 35 m

the

satellites'

orbit.

Launching

satellites into orbit is currently stopped untill

RWY Strength: not available

the end of the investigation. Full completion of

Unused part or runway is in bad

the 30-satellite Galileo system (27 operational

condition. Absence of airport infrastructure

and three active spares) is expected by 2021

and good truck and train connection.

(ICASC, 2014).
Cheb airport
Location: 3 km SE from Cheb

1. Regional airports

Operation: VFR day only

Finding the best position for an airport is

RWY: 1000 x 25

based on several key factors.

RWY





MTOM-

5700

kg

(AIP,

10/2014)

Distance from existing airports available

Absence of airport infrastructure and

to handle IFR traffic.


Strength:

Location must be in a good service area in

insufficient

terms of public, truck and train transport.

airport

There is an effort to choose existing ex-

km).

taxiway

system.

Karlovy Vary is

International

in vicinity ( only 40

military base and reduce cost of the
České Budějovice airport

construction.


Location: 6,5 km from the city center of Ceske

Strength and runway dimension of the

Budejovice

existing runway should be suitable to

Operation: VFR day only

handle medium size airplane such as
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RWY: 2500 x 45 m
RWY

Strength:

system for precision approaches. ILS approach

PCN

32

R/B/W/T

(AIP,

is the most prefer type of approaches among

10/2014)

the airline carriers.

Very well located ex-military airport.
Sufficient system

of

taxiways, which

Price of the system, including DME

can

(distance

measurement

system)

with

the

handle size of planes such as Boeing 737 or

remote control is about 20 millions CZK. It is

Airbus 320. Runway was designed for big

not a final price. It doesn’t include ground

military jet airplanes. The current situation of

work and installation of necessary equipment

the airport infrastructure is in satisfactory

which can be very different price in each

condition.

project. Cost maintenance for one year cost

At

these

days

just

the

basic

maintenance is needed.

about 1,2 million Czech crowns.

City of Ceske Budejovice and Southbohemia region are the two owners of the

B. VOR

airport. Grants totaling 500 million crowns was

VOR (VHF Omni-Range) is the basic

already ratified.

Electronic navigation system that in use today.

Ceske Budejovice airport is therefore

This

VHF

Omni-Range

navigation

method

the best candidate to become new regional

relies on the ground based transmitters which

airport

IFR

emitted signals to VOR receiver. The VOR

satisfactory

ground stations are located both on and off

infrastructure, grand are obvious reasons why

airports to provide guidance information to

to choose this airport and try to find optimal

pilots both en route and during arrival and

radio-navigation aids for it.

departure. The VOR system is expansive, and

to

handle

airplanes

conditions.

Perfect

location,

under

pilots can use VORs to navigate throughout
the country (Soldán, 2007).

2. Radio-navigation aids

VOR

A. ILS

widespread

which is gradually removed.
Price of a new C-VOR with DME is

navigation of aircrafts upon the final approach

about 8 millions Czech crowns and cost

for landing .The ILS system is nowadays the

maintenance

primary system an for instrumental approach
minimums and it provides the horizontal as
well as the vertical guidance necessary for an

equipment

coaxial

use
with

is

about

850

Instrument

Landing

site at airports on or near rough terrain, and in

The accurate landing approach is a procedure
the

year

System glideslope equipment can be difficult to

in conditions of limited or reduced visibility.
with

one

C. TLS
Traditional

accurate landing approach in conditions, thus

descent

for

thousand Czech crowns.

for category I.-III-A conditions of operation

navigational

very

furthermore installation of this archaic system

is an internationally normalized system for

permitted

still

radionavigation system but here is no need for

The Instrument Landing System (ILS)

of

is

some cases cannot be used without extensive

of
the

trajectory and given information about the

earth removal to reduce errors induced by
multipath or ground-based reflections.

ILS

localizer performance can be diminished by

angle of descent.

multipath from large buildings located on the

ILS system is the most widespread
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airport

property.

TLS

provide

a

3. Air traffic control

virtual

approach path and offer possibility to fly CAT I

Each airport where is intended IFR traffic must

approach with DH 200 ft (ANPC, 2014). TLS

have air traffic controller who is responsible for

requires no new avionics. Function of the TLS
is

based

on

multilateration.

The

the traffic separation etc.

aircraft

To equipped airport with all necessary

position can also be displayed on a ground
console

with

format

matching

equipment

precision

SAAB

one aircraft and it is not suitable for airports

has

been

developing

new

technology for air traffic controllers. The r-

with heavy traffic.

TWR- Remote Tower control solution is a

Price of new TLS is about 32 mil Czech

revolutionary initiative for airport stakeholders

crowns and cost maintenance for one year is

and Air Traffic Control. For the first time, there

about 1 mil Czech crowns.

is

D. GNSS

a

real

resources,

possibility
information

to

combine

sharing

and

use

of

safety

enhancement features at a preferred and safe

The term ‘global navigation satellite

location.

system’ (GNSS) refers to a constellation of

R-TWR can be presented and adapted

space

in many forms and is the ideal solution when

transmitting positioning and timing data. By

seeking a primary ATC location for airport and

definition, a GNSS provides global coverage.
GNSS receivers determine location by using
the timing and positioning data encoded in the
signals from

expenditure

reduce cost for ATC service.

TLS can provide approach guidance only for

from

year

Nowadays there is only one way how to

such as ILS. The biggest disadvantage is that

signals

pay

expensive part of the process.

can substitute standard radionavigation aids

providing

to

connected with ATC service is usually the most

approach radar. This is the only system which

satellites

and

approach operation (Remote Tower, 2014).
Benefits:


space. The USA’s NAVSTAR

Replacement of outdated TWR
facilities.

Global Positioning System (GPS) is the only



system which can be used for civil aviation.

Provision of TWR services at new
airport

Europe Union has its own navigation



system GALILEO but it is not under full

Merging two or more existing ATS cites
into one.

operational use yet. GALILEO is intended for



civilian use only.

Contingency plan to guarantee
continuity of ATC service provision

EGNOS together with global navigation
system can offer accuracy for ILS CAT I

A.

approaches (EGNOS, 2014).

Certification

Remote tower ATC systems advanced by Saab

There are no acquisition costs or

have passed site acceptance testing in Norway

maintenance cost for an airport operator. The

and Sweden, paving the way for broader

only costs have aircraft operators who have to

acceptance of the technology at small and

buy certified GNSS receiver.

regional airports that have no manned tower or
a tower that is temporarily staffed during the
day.
Certification process for LFV (Swedish
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civil aviation authority) will have finished by

5.

the end of 2014 (LFV, 2014) System will be
certificated for use in Finland and Sweden, it is
6.

the first step. After that it will be possible to
certificate r-TWR in each European country.
Time needed for certification for local aviation

7.

authority in European Union member states is
predicted to be two years. System has been

8.

already certificated by SESAR, 2014, so that
the technology has been approved for use in

9.

aviation.
Transponder landing system passed
site of acceptance in 2002 (ANPC, 2014) and is

10.

in use on several airports in North America.
Time predicted for certification in European
11.

countries is two years.
An operator of a new regional airport
has

several

possibilities

to

which

12.

radionavigation aids to use. At the beginning of
a tender must be clear type of operation in
future and based on this decision further more

13.

options can be selected. Nowadays there is no
other system which can replace standard ILS

14.

approaches, maintain needed system accuracy,
reasonable radar separation and maintenance

15.

cost.

16.
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This paper is an introduction into a diploma thesis named “Tools for
increase of cabin crew professional skills”. The thesis deals with
airline company policies and a level of conduct of cabin crew during
their duty. It aims at determining that level, find flaws, and try to
find ways how to improve those levels. Most important part of the
thesis is a survey, which was conducted among cabin crew personnel
all around the world.

Keywords: cabin crew, airline crew, air transport, first aid, flight duty

Introduction

There is one special aspect of the cabin
crew job. As well as flight crew, the cabin crew

As a cabin crew member, I have seen many

has to work on irregular basis. One day the

times during my duty that my colleagues,

crew’s duty starts at 6PM, next day at 10AM,

especially those who work on senior cabin crew

and the day after that on 1AM. That is

position, have knowledge, which is useful for

undoubtedly difficult for any human – in spite

the cabin crew job, even though this kind of

of the fact that some of us can live with it.

knowledge is not required by any rule or

Moreover, I have come to believe that in

regulation. On the other hand, I have seen just

operational interests, or in the interest of

as many colleagues, whose skills were exactly

saving money, or simply because someone in

vice versa. One can see it not only during duty,

the company makes a mistake, a crew member

but also during periodical trainings. When I

is sometimes given a duty, which he/she

was thinking about it, I realized, that in spite

should not undergo, because its length is not

of the fact that I know all the things that I am
supposed

to

know

(as

defined

by

allowed by the Operation Manual.

the

These are the two main points which I

company’s training manual), there is much

am

knowledge – especially concerning the first aid

going

to write about in

Nevertheless,

– that I am unfortunately missing. For that
reason, I have decided to conduct a study on
cabin crew knowledge and skills.
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1. Survey
A.
Obviously,

Preparing the survey
everything

mentioned

in

the

“introduction” part is nothing else than the
author’s humble opinion. A need arose to back

Delta Airlines

Ryanair

Eastern SkyJets

SpiceJet

EasyJet

Sunexpress
Deutschland

Emirates

Transavia

Etihad

Travel Service

Eurolot

Turkish Airlines

FlyDubai

US Airways

FlyNiki

WestJet

Iberia

Wizzair

Jet Airways

Yemenia Airways

those opinions with opinions of others. That is
why the author has decided to make a survey
among cabin crew colleagues and try to get
those views either supported or refuted. There
were many aspects that needed to be taken
into account when

preparing

the survey.

Firstly – the need to get opinions from cabin
crew all around the world, not from one airline
only. This meant creating the survey in English
language. Secondly – the need to have as many
responses as possible. The only realistic way
then was to create an on-line survey. It was
essential to target at no other people than
cabin crew, so a rather non-conventional way
was used to contact them. There are Facebook

B.

Questions

First three questions and the last question of
the survey were meant to understand the
background of the person answering – his/her
gender, age, the airline he/she works for, and

groups that are created and being used

number of years in duty. Below, you can find

specifically for communication among cabin

all the questions, including possible answers:

crew. Links to the online survey were planted
into these groups. These groups altogether

1.

hold tens of thousands of people. Regretfully,
not much of them were willing to participate.
Only 549 people clicked on the link (and saw
the survey), and only 154 people finished the

Please choose your gender
•

Male

•

Female

2.

Age: …..

3.

Company you work for:

questionnaire. Responses were collected from
cabin crew from the following 36 airlines:

•

Czech Airlines

•

Travel Service

•

Ryanair

•

Wizzair

•

Other: …………………

Air Astana

Kuwait Airlines

Air France

Lufthansa

Air India

Malaysian Airlines

which you have gone through during

Air Mauritius

Mexicana Airlines

your

BlueAir

Monarch

CanJet

Norwegian

CityJet

PrivatAir

Cyprus Airways

Qatar Airways

4.

Do you think that first aid training
cabin

crew

training

was

sufficient?
•

Yes

•

No

5.

Do you feel confident when providing a
first aid to a passenger or a colleague?
(meaning do you think your first aid
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abilities are on high enough level?)

•
6.

physically difficult for you?

Rate your level on 1-5 scale (1-low, 5-

•

No, not really.

high)

•

Yes, but I can manage.

•

Yes, very difficult.

•

In my company, rosters are being

1

2

3

4

5

In case of crash in a non-populated
area, like desert, tropical forests, or

made in such a way that this

arctic areas, do you feel confident that

situation almost never happens

you would be able to survive without

11. Does the airline which you work for

immediate help from Search & Rescue

make mistakes when planning duties?

teams?

(meaning -

•

Yes

are

•

Probably yes

Operation Manual? ) – tick yes if this

•

Probably no

has happened to you at least twice

•

No

7.

Was

there

survival

a

desert/tropical/arctic

training

included

in

your

cabin crew training in the company
Yes, and a good one

•

Yes, but poor

•

No

8.

than

allowed

by

the

•

Yes

•

No

•

Such thing happened only once

12. Are you somehow rewarded when you

you currently work for?
•

longer

do they plan duties that

try hard to sell articles from your onboard “sky shop”?
•

Yes, I can earn more money this
way, or get some benefits

Do you think you would be able to

•

land a plane on board of which you

Only senior cabin crew can earn
more money this way

usually work, when instructed by air

•

traffic controller over radio?

No

13. Do you think you would try harder to

•

Yes

sell articles from the “sky shop” if you

•

Probably yes

were rewarded by 10% from every sold

•

Probably no

article?

•

No

9.

•

Yes

Do you have any experience with flying

•

No

a plane?

•

I’m not sure

•

Yes, I have a pilot license

•

Yes, I have had some pilot training,

there are things you could do better in

but I do not have a license

your job if you had sufficient skill or

Yes, but only on computer flight

knowledge?

•
•

14. Do you sometimes have a feeling that

simulator

•

Yes, sometimes

No

•

Yes, all the time

•

No

10. It can happen sometimes that your
work roster is planned in a way that

15. If you answered yes in the previous

one day you fly during the day, next

question,

day you fly at night, and next day

knowledge or skills you are missing or

during the day again, and so on. Is this

what could be done better. But you do
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not have to answer.

At first, it needs to be emphasized that the

…………………………………………………………

author does not want any airline to be

…………………………………….

somehow connected to the results of the

16. Do you know what Tokyo Convention

survey. A question was added asking about an

is and what rights it gives to you?

employer airline, so that it could be seen

•

Yes

whether the cabin crew in question works for a

•

I have heard about it, but I am not

national carrier, classic airline, or for a low-

sure what rights it gives to me

cost airline.

•

No

The background of the responders is

17. Do you know what Ionizing radiation is

more interesting only when one looks on the

and how and why it can be dangerous

individual answers. For the purpose of this

for

paper however, I will only add general results.

people

working

on

board

an

aircraft?

Most of the survey participants were women

•

Yes

(61.04%), 38.96% were men. The youngest

•

No

survey participant was 18 years old, oldest was

18. How many years do you work as a

62. Average age was 28.5 years. Answers to the

cabin crew?

question 3 were used only to determine airlines

…………….
C.

employing the participants, and to determine
Comment on the questions

the

number

of

airlines

which

violate

In order to make the processing of the survey

regulations (according to answers to question

results easier, almost all the questions were

no. 11).

created in a “multiple-choice” way. Usage of

It is strange to see how the people

this method sometimes causes a situation

responding to the survey would assess their

when someone wants to answer in a different

knowledge and skills. In the question no.4,

way. The author has tried, however, really hard

33.12% said that their first aid training which

to create the answers in such a way, that they

they have undergone during their cabin crew

would

be

training was not sufficient. In the second

supposed that if such situations arose anyway,

question, the overall average was 3.5, which

it would happen only in a small percent of the

can be considered relatively high number. But

total number of responses, and so can be

considering

neglected.

(Brunner,Tagiuri, 2014) (people generally tend

suit

almost

everybody.

It

can

the

social

cognition

rules

There are not as many questions in the

to overestimate their abilities), it is not that

survey as the author would want to – only

surprising. In fact, several studies have already

eighteen. Obviously, more questions would give

been done into the case, such as (Mahony et

more answers. But problem is that at some

al., 2007). This study shows that first aid

point, more questions would actually give us

abilities of cabin crew really are low. It is

fewer answers, as many people would not even

interesting to look at the results of the

start responding if they saw that the survey is

question 5 with regard to the age of the

lengthy. That is why it was decided to use only

responders. Young responders (aged 18-22)

these 18 questions.

give themselves very high score – the average
value in this group was 4.04. It is, however,

2. Analysis of the survey

difficult to say, whether their skills are really
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so good (for example thanks to better training

that they would probably succeed. It is strange

in

cannot

that people value their skills in this matter

objectively assess it because of the limited

very low when one realizes how high they have

length of their employment. In the category 23-

valued themselves in the first aid and survival

33 years of age, the average value was 3.32. In

matters. It’s a common knowledge that there

the category 34-62 years, the average value is

have already been several cases when a

3.68. There were five responders, who gave

passenger with no flying experience had to

themselves only 1 point, and 19 responders,

land a small general aviation aircraft and was

who gave 2 points. It is important to realize,

successful. It’s also a common knowledge that

that the first aid abilities are fundamental part

it was never needed from any passenger to

of the cabin crew skills, and it should always

land a commercial jet, but also that studies

be very high. It’s difficult to imagine that

have been conducted using a flight simulator,

someone on a different working position would

and the “passengers” were very successful. In

assess skills, which are fundamental to his job,

the light of these facts, the positive attitude is

so low. For example if a pilot would give 1 or 2

really low. There is, however, one problem that

points to his navigation abilities.

should be taken into account. It should be

the

last

years),

or

they

just

The next two questions are connected

reminded that we are talking about assisted

with survival in harsh conditions. Again,

landing all the time – a landing with a help of

people tend to think that their skills are high.

an air traffic controller. Even if there was a

The distribution of answers was A 16.88% /B

person in the cockpit who is bright and

58.44% /C 22.73% /D 1.95%. But it is

intelligent and would have a good chance in

necessary to take into account that in the

landing the plane, no one can think that

question, the time period without help was not

he/she would be successful without that help.

specified. Some people might have understood

But here comes a problem which may not be

the question as being left just for a day or

immediately obvious to everybody. In order to

similar time period. It’s safe to assume that for

get some help from the air traffic controller,

longer period of time, the number of survivors

one has to contact him first. Cabin crew

would not be very high. The results of this

personnel, however, are not always being

question rather contradict with answers from

taught how to operate the aircraft radio

the question 7. According to the survey, only

systems. Some airlines may teach it, but there

27.92% of the cabin crew got proper survival

is no regulation that would require them to do

training. 57.14% do not think their survival

so. It may be this fact that made the people

training was very good, and 14.94% did not

answering the survey to choose the answer

undergo it at all.

rather negatively.

Questions 8 and 9 were aimed at

Next question’s purpose was to find

finding out how many cabin crew have piloting

out whether the employer airline is trying to

skills, and compare how many of them feel

plan duties in a way that there is minimal

positive about landing a plane even if they

switching between flight duties during the day

don’t. 5.84% have a pilot license, and another

and during night. Below, there is a perfect

9.09% had some kind of pilot training. 15.58%

example of a crew schedule, which is made in

are positive that they would land a plane

a way that the crew has to switch day and

safely. Another 33.77% are not sure, but think

night duties. The next picture, on the other
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hand, shows a case where the crew member
has to work at night, but on a regular basis.

Blue field – 12.34% – represents
people who are ok with it. Pink field – 31.17% represents

people

who

think

that

their

company does its best and plans the roster
without this day/night switching. Green and
orange fields – a total of 56.49% - are not ok
with it. In the green field, there are people, who
can, however, manage. In the orange field,
there are people who feel it as very difficult to
cope with the rosters. It’s definitely a good sign
that there are companies which try to plan the
rosters

As can be seen from the pictures, the

with

respect

to

human

biological

job of an airline crew does not have to be

processes. But still, 56.49% is a relatively

always so much tiring, but if the airline plans

significant number. It would help to try to find

duties in a way that is shown on picture 1, it

a way to solve this problem, and make rosters

can be very tiring. Needless to say, there are

less tiring.

cases when there is no other way than to plan
the roster this way. The diagram below shows
how difficult it is for the crew to cope with the
way the rosters are being planned.
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Question number 11 was going to be

training, in-flight entertainment system. These

the most important question of the survey. The

are many topics, and the fact that they were

author knows that such things happen, even

mentioned serve as a reason to work on these

though they should not. The question was – on

topics.

how large scale does this happen? The results

The next two questions have shown a

can be seen on the image (4). As proved by the

major ignorance of things that should be very

survey, illegal duty has been planned to

well known to everyone working on board. Only

43.51% of responders (blue + orange field), to

42.21% knew what the Tokyo Convention is,

29.87%

once.

and what right it gives, and only 38.96% did

Considering that such thing should never

not know what ionizing radiation is, is spite of

happen, 43.51% is definitely a very significant

the fact that it is an important factor for people

number.

who work on-board an aircraft, especially for

(blue

Out

field)

of

more

than

the

36

carriers,

whose

employees participated

in

the survey, 19

those who work this way for many years.

violate the regulations regarding flight duty
limitations. Some may immediately say that it’s

Conclusion

a problem of low-cost carriers. But the data
suggest otherwise. Of the 19 airlines which

As mentioned in the beginning, the purpose of

violate regulations, only 7 are low-cost. 4 are

this survey and this paper was to find out

classic airlines, and 8 are national carriers.

some important information (and also some

Questions 12 and 13 were aimed at

not that important) about the opinions of cabin

finding out whether cabin crew can earn some

crew. Some of the author’s own opinions were

more money by actively selling goods on board

backed due to this survey, even though some

an aircraft. Only 25.32% percent of cabin crew

of them only partly. Some findings were to be

do not have a possibility to make more money

expected, some not that much. Especially the

this way. At some airlines, only the senior

part about planning illegal duties should be

cabin crew member can. According to answers

taken seriously, and it will be, as the number

from question 13, 61.69% of cabin crew would

of crew members who were planned it is really

try harder to sell things, and another 23.38%

significant. Even though some parts of this

would maybe try as well. It is an open door to

paper are not as important as others, all

profit for airlines which have not yet enabled

information collected during the survey will

this possibility for their crew members.

serve as an information material, which will be

According to question 14, 59.09% do

used in future.

not think that their skills are really high, and

The final conclusion, and an outcome

that there are things they could do better if

of the survey, is a diploma thesis into the

they had sufficient knowledge and skills. In the

subject. It tries to find possible solutions for

next question, which asked for specifying the

the

skills or knowledge they miss, following topics

research, and also find ways to make the job of

were mentioned: First aid, technical skills,

a

cabin

crew

better knowledge of skyshop products, foreign

pleasant.

The

languages, airport layouts, negotiating skills

diploma thesis is an attempt to make the cabin

(when there is a disruptive passenger on

crew themselves better.

board), more practical evacuation/fire fighting

problems

found
less

during
exhausting

ultimate

this

survey

and

outcome

of

more
that

The diploma thesis is aimed at three
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5.

subjects: 1) The cabin crew, as mentioned in
the previous paragraph. 2) Air carriers, who

6.

can use the survey results to improve their
cabin crew training. 3) Aviation authorities,
who should investigate the matter of violation

7.

of flight duty time limitations.

8.
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Biodiesel, Biokerosene in Air
Transport
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It is generally known that oil reserves are definite and limited.
Therefore most engine manufacturers look for a substitution of
conventional fuels used in currently used power plants. When
biofuels are used, it is often sufficient only to adjust the fuel system,
because biofuels are of different viscosity, acidity and aromatic
hydrocarbon content.

Keywords: biodiesel, biokerosene, biofuels

Introduction

natural

The introduction is certainly the most read. In
these days, it is increasingly often considered
to

substitute

conventional

fuels

same way or with some minor changes to
current aircraft systems. In principle, the law

hydrogen as fuel now. It is possible to obtain,

already mandates addition of alternative fuels

store and manipulate with pure hydrogen in

to current fuels. At the moment about 5% of it

to

is added, which should increase to 10% by

compounds where it can easily be obtained
Furthermore,

there

are

studies

hydrogen comes from fossil fuels. Obtaining

developing fuels that could be used in the

In theory, air transport could already use

from.

of

As a result, research is focused on

future for aircraft engines lies in hydrogen fuel.

bound

amount

container above their heads.

It is forecasted that the most promising

or

largest

energetically

reluctant to travel with a pressurized hydrogen

ecologic fuels.

state

The

less

term. Moreover, most passengers would be

also by the worldwide trend of using more

liquid

way.

a

much energy that it is not economic in the long

their negative impact on the environment but

or

demanding

in

hydrogen from renewable sources requires so

with

alternative ones. This is caused not only by

compressed

sources

2020.

of

aviation engines fuelled by hydrogen, either in

1. Biodiesel, biokerosene

form of jet engines or fuel cell engines.
Unfortunately, the technology has not

Biodiesel is an ecological fuel produced from

advanced sufficiently to obtain hydrogen from

vegetal oil or animal fat used in compression-

~ 223 ~
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ignition

engines.

It

is

manufactured

by

Pure biodiesel has better lubrication

catalytic transesterification11 of vegetal oil by

properties compared to oil based diesel, which

methanol or ethanol. The oil is obtained from

in turn reduces engine wear. It also has a

pressed seeds of oilseed rape (80% of world

higher

production, mainly Europe), soya beans (USA),

conventional diesel12.(Stratton, R., 2010) It is

sunflower seeds or palm and coconut oil.

an ecological, easily degradable fuel free of

Besides that, other inedible plants such as

sulphur, polyaromatic compounds or halogens.

Jatropha, Halophytes or algae are grown

It can be burn easier and reduces smoke

purposefully for biofuel production. Plants rich

emissions of compression-ignition engines. Its

in oil can also be substituted with waste

production costs are low compared to other

animal fat or used frying oil.

fuels.

Waste is then used for fodder mixture

cetane

number

compared

to

1.2. Usability of biokerosene in aviation

production, and a by-product, glycerol, is an
ingredient in soap production. All by-products

The

differences

are hence further used.

conventional

between

diesel

(oxygen

biodiesel

and

content

and

hydrocarbon chain length depending on the

1.1. Biodiesel properties

production material) have a negative impact on
There

are

two

main

differences

between

the properties critical to its application in

conventional diesel and biodiesel. – biodiesel

aviation – a higher crystallization point, worse

contains oxygen and hydrocarbon chains of

heat stability, lower energetic content per unit

variable length (their length depends on the

volume and unit mass.

material used for their production, biofuel with

Biokerosene is biodiesel with shorter

hydrocarbon chains of similar length to those

hydrocarbon chains. As has already been said,

used in aviation oil is called biokerosene),

the length of the chain depends on the

which influence its properties. Biodiesel and

material used for its production. Palm oils

biokerosene

(Babassu palm from Brazil, coconut oil…) with

can

be

easily

mixed

with

conventional fuels.

a chain of 12 to 14 carbon atoms are

During the production and storage of

particularly suitable for the production of

biodiesel and biokerosene, it is important to

biokerosene. Other plants such as rape, soya

ensure a low amount of water content in the

and others lead to chains with a length of 16 to

fuel to prevent the formation of mould and
bacteria, which further cause corrosion and

12 It is used to describe fuels for compression-ignition

fuel filter clogging. Biodiesel properties are in
particular problematic at low temperatures
when the ability to be filtered and a higher
crystallization point are apparent. It also tends
to cause sediments in the fuel system, has
lower energetic content and therefore worse
performance parameters.

11

Transesterification is a process of producing
methylesters of unsaturated fatty acids. It consists of
mixing methanol and sodium hydroxide with oil (vegetal
or animal). Glycerine and water are the by-products.
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engines. Fuel is ejected into hot air heated by
compression. The fuel is atomized, vaporized and
ignited. It is important to minimize the amount of time
elapsed between the injection and ignition to prevent the
ignition of too much fuel at one time. This would result
in an effect similar to rough running of ignition engines.
Compression-ignition engines burn hydrocarbons with
lower point of ignition better. The so called cetane
number has been used for comparison. Cetane (nhexadecane)
was
assigned
a
value
of
100,
methylnaphthalene was assigned a value of 0. The
principle of comparison is the same as for the octane
number in ignition engines. The higher the cetane
number is, the less susceptible the fuel is to rough
engine running. The engine then starts better, it has
smoother and quieter run and has better performance
(decreased fuel consumption). The exhaust also contains
less noxious substances. It is measured using a
reference engine.
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18.

Biokerosene

is

used

mixed

with

Among others, fuel also ensures heat

conventional fuel, usually at a ratio of 20%.

exchange between

The reason for this is its high crystallization

aircraft systems, which results in continuous

point, which poses a risk of fuel freezing

temperature changes. Temperature changes

during longer flights at higher altitudes (the

may, in case of biokerosene, result in its

solidification

is

decomposition and the formation of sediments

around -3° to 12°C). The properties of different

not only in the fuel system but also in ground

biokerosene mixtures with military fuel JP-814

refuelling

are summarized in the following table.

biokerosene with conventional aviation fuel

point13

of

pure

biodiesel

contains

Param
eter

Un
it

Contents
Mecha mg
nical
/l
impur
ities
mg
Total
KO
acidity H/
g
%.
Aroma
vol
tics
.
Volatility
Destill
ation
curve
End of
oC
destill
ation
Liquidity
Crysta
llizatio o
C
n
point
Viscos
ity cSt
20oC
Others
Cond
uctivit
y

Va
lu
e

m
ax
.

Req
uire
me
nt

1.0

4%

less
3%

A

20%

other

mixture

energy

per

unit

less

energy

per

of

mass
unit

volume, which restricts long flights where the

Kerosene
JP2%
8
Bioke
rosen
e

10%
Bioke
rosen
e

20%
Bioke
rosen
e

0.2

3.9

-

0.3

equipment.

(38MJ/kg) and

Table 9 A comparison of properties of pure JP-8 fuel and
its mixture with biokerosene

the engines and

mass of fuel is a limiting factor. In general,
there is a 0.6% increase in fuel consumption
caused by higher fuel mass. (ČSN 656508,
2009)
Virgin Atlantic successfully performed
a B747 flight from London to Amsterdam in

m
ax
.

0.0
15

0.0
00

0.00
8

0.02
2

0.04
0

2008 where one engine was fuelled with a 20%

m
ax
.

25.
0

15.
9

17.2

22.6

30.4

and

mixture of biokerosene made of Babassu palm
Jet

SERVICE)

A1

(Bezemisní

(the

relatively

elektrobus,
small

ratio

ČASwas

chosen in order to comply with crystallization
point requirements). Despite that, biodiesel

m
ax
.

300

m
ax
.

-47

51

-50

-27

-19

m
ax
.

8

4.
4

4.3

5.1

-

25
6

288

339

and biokerosene are still considered unsuitable

344

for air transport because of their properties at
low temperatures and poor heat stability. They
are

mostly

used

in

surface

transport

applications where their properties are less
critical. Should we use this fuel in the future in
aviation, it would be necessary to change the

pS
/m

150600

17
6

129

93

design of aircraft such as internal heating of

135

fuel tanks and all fuel systems.

Source: Corporan et al., 2005

Advantages
The

values

can

differ

dependent

on

the

The advantage is better biodegradability. Pure

material used for biofuel production. The

biodiesel is not toxic and has better lubrication

values shown in red do not meet prescribed

properties compared to conventional diesel.

specifications.

Unfortunately, there are more disadvantages
than advantages when used in aviation. (Sasol,
2010)

13 A temperature at which the concerned substance is

solid enough to stop running. (Skopal et al.)
14 JP-8 is a military fuel with properties similar to JetA.
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Disadvantages

One of the disadvantages is, for example,
2.

freezing at low temperatures. Hence its use in
aviation is unlikely. Biodiesel contains water
and sediments that clog fuel filters and its use

3.

and storage must be limited to 3 to 6 months
due

to

a

gradual

constituents.
propensity

to

Another
etch

decomposition

of

its

disadvantage

is

its

elastomers,

or

4.

rubber
5.

components, which results in changes to
properties and volume of e.g. seals and orings.(Sasol, 2010)
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Hydrogen in Air Transport
Martin Voráček
Department of Air Transport, Czech Technical University in
Prague, Czech Republic
Email: voracma1@fd.cvut.cz

Given the limited reserves of fossil fuels, engine manufacturers look
for alternatives to this scarce resource. One of the options, which is
forecasted to be promising in the future, is hydrogen. It has a lot of
advantages such as being a clean fuel or its high energetic content.
However, it also has several disadvantages such as the difficult way
of obtaining it in its pure form.

Keywords: hydrogen, future fuel, fuel cell

Introduction

optimal way in light of the global initiative of

Alternative fuels are nowadays often discussed
because of the general reliance on oil and a

time to a lower impact of air transport on the

scientists are searching for the best way of

environment. (Kabeš, K.)

abandoning oil as a fuel. Equally to kerosene

Hydrogen is one of the basic elements

and petrol, which must have specific properties

of the universe. It is the source of energy of

to be usable in aviation, alternative fuels that

stars, we can also find it in intergalactic space.

are available on the market and capable of
kerosene

must

meet

On the Earth, it is commonly found in

certain

compounds, mainly in water, but also in

criteria and obtain certificates necessary to be

natural gas or coal. It is found in the

acceptable for air transport.

atmosphere in gaseous state in small amounts

The Antares aircraft was the first one

estimated at 1%.

to be powered solely by hydrogen and thus it
showed

another

possibily

of

by electrolysis of water. This could lead to the
world’s independency of oil and at the same

large number of research organizations and

substituting

greenhouse gas emission reduction, but also

substituting

1. Source

current fuels. Besides expensive production,
its major disadvantage when entering the

Hydrogen is often called the fuel of the future.

market will be the necessity of new power

Should it really be used in large as energy

plants, fuel systems and a new logistic chain.

source, it will be necessary to ensure its

There is a wide range of ways of producing
hydrogen. Scientists are able to produce it
from fossil fuels, which are not the most
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sufficient

amount

and

to

build

adequate

infrastructure. This may take decades. At the
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moment

hydrogen

electrolysis,

is

steam

produced

reforming

by

and

water
partial

oxidation of natural gas, oil residuals or coal
gasification. It can also be produced from
renewable sources such as biomass. The
current production of hydrogen in Europe is
estimated at 19 tonnes a day. In case of all
European flights powered by hydrogen, its
consumption would amount to 30,000t, which
would

require

a

significant

increase

in

production and logistic capacity.

2. Properties
Hydrogen is the lightest gas (it is 14 times
lighter than air). Its main advantage in aviation
energy

per

unit

mass,

it

has

high

energy.

It

is



not

exceed

50°C,

otherwise



the

damage

to

the

outlet

MJ/m3

10

MJ/kg

141

MJ/m3

12

Liquid – cooled to a temperature of -

Compressed

–

in

underground

tanks

disused
or

mines,

high-pressure

containers (20MPa of pressure in heavy

pressure may increase excessively, resulting in
mechanical

120

calorific value)

increasing

temperature. The temperature in the container
should

MJ/kg

used for cooling corresponds to 1/3 of its

mixture. When stored in pressure cylinders, its
with

0.08

252.8°C, large need of energy (the energy

system to prevent the formation of explosive
increases

kg/m3

Hydrogen can be stored in three states:

therefore

necessary to ensure tightness of the whole fuel

pressure

kg/m3

-252
-259
70.8

oC

(both in fuel farms as well as the craft itself).

mixture with oxygen, it is easily ignitable by a
of

oC

and storage of hydrogen are a major problem

compared to e.g. methane). It forms explosive
amount

585

The previous paragraph shows that transport

combustion heat and calorific value (when

small

oC

Source: Stratton, R. et al., 2010

is the fact that it contains the largest amount
of

Volatility
Point of
spontaneous
ignition
Boiling point
Melting point
Densitiy of
liquid phase at
-259oC and 0.1
MPa
Density of the
gaseous phase
at 20oC a 0.1
MPa
Combustion
Calorific value
(liquid)
Calorific value
(gaseous)
Combustion
heat (liquid)
Combustion
heat (gaseous)

steel tanks)

and



subsequent leak to the surroundings.

Bound – in a chemical compound which
can easily release it back (Stratton, R. et

Table 10 Basic physical and chemical properties of
hydrogen
Parameter
Unit
Hydrogen
Contents
Physical
Colourless gas
appearance
Lower explosion % vol.
4
limit in air
Upper
% vol.
75
explosion limit
in air
Lower explosion % vol.
4
limit in oxygen
Upper
% vol.
95
explosion limit
in oxygen

al., 2010)
Hydrogen can be used in two ways:


As fuel in combustion engines



As fuel for electrochemical oxidation
in fuel cells
Both

ways

of

hydrogen

use

in

transport appear to be advantageous from an
ecological point of view, because the exhaust of
combustion is only water. Above that, fuel cells
have a significantly higher energetic efficiency
than
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combustion

engines.

It

is
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estimated that the overall effect of the use of

compared

hydrogen as aviation fuel will be positive: lower

compensate for the increase in aircraft mass.

emissions, lower operational costs, lower price

to

other

fuels,

which

should

3.2. Engines

and energetic demand. (Stratton, R. et al.,
The use of hydrogen will require changes to the

2010)

combustion as well as fuel system. It includes
for example fuel pumps, lines, sensors and
regulation valves. The fuel system will have to
contain a heat exchanger to heat hydrogen and
to evaporate it into gaseous state. Tests have
shown that the combustion chamber will not
require major changes because hydrogen has a
wide range of ignition temperatures, which is
also advantageous to ignition control. The
anticipated changes consist of a modified
number of nozzles and shortening of the

3. Combustion engine fuel

combustion chamber for better mixing with air

Hydrogen can be burnt both in piston and jet

and a faster combustion speed. Given the

combustion engines. The principle of their

lower mass of aircraft, it will be possible to

functioning is the same as that of currently

decrease engine thrust by approximately 25%

used engines. The character of the fuel results

and hence to decrease their mass.

in different needs for storage, the fuel system

As early as 1988, a Tupolev TU-154

itself and the management of the combustion

(called TU-155) was rebuilt with its right

process.

engine Kuzněcov NK-88 fuelled by hydrogen
and natural gas. The modified ventilated and

3.1. Fuel tanks

pressurized

passenger

cabin

contained

a

Given that hydrogen must be stored in liquid

17.5m3 cryogenic container. It logged more

state in the aircraft, its use will require

than 100 hours of test flights.(Gilmore, Ch., et

changes to the design of fuel tanks. These will

al., 2011)

not be able to be located in the wings and will
have to places in the fuselage because of the

4. Fuel cells

necessity of insulation and internal pressure
(hydrogen will be stored in liquid state, i.e. in

A

cryogenic

transforming

tanks15

at

a

temperature

of

-

fuel

cell

is

a

chemical

continuously

energy

an aircraft will increase by 13% (Morgan, P. et

(mostly pure or atmospheric oxygen) without

al. 2011) as a result and that the number of

thermal combustion directly to electric energy

seats and amount of payload will decrease.

and heat. Water is the only by-product.

However,

Electric energy is produced without emissions

significantly

lighter

and

fuel16

(nowadays

is

hydrogen)

of

252.8°C). It is expected that the empty mass of

hydrogen

mostly

device

oxidizer

15 Cryogenic containers are used to store substances

16 The principle of operation is electrochemical

(for example so called permanent gases such as
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, neon etc.) at very low
temperatures (below -180°C). They are used for example
as energy sources in spacecraft.

oxidation of oxygen. There are fuel cells of various types;
they differ in the electrolyte used and their working
temperature. Their description and the related reactions
exceed the scope of this work.
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of noxious substances or noise. Fuel cells

Fuel cells are nowadays used in rocket

contain a small amount of movable parts.

propulsion, they were formerly used in space

Another advantage is their high efficiency

shuttles. Boeing does not expect fuel cells in

superseding the efficiency of fossil fuels. No

their current form to become the primary

material, electrodes or electrolyte is used and if

power source of commercial aircraft in the

fuel and oxidizer is supplied, the cell can

future.

theoretically work for an indefinite period of
time.(Stratton, R. et al., 2010)
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